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PREFACE

The following pages embody the results of my studies spread over a number of years on one of the greatest branches of Indian Philosophy, viz. Advaita Vedânta. The greatness and vastness of this branch were at the outset somewhat overwhelming to my limited powers, but it was the inspiring advice, guidance and schooling of my teachers that emboldened me to undertake and execute the work. I may here recall with a sense of genuine pride and fortunate satisfaction that it was through a chance interview with that great savant of India of recent memory, the late lamented Professor Surendra Nath Dasgupta, that I got an idea of planning my researches. It was in the year 1951 at Lucknow that I happened to meet the late Professor Dasgupta in connection with the XVI Session of the All-India Oriental Conference. That was my first and last meeting with such an intellectual giant. In the short time that I had this rare opportunity to meet him, he advised me to study the original texts of any School of Vedânta of Śaṅkara’s following and bring out a logical treatment of the problems and theories. That was all that I gathered at this meeting, but that was like a flash of light in my obscure path of research. When I came to Calcutta I planned that I should undertake the study of at least the Pañcapuḍīkā and the Pañcapuḍīkāvivaraṇa as far as I could, and then write a thesis on this School. I started my studies under Professor Satkari Mookerjee, M.A., Ph.D., the then Asutosh Professor of Sanskrit at the Calcutta University and now Director of Nalanda Pali Institute. My revered teacher approved of my plan and chalked out my line of studies. I cannot adequately express in words my gratitude to him for his help, advice, guidance and interest in my studies. It has been mainly for him that I have been able to present the following pages before the learned world. My work was all along planned by him and has been executed by myself with his approval.

My studies as embodied in the following pages are substantially a thesis submitted to the University of Calcutta for
D.Phil. degree in the Faculty of Arts. The thesis was unani-
mously accepted and recommended for the conferment of the
degree in 1956. The monograph is mainly a study of two
classics of post-Śaṅkara development of Advaita Vedānta,
referred to above. But as a first attempt to systematic study
of the School, formulated in the two classics, I had, out of an
academic compulsion, to be more faithful and concentrated
to some of the fundamental theories of the School. The first
Varnaka of the Pañcapādikā and the Pañcapādikāvivaraṇa is
practically the pillar and fountain of Advaita metaphysics and
epistemology. The deepest recesses of Advaita are adum-
brated and elucidated therein. All the later Advaitist dia-
lectics, polemics, logic and epistemology hover round the
interpretations of this chief current of Śaṅkara’s tradition. In
this respect, it is undeniable that the first Varnaka gives us
the different crucial problems and their answers. It is also
true that the subsequent Varnakas give us some of the con-
firmed tenets of Śaṅkara’s Vedānta in an elaborate manner.
But when once this attempt of the study of the fundamentals
of Advaita has borne some success in faithful and conscien-
tious presentation that the other aspects in the School can be
taken up. I have in view such a future attempt to complete
my studies, which I hope to execute in not very distant future.
It is worthwhile here to remember that this study has also,
whenever occasion has demanded it, presented the interpreta-
tions of later commentators like Akhaṇḍānanda, Viṣṇubhaṭṭo-
pādhyāya and Vidyāranya, Cītsukha, Prakāśārthavivarana-
kāra and Madhusūdāna. Thus it has been somewhat, within
limited precincts, a comprehensive and comparative evalua-
tion of the Advaitist theories in the light of these commen-
tators, each having some kind of peculiar light to throw to
interpret the theories. I submit that I have been faithful to
Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati but I also claim to have tried
in my humble way to interpret them. My central theme has
been pinned to the cardinal doctrine of Advaita, viz. Brahman
as Pure Consciousness is the primus of our Being, Knowledge,
and even Bliss, which I have followed up, as faithfully as
possible.

There have been some translations and expositions of
some works or authors of this School. Dr. Saileswar Sen and
Prof. Suryanarayana Sastri have jointly published a full
excellent English translation of Vidyārāṇya’s Vivaraṇapra-
meyasanāgraha, which I have consulted freely with profit. Dr. T. M. P. Mahadevan’s recent revised edition of the work The Philosophy of Advaita with special reference to Bhāratī-
tīrtha-Vidyārāṇya has also been consulted. Moreover, as by
every researcher on Indian Philosophy, the monumental Histories
of Indian Philosophy of Professor Radhakrishnan and Professor
Dasgupta have been freely consulted by me. Wherever I have
accepted, with or without qualification, other works, I have
appropriately quoted from, or referred to them.

Lastly, it should be a travesty if I do not acknowledge
that the great Sanskrit scholar, Mahāmahopādhyāya Dr.
Jogendra Nath Tarka-Sankhya-Vedanta-tīrtha obliged me by
allowing me to sit at his feet to clear many a passage on any
occasion I sought the help of his mature and versatile
erudition.

I must, in fine, admit that the printing of the work has
left much to be desired and improved. But I may assure the
scholarly reading circle that the work had to be hurried
through and I was an inexperienced proof-reader. Moreover,
the highly technical matter of the diacritical marks was a
problem in proof-reading in this my first venture. Besides,
some unforeseen circumstances in the tampering with the
stacked books have taken away, at places, from the quality of
the get-up of the work. Hence, in spite of all my good inten-
tions, what with my limited technical knowledge and what
with natural phenomena sometimes not predictable, the per-
fection in printing and get-up has been incomplete. To make
up for the printing lapses, I would crave the indulgence of the
scholarly world to refer to the rather copious Errata at the
end, correcting the lapses in the body beforehand for felicity
in correct reading. I admit that it will be something to tax
their patience and time, but I trust in their goodwill towards
an imperfect fellow-scholar. If in future a Second Edition is
required, I am assured that the failures in the technical side
in this Edition will be like the pillars of success in that side
in the next. Considering all these preliminary imperfections
in printing and get-up, the work, even for the merit it is worth,
could not be priced higher.

Gauhati University, India, Bratindra Kumar Sengupta
October, 1959.
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Chapter I

A Rational Approach Towards the Study of Vedānta: The Logical Path & its Background.

To give a summary of the main conclusions and arguments establishing on most solid grounds the interpretations of Śaṅkara’s Brahmasūtrabhāṣya as put forward in the Vivaraṇa School, it is worthwhile to try to begin with the end (viṣaya) of Vedantic studies. Padmapādācārya at the outset of his work, Pañcapādikā, notes with precision what ought to be the end and object of commencing the study of Vedānta, and how far Śaṅkara in his Introduction to the Brahmasūtrabhāṣya (adhyāsabhāṣya) has hinted at them. It is customary in Indian tradition to begin the study of a work or system being informed of its object (viṣaya), end (prayojana), competent subject (adhikārīn) and the relation (sambandha) between the work and its object. These four have come to be known as the anubandhacatuṣṭaya or the four necessary pre-conditions of the study of a work. Hence Padmapāda very rightly hints at the more essential pre-requisites, viz., object (viṣaya) and end (prayojana) of the study of Vedānta through the Brahmasūtras and Śaṅkara’s commentary thereon. He is rather cryptic, for he says that Śaṅkara has hinted at the object and end of Vedantic studies in his adhyāsabhāṣya by taking the cue from the first sūtra of Bādarāyaṇa (aṭṭhāto Brahmaśūjaṇā; Br. Sūt. 1/1/1). But it is Prakāśātmayati, the author of the Pañcapādikāvivaraṇa, who has taken pains to bring out the full implications of Śaṅkara’s adhyāsabhāṣya vis-à-vis the Brahmasūtra. He has shown with masterly analysis that the first Brahmasūtra referred to above unmistakably points to a logical discursion (vicāra) of the highest truth of Vedānta, i.e., Brahman, for, he says, to infuse into the matter-of-fact sūtra the property of an injunction we have to add a word with an injunctive suffix and that should be in his opinion ‘kartavyā’ (ought to be done). Now with regard to the knowledge (jñāna) or will (icchā) there cannot be any injunction. Knowledge takes its own course without any injunctive co-ercion,
for the conditions of knowledge being fulfilled it must arise. Will for knowledge, too, cannot be extraneously commanded by any injunction, for it is purely a psychological phenomenon which arises when we have knowledge of something that stimulates our curiosity as something valued on its own account or as an instrument of some valued end. Will for an unknown object is not valid will, but a ‘dream’ or a ‘wish’ which has no locus standi. Hence the two parts of the word jījñāsā, viz., jñāna (knowledge) and icchā (will) cannot be the desired object of injunction as pre-supposed in the word kartavyā (ought to be done). Hence Prakāśātmayati says that the word refers logically to vicāra (discursion) which is related as an intermediary process with the above two meanings, just like pincers, because it is the outcome (sādhyā) of will but the progenitor (janaka) of knowledge. Thus the first Brahmasūtra logically refers to the injunction of vicāra and hence naturally to that of the Vedānta doctrines for which the sūtras are composed. But it does not stop there, for the vicāra it advocates is for the true knowledge of Brahman (Brahmajñāna) as the means of complete Liberation (mokṣasādhanā) to the sincere seeker after Truth endowed with all the qualities (sādhanacatuṣṭya-vasampannasya), who is the competent subject (adhikārin). This in fact is the implied but logical meaning of the first Brahmasūtra and the adhyāśabdhāya of Śaṅkara hints at the end (prayojana—viz., Mokṣa)\(^1\), for, both these, i.e., object, viz., Unity and end, viz., Liberation may be plausible and true if our whole empirical life is shown to be the result of a false, illusory, super-imposed knowledge (adhyāsa). Śaṅkara has shown this unmistakably in his adhyāśabdhāya by pointing to the life of bondage (the empirical life) as false, illusory, and as due to super-imposed knowledge of the empirical upon the transcendental Reality (adhyāsa due to avidyā)\(^2\). This fact of the super-imposed nature or illusory character of the life of bondage has been logically established by showing its

\(^1\) mokṣasādhanābrahmajñānāya—(Pañcapādikāvivaranam—Cal. Sans Series No. 1. P. 23.—Henceforth will be shortened as Vīvaranā and will refer to the same Edition).

lakṣaṇa (definition), sambhāvanā (possibility), sadbhāva (existence) and pramāṇa (proofs) in the adhyāsabhāsyā of Śaṅkara.

As to the first Brahmāṣṭra which gives the cue to the determination of the object and end of Vedantic studies, Prakāśātmāyati traces the origin of this sūtra to the Upanisadic injunction of sarvaṇa (Ātmā vā’re draṣṭavyah śrotavyah etc. in Brhadāranyaka Upaniṣad 4/5/6) to one who has completed Vedic studies as enjoined in the Vedic dictum svādhyāyo’dhyetavyah. (Taitt. Ār. 2/15), and realized apparently the import of the śrutis referring to Ātmadārśana (cf. Ātmanī vijñāte sarvamidam vijñātam—Brhad. Up. 4/5/6 etāvadare khalvamāttavam etc.—Brhad. Up. 4/5/15), but his discursive faculty does not stop there, as he tries to unearth the true implications involved in such knowledge, viz., the competent subject, the true object and the real end. These three anubandhas, i.e., adhiśārīn, viśaya and prayaṇa are hinted at in the śrutis themselves, but the logical thinker seeks the raison d'être of these Vedic truths in a dialectical form for which Bādarāyaṇa initiated the logical method, viz., nyāya-prasthāna in his Brahmasūtras by the first aphorism, athāto Brahmagijñāsā.

The next question which is basal to the study of Vedānta is the discussion regarding the nature of injunction in the Upanisadic passage: “Ātmā vā’re draṣṭavyah śrotavyo mantavyo nididhyāsitavyah” (Brhad. Up. 4/5/6). The dialectical process of Vedantic studies take their origin in the injunctive precept, viz., śrotavya. Prakāśātmāyati has taken great pains to show that the necessity of commencing Vedantic studies lies in the fact that the summum bonum of life appears in the true Realization of Self (Ātmadārśana) and hence the ways and means towards that goal are worth-knowing. Thus though the perpetual injunction (nityavidhi) as envisaged in the Vedic precept svādhyāyo’dhyetavyah (Taitt. Ār. 2/15) is at the root of studying and understanding the Vedas (on the part of the twice-born), still Prakāśātmāyati holds that knowledge or Realization of the Self (Ātmadārśana) as the summum bonum of life is possible, only through the injunction noted above. As to the ways and means indicated in the three steps or stages, viz., śrotavyaḥ, mantavyaḥ and nididhyāsitavyaḥ he takes śravaṇa as the principal one, the two others as auxiliary,
Here Prakāśātmayati strikes a new note by showing that the origin of Vedantic studies is in the injunction of śravaṇa, though the perpetual adhyayanavidhi gives the cue to Vedic studies in general. To him śravaṇa is the principal incentive towards Ātmadarśana, and manana and nirdīhyāsana are subservient to it (phalopakāryaṅge). The School of Bhāmāti initiated by Vācaspati Miśra (9th. Cent A.D.) who wrote the tīkā, viz., Bhāmāti on the Brahmasūtrabhāṣya, however, traces Vedantic studies on the logical and dialectical plane to the adhyayanavidhi as the studies of Mīmāṃśā have also the same injunction at their origin. Śravaṇa, manana and nirdīhyāsana are not the fountain-heads of the Vedantic dialectical studies by way of injunctions. Nor even is śravaṇa the principal means towards Ātmadarśana. These pertain to the ken of jñāna or knowledge, pure and simple, where no injunctive force can exist. Knowledge arises as soon as the conditions of it are fulfilled. Hence what these three stages can do is only to show the way towards the Realization of the Self only indirectly by focussing our attention on several indirect methods. Śravaṇa is responsible, according to the Bhāmāti School, for an indirect (prakṛṣṭa) knowledge of Self, as the means of knowledge is mediate; manana is also responsible for such knowledge that is indirect; but by nirdīhyāsana which engenders constant concentration upon the indirectly realized Self, there arises an immediate (pratyakṣa) knowledge of it. Hence nirdīhyāsana is the principal organ of the knowledge of the Self where śravaṇa and manana are secondary. But all these three are never the object of any injunction, but are only objects of factual statement (vihitānuvādaka).

Prakāśātmayati has taken enormous pains to establish his view of the whole matter by way of a solid defence of the injunctive character of the Upanisadic precept śrotavya. His masterly analysis of the nature of vidhi and whether any vidhi is plausible in the matter of Brahmayāna leaves one in no doubt about the immensity of the task. He faces his opponents’ cogent arguments very logically and establishes his view that here in śravaṇa there is the stamp of a distinct vidhi even though it is meant for Brahmayāna.

Before entering into an examination of this question it is worthwhile to discuss in a nutshell the implications of vidhi.
and its different varieties. The Mīmāṁsakas say that vidhi or injunction makes it obligatory upon man to perform an act which is not otherwise required to be performed. The nature of vidhi is to make known that which is beyond any other means of knowledge as being conducive to a specific effect (aprāptaaprāpako vidhiḥ). There are three such vidhis, viz., apūrva, niyama and parisāṅkhyā. Apūrvavidhi enjoins an act for a specific purpose for which no other means of knowledge is ever capable of doing so. As an example they cite the injunctive precept—agnihotrain juhuyāi svargakāmaḥ. Here by enjoining upon the person desirous of heaven the sacrifice of agnihotra, the śruti becomes the sole means of knowing this cause-and-effect relation between the sacrifice and its effect, heaven. By niyamavidhi it is suggested that out of several alternative means to get a desired result, only one is enjoined at the cost of others. Example: vṛihīnavahanti. Here to get the result of the separation of husks from rice in order to prepare sacrificial cakes, pounding (avaghāta) of paddy is enjoined. Here other methods such as separation by nails having been the good alternative means to get the same result, only avaghāta is enjoined. In parisāṅkhyāvidhi we get an injunctive precept by which other probable alternative means of performance for a specific purpose are discarded, so that one such alternative may stand. Example: paṇca pañcanakāh bhakṣyāḥ. Here the precept enjoins the eating of the flesh of only five five-nailed animals like the hare, by entirely prohibiting by implication the eating of the flesh of others like the monkey, so that in the matter of the eating of the flesh of five-nailed animals, some alternative animals are prohibited as being unfit for consumption.

Niyama or Restrictive Injunction has got primarily a positive significance either for empirical knowledge or scriptural instructions. A positive injunction to have recourse to one alternative facilitates the achievement of the task. The exclusion of the other alternatives follows by implication, as they are mutually incompatible. The adoption of one course of action naturally precludes that of the others from the nature of the case, e.g., pounding is exclusive of other operations. But parisāṅkhyā has only a privative significance. Here the alternatives are neither mutually exclusive nor
incapable of satisfying the end, severally or jointly. The very fact that there is an express injunction regarding a course of action which naturally presents itself and for the adoption of which an express injunction need not be necessary, is such that, it makes obligatory that the other alternative courses are to be relinquished. In the example cited above, man has a natural tendency to satisfy hunger by consuming food. The express injunction that animal-food should be selected from these five types implies the prohibition of others. The positive performance is not determined by this injunction but either by natural inclination or another precept. It only puts its seal of approval on select kinds and its purpose is only to ban the other kinds.

Prakāśātmanyati in his Vivaraṇa and Vidyāraṇya in his Vivaraṇaprameyasaṃgraha have discussed at length whether at all any vidhi or injunction is plausible in the matter of Brahmacāraṇa, and if so, what kind of injunction it ought to be. As to the first question it is doubted whether any adṛṣṭaphala or unforeseen merit is possible in Brahmacāraṇa. The question rises from the fact that the nature of the vidhis is to engender some adṛṣṭa or apūrva in the specific act it enjoins so that the sum-total of apūrva in the whole act (like sacrifice) may be realised. Without reference to any such adṛṣṭaphala the vidhis lose all their injunctive force. Hence here in the matter of Ātmadarśana or Brahmaṇcāraṇa there should be recognised the presence of some such adṛṣṭa in the injunctive precept (vidhi) of śravaṇa. But it is evident that no amount of adṛṣṭaphala is required in the present case where only known causes (like śravaṇa) are sufficient. But Prakāśātmanyati says that in Brahmacāraṇa also there is immense scope for adṛṣṭaphala, for it is to be achieved through the adṛṣṭa of all works merging into knowledge. These pieces of adṛṣṭa conduce to the destruction of evils antagonistic to Brahmaṇcāraṇa as is indicated in the Upanisadic texts like avidyāyā mṛtyūṁ tīrtvā, tapasā kalmaṣam hanti. Even in the Vedic injunction, svādhyāyo' dhyetavyaḥ (Taitt. Ār. 2/15) the Mimāṃsakas recognise the presence of adṛṣṭaphala for the knowledge of dharma which otherwise would not accrue if it were not known to be the result of sacrificial acts known through the study of the Vedas by which an adṛṣṭa accrues to the dharma. Hence all
such sacrificial acts pre-suppose the *niyamādṛśta* in the study of the Vedas. Vidyārānya in his *Vivaraṇaprameyasaṁgraha* points his finger well on this point and refers to the passage in the *Gītā* in which the *pāda*, viz., *sarvam karmākkilam Pārtha jñāne parisamāpyate* (*Gītā* 4/33) occurs, and shows that the word *ākhilam* over and above *sarvam* refers to acts like *śravaṇa* etc., over and above sacrifices etc. Hence all acts enjoined in the Vedas including *śravaṇa* are conducive through their respective *adṛśta* to the generation of the sum-total of the knowledge of the Self (*Ātmadarśana*) which is the highest aim of Vedantic studies.

More serious objections to the recognition of *vidhi* in the context of *Brahmajñāna* or *Ātmadarśana* have been skilfully met by Prakāśātmayati and Vidyārānya. To start with the objections, firstly, to recognise the existence of any *vidhi* in the context in which the injunctional formula *Ātmā vāre draśṭavayah śrotavyo mantavyo nididhyāśitavyah* has been read, it will be going antagonistic to what the Upaniṣads speak of *Brahman* or *Ātman* as being the Independent Principle of Vedantic knowledge; for, *Brahman* or *Ātman* becomes dependent upon what is the primary meaning of the injunctional precept, i.e., *draśṭāvyaḥ*. The Mīmāṃsakas regard the suffix (*pratyaya*) to be of the primary import while the *prakṛti* or the root becomes secondary in significance. *Brahman*, too, becomes secondary and not Independent, for here *darśana* (the meaning of the *prakṛti*) is of the secondary significance while the meaning of the *vidhi* (*pratyaya*) is of primary significance. Saṅkara himself has refuted the presence of any *vidhi* in the context of *Ātmadarśana* in *Br. Sūt*. 1/1/4: *kimarthāni tarhi vidhicchāyāsparśini vākyāni?* This charge does not stand, for in recognising the presence of *vidhi* in the precept *draśṭavayah* it is indeed true that *Brahman* becomes secondary in significance while the *vidhi* itself becomes primary. But when we consider that *Brahman* does not become subject to the import of *vidhi* in *śrotavyaḥ* we can very well recognise the *vidhi* in that precept. *Brahman* is always the Self-dependent Principle of Knowledge (*darśana*) [cf. *svapradhānaphalabhūtadarśanaviśeṣanam—Vivaraṇa P. 35*] to which It becomes a Self-realized Goal. Hence in recognising *vidhi* in *śravaṇa* by regarding *darśana* as the goal of Brahma-hood where *Brahman* stands.
as the most Primary Principle, we do not fall into any pitfall of Mīmāṃsā dialectics. Prakāśātmayati and Vidyāranya have thus met the objection of contradiction with the Bhāsyā of Śaṅkara on Brahmasūtra 1/1/4.

Certain other objections crop up when we recognise vidhi in the Upanisadic context. This is a serious objection, as the defect of vākyabheda in the same context (prakaraṇa) is contradictory to the real implication of the whole context. There are two kinds of ekāvākyatā—padaihāvākyatā and vākyaihāvākyatā. As to the problem of ekāvākyatā, the Mīmāṃsakas have discussed whether we can reasonably attribute two meanings or imports to a single prakaraṇa or subject of discourse. The problem arises from the examination in the arthavāda adhiharaṇa (Mīm. Sūl. 1/2/1-18) wherein a detailed analysis as to the import of the arthavādas or sentences of eulogy or calumny are read along with the vidhis or the Vedic injunctions. After prolonged discussion the Mīmāṃsakas have arrived at the conclusion that such arthavādas have no independent imports of their own, nor can they be reasonably said to have them; for that would imply splitting up of the import of the vidhi which primarily attaches itself to it in any prakaraṇa. The general Mīmāṃsīst standpoint as to the vidhi (injunction) is that it has a sābdi bhāvanā, viz., a three-fold reference to the explicit injunctive connotation in any particular formula, such as, the object (the which-kim), the man (the doer-kena) and the means (the how-kathām). The arthavādas only express the praiseworthy or not of a particular injunction—be it positive or negative, and there the third element (the how-kathām) is only related to it as being eulogised or calumniated. Thus Pārthaśārathimīśra, in his Śātrvidipikā, very forcefully shows that the arthavādas are secondarily (lakṣaṇayā) to be related with the vidhis so as to make them valid in so far as they come within the import of the vidhis to enjoin or prohibit any act. If the arthavādas were regarded primarily to have been full of independent imports, that would surely have made them responsible for the splitting up of the import of the vidhi. But they are secondarily (lakṣaṇayā) in unison with the vidhis and are therefore not redundant or unnecessary. They only add eulogy or calumny
(stutyarthavāda or nindārthavāda) to the import of the object of vidhi, such as devatā, dravya, yajamāna etc. This explanation of Pārthasārathi is based upon the Mīm Sut. 1/2/7—
vidhinā tvekavākyatāt stīyutarthena vidhiḥ nāṁ sruḥ [cf. svādhīyavidhihīva ca prayojanavadarthaḥ patyavasānaṁ bodhayān prāśastya-paratayā vinā tadanupā奇特pattayavasaṁ bodhayatī—tātputrāccca lakṣaṇasiddhiḥ tattvācaikavākyatvanvam
yāttu drīṣṭo’rlhaḥ svādhīyāyādyavayeṣvinī’nuṣasartavya na tadvāśenārthakalpanetuyuktam tat satyam, lakṣaṇiko’pyartho drīṣṭa eva. (Śāstrādīpika pp. 6-7; Nirmaya Sagar Edn.)]. The problem of ekavākyata or having one primary import in a
vidhi pārkatāna (a chapter on a Vedic injunction) has been
more clearly shown by Khaṇḍadeva in his Bhāṭṭarahaṣya. He
has shown that in such a Vedic sentence as Vāyu
kṣepiṣṭhā devatā (Wind is the most swift-moving Deity),
the arthavāda or eulogy shows that the result of the
vidhi to worship Him, viz., gift of any desired end, takes such an
eulogy as coming within this primary import. What the
arthavāda does, as here, is to express that Vāyu makes a gift
doing a desired end most quickly. (cf. sa ca vākyārthaḥ
kṣepiṣṭhatvādigunyako Vāyuḥ svadevatādakarmajanyam phalam
śīghrām prayachchatiyevainirūpah—Bhāṭṭarahaṣya, P. 23,
Conjeeveram Edn.). Khaṇḍadeva further shows that there is
another pertinent instance of arthavāda as in yajamānaha
prastaraḥ (the sacrificer is a handful of darbha-grass. He
says that we have to admit here a secondary import (lakṣaṇā)
in prastara (darbha-grass) to make a uniform import in the
whole sentence. This lakṣaṇā makes the primary import of
the sacrificer augmented by the import of the grass by which
the former is praised as defying all obstacles (vaḷavadaṁś-
ṭānanubandhitvārūpāpastutilakṣaṇā). Thus the two imports are
related with a verb (ākhyāta—‘as’ or ‘to be’) in order to indicate
their real meaning in the injunction, which is always achieving
the desired end (iśtasādhanatvam). Khaṇḍadeva, however, takes
this stand as a hypothesis, for he shows later on that there is no
need to admit a lakṣaṇā or secondary import in the sentences like
this: yajamānaha prastaraḥ. On the contrary, there should be an
ekavākyatā by admitting two ākhyātas or verbs in such senten-
ces. Thus by splitting the sentences into twain by the admi-
sion of two verbs, we can nevertheless relate them into a single
sentence, and this is what is known as vākyaiṅkavākyatā (cf. vastatāstu akhyāta-duvyayasattve vākyabhedasyādōsatvena vākyalaksanāyāṁ pramānābhāvaḥ tena 'yajamānah prastaraḥ' ityādau vākyaiṅkavākyatevāpi na kācitkṣatiḥ—Ibid, P. 25). Unlike this kind of ekavākyatā, viz., vākyaiṅkavākyatā, there is another instance of ekavākyatā, viz., padaikavākyatā. Here there is no need of splitting up of the sentence due to two verbs accompanying two substantives, but there is merely a lakṣaṇā in the whole sentence wherein the padārthas (imports of words) are related to vidhi accompanied by the ākhyāta. (cf. tena yatratvasṁi pade prāṣastyalaksanāmamaṅgikṛtya tasyetarapadārthānvyamanamaṅgikṛtya vākyārthāparyavasānāṁ, tatārthavādavidhyovvākyaiṅkavākyatā, yatra tu na tathā sarvatra vākya eva prāṣastyalaksanāmamaṅgikṛtya padārthāvidhiḥayopasthitasya vidhyākhyātārtha evānvyātī vidhyarthāvādayoh padaikavākyateti yuktamūtasyāmāḥ—Ibid, P. 25.). It comes out from these subtle Mimamsist analyses that when there is a uniformity in the real meaning of any injunctive formula, which as has been already indicated above, is always iṣṭasā-dhanatva (achieving the desired end), even after the separate imports of the injunctive and the euphemistic sentences have been expressed, there is a vākyaiṅkavākyatā. But if there is somehow the import of the euphemistic sentence prominent and is not separately to be expressed by any separate verb in a sentence but is somehow related with the verb of the injunctive sentence, there is padaikavākyatā.

Prakāśatmayati and Vidyārāṇya have shown that this defect of vākyabhedā has been accepted under special circumstances by some Vedantins and Bhāṭṭas and Prābhākaraś alike. The primary implication (pamā-tāṭparyā) of the whole context and the secondary implication of the vidhi (avāntara-tāṭparyā) which is nothing but the generation of adṛśta, have been recognised and there the vākyabhedadosa has perforce been held at bay. A particular School of Vedantins has recognised the implication of Brahmaṇīna in the passage (tametaṁ Brahmaṇā vedānuvacanena vividiśanti yajñena—Bṛhad. Up. 4/42) which is the primary implication, and also its secondary implication of yajña (sacrifice) etc., as being enjoined (vihiita) in the Vedas has been recognised. Thus there is a twofold implication even in the primary
import or Brahmajñāna here and as such no vākyabhedaḍaṣa is present. Similarly, the Bhaṭṭas have recognised vidhi in holding the samidh (sacrificial stick) over the sacrificial pot, viz., sruv (adhistāt samidham dhārayannanudravet upari hi devebhya dhārayati; Apatambha Śrāuta-sūtra: Pitṛmedhasūtra). Here the holding of the samidh over the sruv has been accepted in the case of aṃghitra sacrifice consecrated to gods (daiṅgaṃghitra) though it is read in the context of aṃghitra where one should hold the samidh under the sruv. Thus by the dictum vidhistu dhāraṇeḥpūrvatvāt (Mīmāṃsāsūtra 3/4/5) there is a distinct vidhi in the uparidhāraṇa (holding above) of the samidh. (cf. Brahmaṇḍaśūtra 3/4/20 and Saṅkara’s Bhāṣya on it). Prabhakaras, too, have recognised separate vidhi in the same context (tisro-rātṛivrataṁ caret. aṅjalinā vā pīvet. malavā♭asā na samvade—Taittirīya Samhitā 2/5/1). Here in the context of darśapīrṇmaṁsa sacrifice there is a distinct vidhi in the performance of vratas by a woman in her menstrual course. This is indicated by the dictum prāgaparoddhānmalavadvāsasāḥ (Mīmāṃsā-sūtra: 3/4). So there is a clear case for the Advaitins to recognise the implications of vidhi in śravaṇa, although there is the apprehension of vākyabhedaḍa in the context of Brahmajñāna, for such recognition of the secondary import of vidhi in the primary import of a particular context is accepted in other systems, specially in both schools of Mīmāṃsā. The long and short of the whole argument boils down to the fact that vidhi can be recognised in a particular sentence (vākyā) which is of secondary (avāntara) import although it is read in the context of a particular section bearing the primary import (paramatātparya). The defect of vākyabheda does not stand in the way of understanding the full implication, if we train our eyes to fix on what is primary and what is secondary in a particular context. Other vākyas (vākyaikavākyā) may be appended to the primary vākyas of a particular section, yet separate vidhi and separate implication of a secondary nature may be recognised in the former without least violence to the primary implication of the whole section.

Prakāśātmayati has hinted at the injunctive character of śravaṇa by referring to a different śruti-passage avoiding the
clear one upon which our discussion started, viz., śrotavya etc. He has referred us to the following passage in the Bṛhadāranyaka Upaniṣad: tasmād Bṛhmanāḥ pāṇḍītyāṁ nirvidya bālyena tiṣṭhāset, bālyāṇca pāṇḍītyāṇca nirvidyātha munīḥ, amaunaṇca maunaṇca nirvidyātha Bṛhmanāḥ (Bṛhad. Up. 3/5/1). Here the four words as shown below are of special significance which has been accepted by Saṅkara himself. Pāṇḍītyam, bālyam and maunam (muniḥ) refer respectively to śravaṇa, manana and nīdīhyāsana and they have been described as the means to become Bṛhmaṇa, i.e., Self-realized or Ātmadarśī. Thus understood. Prakāśātmayatī has shown us that even if we do not regard the commonly accepted passage, i.e., śrotavya etc., as being the source of the vidhi, we may well accept this passage as such. But Prakāśātmayatī has apparently shown no reason as to this switching-off and Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvadīpana has also remained reticent. But the real situation has been brought home to us by Viṣṇubhaṭṭopādhyāya in his commentary, viz., Rjuvivaraṇa, and Vidyārānya in his Vivaraṇaprameya-saṅgṛaha has perhaps supplied the cue. Viṣṇubhaṭṭopādhyāya has said that in the precept śrotavya we can very well connect the suffix (pratyaya) to Bṛhmaṃjñāna even without any injunction (vidhi) in it, for in the matter of Bṛhmaṃjñāna, śravaṇa can be regarded as a means fit (arha) for it. Hence no necessity will arise as to making a vākyabhedā in recognising an injunction (vidhi) in the precept, śrotavya. Vidyārānya too has upheld such an explanation for adding a reason as to the switching-off of the injunctive formula (vidhyāyaka vākya) with reference to śravaṇa. Here, therefore, we cannot escape the clear character of an injunction in forms like nirvidya, tiṣṭhāset etc. Prakāśātmayatī and Vidyārānya have shown that Bādarāyaṇa has accepted the vidhi in śravaṇa and Saṅkara has explained the terms pāṇḍītya, bālya and mauna (muni) as referring respectively to śravaṇa, manana and nīdīhyāsana. Vidyārānya has moreover substantiated this position by showing that the repetition of the vidhyāyaka

vākyā with regard to ēravāṇa, as ērotavya etc., and tasmād. Brāhmaṇaḥ paṇḍityam nirvidya bālyena tīṣṭhaset etc., in the same branch (śākha) of the Brhadāraṇyaka Upaniṣad is meant for giving the force of validity to the injunctive character of ēravāṇa. Repetition for substantiating what has been previously recommended is not an error of prolixity but is a source of validity. Thus the injunctive character of ēravāṇa is not to be regarded as a mere imagination.

Vidyārānya has brought in a very fruitful discussion about the possibility of niyama vidhi in the Vedic precept Ātmā vā’re draśṭavyaḥ ērotavyo mantavyo nididhyāsilavyah. This discussion brings out the nature of vidhi in ērotavya and the logical possibility of such vidhi. It has been admitted by Prakāśātmayati that the vidhi here is restrictive or niyama, though not in so many clear terms. The restrictive character of the ēravāṇa vidhi is evident from the fact that the alternative means to Brahmajñāna, viz., ēravāṇa, restricts only itself for the realization of the end, and hence the other alternative methods are excluded by implication. This is the true significance of Prakāśātmayati’s analysis of the possible unforeseen merit (advṛṣṭa) attaching itself to ēravāṇa in order to be able to restrict itself as the sole means towards the goal of Brahmajñāna. This discussion has been elaborately made above, and it has been shown that in the matter of Brahmajñāna too there is the scope for such advṛṣṭaphala helping an alternative means to restrict itself only towards that goal.4 Vidyārānya in his Vivaraṇaprameyosaṅgraha has tried to show from the opponents’ point of view that there is the impossibility of recognising a niyama vidhi in ēravāṇa, for he points out that in the matter of Brahmajñāna there is never any possibility of other alternative methods than those enunciated in the śrutī, viz., ēravāṇa, manana and nididhyāṣaṇa. The knowledge of Unqualified Brahman dawns upon the aspirant through an intuitive realization made possible by these Vedic injunctive processes. To this apparently strong charge of the opponents Vidyārānya adduces the arguments from the Advaitist standpoint to prove that the possibility of

4. dīmatattvoparokṣasya sarvādṛṣṭasādhhyatvasya vaṣyamāṇa-tād-avaghātādīvadubhayārthathaya vidhānopapatteḥ.—(Vivaraṇa, P. 34).
niyama vidhi is in no wise impaired by such a charge; for he shows that though there is no possibility of other alternative means for the knowledge of Unqualified Brahman (nirviśeṣātmajñāna), yet those alternative means are possible in the matter of Brahmañāna as such (sādhāraṇākārena) and therefore are excluded by implication from the field by the restrictive character of śravāṇa. He shows that even in ordinary cases of niyamavidhi, as the pounding of paddy (vṛihinavahantī), there is also from the viewpoint of real sastric injunction no possibility of other alternative means for the fact that pounding alone is accompanied by the unforeseen merit (adṛṣṭa) which makes the paddy capable of being used in the sacrifice, and such paddy, to be a part and parcel of the sacrifice, should therefore be the object of pounding and of no other means. Hence other alternative means too are not logically possible in the case of such paddy, the husks of which are desired to be separated. Hence Vidyāranya concludes that even so in nirviśeṣātmajñāna the alternative means are either unnecessary for the establishment of the niyamavidhi in śravāṇa or are to be regarded as possible in Brahmañāna as such (as known by mind etc.), as the alternative means to separate husks of the paddy consecrated to some sacrifice are possible only generally in paddy as such. This analysis of Vidyāranya, therefore, brings out that the Advaitist admission of niyamavidhi in śravāṇa is justifiable. But he seems to have supplied the cue of such analysis from the Advaitist standpoint to Akhaṇḍānanda and Viṣṇuḥṭopādhyāya, for the latter have also discussed this problem in their works, the Tattvadīpana and the Rjuvivaraṇa respectively. Akhaṇḍānanda has shown us that in savīseṣātmajñāna or the knowledge of Ātman or Brahman as qualified and not as Pure Unqualified, there are alternative means other than śravāṇa, such as perception (pratyakṣa), and hence in the matter of Brahmañāna as such, these alternative means are well plausible. But as to the question whether in the knowledge of Unqualified Brahman (nirviśeṣātmajñāna) these alternative means are possible, he says that from the fact that they are plausible in Brahmañāna as such, they are to be taken as such here also.

* kimātmajñānamātre sādhanaṁtarāprāptīḥ, utra nirviśeṣātmajñāne?
Viṣṇubhaṭṭopādhyāya too in his Rjuvivaraṇa has said that the possibility of the alternative means is from the viewpoint of a general act and this is equally true in the case of pounding and Brahmajñāna.⁶

Padmapāda in his Pañcapādikā has referred to the necessity of the Adyaśabdhāsya of Saṅkara with reference to Brahmajñāna. We have shown above the propriety of this Introductory Bhāṣya of Saṅkara and have said that it is necessary as illustrating the object (viṣaya) and end (prayojana) of Vedantic studies. That object and that end are the necessary corollaries of the very first Brahmastūtra (athāto Brahmajījñāsā), which, by the word aṭha, expresses the competent subject (adhitāra) in such inquiry. Padmapāda now shows that the whole of the Adhyāśabdhāsya and not any part thereof can suffice to bring out these, i.e., object and end. Knowledge of the unity of the Universal and the Individual Self (ātmajktva) being the object and annihilation of the false knowledge of duality responsible for the eternal cycle of births and deaths (anarthaheṭoh prahāṇam) being the end, of Vedantic studies, we cannot stop short of showing that these two are not possible until all our empirical life of an active nature is shown to be due to adhyāsa, i.e., a false, super-imposed knowledge of the not-Self due to its false identity with the Self. If our empirical life were not shown to be a life of duality of the subject and object as implied in action (kṛtvā) and enjoyment (bhokṣṭva), which is false and illusory as being super-imposed on the knowledge of unity of Consciousness, we could not have shown that there is any necessity of commencing Vedantic studies having for its object ātmajktva jñāna and end anarthaheṭoh prahāṇam. If our empirical life were all real, if the duality of the subject and the object were as true as the unity, then Supreme Knowledge as envisaged in

nādyāḥ, saviśeṣātmajñāne pratyakṣādaiprasarat. dvitiyeśpurvaviśeṣu vrihiṣu
dalanādyapṛptāvapi vrihimātre dalanādyapṛpterniyamavannirviśeṣātmajñāne
sādhanāntarapṛptāvapi anyatra sādhanāntaraapṛpterniyama iti tūyam
(Tattvadipana, Cal. Sans. Series No. 1, P. 34).

"nānu nirviśeṣātmajñāne na teṣāṁ prāptiḥ ataḥ kathāṁ niyamaḥ?
maivam. apūrviśavravihiṣu dalanādyapṛptāvapi niyamadarśanāt, ataḥ
sādhanāntarāntarapṛptimapeksaḥ tatra niyamaḥ tadatraḥ samānam
(Rjuvivaraṇa. Cal. Sans. Series No. 1, P. 34)."
the Vedantic studies would never have found it possible to
flash out negating all empirical life as false and illusory, for,
knowledge, however perfect, can never negate a real object.
Hence Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati have harped on this
tune pretty long to establish that adhyāsa or false knowledge
of the Self due to the superimposition of the not-Self on it is
the starting-point in Vedantic studies which aim at the anni-
hilation of all false knowledge for the flashing out of the
Supreme Knowledge of Unity. Prakāśātmayati has also
shown at length that knowledge cannot negate any object
really present by way of its association with it either as viśaya
(object) or āśrita (dependent). For, true knowledge can
negate the false, superimposed knowledge of an illusory nature
covering up the real knowledge. He adduces śrutopāpatti or
śrutārthāpatti as the valid means of knowing the eternal co-
existence of true knowledge and removal of false knowledge, as
envisaged in determining the falsity of our empirical life as
the effect of such false knowledge. Thus the necessity of the
Adhyāsabhaṅga lies in the fact that it serves as the upodghāta or
introductory basis for the determination of the true meaning of
the tantra or the thesis of the whole Bhāṣya as originating from
the first Brahmasūtra, as it makes Vedantic studies possible at
all by founding on solid grounds the object and end of such
studies through the logical establishment of adhyāsa.
CHAPTER II

AN EXAMINATION INTO THE SUPER-IMPOSED KNOWLEDGE (ADHYĀSA)—ITS TENABILITY & MATERIAL CAUSE OF NESCIENCE (AjñāNA).

The next important question discussed by Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati is regarding the nature of conflict (virodha) between the Self (asmat) and the not-Self (yuṣmat). Saṅkara has shown that these two objects are in eternal conflict like darkness and light; hence he has endeavoured hard to establish that these two objects nevertheless become illusorily mixed up and therefore arises all our empirical life of false knowledge of the not-Self as the Self. This is his thesis in the Introduction (adhyāsabhāṣya) and hence the necessity of Vedantic studies. But he seems to have erred at the very outset by bringing in the analogy of darkness and light in this context. Padmapāda has hinted at this apparent error of judgment and Prakāśātmayati has elaborately discussed the problem. Darkness has been hailed as the absence of light or of visual perception of colors due to it. Hence they are naturally in eternal conflict and therefore one cannot assume the nature of the other (itaretarābhānavat). One is positive (light) and the other is negative (darkness), and therefore it is quite in the fitness of things that one should exclude the other from the same field of existence (avasthāna) and connotation (parasparātmalā). But the Self and the not-Self are both positive existents and hence there is no logical necessity, on the analogy of light and darkness, that one should always so exclude the other. Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvadīpaṇa has shown that in the case of light and darkness there is this natural conflict of a positive and a negative object (bhāvabhā-varūpa-virodha) and hence they can mutually exclude each other. But in the case of the Self and the not-Self, two positive entities, there may not be any logical necessity to infer that they necessarily should always exclude each other because of their conflicting nature, for here the conflict is
not mutually-exclusive due to their positive and negative character like light and darkness, but is due to their own intrinsic nature (bhāsaka-bhāsyavirodha). Such different natures, without mutually-exclusive characters, can very well overlap in existence, and therefore Śaṅkara's contention that it is not ordinarily possible without the recognition of adhyāsa for such overlapping to take place, becomes feeble. Therefore Padmapāda, Prakāśātmayati, Vidyāranya and others have taken up their pens to establish that darkness is a positive entity like light and is not the negation of it. Hence Padmapāda has hinted at the impossibility of the contention that darkness is a negative entity by saying that in their case there is not the sahānavasthānalakṣaṇavirodha, but there is parasparānātmatalakṣaṇavirodha. Prakāśātmayati has shown elaborately that darkness is a positive, not a negative, entity, and it can remain at the same field of existence along with light. Thus the discussion regarding the nature of darkness in such polemical works of Advaita Vedānta having apparently scanty significance, assumes gigantic importance as Śaṅkara has connected this question with the fundamental problem of adhyāsa.

Padmapāda has hinted at this question of the nature of darkness when he says that there is no sahānavasthāna-virodha or conflict of non-co-existence between light and darkness, but there is the more deep-rooted conflict of mutual exclusiveness (parasparānātmatalakṣaṇavirodha). His intention is that darkness and light co-exist as in a faintly-lighted room, as heat and shade under a tree, and hence darkness is not the negative of light. But there is a conflict more deep-rooted as of two independent entities and hence one implies the absence of the other. Darkness is a positive entity like light, but these two are in eternal conflict and hence one excludes the other. Similarly the Self and the not-Self, two positive entities, have this kind of conflict; hence these seem to be outside the ken of illusory knowledge of one (not-Self) superimposed on the other (Self) and vice versa. This apparent absence of any adhyāsa has been postulated by Śaṅkara in his Adhyāsabhāṣya of the Brahmastūrabhāṣya on the analogy of light and darkness as the view of the opponents (pūruapakṣa or saṅkāpakṣa). In fact, Śaṅkara starts from here and admits
that *adhyāsa* is not apparently postulated when there are two positive objects of eternal conflict.

The arguments of Padmapāda, Prakāśātmayati, Akhaṇḍānanda and Vidyāranya as to the positive nature of darkness may be summed up very briefly. Padmapāda has shown that light and darkness may co-exist and hence they have no *sahānavasthāna-virodha*. But it is Prakāśātmayati who is very analytic in counteracting the view that the *parasparānātmatalakṣaṇa-virodha* as envisaged by Padmapāda between the Self and the not-Self may well be possible without the analogy of light and darkness in which the latter is the negative of the former. Akhaṇḍānanda also elucidates this point in his *Tattvadīpana*. The conflict between two objects arising from their mutual exclusiveness (*sahānavasthāna-laksana* or *parasparānātmatalakṣaṇa*) due to the positive-negative character (*bhāvābhavatmatā*) of them is not the conflict between the Self and the not-Self; for here we look forward to a conflict of anti-thesis due to their own intrinsic nature as between two positive entities. That conflict (*parasparānātmatalakṣaṇa-virodha*) as suggested by Padmapāda touches the core of the problem of *adhyāsa*. This, therefore, is the true note sounded by Padmapāda, and Prakāśātmayati, Akhaṇḍānanda, Vidyāranya and others have harped on its tune to show that darkness and light have conflict not due to their negative-positive-character, but due to their intrinsic nature, as these two are positive entities like the Self and the not-Self. Thus the analogy of light and darkness, in explaining the possibility of *adhyāsa* between the Self and the not-Self where ordinarily no such *adhyāsa* would be possible due to their intrinsic divergent nature, has been apt, the former being of the same nature of having no conflict in co-existence as being both of a positive nature.

*In this conflict of two positive entities there may very well be co-existence (*sahānavasthāna*) but there cannot be any partaking of the character of another entity (*parasparātmatā*). But in the conflict of one positive and another negative entity, there cannot be also the first possibility. Here the Advaitāt writers from Padmapāda have therefore shown that in the case of light and darkness there is only the latter impossibility but not the former, for these two are positive entities. Hence in the *adhyāsa* between not-Self and Self there is only the indication of the second impossibility, but not the former.*
Prakāśātmayati has shown that darkness is not a negative entity, because it has form (rūpa) and volume (avasthāna-bheda) which are directly perceived by us. A negative entity cannot have these two characteristics. The form (rūpa) of darkness again does not necessarily pre-suppose the tactile characteristic (sparśa), as air (vāyu), though formless, has the other characteristic of touch. Again, if darkness were the negative of light, then it could be the negative of either some particular light or the totality of light in the universe. But while the second alternative is impossible on the very face of it, the first alternative cannot suggest that there will be darkness when a lamp is put out or is not lighted in a brightly-lighted place, for here also there is the absence of light (a particular lamp) but no darkness. Here the opponents may say that the opposite of darkness, i.e., bright light, being present cannot account for darkness; hence darkness should pre-suppose the complete absence of its opposite. Such a view has been controverted completely by Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tatvadīpana where he points out the fact that the complete absence of the opposite may be said to accompany the prāgabhāva (absence at the time of non-origination) of darkness before a single lamp is lighted, but cannot then be said to accompany pradhvaṁsābhāva (absence at the time of destruction) and vice versa; to say that iatreṣṭarābhāva (mutual exclusion) is accompanied by the complete absence of the opposite is absurd, for even if there is enough light there is naturally the mutual exclusion between it and darkness which inevitably should be known. Thus have Prakāśātmayati, Akhaṇḍānanda and Vidyāraṇya established the argumentative side of the positive nature of darkness.

Vidyāraṇya in his Vivarāṇaprameyasaṅgraha has, however, gone a little further in discussing the validity of any inference in establishing the adhyāsa between the Self and the not-Self. Śaṅkara has, by way of the admission of an apparent impossibility, at the outset has shown that like light and darkness, two opposite entities, there cannot apparently appear any adhyāsa or false knowledge of the not-Self as the Self and vice versa. But this is admission of an apparent anomaly and he has taken great pains to establish the fundamental issue he has in view in his system, viz., adhyāsa.
Padmapāda, Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda have interpreted Saṅkara’s *adhyāsa* and its possibility between the Self and the not-Self, though seeming to be impossible, in support of the grounds of such admission. The seeming improbability of *adhyāsa* has been only admitted on the analogy of light and darkness, two opposite entities, by these authors and they concentrated more on the establishment of the possibility of *adhyāsa*. But Vidyāraṇya has shown by inference the impossibility of *adhyāsa* in face of the view of the opponents who have logically argued the fallacies in such an inference. Vidyāraṇya has tried to prove the proposition: “Self and not-Self are devoid of any mutual super-imposition of their respective natures (tādātmyādhyāsararhitau) like light and darkness.” He has, moreover, shown that this inference is possible because of the fact that Self and not-Self are of quite opposite nature, being designated by two different terms like *asmat* and *yusmat*. But opponents have argued that such an inference is invalid, for the Self and the not-Self as envisaged here cannot be proved by inference as having the characteristic of *tādātmyādhyāsararhitatva*, if by these terms the common or Mimamsist or even Vedantic conceptions are meant. Self and not-Self as commonly understood refer to the body and the external object respectively, but these are not the objects of any *adhyāsa* and consequently of *adhyāsābhāva*. Even the Mimamsist conception of Self as the enjoyer of all fruits of actions and not-Self as the body and organs does not envisage any *adhyāsābhāva* between them, for both are of the same (jāda) nature. Even the Vedantic conception of Self as Pure, Unqualified Consciousness and not-Self as anything super-imposed on It, cannot logically make the former as being designated by any specific term of reference like *asmat* and hence cannot envisage *adhyāsābhāva* between these on the ground of their different specific designations.

Herein Vidyāraṇya’s logical analysis of the impossibility of *adhyāsa* (*tādātmyādhyāsararhitatva*) reaches a stage where any postulation of *adhyāsa* becomes unnecessary. Impossibility of *adhyāsa* has been regarded as the pre-conditional postulation for establishing *adhyāsa*, but the former seems to be a question of irrelevant postulation for the fact that Self and not-Self, in whatever way conceived, cannot be regarded
as ever coming within the purview of absence of adhyāsa as tried to be proved by inference. But Vidyāraṇya shows that in the Vedantic conception there is the possibility of absence of adhyāsa due to their different nature, tor Self, as conceived here, though cannot be designated by any specific term, is regarded as such due to its reflected existence on the Ego. Vidyāraṇya has shown that the Self and the not-Self are designated by different terms for the fact that the former alone is the determinant (viṣayin) of the latter (viṣaya).

Herein is the clue to the whole philosophy of adhyāsa as advocated by Śaṅkara. Vidyāraṇya has tacitly followed in the footprints of his original predecessor Prakāśātmayati in exposing the irrelevancy of adhyāsa between the Self and the not-Self as the opponents’ very solid ground of argument only to prepare their own grounds of establishing that adhyāsa is a fact based on very cogent logic and metaphysics. Prakāśātmayati also exposed that adhyāsa between Self and not-Self is not possible on the ground of their avowed dissimilarity. This dissimilitude (sādṛṣyabhāva) and consequent absence of adhyāsa (adhyāśābhāva) were, however, not seriously objected to on the logical ground of the opponents’ exposure of fallacies to such inferences, leading to an almost impossible postulation of any adhyāśābhāva also, leaving the two entities merely on their mutually-incompatible natures, as has been done by Vidyāraṇya. But Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati have admitted simply that adhyāśābhāva is a necessary postulation on the ground that neither the Self nor the not-Self has any possibility of similarity which is a pre-condition to adhyāsa. Such being the acceptance of even Vidyāraṇya who has very creditably met opponents’ arguments seeking to make the two entities—Self and not-Self—as merely two independent incompatible entities without any necessity to postulate their initial adhyāśābhāva, it was imperative for Padmapāda and his followers to strike at the very clue to adhyāsa which is the foundational doctrine of their system. Padmapāda has said that although the not-Self as the Ego etc., is always designated as though the Self (aham) and the Self is beyond any such spatio-temporal designation, still the not-Self is designated as the not-Self (yuṣmat) on the logical concept that the Self (asmat) is reflected on and thus enlightens, as it were, the
not-Self (yuṣmat) wherefrom flows the super-imposed knowledge. The Self and the not-Self, though appearing as different on the face of them, are really always appearing as identified due to an adhyāsa between them. The clue to the problem of adhyāsa is thus enlightened by Padmapāda and a whole host of his followers has explained this phenomenon in their own masterly ways. Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati have tried to establish that there is the possibility of super-imposed knowledge (adhyāsa) between the Self and the not-Self, although it is to be an impossible proposition due to their different nature. They have shown that in adhyāsa there is no necessity of similarity to be an indispensable factor for it. Now in sopādhika bhrama (illusion due to an adjunct), there is no need of any similarity, for here the bhramajñāna is a purely borrowed one (as in lohitāḥ sphaṭikāḥ = the crystal-stone is reddish). But in the nirupādhika bhrama (illusion as due to no adjunct) there is not the indisponsability of this factor as some imaginary similarity as between two-similar smells (where there is no real similarity, for smells have no parts) can rather serve as the desired cause, or even no such similarity is at all necessary as in the false knowledge of “this conchshell is yellowish” (pīṭaḥ śaṅkhaḥ). Thus they have shown that even the Self being reflected on the Ego can be falsely identified with the not-Self as the enjoyer, mind-body etc., for the fact that the Self as the only Reality can be the object of false knowledge due to its reflected existence on the Ego. This false knowledge between the Self and the not-Self is an eternal truth and is the cause of all spatio-temporal life of actions of human beings. There is a vicious cycle of the Self as falsely identified with successive aspects of the not-Self and it is anādi lokavattahāranimittam according to Śaṅkara (as aham manuṣyaḥ—I am a man). Here there is no necessity of similarity between the Self and the not-Self, for here is no indispensability of this factor. Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati have definitely opined that false knowledge (adhyāsa) is due to ignorance or nescience between the real and the unreal, and does not necessarily presuppose similarity between them. It is the nature of a positive ignorance to make possible this super-imposed knowledge even without any similarity. Similarity or non-similarity
is not the *sine qua non* to *adhyāsa* but only a positive ignorance of the real and the unreal, the transcendental and the phenomenal.

Vidyāraṇya has elaborated this interpretation by showing that *adhyāsa*, though logically an indeterminate phenomenon as admitted by the Advaitists themselves inasmuch as it is held to be outside any logically analytic determination (*anirvācanīya*), is possible and is a phenomenon of our empirical life. Here, therefore, he has come out in full force of his arguments that *adhyāsa* cannot be denied between the Self and the not-Self on the basis of non-similarity between them. He has ably analysed the place of similarity as a necessary factor for false knowledge both in *sopādhika bhrama* and *nirupādhika bhrama*, and has shown that not only in the former, but also in the latter, similarity is an adventitious condition of *adhyāsa*, for the real spring for it lies in its material cause which is, according to the Advaitists, *ajñāna* or ignorance.

Herein comes up the very vital problem of Advaita Vedānta for which its masters have produced volumes of arguments for its valid establishment. Padmapāda and Prakāṣātmayati have very ably taken up their pens for the same purpose and have handed down a rich legacy of their discursive analysis to later writers of Advaita dialectics. The problem concerns itself with the nature of the material cause (*upādānakāraṇa*) of *adhyāsa* which has been held to be an eternal nescience (*ajñāna*) covering up the individual self’s (*jīva’s*) consciousness (*ijnāna*) as the real essence of all experience of multiplicity and plurality. This postulation of the presence of *ajñāna* as the material cause (*upādānakaṇa*) of all false knowledge of multiplicity has been supported by arguments of valid proofs by Padmapāda and Prakāṣātmayati. But the more vital issue raised and solved by them is about the nature of *ajñāna* which they postulate. The issue becomes

---

a perplexing one when one goes on to analyse the grammatical meaning of the word which makes it a negative entity (jñānābhāvarūpam). In the Advaita metaphysic, it is not such an entity, but a positive (bhāva-rūpam) one, for it does not subscribe to the theory of causality of the negative like the Mādhyamikas and the Nyāyāyikas.

Thus understood Advaita Vedānta preaches vehemently the positive existence of ajñāna as the principia eterna of all knowledge of multiplicity and never as a negative entity which is only the absence of true knowledge. Padmapāda has hinted at the positive character of ajñāna by showing that it is a blind principle (śakti) of avidyā or nescience of the individual self, which is false (mithyā) through and through. Prakāśātmayati elaborately discusses the subject and first establishes that it is the material cause (upādāna-kārana) of adhyāsa. He meets the objections regarding it only as the absence of true knowledge (tattvajñānamābhava) as equivalent to the absence of the conflicting power of true knowledge (pratibandhakābhava) towards adhyāsa. He rejects the view of the Nyāyāyikas that pratibandhaka or hindrance is merely the absence of cause of the origination of something, but sides with the Mīmāṃsakas that in pratibandhaka the cause of non-origination is simultaneous with the conditions of origination (puṣkalakāraṇe hi sati kāryotpādavirodhi pratibandhakam—Vivaraṇa P. 89). But true knowledge is not the cause of non-origination (pratibandhaka) of adhyāsa in the sense that it cannot be simultaneous with the conditions of origination of adhyāsa, such as, imperfections of the body or mind. Prakāśātmayati thus sows the seeds of the positive character of ajñāna for the fact that he repudiates the view that it is the condition of adhyāsa as the negative entity like the absence of true knowledge. His analysis of the causality (kāraṇatva) of ajñāna towards adhyāsa leaves one in no doubt in establishing that it is really the positive cause and not a negative condition. This view of causality, as accepted by all Schools of Indian Philosophy, revolves round the distinction of ‘cause’ and ‘condition.’ The cause is always the self-established (anyathaśiddhiśunya) sine qua non precedent to the effect; the ‘condition’ is precedent to the effect as being possible by the negation of some other object antagonistic to its origination,
or as the remote antecedent determined by another antecedent. Again, Prakāśātmayati has tried to repudiate the causality of adhyāsa in other objects like the Self (Ātmā), Ego (antahkaraṇa) or the physico-mental imperfections (doṣas) with equal vigour by showing that adhyāsa is not the transformation (parināma) of any of these objects, but a false creation having its foundation in the positive ajñāna and is therefore an appearance of the Reality thus appearing.

Vidyārānya has taken great pains to elaborate this theory by showing that ajñāna is a positive entity responsible for all false, super-imposed knowledge of our empirical life. He has shown that this ajñāna is in no wise a negative entity as the absence of hindrance (pratibandhakābhāva) or as the absence of an opposite entity (virodhisauṣargābhāva), but is the positive material cause (upādāna-kāraṇa) of all adhyāsa. Vidyārānya has ably elaborated the cue of Prakāśātmayati that the Self (Ātmā) or the Ego (antahkaraṇa) cannot be the transforming cause (parināmikāraṇa) of adhyāsa by saying that though the Nyaiyāyikas and Sāṅkhyaas respectively take these as the source of knowledge, yet the Self cannot be a transforming entity nor can the Ego have any contact with the object which is false through and through. Vidyārānya shows that these opponents urge that the false cognition of the two pieces of knowledge (jniṇānādhyāsa) is due to the transformation of the Self or the Ego, as these are the seat of all knowledge. The false knowledge of these two objects (viṣayādhyāsa) may postulate a principle like ajñāna for the fact that here after the superimposition the knowledge arises in the Self and for the matter of such super-imposition a principle of ajñāna may be necessary; but in the jniṇānādhyāsa the super-imposition between the objects having been accomplished by ajñāna, the false cognition of the two pieces of knowledge arises due to the transformation of the Self or the Ego, the seat of all other knowledge. Vidyārānya like Prakāśātmayati says that these are absurd propositions for the simple fact that false knowledge having been assigned to the Ego, the Self could never have attained true knowledge for which purpose the Self, not as a transforming cause, but as the seat of ajñāna, the principia eterna of all false knowledge, should be accepted to explain adhyāsa.
Vidyāraṇya has moreover ably met the antagonists' view that ājñāna or absence of knowledge as is indicated in phrases like 'I am ignorant' (ahamajñāḥ) is the negation of knowledge as such (jñānasamānyabhāva) as directly known and realized in such experiences. He has shown that the thesis of Advaita Vedānta that it is a positive entity and never a negative one is justified by cogent dialectics. The problem becomes keener when we consider that abhāva or absence of something has been explained variously, epistemologically and ontologically, by different Schools of Indian Philosophy. Vidyāraṇya has harped on a very lively tune to repudiate the views of Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas and Bhāṭṭa-Mīmāṃsakas. While abhāva is admitted as a separate category by both these Schools, yet there is a wide epistemological chasm between their views. The former uphold that jñānābhāva (absence of knowledge) is the object of direct perceptual cognition, and hence there is never any positive jñāna as is indicated in experiences like 'I am ignorant'. The latter, however, advocate that abhāva is never an object of perceptual knowledge, but is known through an indirect and separate means of knowledge, viz., anupalabāhi. Hence they also have to admit that such experiences as 'I am ignorant' being directly realized as matters of perceptual cognition should point to a positive entity and not a negative one, for on their own showing an abhāvavastu (negative entity) cannot be directly realized (pratyakṣa). However, they may hold that in such cases the jñānābhāva is only inferred and not directly realised. But the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas cannot be forced to this admission, for they can very well explain the direct realization (pratyakṣa) of negative entities as of positive ones. Such being the bone of contention as to the epistemological and ontological implications of abhāva, Vidyāraṇya has tried to establish the view of Advaita Vedānta that ajñāna as a positive entity is not the object of any or other of the pramāṇas. Herein is the true note of Advaita metaphysics that has been sounded by Vidyāraṇya. He has tried to bring out the Advaita theory that the nature of ajñāna is never to be judged by reference to the means of knowledge (pramāṇa), but should be taken as the principia eterna of all our false knowledge of the empirical multiplicity and as revealed only by the Witness-Consciousness (Sākṣicaitanya); hence it is said:
by the Advaitist that ajñaṇa is only sākṣivedya. This is the pedestal of attack of Advaita writers and Vidyāraṇya has elaborately shown the points of attack from this pedestal. He has repudiated the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika view by showing that in experiences like ‘I am ignorant’, there cannot be any absence of knowledge as such (jñānasāmānyābhāva) for the simple fact that the knowledge of ‘I’ (dharmin) at least is present there. Even such knowledge is not an inferential one, as some hold, by the admission of the absence of any pragmatic action in deep slumber—for the fact that in such a state the Self as possessing any function is unrevealed and hence no inferential knowledge of such state is possible. The Bhāṭṭa-Mimāmsakas also uphold that an indirect knowledge of jñānābhāva (through anupalabdhi) is possible, hence the absence of knowledge as such (jñānasāmānyābhāva) also is such. But to the Advaitist who upholds that no external means of valid knowledge, direct or indirect, is necessary to account for ajñaṇa, but who goes on to advocate a Consciousness which is Witness to all epistemological behaviour (Sākṣin) as the sole revealer of it, such logical quibblings die out. Vidyāraṇya has, therefore, ably borne the traditional thesis of his School and has taken cues from his predecessors’ writings—those of Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati. Prakāśātmayati has shown, as we have discussed above, that all objects, whether known or unknown, are revealed by Sākṣin (sarvavinyastva jñātalaya vā ajñātalaya vā Sākṣicaitanyasya viśaya eva). This cue had been the main thesis of all the later developments, as in Vidyāraṇya’s writings. The nature of ajñaṇa, too, is such a development. It is not to be negatively described as being subject to this or that pramāṇa. To determine it that way is to determine the indeterminate. Hence ajñaṇa as jñānābhāva becomes an endless mess of unmeaning determinations within which it is not to be included; for it is an indeterminate principle whose positive nature can only be revealed by the Sākṣicaitanya. Vidyāraṇya has again been elaborate in showing that the object, substratum and ajñaṇa are all revealed by the same Sākṣicaitanya in experience like ‘I am ignorant’. The Sākṣicaitanya reveals ‘I’ as the substratum and the whole range of objects (sarvavisaya) as the object of such ignorance (ajñaṇa). Hence in such places ajñaṇa as a positive category is revealed
as existing in a substratum regarding an object. But all these revelations are the work of the Śāksṭī. This Śāksṭicaitanya is, however, not the remover of ajñāna for which the vrāttijñāna of the antahkarana is required. In ajñāna there is no such vrāttijñāna but the only vrātti of the antahkarana or mind is with regard to the avidyā itself. Thus all objects, whether known by the vrāttijñāna or unknown as such, are revealed by the Śāksṭicaitanya whence it follows that ajñāna like the vrāttijñāna is a positive, but unlike it, an indeterminate, entity revealed by and only by the Śāksṭicaitanya. The avidyāvrātti is not antagonistic to avidyā.

Prakāśātmayati has admirably established ajñāna by an inferential proof which makes it a positive entity existing in the same locus as jñāna or knowledge. His syllogism tries to establish that all means of valid knowledge (pramāṇajñānam), being the means of the knowledge of a previously unknown object must needs presuppose a positive entity existing before them as the cause of such previous ignorance; such a positive entity which is ajñāna is a necessary pre-condition of valid knowledge of an object—the object being veiled by this previous entity which is dispelled at the first touch of jñāna being founded in the same locus, viz., Self; it is never a negative entity as the previous non-existence (prāgabhāva) of knowledge but a positive one having a separate existence in the same locus, viz., Self. The middle term (hetu) which is postulated here as 'being the means of knowing a previously unknown object' is supposed to make the inference valid by the known example of a flicker of lamp first seen in darkness (andhakāre prathamotpannapradipaprabhāvat).

This inference of Prakāśātmayati which takes light and darkness as two positive entities, each existing separately and not due to negation of the other, establishes on solid foundations the positive and separate character of ajñāna. This is a principle always in conflict with jñāna, but is nevertheless the principle of all false knowledge of multiplicity in the empirical world. Hence Prakāśātmayati establishes on valid inferential grounds the existence of such a positive principle, having for its locus the same Self which is the locus of knowledge, but acting as the veil (āvarana) of the object of valid knowledge to be dispelled by the latter. Here one aspect of
ajñāna, viz., āvarāṇaśakti, has been shown by Prakāśātmayati’s inference. But the other aspect, viz., vikṣepaśakti, by which a false projection is created for illusory knowledge of the Real, has not been hinted at in the inference. We can, however, take it to refer to this aspect of ajñāna as well for the fact that valid knowledge of an object, like the first flicker of a lamp, not only dispels the unknowability of the object but also the false projections upon it due to ignorance as due to darkness. This inferential proof, however, hinges upon the positive character of darkness which is disputed by some Schools of Indian Philosophy. But Avaita Vedānta does not dispute that; on the contrary, it establishes with great labour this view. The metaphysical necessity of the positive character of darkness and ignorance is the more deep-rooted problem in Advaita Vedānta. The whole ontology of the māyā-doctrine revolves round this central point. These questions have been discussed in a nut-shell above in connection with the examination of the nature of darkness.

The nature of ignorance as the positive but false principia eterna of all false knowledge has been established by the proof of postulation (arthāpatti) by Prakāśātmayati. This postulation is with regard to the nature of ajñāna based upon the admission of false empirical knowledge, be it of silver upon shell or of mind-body-ego-complex upon Brahman. These false cognitions necessarily presuppose an equally false material cause (upādānakāraṇa); otherwise they would have appeared as true as due to a real cause or due to a manifestation of a real cause. Herein Prakāśātmayati’s mind has been trained into a kind of maturity where he does not have to seek explanation of the causality of ajñāna as in perceptual or inferential proofs cited above. He now exposes the avowed causality of ajñāna of all the empirical falsity, and strengthens his hands by the added proof of postulation (arthāpatti) that this ajñāna as such a cause is itself a false, but eternal, principle having its locus upon the Self which is also the locus of knowledge.

Prakāśātmayati’s arguments as to the existence and nature of ajñāna are cogent and logical. But there is a very great problem as indicated in these arguments which is basal to the Advaita concept of avidyā. The question suggests itself
when Prakāśātmayati in his inferential proof says that 
aijnāna is the veil (āvarana) of the object of knowledge
(svavīśayāvarana). Ajñāna is never the veil of any external
object, but of the consciousness (cālanya) revealing such
object. The assertion of Prakāśātmayati, therefore, seems to
be a gross challenge to Advaita metaphysic. But this ques-
tion has been met by Prakāśātmayati himself who has shown
that ajñāna can never be the veil of any external object which
is never the recipient of any effect or consequence (atiśaya)
of it. The above anomaly has been pointed out and resolved
by Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvadīpana where he has shown
that the real object on which ajñāna acts as the veil (āvarana)
is not the external object as such but the consciousness
delimited by such an object. Hence Prakāśātmayati’s conten-
tion that ajñāna acts as the veil (āvarana) of the object of
knowledge stands the scrutiny of logic. The knowledge of
the external object likewise is the revelation of this conscious-
ness through the consciousness delimited by vṛtti-jñāna. Thus
Prakāśātmayati’s assertion need not be taken at its face value.
The object is known or unknown due to the revelation or
non-revelation of this consciousness. The object itself is never
known without such previous non-revelation. Thus ajñāna or
avidyā has its locus standi only upon consciousness and its
object is merely the object of empirical determination
(vyavahāra) as due to this consciousness. This has been very
well indicated by Padmapāda who says that ajñāna is due
only to the real principle of all external (bāhya) and internal
(ādhyātmika) objects, viz., Consciousness or Self (Ātman),
which is the determinant of it, and is revealed by the
Sākṣicaitanya when the external object is empirically
designated as unknown.⁹

This question has been raised by Prakāśātmayati himself
as had been clearly indicated by Padmapāda who contended
that avidyā or ajñāna cannot act as a veil upon the blind
object, for the fact that such an object is itself not a fit object
of being covered by ignorance which can cover only conscious-
ness (sā ca na jaḍesu vastuṣu laksvarūpavahāsām pratibadhnaṁ

⁹ avocadojeyāvidyāakte bāhyādhyātmikepya vastuṣu laksvarūpavahāsām
mātrānubandhanyabhavapagantanāyā, anyathā mithyārthāvahāsāsānupapatteḥ.
(Paṇcaśādikā, Pp. 96-102).
Prakāśātmayati and Vidyāraṇya have discussed this one of the most vital problems of Advaita metaphysic to show that the external object is never the object of the covering by ignorance. They have tried hard to justify that the veiling of viṣaya (external object) is due to the veiling of consciousness and never directly so. The common language dupes us in these cases as when we say ghaṭāḥ ajnātalḥ (the jar is unknown), for what passes as the object of ignorance is taken as the external jar. This dialectal anomaly is sought to be dissolved by a very deep dialectical analysis of the nature of the external object and the influence of ajñāna on it. This deeper epistemology of Advaita Vedānta is revived masterfully by Prakāśātmayati and Vidyāraṇya.

Prakāśātmayati shows first of all that ajñāna never creates any effect or consequence (atiṣaya) upon the external object, whence it follows that it is not the real object of ignorance. The external object being known or unknown cannot be the object of the veil (āvarana) created by ignorance. His thesis is that previous ignorance of the object can in no wise be established from its present knowledge, for it involves mutual dependence (parasparāsraya) and absence of a universal rule for such postulation. In the ever-revealed Self (Ātmā), the present recollection of its past knowledge (in pratyabhijñā-jñāna as in so'ham) cannot logically postulate any previous or intermediate absence of knowledge or memory (jñānasmytyabhāva). Herein therefore there cannot be any logical necessity of previous absence of knowledge and the present knowledge of the Self. Vidyāraṇya has practically analysed these arguments and has shown that the dialectal usage like 'the jar is unknown' can be explained in consonance with the ontological standpoint of Advaita Vedānta. Prakāśātmayati had shown that the usage of common parlance as ghaṭāḥ ajnātalḥ can be explained even without the recognition of any veil upon the ghaṭa. The viṣaya and ajñāna are both revealed by the Sākhṣicaitanya, and hence both appear to be revealed in adhyāsa or false super-imposition. This relation of viṣaya and ajñāna is not due to any intrinsic nature of the former for the fact that the latter can only be related with the Self (Ātmā) [Cf. ātmāsrayaṃ ātmavīṣayam ajñānam.] Vidyāraṇya has also shown that the unknowness of the object is dispelled by
pramāṇajñāna and never made an object of it. Thus the (unknown) object cannot postulate any veil for the fact that it is never revealed by itself but revealed due to its super-imposition upon caitanya; whence it follows that the veil (āvaraṇa) of ajñāna can only take the latter as its locus standi.

How then to explain the unknowability of the external object? Prakāśātmayati had said that ajñāna along with its (external) object appears as super-imposed on Sāksin. Hence it has no effect upon the object which is designated as unknown. But there is a false projection (vikṣepaśakti) of ajñāna which creates, as it were, an effect, though false, upon the external object which therefore is said to be unknown as such, but known as another object. This false projection, created by ajñāna which covers up the consciousness delimited by the external object, thus makes the object unknown due to the veiling of the consciousness. Hence though the external object is not the object of the veil of ignorance, it is not on that account always revealed; for the pramāṇajñāna arises when the ignorance is dispelled and the false projection vanishes. The false projection makes the object appear as unknown by the non-cognition of the object as such, and the real cognition of the object is the function of pramāṇajñāna.

Vidyārānyya has rightly pointed out, as we indicated at the outset of this discussion, that Prakāśātmayati’s inference regarding the positive existence of ajñāna appears on the face of it untenable for the fact that he had used in his sādhya (major term) the expression svaviṣayāāvaraṇa; but after what Prakāśātmayati has himself said and Vidyārānyya has so ably established, it is clear that the āvaraṇa as referred to by Prakāśātmayati does not directly refer to the external object, but only indirectly. The false projections (vikṣepa) created by ajñāna have their locus in Consciousness which is thus veiled and made to appear as the viṣaya. The external object, being the creation of ajñāna out of the false projection by which only the Consciousness delimited by it is veiled, therefore, appears as being the object of the veil of ignorance, which, in fact, it is not.\footnote{Suktyādiṣṭānāt vṛtu rajatādyupādānamajñānāvasthāviśeṣaṇam caityanyavadhāyakalvena phalataḥ āvaraṇatvam na tu sāksādityavirodhah—}

\footnote{Suktyādiṣṭānāt vṛtu rajatādyupādānamajñānāvasthāviśeṣaṇam caityanyavadhāyakalvena phalataḥ āvaraṇatvam na tu sāksādityavirodhah—}
Prakāśātmayati has exposed the opponents' charges that even if ajñāna be recognised as being responsible for the false projection (vikṣepa) of external objects though it really acts as a veil upon Consciousness (cālitya), the further complications of the non-cessation of the material cause (viz. ajñāna) inspite of the cessation of the knowledge of false projection, and consequential corollary of its not being a material cause of adhyāsa force themselves upon us. Prakāśātmayati has therefore not only shown the false projections out of ajñāna by which it makes them the objects of false knowledge, but has also taken great pains to establish that when the false projections cease due to true knowledge, there is also the cessation of the material cause (ajñāna) also which is responsible for such false projections. Vidyāranya too has likewise analysed the problem of ajñāna as the material cause (upādāna) of adhyāsa and has shown that true knowledge puts a stop to the vikṣepa (false projection) as well as the material cause (upādāna) itself. Vidyāranya is more analytical in considering the problem, for he shows that there come about the horns of a dilemma to the Advaitist who recognises ajñāna as the material cause of adhyāsa. If he does not recognise the cessation of the material cause itself along with its false projections (vikṣepas) by true knowledge, then the question of Salvation which is the complete cessation of ajñāna according to the Advaitist becomes a meaningless hypothesis; on the other hand, even if he recognises its cessation, yet he has to postulate infinite pieces of ajñāna to explain fresh false cognitions even after the cessation of one for the fact that the cessation of one piece of ajñāna cannot account for the ultimate Salvation. Thus by postulating an endless series of ajñānas or by postulating that ajñāna is not the material cause of adhyāsa, the Advaitist becomes a topsy-turvy dogmatist. Prakāśātmayati has met such arguments and Vidyāranya has ably analysed the chain of arguments of his predecessor. To meet these charges Prakāśātmayati has shown that even if the vikṣepas are said to be exterminated due to the true knowledge and lose themselves into their cause (ajñāna), there

(Viravanaprameyasaṁgraha, P. 151. Published by Vasumati Sahitya Mandir, Calcutta.)
is no legitimate ground for thinking that the cause remains even after the true knowledge has appeared. This argument of Prakāśātmayati has been elaborated by Vidyārānya by an inference in which he has shown that the true knowledge, when appears as a posterior category, exterminates all previous false categories—the basal as well as the consequential. Thus false projections as well as their basic material cause, viz., ajñāna, are negated by true knowledge. This has been proved from the empirical process of false knowledge as in shell-silver (śukti-rūpya). The true knowledge of the shell appearing as silver does not only negate the silver but also along with it the absence of true knowledge (svaprāgabhāva) which is the ajñāna of the shell. Here however Vidyārānya seems to have made a technical error in putting in the syllogism—one of whose members he designates as svaprāgabhāva, for after all the laborious endeavours to prove that ajñāna as the material cause is a positive and never a negative entity, and after his analysis that it is something other than svaprāgabhāva (svaprāgabhāvavyalirikta), Vidyārānya seems here to have committed an error which may be brushed aside as technical without impairing the general metaphysic he has tried to support. Secondly, Prakāśātmayati and Vidyārānya have tried to show that to explain the re-appearance of ajñāna after the destruction of one manifestation of it, it does not do any harm to the Advaitist position if we recognise different empirical manifestations of ajñāna for different pieces of false cognition which we have as springing from one fundamental ajñāna (mūlajñāna)11.

Prakāśātmayati has moreover met the charges of opponents that ajñāna cannot act as a veil (āvaraṇa) to Self (Ātmā) or Consciousness (cātanyā) for the fact that the latter is a Self-luminous Principle and can never have any lessening of Consciousness. Consciousness according to the Advaitist being the self-evident, self-luminous and self-existing Eternal Principle cannot have any lessening due to a veil; hence it cannot have any necessity of dependence upon auxiliary conditions which can take away from its revelation. Thus

11 mūlajñānasamvāsthābheda rajatādhyupadānāni suktikādiṣṭhānānais-sahādhyaśena nicartanta iti kalpyatām—(Vivarana, P. 109.)
Consciousness as the revealer of all objects by itself is never fit to be the object of any veil due to ajñāna. Vidyārāṇya has also analysed that Consciousness cannot have any veil either due to its intrinsic nature or due to any extrinsic factor on which it has to depend; for it is itself ever-shining and is self-luminous. Thus by a consistent perusal of the Advaita standpoint it becomes a paradox to say that ajñāna creates a veil (āvaraṇa) upon Consciousness which is the witness (Sākṣin) to all empirical phenomenon. But such charges cannot stand the scrutiny of a logical analysis which Padmapāda had hinted at and which has been elaborated by Prakāśātmatayati and Vidyārāṇya. Padmapāda had said that the presence of the veil of ajñāna upon self-shining and self-evident Consciousness is justified by the fact that the temporal and spatial non-revelation of the Self, the seat of Consciousness, is due to the power of avidyā, the principia eterna of a positive nature that is undeniable, which creates such a veil (āvaraṇa) upon it; Prakāśātmatayati and following him Vidyārāṇya have proved its existence upon Consciousness by deductive reasoning. Prakāśātmatayati has characterised his reasoning as anumāna (inference) or arthāpatti (postulation). Thus he has argued that the Self being pre-possessed of the collocation of all factors for its revelation is sometimes the object of non-revelation. Hence such empirical non-revelation must needs posit the presence of some veil acting (though falsely) upon the self-shining Self; whence it follows that the veil is due to a positive principle of ignorance which covers the Self. This kind of deductive reasoning, according to Prakāśātmatayati, may be either inference or postulation, but Vidyārāṇya has designated it as inferential argument only (anumānasiddhatvāt). It does not make much difference dialectically if we can prove that the vyatyrekyanumāna (inference by a negative analogy) resorted to by Vidyārāṇya is on the acceptance of the Nyaiyāyika’s view and not the Vedantic view which discards such inference; but Prakāśātmatayati’s arguments are more in the nature of postulation (arthāpatti) which is the Vedantic substitute for vyatyrekyanumāna, which is the second choice of Prakāśātmatayati on the acceptance of his opponents’ view. Be that as it may, this much becomes crystal-clear that Padmapāda’s postulation of the possibility of an
action of hindrance due to a positive ignorance (ajñāna) of the Self has been logically established by Prakāśātmayati and Vidyāraṇya by deductive reasoning.

Prakāśātmayati has again brought in charges against the Vedantic theory of the positive nature (bhāvarūpavatvam) of ajñāna, although he had laid securely the ground of such a theory. These charges have been raised by opponents who have tried to justify that the derivative meanings of the negative particle (nañ) can make ajñāna something other than what the Vedantist has established. This kind of after-charges and their answers by Prakāśātmayati is necessary for the fact that it makes the position more sound. This is technically known as the sthūnānkhanananyāya or 'the process of fixing a pole in the ground'. Vidyāraṇya, too, has analysed these charges and as is usual with him more analytically. Ajñāna has been described by the opponents as the absence of knowledge (jñānābhāva), antagonism to knowledge (jñānavirodha) which is mithyājñāna or false knowledge, or something other than knowledge, such as the impressions (sāmkāra) of false knowledge. Prakāśātmayati and Vidyāraṇya have replied that none of these alternatives is included in the concept of ajñāna inasmuch as the instances of such alternatives cannot explain satisfactorily the non-revelation of Brahmasvarūpa which is the effect of ajñāna. In deep slumber (suṣupti), for example, the non-revelation of Brahmasvarūpa cannot postulate that it is due to any of these alternatives, for such non-revelation of Brahmasvarūpa is neither due to the intrinsic nature of Brahman which is self-luminous nor due to Its distinction from jīva which is contrary to the Upanisadic teaching of unity. Again it cannot be due to any pratibandha or hindrance of false knowledge (mithyājñāna) which is absent in deep slumber, or of its impressions which are incapable of being hindrances or of absence of knowledge (jñānābhāva) that is accidental in ever-present revelation of Brahman or any action (karma), or its impressions. The last point of the hindrance of action (karmapratibandha) is developed by Prakāśātmayati and more so by Vidyāraṇya who show that the karmic hindrance as envisaged here will either make the infinitesimal Self (Brahman) always non-revealed as a result whereof karmas themselves will not be revealed or
will make that part of the Self revealed by which they themselves are illumined and the other part unrevealed as a result whereof a mermaid-like hypothesis will have to be accepted. Prakāśātmayati has more fully analysed the absence of any karmic hindrance to the Self when he has shown that the karmas according to the opponents (Mīmāṃsakas) are not revealed by the Self or according to the Vedantists do not act as such a hindrance to the Self. Hence Prakāśātmayati and Vidyāraṇya have repudiated ably all other alternatives to positive ājñāna as being possible ones to explain the non-revelation of Brahmāsvarūpa. They have further shown that this positive ājñāna is free from all such charges, for the fact that it is of immediate experience as being revealed by the Witness-Consciousness (Sāksīn) but acting as a veil upon the revelation of the other aspects of Consciousness, viz., delimitation by the object etc. This positive ājñāna as being revealed by Sāksīn is a fact of immediate experience, whereas the karmic hindrance is either indirectly experienced if it is at all a hindrance which it is not, because of the nature of the karmas which are all impressions (saṁskāras) in the last analysis.

Prakāśātmayati has still further weighed the charges of some opponents who postulate both difference and non-difference (bheda-bhedadvādin) in all kinds of existents and who therefore do not recognise such a positive ājñāna as the creator of all empirical life and not negated till such life exists. On the other hand, they hold that false knowledge (bhṛṅ-tijñāna) or absence of knowledge (jñānābhāva) or their impressions are sufficient reason for the false cognitions of our empirical life and do not make it unreal, for the fact that there is not only non-distinction from Brahma but also distinction from It which is also true. The dualistic philosophy of bheda-bheda as referred to here by Prakāśātmayati refers to Bhagavat Bhāskara’s philosophy as distinct from the Bhāṭṭa School of Mīmāṃsā which is dualism in specific relations and not in all relations. This distinction has been made clear by Akhanḍānanda in his Tattvadīpana. However, Prakāśātmayati and following him Vidyāraṇya have very ably refuted these charges and have shown that the dualistic realism negating ājñāna and admitting a kind of mithyājñāna
fails to establish its own issue, for the fact that such mithyājñāna between the anātmā (not-Self) and Ātmā (Self) turns out to be a true knowledge due to the metaphysical position of dualistic realism; this kind of mithyājñāna is not false for making the distinct as non-distinct because of the fact that distinction and non-distinction are both true. Prakāśātmayati has refuted such mithyājñāna of the bhedābhedavādins by taking a familiar example of two species of cow viz., khaṇḍa and munda (names attributed to different varieties of cow on their physical attributes of broken and ungenerated horns). He has shown that even in the negating judgments like ‘this is not a khaṇḍa-cow but a munda-cow,’ there is invariably mutual reality of both distinction and non-distinction (bhedābheda) of the genus ‘cow’ from both these species. Even the negation of one (khaṇḍa) in the genus (cow) by another species (munda) cannot account for falsity inasmuch as the character of the genus (gotva) as modified by one species (khaṇḍavyaktyavac- chiṇam) is not the ground of such negation but such character as modified by the other species. This argument of dualistic realist applies equally to the other side, that is, the absence of falsity in the ājñā which is the ground of both kinds of revelation—as the not-Self as well as the Self. Thus the ground of negation of one, say the not-Self, is not ājñā appearing as such, but as the other (Self). But such negation is impossible here, for ājñā is the ground of both the (real) revelations of the not-Self and the Self. Thus false knowledge (bhrāntijñāna) of the Self and the not-Self becomes unjustifiable in the tenets of the bhedābhedavādin.

Thus have Prakāśātmayati and Vidyārānya taken great pains to establish the Advaita concept of positive ājñāna as the material of all illusory empirical behaviour (adhyāsa). Padmapāda’s faint suggestions have been worked by them in every detail and they have discussed the problem from all aspects meeting all possible charges. The next question about adhyāsa as introduced by Padmapāda is with regard to the presence of adhyāsa upon Brahman and proofs for establishing such presence. Padmapāda has hinted that the empirical life appears as distinctly experienced than the illusory world, for in the former there is apparently no
experience of negation as in the latter. Hence the former not being the object of any negation seems to have no grounding in ajñāna. This suggestion of Padmapāda, however, is faintly hinted at and Prakāśātmayati elaborates its real implications. He says that though it is a fact that our empirical life can be proved to be due to a super-imposed knowledge (adhyāsa) between the Self and the not-Self and therefore is negated by the real knowledge of the Self, still such knowledge being of an indirect (parokṣa) nature as testified to only by the śrutis cannot have any direct bearing upon the negation of the direct experience of such existence. The negating knowledge should be as direct (pratyakṣa or aparokṣa) as the negated knowledge (adhyāsa) is, and hence Padmapāda’s suggestion that there can logically on the face of it be no negating knowledge and hence no possibility of the empirical life, being due to adhyāsa, stands to reason. This being the charges of the opponents (pūrvapakṣa), Padmapāda has undertaken the task of adducing proofs to adhyāsa in the empirical life and Prakāśātmayati has elaborated them. The former has just mentioned that there being the necessity of adducing proofs to adhyāsa, the Bhāṣyakāra Śaṅkara has laid down the lakṣaṇa or the definition of adhyāsa in order to show its possibility. Prakāśātmayati has taken the cue from such suggestions of his predecessor and has analysed how adhyāsa is supported by proofs and how it is a fact in our empirical life. He says that the empirical life is based on the super-imposed knowledge of the not-Self upon the Self which fact is attested to by perception, inference, postulation (anupapatti) and testimony of Scriptures. The testimony of Scriptures is not the sole guide in the determination of such knowledge. Perception such as of the body as the Self (aham manusyaḥ), inference from the empirical behaviour which is due to the knowledge of duality, and postulation of it from the fact that it is much below the transcendental Reality which alone is unnegated and therefore it cannot but be false as it is negated, are the proofs for the existence of adhyāsa in the empirical life.

But, as it has been hinted at above, Prakāśātmayati still further analyses the question of the possibility of adhyāsa to meet the opponents on their own ground. He says that so
long as the nature of adhyāsa is not clearly brought out, no amount of dialectical arguments will be able to make a complete negation of it as being false for which a correct analysis of the nature of adhyāsa is a pre-requisite (avidyātvaspaśī karaṇāya lakṣaṇameva vaktavyam—Virarāṇa, Pp. 141-142). Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tatvadīpana has further clarified the position by saying that such a correct analysis will go to prove the thesis that our empirical life is due to adhyāsa when such nature of it will be obvious and finally the possibility of the negating knowledge will be an added testimony to the existence of such adhyāsa. The whole argument therefore comes to this that the analysis of the nature (lakṣaṇa) of adhyāsa is the first pre-requisite to show that it is a fact (sadbhāva) and the dialectical proofs follow from such showing of the fact and are indirect but are added testimony to strengthen the thesis. Form the faint suggestion of Padmapāda who said that the empirical life seems to be unnegated unlike the illusory world and hence the necessity of the analysis of the nature (lakṣaṇa) of adhyāsa arises, we can construct a legitimate structure where lakṣaṇa is the foremost pre-requisite whence follow all necessary proofs to the existence of adhyāsa.

Padmapāda has moreover brought out the implications of the possibility (sambhava) of adhyāsa over and above its nature (lakṣaṇa) and existence (sadbhāva). He has said that the separate enunciation of sambhava seems to be redundant for the fact that it is implied whenever there is sadbhāva. But his analysis that the direct experience of facts is sometimes seen to seem impossible by more powerful evidences experienced before, is ably elaborated by Prakāśātmayati who shows that the separate enunciation of sambhava is necessitated by such facts. Padmapāda’s contention is that in the matter of adhyāsa the ground of falsity, i.e., Brahman that is Pure Unqualified Existence, cannot be properly said to be such ground whence it follows that there should not be any falsity in the empirical world. But Śaṅkara himself has shown that this contention is not tenable for the fact that adhyāsa is not only a matter of empirical proof but also of metaphysical possibility, whence it is to be admitted that the ground of adhyāsa, i.e., Brahman is regarded as such without doing any violence to Its metaphysical nature. Padmapāda has also, shown that the
view, that there cannot be any falsity in our empirical life because of the ground of super-imposition being Unqualified Existence, is not legitimate and hence the possibility (sambhava) of adhyāsa is also to be separately stated. Prakāśātmayati’s contention which follows Padmapāda’s that such apprehension of the absence of possibility (asambhāvanābuddhi) of adhyāsa is prima facie untenable for the fact that Brahman, the ground of such super-imposition, being known fully, there cannot be any super-impositions at all, not to speak of its possibility or impossibility, and secondly, It being not known as distinct from the not-Self, there cannot be an apprehension of impossibility of adhyāsa. Prakāśātmayati hits upon the right nail to bring out the opponents’ charges (pūrvapakṣa) as indicated by his predecessor. But Padmapāda’s contention that the apprehension of impossibility is legitimately claimed by the opponents is elaborated by Prakāśāmayati who says that the prima facie case as established above can be side-tracked by saying that indirect (parokṣa) knowledge of Brahman, and not direct (aporokṣa) knowledge of It, as being distinct from the not-Self, can be a ground of the opponents’ charge of the impossibility of adhyāsa. Thus understood Prakāśātmayati’s analysis of the pūrvapakṣa is more accurate than his predecessor’s for the former shows the real contention of the opponents upon which also is based the reply of the Advaitists. For, adhyāsa seems to be untenable according to the opponent’s view on the admission of the indirect (parokṣa) knowledge of Brahman, and the Advaitists also reply by the admission of such knowledge to prove the possibility and actual existence of adhyāsa in our empirical life. Padmapāda says that such a charge is voiced by the Bhāṣyakāra himself when he introduces the topic of adhyāsa by saying: āha ko’yo’madhyāśo nānēli? He says that the interrogative sentence used by Śaṅkara refers to both a question as to the nature (laksanaprāśna) as also a denial of the possibility (sambhāvanākṣeṇa) of adhyāsa. This therefore is the substance of the controversy as to whether adhyāsa is possible or no, from the points of view of the Advaitists and their opponents.

Vidyārāṇya has also closely followed these discussions and has shown that laksāṇa, sambhāvanā and pramāṇa (sadbhāva)
are all necessary pre-requisites and hence have to be separately stated to prove adhyāśa. His arguments have been on the lines indicated by his predecessors and he has expressed them in verse to prove the thesis of his School. Moreover, he has brought out the logical necessity of lakṣaṇa and sambhāvanā by referring to their rôle in establishing a position in relation to the pramāṇa which is capable to do it. He has referred us to a verse whereby he has shown that lakṣaṇa and sambhāvanā are necessary not only to meet possible charges but also to establish the position which can be arrived at only by the pramāṇas but only with their co-operation.

12 guruśīyaṃ vādinau rā śāstre tattvacārakau tatra śīyam prati guruḥ pūrramadhyāṃ samalāyāntaḥ. vivadante'tra ye'dhyāye tānuddhiśyatha lakṣaṇam sambhāvanāpramāṇaṃ kathyate'dhyāṇasiddhyate. (Vivacaṇa- prameyavatāgra ha. P. 170.)

13 māṇādhiṇā meyāiddhīṃnasiddhiśca lakṣaṇāt tacādhyākṣamāṇeṣu girvānairāpi durbhāgam. sambhāritaḥ pratiṇāyām pakṣaḥ sadhyeta hetunā na tasya hetubhistrāṇam upatannera yo hataḥ (cf. Citsukha, Nīrṇaya Sagar Ed., P. 217.)
CHAPTER III

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE NATURE OF ADHYÄSA & ITS PROCESS, WITH A DETAILED ADVAITA THEORY OF ERROR AS CHALLENGING OTHER THEORIES (KHYÄTIVÄDAS)

Now we enter into the real field of the very important problem of adhyäsa which is sought to be analysed in its nature (lakṣaṇa) by Saṅkara when he defines it as smṛtirūpaḥ paratra pūrvadṛśāvahāsah. This definition of adhyäsa has been analysed by hair-split discussions by the later dialecticians of Advaita Philosophy, and Padmapāda and his followers have very ably clarified this lakṣaṇa. As to the first expression smṛtirūpaḥ, Padmapāda says that the first member, i.e., smṛti refers to the object of recollection (karmanī kṛtā). But the grammatical justification of such interpretation as given by Padmapāda himself has been elaborated by Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda. They have shown that this karmanī kṛtā is justified by Pāṇini’s very rule akartari ca kārake saṁjñāyām (Pāṇini, 3/3/19), for though there is the express condition of saṁjñā for such pratyayas (as ghaṇā) to be used in cases other than the nominative (akartari), still the conjunction ‘ca’ can make them to be used in places other than saṁjñā in all cases other than the nominative. Thus the grammatical irregularity is avoided by Padmapāda and his followers. The compound, however, is analysed by Padmapāda as smaryamāṇarūpamiva rūpamasya (Upanāna-garbha bahuviṭhi) which means that the super-imposed object (like silver on shell) is similar to an object of recollection but not merely recollected as such. The second alternative is untenable for the fact that the object is not merely an object of recollection but of direct experience (sphātanāpurovasthitatvāvahāsanāt—Paṇcapādikā. P. 160). It can be said in this

"bhāce’’kartari ca kārake saṁjñāyām’’iti sūtradyayamadhikṛtya 'striyāṁ kṛtīniti sūtreṇa bhāve kartavyatirikte ca kārake saṁjñāyāmivā-kartari ceti ca saubhātvānāṁyāmivaśādānāṁyāmapi ghaṇādirdvādhiyata iti na sūtravirudha ityarthāḥ. (Tattvātīpana Pp. 158-159.)"
connection that Vācaspatimisra in his well-known commentary on the Brahmasūtras, viz., Bhāmatī, has recognised the act of superimposition as similar to recollection (smṛtirūpa), for according to him, the knowledge of super-imposition is false owing to the falsity of the super-imposed, and is, therefore, similar to smṛiti (recollection) but not pure recollection. But Parkāśātmayati points out the opponents' charges and meets them very ably to defend his predecessor's interpretation. He points out, from the opponent's side, that the super-imposed object cannot be logically said to be similar to an object of recollection for the fact that it is the object of one direct experience along with the substratum of illusion, as in true knowledge the generic term is the object of one direct experience along with the specific attribute. Hence the opponents urge that there need not be any question of similarity with an object of recollection in the present case and hence any knowledge of a relation with such recollected object is out of place. But this view is shown to be untenable on the face of it by Prakāśātmayati who points out that without a relation with the previous true knowledge (as 'this is silver'), no false appearance of silver on a shell is apprehended, for true knowledge and false knowledge are both due to a relation established between the different attributes of an object. Prakāśātmayati seems to suggest that false knowledge like 'this is silver' pre-supposes the previous experience of true knowledge as established by a relation of the object and its specific attribute, but later on the relation of the specific attribute (rajetam) is revealed as clinging on, by way of similarity with the recollected silver, to the substratum but falsely through and through. This seems to be the logic of Prakāśātmayati when he says that the super-imposed object is similar to a recollected object (real) and there is a knowledge or relation with the substratum of illusion (samsargasaṁvit).

Prakāśātmayati further analyses the knowledge of relation as existing in illusory cognition and raises the objections of the opponents to such knowledge only to meet them logically. The opponents urge that though this knowledge of relation:

15 nahi paramārthedam rajatasamvedanākāravabhāsanyūnatāmantareṇa, samsargasaṁvidoṁśābhāvāḥ sasyate vaktum. (Vivaraṇa, P. 159).
is sought to be proved as existing between the substratum and the (super-imposed) object of illusion (by way of analogy with real knowledge of an object and its attributes), yet the super-imposed object seems to have no part to play inasmuch as it turns out to be a non-entity and hence in its absence such knowledge of relation falls to the ground. But Prakāśātmayati shows that this suggestion is not a very sound one even to the opponents' position, for instead of denying knowledge of relation by the denial of one object (the super-imposed) they try to establish that this object is rather the factor which makes the determination of any knowledge possible. This view of the opponents is put to severe criticism by Prakāśātmayati who exposes that the knowledge of relation does not depend on the superimposed object but is self-revealed and reveals the object in its turn. The position of Advaita Vedānta is brought out in the cryptic sentence as follows by Prakāśātmayati: yathāsamvidavabhāsādhinatvād arthasattāniścayasya (Vivaraṇa, P. 159). The opponents may urge that the determined knowledge of the existence of the object of super-imposition (arthasattāniścayah) is the determinant of the knowledge of relation (saṁvītsattāniścayah), but Prakāśātmayati shows the fallacy of infinite regress (anavasthā) in such a position; for, the determination of arthasattā (existence of the object) cannot be due to the object itself which is inert (jaḍa) and incapable of revealing anything, and also it cannot be due to another determination (nīscayāntaram) which lands one into regressus ad infinitum. Thus the opponents' view is shown to be wholly untenable without the recognition of the knowledge of relation as a self-revealed fact by which the object is revealed, which is the Vedantic position. But further Prakāśātmayati raises the possible objection that the knowledge of relation depends upon the existence of the super-imposed object, as is proved by the fact that negating knowledge (as 'this is not silver') is possible because of the negation of the object (rajasya nīṣidhyamānattvat—Akhanda-nanda). But he himself shows the untenable character of such a position by bringing out that the previous knowledge of super-imposition (as 'this is silver') is independently originated without the least dependence on anything extraneous and hence the contention that the negating knowledge pre-
supposes for its (negative) relation with the object of super-imposition the motor-action generated by the object of negation (rajatābhāva-jñānaprayukto vyavahārah—Akhaṇḍānanda) is also unsound. The motor-action generated by the object of negation can in no wise prove the self-revealed character of knowledge and makes it inferentially proved over and above landing us in the fallacy of infinite regress. Hence Prakāśātmayati’s admirable analysis leaves one in no doubt that the knowledge of relation as established in the case of illusion is not an impossible hypothesis but is to be logically recognised as the self-revealed and independent entity for the possibility of the experience of the object of super-imposition which is revealed by it, but can never originate the former. Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvadīpana lucidly summarises these arguments as follows: pūrvāsiddhau (pūrva=pūrvasaṁvit) uttarottarasid dherna vyavahārādisiddhiriti svata eva saṁvinniścja iti vaktavyam, tathāca tadbalād arthasatītvam vaktavyamiti nārtha-bhāvasiddhiritarthaḥ (Tattvadīpana. P. 160).

The nature of the negation as explained by Prakāśātmayati is due to the knowledge of two kinds of which one points to the illusory existence of the object of super-imposition whose existence is negated, while the other to the tri-temporal (traikālika) negation of that object. Hence the object of super-imposition, though illusorily perceived, is tri-temporally negated. Akhaṇḍānanda shows that of these two kinds of knowledge (nāstyatra rajatam and mithyāiva rajatamabhāt), the first refers to the tri-temporal negation which is negation of the phenomenal silver (kālatrayaniśedhasya laukikaviśayatvam—Tattvadīpana, P. 161) and the second to the negation of the very existence of the object of super-imposition which is illusory out-and-out (māyāvivartata-rūpyaviśayatvam—Ibid.).

Prakāśātmayati has moreover shown that the object of super-imposition cannot be explained as existing there by any other process than the contact of a very positive nature (spaśta) with the object which bears resemblance as being known by the negating knowledge which shows that the object of super-imposition is due to a clear relation established between it and the substratum of super-imposition, and he brings out the fact that the conative action flowing from such know-
ledge unmistakably proves such a knowledge by contact with the object of super-imposition. Prakāśātmayati has explained that the definition of adhyāsa as given by Śaṅkara and as elaborated by his disciple and follower, Padmapāda, refers to two kinds of adhyāsa, to both of which the definition equally applies. This twofold adhyāsa as explained by Prakāśātmayati refers to artha-dhyāsa (super-imposition of the object upon a substratum) and jñānādhyāsa (super-imposition of the knowledge of the former upon the knowledge of the latter). He says that both these kinds of adhyāsa should be explained by one lakṣaṇa as given by Śaṅkara, for in adhyāsa there is not only the super-imposition of the object upon the substratum but also the super-imposition of its knowledge upon the knowledge of the latter which is more fundamental. The object being super-imposed upon the substratum generates the false knowledge of super-imposition which is the nature of adhyāsa. Thus Prakāśātmayati’s analysis is very consistent in so far as the definition of adhyāsa is concerned, for all definitions should be as precise as possible. Akhanḍānanda in his Tattvādīpana has brought out the implication of this explanation of Prakāśātmayati by saying that the super-imposition of the knowledge may be excluded if only the super-imposition of the object is sought to be defined. Prakāśātmayati explains that in the case of the super-imposition of the object upon the substratum the definition refers to the object similar to an object of recollection appearing on the substratum whence it follows that the object is false, though having a contact with the sense which sees,—under the stresses of pre-cognitive impression of a similar object of recollection that is real,—the present object that is false. In the case of the super-imposition of knowledge, however, Prakāśātmayati explains that the knowledge of the superimposed object is similar to the recollection (of the object) appearing on the knowledge of the substratum and hence is false as being the knowledge of an object which has a false contact with the sense duped under the spell of avidyā with a clear succumbing to the pre-cognitive impression (pūrvānubhavasaṁskāra).

14 yadapyarthajñānādhyāsaṣayoranyataraniredeśe‘nyatarasidhiḥ, tathā-pyarthādhyāsaṣakṣaṇasya jñānādhyāse‘sambhavendavyādhiḥ syāt tadarthāṁ-prthag nirdeśacyumityarthah—Tattvādīpana. P. 162.)
This two-fold explanation of the definition of adhyāsa by Prakāśātmayati in which he has fully brought out the significance of the process of super-imposition is, however, open to a common charge and Prakāśātmayati clearly avoids it. Adhyāsa either of the object or of its knowledge upon a locus where false contact with what is presented makes it possible, may be said to have no actual recollection of the object (which is real) but only a similarity with such recollection and its object (whence it is false); but the objection may be that except in the case of actual recollection, there should not be any scope for the object of super-imposition to be due to any previous knowledge or any saṁskāra (that which rakes up the previous knowledge), for only in the case of actual recollection this is admitted. But Prakāśātmayati ably answers to this objection by showing that in every case of cognition except that is born of pure sense-contact, there is inevitably a part played by the previous knowledge. Thus even though in the case of adhyāsa there is no actual recollection, there is unmistakably no knowledge born of pure sense-contact but of a false sense-contact with the object that bears a similarity with the object of recollection that is due to a previous knowledge, and hence not purely contactual nor really pre-cognitional but somewhat of a half-way house between the two. Thus Prakāśātmayati's analysis and explanation of the nature of adhyāsa leave one in no doubt about the falsity of it which is born of no epistemologically valid process but of a process beyond valid epistemology.

Prakāśātmayati has brought out more serious objections to adhyāsa as upheld by the Advaitist from the viewpoint of other Schools of Indian Philosophy. Illusory knowledge has been a very knotty problem in Indian Philosophy and every School has discussed it from its own peculiar point of view. Hence there have grown up subtle dialectical controversies with regard to this problem. Prakāśātmayati has brought out these opposite viewpoints and has step by step eliminated them as inadequate for the explanation of illusory knowledge. Thus the very first viewpoint discussed by Prakāśātmayati is of Prabhākara, the Mīmāṃsāist, who does not recognise any false knowledge (akhyātivādin). Prabhākara holds that knowledge may be of two kinds—that which is born of valid means
(pramāṇajñānam) and that which is born of recollection (smṛtiḥ). The first is due to some mediate processes which separate the origination of valid knowledge from the sense-contact (as the knowledge of an invariable concomitance between the probans and probandum—vyāptijñānam—in the case of inference), but the second is originated upon an object by an immediate process of saṃskāra (impression of a previous object) by the sense-contact. Hence Prabhākara’s contention is that knowledge can never be false, there is no such knowledge as mithyājñāna, but is always true, either recollective or contactual. He seems to suggest that in recollective knowledge, too, where there is recollection of one object upon another (anyasāmprayukte caksuṣi yadananṭaramanyaviṣayam jñānamutrpadaye) there is no non-validity in the knowledge which by itself is true as due to a saṃskāra (yadanantaram) which is raked up (udbuddha). Thus Prabhākara’s recollective knowledge has its validity in the saṃskāra, no matter whether it is false or no. Similarly, contactual knowledge is always true as due to some mediate epistemological processes. Prabhākara’s analysis, therefore, excludes false knowledge altogether and rehabilitates in its stead a two-fold distinction of knowledge which in itself is always true. Even recollective knowledge which is ordinarily excluded by the major Schools of Indian Philosophy as not giving us valid knowledge (pramāṇa) except by the Jainas and the Mādhvas is recognised by Prabhākara as not antagonising with valid knowledge but rather as hanging on to it as one of its aspects, for recollective knowledge has, if no validity, a veridical content. Thus Prabhākara’s contention that ayathārthajñāna is a non-être is based upon his two-fold classification of knowledge that is all true.

Prabhākara’s contention that recollective knowledge can very well substitute false knowledge (ayathārthajñāna) in so far as it is due to a saṃskāra (pre-cognitive impression) and hence an object may appear upon another by way of recollection by the obliteration of any distinction (bheda-graha) of the recollected and the perceived, is sought to be established on the ground that the posterior negation is only of the smaraṇābhibhīmāna or the conative corollaries of recollection (such as vyavahāra or action). Prabhākara suggests that the dosas
(subjective or objective drawbacks) are responsible for calling up the similarity which makes the *saṃskāra* of recollection at all effective in producing a specific object on another. Hence there seems to be a continuity of experience between the recollection and the perception through the agency of the similarity-impression (*sāḍṛṣya-saṃskāra*) of a particular object, and as long as *doṣas* stay, they keep up this continuity which in fact is never a fact but appears as such due to very successive presentations of the two psychological processes. Prabhākara's analysis applies to all kinds of so-called false knowledge where he upholds the view of reality of all knowledge, and the apparent unreality (as in illusion) of knowledge is explained away as due to extraneous circumstances like *doṣas* and *saṃskāra* which produce only wrong actions and never false knowledge. This knowledge of recollection or *smṛti* is as veridical as the knowledge born of other valid means (*pramāṇas*) and even in the origination of one object upon another (like silver upon shell) which is due to such recollection (as he says), there is no falsity in knowledge as is proved by the negating knowledge of only conative corollaries such as actions (*vyavahāra*).

Prakāśātmayati replies to such a position by showing that *akhyāti* (absence of illusion) is never a logical concept, for this term cannot logically establish anything which can explain cognitions like *this is silver* (where there is a shell). Absence of *khyāti* (*khyātyabhāva*) is a too wide term to include experiences in dreamless sleep (*suṣūpti*) into the category of such cognitions. Knowledge of conative actions upon a different object (*anyatra pravṛttiheturjñānam*) is also a too narrow term, for such actions are not universal. Knowledge of many things whose difference is lost, (*aviviktañēkākārajñānam*) cannot also be said to be the cause of such true knowledge for the fact that there is a difference between the *shell* and *silver* which are denoted by two terms. There is a cognition of duality in such knowledge as is evident from the two terms of different connotations. Thus the evidence of perception itself cannot establish an absence of difference to explain such a knowledge of one appearing as the other.

Prakāśātmayati analyses more elaborately the view of the *akhyātivādi* Prabhākara and shows that on no account can
there be a logical possibility of the knowledge of many objects whose difference is lost (aviviktānekapadārthajñānam) by eliminating the possible alternatives to such a view. He shows that the knowledge of different objects whose difference is lost cannot account for error in knowledge for the fact that it becomes a dubious hypothesis. Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvadīpana clarifies the view by showing that such a view to account for error is untenable, for it cannot prove the origination of error universally and even consistently. The knowledge of two different objects as one unified cognition as in those cases of genus-species relation where there is both difference as well as non-difference (bhedābhedavūdin’s knowledge as khaṇḍo gauḥ—a khaṇḍa-cow) is not error, nor even the knowledge of perception and memory giving a unified judgment is alone an explanation of error, for a unified judgment of two perceptions as in the judgment ahaṁ manusyaḥ can very well account for the falsity of the knowledge. Nor also the judgment regarding a generic and a specific object (sāmānyavīṣesajñānam) can be said to have a relational knowledge and hence excluded from the category of error; for here also there is a knowledge of different objects whose difference is lost, the relational knowledge (saṁsarga-jñānam) being a non-être to the Prabhākaraś who advocate a clear-cut difference of various knowledge-processes in the case of their explanation of error and no other factor such as the quality-object relation (gunagnuni-saṁbandhaḥ) can account for such knowledge. Moreover, there is a clear recognition of difference between the generic and specific objects which is capable of negating the unified judgment and there is therefore no possibility as the Prabhākara holds that such unified judgments are outside the category of error. The Prabhākara contention of error is further vitiated by the fact that there should at the time of perception of this (idam) be always a clear-cut distinction with the recollection (silver), or else to explain the distinction a third knowledge has to be admitted, whence it should follow that all knowledge as having lost the distinction (avivikta-padārthajñānam) is false. Hence Prabhākara’s absence of distinction is always with regard to a unified judgment and hence that judgment has a unifiedly related object.
(as ‘this—silver’) without any distinction, and thus their whole psychology falls to the ground for the fact that their recognition of a unified object without distinction will tantamount to the recognition of a relational judgment which in fact has been shown to be not possible in their theory. Moreover, the object of recollection as advocated by the Prābhākaras as having an obliterated proportion (smṛtipramoṣa) is not easily understood, for the fact that smaranābhimāna (the quality of being recollected) which they try to establish and which in their opinion is obliterated remains inexplicable. It is not included in pure recollection (smṛti), for when smṛti remains smaranābhimāna cannot be obliterated. Nor can the vice versa be correct, for smaranābhimāna being gone, smṛti will not be debarred from originating its effects. Nor can a totally different thing as smaranābhimāna be conceived.

‘If it be argued by the Prābhākaras that previous experiences of space, time etc., along with the perception of the object are smaranābhimāna, and these are obliterated afterwards, then it can be said that even in true cognition, as remembrance of a previously cognised person (pratyabhijñā) as ‘This is he (whom I saw)’, previously experienced space, time etc., are also perceived and not obliterated. Here also there is non-recognition of difference between ‘this’ and ‘he’. So there ceases to be any clear-cut distinction between the two kinds of cognition, in both of which smaranābhimāna in the nature of previously cognised space, time etc., is present. Hence the Advaitists conclude that in recollection (smṛti) where an object is revealed, no other knowledge of any other thing exists except that the particular object remains revealed as it was perceived. The knowledge of other things (as space, time etc.) is due to inference born out of the previous perception of the object of remembrance, for when the object was perceived previously, those things were also perceived and they are inferred in the recollection of the former afterwards. The knowledge of other things being mixed up afterwards with the pure recollection of the object accounts for false cognition of the object along with those other things; truly speaking, in recollection (smṛti) the pure object is recalled. This is the reply given by the Advaita Vedantists to the Prābhākaras in
respect of the nature of smṛti.” (Author’s article on “The Problem of Nacre-Silver in Indian Philosophy”—Indian Historical Quarterly, June, 1952, Pp. 169-170).

Prakāśātmayati’s analysis of smṛti and its object from the Advaita point of view has been more elaborated by himself with reference to the verbal recollection of an object (padāt padārthasmṛti). Padmapāda had hinted at this aspect of recollection and tried to show that here also there is a pure object without any other auxiliary object perceived along with it. Prakāśātmayati has shown by way of elaboration that both in abhihitānvayavāda* and anvitābhidhānavāda* there is the verbal recollection of successive words till the last and a clear link among such bits of recollection is responsible for the verbal knowledge. This link is established by the words in the successive recollection of their meanings by the impressions of a relation among such words and their meanings which are roused by the words themselves. Thus in verbal recollection, too, there is a clear recognition by the Vedantists, as in all other views, that the objects of recollection (viz., the successive meanings) are pure objects raked up by the impressions obtaining between them and the words, and there is no scope for any other knowledge such as that of words related with their meanings, for the fact that such knowledge will end in a regressus ad infinitum by depending on another knowledge and also in obliterating the functions of words altogether. Thus the verbal recollection is due to the impressions of a relation obtaining

---

17 “tasmādarthamātraviṣayajñānajanyā smṛtitarthatātram eva viṣayikaroti, na pārvajñānendaviṣayikṛtaṁ jñānamapi anyathā nilajñānāt pitepi smṛtiḥ syāt” (Vivarana, P. 180).

* abhihitānvayavāda—The Bhāṣṭṭa Mimamsists regard a judgmental connection between words and their meanings in a sentence as issuing out of meanings as expressed by words (padābhihitārtha). Such meanings or connotations are coalesced together due to capability (yogyatā), necessity (ākārkaṇḍa), proximity (ōsattā) etc., in a judgment. This knowledge of coalescence as born out of the expression of the meanings by words in a judgment is neither perceptual or immediately known nor is it representational as in memory or indirectly cognised but is a third variety of knowledge. It is opposed to the Nyāya view which regards the knowledge of a judgment as born out of pure words which without expressing the meanings rake up their memory. Some, however, erroneously regard the Nyāyaśikas as belonging to this school, but Jayantabhaṭṭa in his
between successive meanings of words. Padmapāda has moreover pointed out the possibility of smaraṇābhimāna from the view-point of the Prābhākaras who seek to justify error by its obliteration. Prakāśātmayati has worked upon the charges against any such possibility as hinted at by Padmapāda. He first shows that this smaraṇābhimāna cannot be established by itself or by any external fact, for it is not determined by itself nor by any pramāṇa nor by any pramāṇaphala. Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvādīpana has clarified this position by saying that there is no difference of objects of smṛti and pramāṇa either by way of recollection of auxiliary objects such as space, time etc., or by different cognitions of different objects. Thus there is no possibility of smaraṇābhimāna and no obliteration of it is conceivable. Prakāśātmayati has moreover shown that the recognition of the triad of the subject, the object and the act pre-supposes its difference from the perceptions of them before any actual memory is born, either by way of inference or pure recollection. Thus there is a logical difference between recollection and perception before memory.

Padmapāda has very ably pointed out that the view of the Prābhākaras that error can be explained by the supposition of Nyāyaśāstra has rejected this view like the other view of avitābhidhāna. (Cf. matadvoayamapidantu nāsmaabhyan vocetetārām. kuto'nvitābhidhānam va kuto vābhibhitānvoyah).

avitābhidhānavāda—The Prābhākara Mimamsists hold that every meaning that is expressed by a word (padārtha) is inevitably connected with another meaning of another word (padārthāntara). There is no padārtha or connotation that can stand independent of any relation or connection in a judgment. Even where there are no other relata, they would hold the verb ‘to be’ (asti) etc. which may be related with any connotation. The words expressing such related connotations in a sentence are as much a means of valid knowledge (pramāṇa), as the judgment itself. No word without being related in a judgment can give any meaning by standing apart; in other words, every word should be related with its connotation to any other word with its connotation in a judgment so that we can know each connotation in a judgment as a related or synthetic one. Thus the Prābhākaras do away with the Bhāṭṭa and the Nyāyaśākya views of the validity of the judgment only, which coalesce together the connotations expressed by words.

11 "tasmat padabhyaḥ, padārthamāreṇu buddhisūmarthyasambandhāt smṛtaya iti siddham"—(Vivaraṇa, P. 184).
a recollected knowledge (smṛti) that is valid, is untenable for the fact that there is some kind of knowledge that is neither purely perceptual nor purely recollective but purely illusory and hence false in itself. Padmapāda has worked out in detail this conclusion by showing that the obliteration (pramośa) of what the Prābhākara accept, viz., of previously cognised aspects of the objects, is wholly untenable on the ground that this smarāṇābhimāna-pramośa is not responsible for error as is evident from the fact that inference (anumāna) presupposes previously cognised (parokṣa) space, time etc., or at least the previous cognition (pūrvānubhava) of these and they remain in the shape of impressions (saṁskāras) only but which are not found to be so present in smṛti where these saṁskāras do not present themselves as really calling up such previous knowledge of the different aspects of the recollected object. Thus there is a clear-cut distinction between inference of cognition (jñānānunāna) and recollection (smṛti) in which the latter is unadulterated with the previous knowledge of the different aspects of the object for which the Prābhākara supposes and advocates an obliteration (pramośa). Thus smṛti being with regard to the pure object (suddham vastu) should be a different category of valid knowledge altogether and cannot in any way generate false (mithyā) knowledge (such as, of actions) by the obliteration of some parts. This is the greatest rejoinder to the Prābhākara theory and Prakāśātmayatī following Padmapāda has brought this out quite ably.¹⁹

Vidyāranya has very clearly shown that the Prābhākara contention of smarāṇābhimāna or the quality of being recollected as previously cognised, remains inexplicable. He has suggested eight alternatives to mean smarāṇābhimāna and has shown that none is tenable. These are—(1) smṛti (recollection), (2) smṛteranya (something other than recollection),

¹⁹ tasmāt pūrvapramāṇasauḥsaṁskārasamutthataya tadviṣayāvabhāsitvaṁātram smṛtiḥ na punah pratittīrthato va'dhikōnāsti yasya doṣunimittāḥ pramośaḥ parikalpyate. • • • • ato nānyasaṁprayoge'nyaviṣayajñānām smṛtiḥ kintu vadhāvhitāḥ.—(Paṅcatāntra, P. 186-188.)

ato na pramaṃsaṁśriḍvairāryayam eva jñānasya kintu tṛitiyam bhṛṅti-jñānāmapi.—(Vivaraṇa, P. 188.)
Critical Analysis of Adhyāsa & Advaita Theory of Error

(3) smṛtigatadharma (some quality of recollection), (4) pūrvānu-bhava-visīṣṭatavenārthagrahaṇam (the recollection of some aspects of the previously cognised object), (5) svagata eva kaścit smṛtiviveśaḥ (some mode of recollection of its own), (6) pūrvānubhavagocarād visīṣṭajñeyanimitto viśeṣaḥ (some special object of recollection distinct from that of previous cognition) (7) phalabhedajanakatvam (the quality of producing different effects in recognition), (8) smarāṁityanubhavāḥ (the perception such as 'I remember'). Vidyāraṇya's analysis is more analytic than Prakāśātmayati's, though the former has taken the cue from his predecessor and his analysis has brought out more ably the nature of smṛti as opposed to the view of the Prabhākara,—that is to say, that smṛti is never with regard to the auxiliary aspects of the object but always with regard to the pure object. Vidyāraṇya has shown that there should be a difference between the vyavasāyajanyā smṛti and anuvyavasāyajanyā smṛti by way of bringing out this conclusion from the Advaitist standpoint. He says that in vyavasāyajanyā smṛti there is recollection of the pure object (ghaṭamātram) but in anuvyavasāyajanyā smṛti there is recollection of the object as previously known (by which the auxiliary aspects are implied). Hence Vidyāraṇya has concluded that smṛti, to be pure, can never take up along with the auxiliary aspects of an object their anuvyavasāya or a recollective knowledge that as vouchsafing for their knowledge should be presupposed, and hence is always with regard to the object as such or an object bereft of any relation with anuvyavasāya or recollective knowledge, but having relation with vyavasāya or pure cognition that is à priori to anuvyavasāya.²⁰

Vidyāraṇya's analysis of the Prabhākara view has been more to unravel the incompatibilities and to bring out the Advaita view. He has shown that the Prabhākara contention

is untenable for the fact that here is no logical ground to suppose that the object of super-imposition (silver) is not the object of perception as the substratum is (as according to them there is no knowledge of relation—samsargasavit—between them but there is only a continuity of experience—nairantarpya pratibhäsah); hence an illusory silver (mithyā rajat) has to be accepted as the object of direct experience. Vidyārāṇya has carried his analysis a bit further by showing that the object of negation (niṣedhāvisaya) is with regard to the phenomenal silver (upon shell) and not the illusory silver, for then the illusory silver (pratibhāsikam rajatam) being there as the object of illusory knowledge is never the object of tri-temporal negation (traikālikā niṣedha) which all negation implies. Thus the Advaitist view, as brought out by Vidyārāṇya, is that the silver is the phenomenal (vyavahārika) one which being falsely taken into knowledge when one sees a shell before him is negated tri-temporally and is the object of negation. But the object of super-imposition being the illusory (pratibhāsika) silver, there is the direct experience of such silver in illusory knowledge. This dual rôle of the silver wherein it is illusory (pratibhāsika) at the time of false knowledge and phenomenal (vyavahārika) at the time of negation, has to be accepted to explain the knowledge and negation of it logically. The charge of ungrounded negation in so far as the phenomenal silver is never the object of false knowledge (aprasakta-pratisedha) is ably refuted by Vidyārāṇya who shows that the phenomenal silver, though never the object of illusory knowledge, is falsely taken into the knowledge of the substratum (shell) as it generally appears (sāmānyopādha prasaktek) and never into the knowledge of it as it is. Hence even the negation of an object (say, a jar) on the ground is with regard to the jar as it is capable of being known (though not actually known—in which case no negation of it would be possible) on the general aspects of space, time etc., of the substratum (ground). Thus the Advaitist theory as brought out by Vidyārāṇya is unchallengeable and Vidyārāṇya’s analysis has

21 yathāpratibhāsans eva mithyārajatasya sūktijānena nirasanayogya-syāsmābhārabhupagamāt—(Vivarana-prameyasarangraha, P. 175).
been more accurate and thorough-going than what his predecessors suggested. We have shown above that Akhaṇḍānanda has just hinted at these two kinds of the silver in his Tattvādiṇa. Vidyāranya has supported what his predecessors, Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati, have said with regard to the nature of the object of illusion. The object of illusion, according to his predecessors, is similar to the recollected object (smarṇānasadṛśam) and never recollected as such (na smarṇānānān). He also harps on the same tune and shows that this similitude with the recollected object presupposes the previous cognition of the silver (which was true) but which becomes false in illusory knowledge being related to the substratum by a through-and-through false relation. He only hints at the impossibility of adhyāsa without such previous cognition and seems to bring out his predecessors’ logical analysis to the forefront by saying very clearly what is hidden in it.²²

Vidyāranya’s analysis of what his predecessor Prakāśātmayati hinted at is very clearly done and it leaves one in no doubt about the epistemology of adhyāsa. He shows that the object of illusion being born of impressions (of previous cognition) is never to be seriously challenged on the ground that it is not recollective knowledge, pure and simple, (smṛtibhinnaṇānātavāt), for he says that contactual knowledge, pure and simple, becomes upādhi (the hindrance to any valid inference) to any such inference. We have shown above that Prakāśātmayati has said that except in such contactual knowledge, there is a rôle of saṁskāra (impressions) in every kind of knowledge, and illusory knowledge being not born of pure sense-contact has to admit saṁskāras for its origination. But Vidyāranya puts it more logically and shows that this upādhi of pure contactual knowledge is co-eval with the probandum (sādhya) in the example (dṛṣṭānta, viz., “as in perceptual knowledge”) [the probandum being saṁskārajanyatvābhavat], but not so with the probans (hetu) in the minor term (pakṣa, viz., adhyāsah) [the probans being smṛtibhinnaṇānātavāt]. Vidyāranya’s logical

²² na hyananubhūtarajatasya rajatubhūntirdṛṣṭate—(Viraraṇaprameya-saṅgraha—P. 181).
analysis comes to this that in *adhyaśajñāna* there is never pure contactual knowledge as co-eval with the difference from pure recollective knowledge (that recollective knowledge being a fact), whence it follows that the probandum, viz., *saṁskārajanyatvābhāvavat* is never proveable in the *pakṣa*, viz., *adhyaśajñāna*. This logical analysis of Vidyāraṇya proves, therefore, that *adhyaśa* has to admit *saṁskāras* as well as some sort of sense-contact, though false, and is therefore neither born of pure contactual knowledge nor of pure recollective knowledge.²³

Prakāśātmayati has thereafter brought in the Nyaiyāyika view that the silver (object of super-imposition) is present elsewhere as a real entity but is brought forth upon the shell with which the sense is in contact, being associated with any *doṣa* (defect) and is thus taken into knowledge upon the shell which is present before. The recalling of silver upon shell is, according to them, due to the similitude between them and hence the Nyaiyāyikas conclude that the knowledge of silver is purely perceptual (grahaṇātmakam). "The Nyaiyāyikas conclude that in mistaking a piece of nacre as a piece of silver, there are not two pieces of knowledge as the Prābhākaras hold, but there is a third variety of knowledge where the piece of nacre is cognised as being qualified by the knowledge of the piece of silver. This erroneous knowledge arises, according to the Nyaiyāyikas, due to an abnormal contact of the sense-organ (viz., the eye) with the object (viz., silver which is absent in the present case but present elsewhere). This abnormal psychosis is what is known as *jñānalakṣaṇa-sannikarṣa* or connection of the sense-organ with the object due to the pre-occupied knowledge of that object in the mind, though the object be not really present." (Author's article: "The Problem of Nacre-

²³ Vidyāraṇya's logical analysis can be understood if we understand the nature of *upādhi* which is defined in Indian logic as *sādhyasya vyāpako yastu hetoravyāpakastathā sa upādhiḥ*, viz., that which is co-eval with *sādhyā* or probandum but not so with *hetu* or probans is the *upādhi*. In valid inference if any factor is shown to be such as not existing co-extensively with the *hetu* by which the *sādhyā* is sought to be established in the *pakṣa*, while so existing with the *sādhyā* in the known cases (dṛśṭānta), then the whole inference seeking to establish the *sādhyā* in any *pakṣa* (minor term) becomes fallacious for the absence of such co-extensive *sādhyā* on the strength of a weaker *hetu* in the *pakṣa*. 
Silver in Indian Philosophy"—Indian Historical Quarterly, June, 1952; Pp. 164-165).

Padmapāda hints upon this view when he exposes the incompatibilities and Prakāśātmayati works upon this elaborately. This view which is known as anyathākhyātiyāda cannot stand the scrutiny of logic, as Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda expose it to it. Prakāśātmayati says that the alternative interpretations to anyathākhyāti may be: (1) Knowledge of a different form with regard to a different substratum (anyākāram jñānam anyālabham), (2) Knowledge of an object appearing as a different object (vastuno vastvantarūtanā avabhāsayā), (3) Knowledge of an object transformed differently (anyathā parināte vastuni jñānam). The first interpretation is untenable on the face of it, for the Nyaiyāyikas cannot admit the object and the revelation of knowledge as different when they have to oppose the direct apprehension of an object as it exists. The object cannot assume a different form when it is in contact with the sense for the fact that it cannot produce a different form (ākāra) in knowledge which is contradictory. Nor can the object be said to be the object of actions flowing from such knowledge (of taking one thing as the other) for the fact that neither by way of intervention (vyavadhāna) nor by way of immediacy (avyavadhāna) can the object be said to be the object of such motor-actions. When, for example, from the knowledge of a tiger, a cudgel is brought in, the cudgel, being the object of motor-actions flowing from the knowledge of the tiger, cannot be said to be the object of the knowledge of the tiger. Hence Prakāśātmayati concludes that such difference in the object due to the motor-actions produced by the sense-contact cannot be logically established.24 Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvadīpana has shown that over and above these two alternatives in the first interpretation, two others are also untenable. Firstly, the object cannot appear as different due to any benefit accruing from the knowledge of the substratum (saṁvijñātātisayāśrayatvam), for when the object is destroyed (pradhvasta) it ceases.

24 tadāt tadākāra evālambanamitī nānyākāram jñānamanyālabhamanyathākhyātiyātīti—(Vivaraṇa, P. 189).
to have ever been wrongly perceived; secondly, appearing as a
different object is never possible if the object be a future one,
where the objectivity of appearance (bhānakarmatvam) is
never possible till it will be produced, or even if the object is
said to be revealed by way of motor-actions (vyavahāra-
viṣayatvam) due to the appearance, then many ancillary pro-
PERTIES of an object will have to be admitted as coming with-
in the sphere of such appearance. Prakāśātmayati has more-
over repudiated the other two alternatives of the anyathā-
khyaṭīvādin with regard to the meaning of anyathākhyaṭī.
The second interpretation referred to above, viz., knowledge of
an object appearing as a different object, is not plausible for
the fact that unless the Nyaiyāyikas admit an illusory (mithyā
=anirvacanīya) relation between the knowledge and the
object of appearance as the Advaitists do, no knowledge of
such appearance is ever to be contemplated. This impos-
sibility is due to the metaphysical stand of this School where
there is complete difference between the generic object and its
specific attributes, and hence no real relation can be
affected between them; nor is there any unreal relation as they
do not admit it. Thus a void relation (śūnyaḥ sansargabh) can
never come into the knowledge in such cases. Even the
recognition of difference and non-difference (bhedaḥbhedaḥ)
cannot account for error, for then valid cognitions like ‘this is
a khandha-cow’ will be erroneous. Hence the Nyaiyāyika being
impelled on the horns of a dilemma, would rather prefer a
real relation (samsargasatyātā) to an unreal (anirvacanīya) one,
but that would make his theory of error a precarious hypo-
thesis inasmuch as the relation being real, no negating know-
ledge would ever be possible, or, there would be no distinc-
tion between real and erroneous knowledge, and thus error

25 kim-ākārārpaṅkramālambanatvam? uta saṁvitprayuktavyava-
hāraviṣayatvam? āhō saṁvitjanitatiśayāśrayatvam? athāvā bhāsamānātvam?
na triitiyāḥ, pradhvastāderaviṣayatvapravasāṅgat. nāpi caturthaḥ. bhāsa-
māñcatvam bhānakarmatvam uta tatprayuktavyahāraviṣayatvam? nādyāḥ,
bhavijyāderaviṣayatāpateḥ. na devitiyāḥ. nāntaryakatāya vyavahāra-
viṣayasya kaladhautamālāderapi kaladhautajñānaviṣayatvopatteḥ. tasmāt
tadākārārpaṅkasya viṣayatvam vaktavyam tacco nātrete suktaranālamba-
natvanityabhīprāyopasaṁharuti-tasmāt tadākāra iti.—(Tattvādipana,
P. 189).
and negation would indiscriminately appear in every piece of valid and invalid knowledge. The Nyaiyāyika might suggest that his anyathākhyāti refers to the knowledge or revelation of an object transformed differently (anyathā pariṇate vastuni jñānam), and it is the shell that is transformed as the silver. But it is Padmapāda who has shown clearly that such a view is untenable, on the face of it, for the transformation having been real like that of milk into curd, there would never appear any negating knowledge (buddhajñāna) afterwards. Hence to admit any such transformation is to admit the reality of knowledge in such cases of error. This alternative of real transformation of the substratum into the illusory object is the very old view of anyathākhyāti as advocated by Bhagavad Bhāskara, who admits both difference and non-difference (bheda-bheda) in every relational knowledge. This view is, therefore, not the Nyaiyāyika’s own, but borrowed from Bhāskara.

Prakāśātmayati says that it is the Prabhākaras who are epistemological realists and who never admit falsity in knowledge, that have brought out the views of the opponents, viz., the Nyaiyāyikas and others who recognise error in knowledge (bhramavādins) by way of showing the fallacies in their systems. Hence the above account of the Nyaiyāyika view of anyathākhyāti is from the viewpoint of the Prabhākaras who, says Prakāśātmayati, are out to demolish any theory of error in knowledge, and hence who next attack the Buddhist theory of atmakhyātivāda. It is well-known that except the Mādhyamikas, all other Schools of Buddhism subscribe to this atmakhyāti theory of error which explains it from the angle of an epistemological idealism. Hence these Schools argue that it is the consciousness (vijñāna) that is the sole cause of the appearance of all the empirical phenomena, and it is, therefore, the ground of all the appearances. “Now the advocates of atmakhyātivāda are all subjectivists in so far as they recognise nothing outside of knowledge. The object of knowledge is only a form of knowledge which alone is true. Knowledge and its objects are inseparably connected and invariably present; hence there is, so to say, identity in them. * * * *
They hold that the piece of nacre is existent only in knowledge and the error arises only when we falsely suppose it to be present outside of knowledge. Their argument starts with their recognition of the fact that whatever form is perceived is, without another perception to the contrary, true, real; but its negation is possible only when such another stronger perception to the contrary arises. Hence they hold that when we negate the knowledge of silver on a piece of nacre, what we have to do is to admit only the negation of external manifestation of silver which is internal and not of the piece of silver itself. It is better and wiser, they hold, to acknowledge such a standpoint, for in doing so, we are logically precise being at the same time concise." (Author's article: "The Problem of Nacre-Silver in Indian Philosophy"—Indian Historical Quarterly—June, 1952, P. 160). This external manifestation of silver which according to this theory is the object of negation is raked up by an impression which had been imprinted, so to say, upon the series of momentary bits of knowledge (jñānasantati or vijñānasantati) and this impression though separated by a gulf of such momentary bits of knowledge, can call up the silver by way of similitude. They go even to the extreme of admitting an eternal chain of impressions regarding an external object carried down through the momentary bits of knowledge and the calling up of the object by the maturity (paripūka) of this impression-series (vāsanā).26

Prakāśātmayati brings out the fallacies to such a view of the Buddhists from the viewpoint of the Prābhākaras who attack the ātmakhyāti doctrine. The Prābhākaras according to Prakāśātmayati point out that the silver which is held by the Buddhists as the objective projection of the subjective existence is never capable of being accounted for in error. If it is not born there, it can have no appearance, and if it is held to be born, it fails to be subjective, for an objective basis of such appearance (say, an external object perceived before) has to be admitted. But the Buddhist argument being that the subjective silver is only projected as external under the influence of

---

26 tajjanyajñānasantāna eva saṁskāraṁ, sa ca tathāvidhajñānaṁ
antarādityanudvāsanāprāptāṁ rajataṁ buddhyākāro bairveśavarabhāṣate
—(Vivaraṇa, P. 192).
imperfections (*doṣas*) adhering to the knowledge (or, say, silver), which is subjective in itself, Prābhākaras charge them with non-origination of any externally projected silver; for, they point out that the causal knowledge of the externally projected silver being prior to the object has not the capacity to reveal it, and any other knowledge devoid of imperfections attached to it can never be said to be the cause of the calling up of the external silver for the simple fact that there ceases to be any causal nexus between a particular piece of knowledge and a particular appearance (which is possible only under the influence of the *doṣas* calling up the external projections through *vīsanās* or impressions according to the Buddhists). Finally if the knowledge being under the influence of these *doṣas* can call up the external projection, then the latter being born of the knowledge of silver which is subjective should be admitted as a real (*sat*) category like the subjective silver, or else, the external projection of silver should cease to have for its cause the subjective knowledge of silver which makes the former appear. This admission of the reality of the projected entity is from the view of the theory of knowledge in and through forms (*sākāra-jñāna-vāda*) of the Buddhist. These are, according to Padmapāda's analysis, some of the serious charges put forward by the Prābhākaras against the Buddhists (*ātmakhyātivādins*) whose doctrine seems to collapse under them, and the Prābhākaras' stand to defend their own is given a further lease of examination. This has been done by Prakāśātmayati who has shown that the Prābhākaras have exposed the fallacies to the *ātmakhyātivāda* only to give themselves up as upholding a theory which is to be put to further considerations by the Advaitists.

The Prābhākara contention that in error there are two pieces of knowledge—one of the nature of perception and the other of the nature of memory—both of which are true in themselves, is next sought to be examined critically by Prakāśātmayati. Hence he has brought in the Advaitist position that there is a unified knowledge in error which is designated as illusory as being born of ignorance (*avidyā*) of the substratum. The Advaita position relating to error or illusory knowledge is consistent with its metaphysical stand where the Witness-Self (*Sākṣicaitanya*) is conceived as the background of
all knowing. In empirical knowledge, however, there are empirical limitations of the Sākṣi-caitanya through the mind (antahkaranā), its urges (vyrtis) and the object (viṣaya), but the Sākṣi-caitanya is always the sole revealer of everything involved in epistemological processes. This metaphysical position has been taken in by Prakāśatmayati here in explaining the Advaita theory of illusory knowledge. In fact, here had been initiated a masterly analysis of the theory which has been elaborated by a host of later dialecticians of Advaita Philosophy. Padmapāda has hinted at this explanation, though in a cryptic way, and Prakāśatmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda have elaborated it.

The Advaitist argue that the recollection of which the Prabhākaras hold obliteration (pramoṣa) of some aspects is a non-entity and in its place, a third variety of knowledge arises which can explain the origination of the illusory silver as being called upon the shell. Thus the category of illusion is an entirely different one arising out of the co-operation of several factors, viz., the contact (samyoga) between the sense and the substratum, imperfections (doṣa) in the sense and an ignorance (avidyā) pertaining to the Consciousness of the substratum. All these factors are coalesced together as a result of which there appears the illusory silver upon the shell, the silver being the transformation of avidyā pertaining to its Consciousness raked up by the imperfections (doṣas) which not only retard the origination of the knowledge of the substratum but help to call up the object of illusion through the avidyā. Thus the Advaitists hold that there is one complex whole of knowledge in illusion into which the impression (samskāra) and imperfect cause (duṣṭa-kāraṇa) pertaining to the calling up of the object of illusion play their part unitedly. This shows that the Prabhākara contention of the admission of two pieces of knowledge of which one, viz., recollection, foregoes some aspects (smṛtipramoṣa) is untenable for the fact that the Advaitist contention that error is a complex psychosis where many a factor plays its part to account for it is more logical and more conforming to the nature of error. The Advaitist interpretation

27 kāraṇadoṣaḥ kāryaviṣeṣe tasya saktiṁ nirundhāneva samākāra-
viṣegamyudbodhayati, kāryagamyatvā tārana-doṣakacchetaḥ. ataḥ samākāra-
duṣṭakāraṇasaṃvalitaikā sāmagnā—(Paścapādikā, P. 195).
of error, when more elaborately discussed, would come up to this that error is due to the transformation of the avidyā or ignorance pertaining to the consciousness of the substratum, and it is this avidyā which being aided by the extraneous imperfections of the sense-organ, rakes up, through similarity, the illusory silver, that is along with the knowledge of the silver known directly by the Sākṣi-caitanya or the Witness-Consciousness. Hence the object and knowledge of illusion being both directly revealed to the Sākṣi-caitanya, the avidyāvṛtī or the urge of avidyā which is responsible for the calling up of the object of illusion has also a part to play, though it has along with the object of illusion to be directly revealed by the Sākṣi-caitanya (it being inert); but then the critics of the Advaitist contention would point out that this theory where there is a complex whole of knowledge falls down, for here there are two knowledges, one of the avidyāvṛtī and the other of Sākṣi-caitanya as revealing the former. The Advaitist answer to such a charge is clearly brought out by Prakāśātmayati who says that the result of knowledge is to be inferred from the object and not from the knowledge itself, so that the nature of knowledge as to unity or variety is the result of knowledge inferred from a unified or a varied object and never from the knowledge itself which may be one or many without any strings attached to it to determine its own nature as such. Here Prakāśātmayati's analysis is in conformity with the Advaitist position of the relation between knowledge and its objects, that is to say, of the self-luminous character of knowledge which reveals the object, whether it be one, many or falsely regarded as one. The unity or variety of knowledge does not depend on knowledge which is self-revealed and uniform, but the objects being different (as one, many or falsely recognised as one) lend the colour (ākāra) to knowledge as such. Thus empirically speaking, knowledge, though a unified and self-revealed entity, takes the shape of the object it reveals. Hence Prakāśātmayati says that though the opponents urge that there are two knowledge-processes here in illusion, yet the object being a unified whole does not bifurcate knowledge which turns out to be a unified whole. Had there been two separate objects revealed by two separate knowledge-processes, there would have been a diver-
sity in knowledge. But here the two knowledge-processes being with regard to the (real) substratum (i.e., shell) and the unreal object (i.e., silver), both of which lose their difference in error, there appears to be a unified knowledge, though there are different knowledge-processes. The duality of the knowledge-situation here could not have of itself been responsible for the variety of the knowledge-situation but for the variety of the objects it revealed. But when once in illusion that variety of objects is gone by super-imposing one (the silver) upon another (the shell) where a unified object seems to be born out of such false super-imposition due to avidyā backed up by impression and similarity, the variety of knowledge-situation also goes away, and a unified, complex whole of knowledge has to be admitted in adhyāśa. This is the Advaitist position of the nature of knowledge in illusion which has been masterfully brought to light by Prakāśātmayati28.

Prakāśātmayati further analyses the Prābhākara view that the two pieces of knowledge in error are born without any intervening time (nirantarotpanna) and hence there need not be any unity of knowledge as supposed by the Advaita Vedantists. The Prābhākara view is that the two pieces of knowledge (one of the nature of perception and the other of the nature of memory) are presented successively and without any intervening time in the mind, as a result of which false action (vyavahāra) and false designation (vyapadeśa) flow. Hence they hold that there is hardly any ground for holding that there arises a complex whole of knowledge in error, as the Advaitists hold. This view is examined clearly by Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda who show that uninterrupted bits of knowledge cannot always account for action and designation, true or false. Prakāśātmayati brings out the nature of verbal knowledge from the standpoint of the Bhāṭṭa Mimamsists and the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas to show that here there being an uninterrupted series of word-knowledge, every bit of such knowledge being momentary cannot coalesce to give the desired unity of meaning which is possible only when the impressions of

the momentary bits of knowledge stay up to the last word which alone is thus capable to do so. Prakāśātmayati there-
After draws an analogy from inferential knowledge where also the knowledge of the probans (liṅgajñāna) and the knowledge arising out of impressions (saṁskāra) merge together to give the knowledge of the probandum. This view has to be accepted in order to account for a unity of causal cognitions which are not isolated bits of knowledge arising out of a variety of causes. Prakāśātmayati has ably shown that in inferential and erroneous cognitions and in recalling of recollection (pratyāb-
hiṁā), there is invariably such concomitance in the causal cognitions which coalesce to produce their effect, e.g., a unified knowledge. As to the nature of inferential knowledge specially, it is to be admitted that the knowledge of the impres-
sions (saṁskāra) is a necessary factor which calls up the recollection of concomitance (between the probans and the probandum) through the knowledge of the probans (liṅgajñāna), impressions (saṁskāra) and the consequential recollective knowledge of concomitance (vyāptismṛti) so that the know-
ledge of the probandum ensues. This view being accepted by the Mimamsists to account for inferential knowledge (as opposed to the view of the Naiyāyikas who hold the knowledge of concomitance associated with the knowledge of the minor term as having such concomitance between the probans and the probandum, Prakāśātmayati shows that in illusion, too, there is a unitary knowledge born out of several factors, viz., con-
tact of the sense-organ (saṁprayoga), impressions (saṁskāra), imperfections (doṣa) and ignorance (avidyā), and not two pieces of knowledge, as advocated by the Prābhākaraś. Padma-
pāda, too, has shown that in illusion, there operates the same law as in other forms of knowledge, such as, inferential or re-representational, but the difference lies in the fact that in the latter forms of knowledge there is no imperfection or ignorance at the origin and hence they are true, while in the former there is the defect of ignorance at the bottom whence it is untrue²⁹. Here it must be noted that Padmapāda strikes

²⁹ tasmāliṅgadarśanamāra saṁbandhajñānasamśkāremudbodhyā tata-
hitaṁ liṅgajñānām janayati tāvatvyaṁ—(Paṇcápādikā, P. 202.) liṅgadarś-
anaśāya saṁskārodbhakatayā nyathāśidalhatvā saṁskāra eva liṅgī-
hodhakoḥ, tataḥ upasamāharaṇamanaupannamityāśaṅkya saṁskāraśaỹ-
a new note in the origination of inferential knowledge, for he does not side either with the Mimamsists or with Naiyāyikas, but says that impression of the knowledge of concomitance alone is capable to generate inferential knowledge (without recollection of the concomitance without knowledge of association of such concomitance with the minor term).

Prakāśātmayati has summed up very logically the Advaitist position of illusory knowledge which is known as anivaca-nīyakhyātivāda by showing the logical and psychological anomalies in other views. For example, he has shown that in the Prābhākara theory of akhyāti there is a bundle of uncalled-for assumptions, viz., the recollection of the presented, the obliteration of some aspects of recollection, recognition of two pieces of knowledge where a unitary knowledge arises, etc. Similarly in the Naiyāyika view there is the psychological inconsistency in making the silver directly perceived as present elsewhere and the logical inconsistency of the absence of any relation between the silver and the shell inasmuch as without a relation obtaining there between the super-imposed and the locus of super-imposition revealed in a unitary piece of knowledge, the Naiyāyikas theory of super-sensuous relation (alaukikasannīkāra) cannot be logically established; and in the Buddhist theory there is the uncalled-for assumption of the externally perceived as the internally present. In the Advaitist theory, however, there is an illusory object, viz., the silver, which is perceived on the shell falsely but the silver is never real in the phenomenal world. Hence Prakāśātmayati shows that the Advaitist conception of three grades of reality,—illusory, phenomenal and transcendental, is consistent with the logic and psychology of illusion, inasmuch as the illusory silver has a reality (illusory) which is negated in the phenomenal plane. Thus the existence (sattā) of silver is there so long as we perceive it and hence the silver is, so to say, born then and

The position of the Advaita Vedantists as brought out by Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati regarding the nature of illusion comes to this that the object of illusion should be regarded as such that its false character becomes apparent while it is put to logical test. This falsity (mithyātva) is according to them anirvacanītyatva and logically establishes the object of illusion as the creation of ignorance (avidyā) covering up the consciousness of the locus, as supported by method of agreement and difference (anvayavyatirekasiddha). The object of illusion, therefore, is different from the phenomenal object and is negated by the knowledge of this object. Hence the object of illusion and its knowledge are both created by māyā or nescience covering up consciousness of the locus that are directly revealed by Sākṣicaitanya or the Witness-Consciousness. This creation of māyā and the consequential illusory knowledge are what is preached by Advaita Vedānta whose logic rests upon the fact that whenever there is a false object, there is the mixing-up of the objects of two grades of reality,—be it phenomenal and illusory or transcendent and phenomenal. The whole logic of illusion hinges upon this contention which speaks volumes in support of the Advaitist position that illusion is the false creation of māyā or nescience that is itself an unreal entity. All our false knowledge is born out of the creation of a false object on a locus that is falsely got mixed up with it. This is known as the anirvacanīyakhyāti of the Advaita Vedantists who bring out clearly the object of knowledge of illusion from the standpoint of a logical analysis of the possibility of such an abnormal psychosis. "They hold that as Consciousness is the only real source of revelation of a thing, the consciousness of the knower (pramātṛcaitanya) revealed through the vṛtti gets identified with the Consciousness on which the thing is super-imposed (viśayacaitanya), and then the ignorance covering up the nacre creates the silver. Everything of the universe, according to the Advaita Vedantists, is the creation of ignorance in the sense that it is super-imposed on Consciousness and has no independent existence. This piece of silver is also the creation of ignorance as it has

30 idantasaṁsargavacacitataṣya śuktikāśaṁsargoyam avabhāsate, na rajatasyaśparasatvam—(Viveṇa, P. 204).
no separate existence apart from the Consciousness (of nacre) on which it is falsely cognised. * * * *

The silver is, therefore, according to them, the external creation of the same value of internal ignorance, because it is as untrue as ignorance itself. This is known as parināma of ignorance into the form of silver." (Author's article: "The Problem of Nacre-Silver in Indian Philosophy"—Indian Historical Quarterly—June, 1952; P. 167).
CHAPTER IV


Prakāśātmayati has introduced an interesting discussion on the nature of māyā which Padmapāda had equated with avidyā when he said that the silver is the creation of māyā (aśo māyāmayain rajatam—Pañcapādiḥa, P. 205). These two concepts have a difference according to some Vedantists in so far as māyā is said to be the cosmic principle of ignorance that depends on the creator (kartaḥ) and does not affect him in any way, while avidyā has quite the opposite characteristics. But Prakāśātmayati does not recognise this difference inasmuch as the real characteristic (svārūpalaksanaḥ) is the same in both, veiling of the real nature of objects and projecting of a different nature in its place (tattvāvabhāsapratiṣṭhūlha-vipaśayāvabhaṣa-laksanasya—Vivarāṇa, P. 208) are the common attributes of both. Hence Prakāśātmayati brings out the fact that māyā and avidyā have the same attributes and hence the same false (anirvacaniya) nature, inasmuch as the efficient causes like the sense-diseases or incantations (mañtras) calling up the avidyāka or the māyika object are due to the same fundamental principle of eternal nescience (anādiyajñāna). Even in the śruti there is clearly no distinction between māyā and avidyā as is evident from the passage: māyāṁ tu prakṛtiṁ vidyāt (Śvetāśvatara Upaniṣad), for, as Prakāśātmayati points out, here māyā and avidyā as the two fundamental principles are said to be of identical nature along with their effects of superimposition (adhyāsa) and projection (vikṣepa). Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvādipana clarifies the point further that as māyā is the fundamental principle of cosmic evolution (which is a projection upon the Absolute Consciousness or Brahman), there is, therefore, a logical necessity to regard avidyā as not a different principle from it but identical with it. The common distinction drawn between them is based on the distinction of jīva
and Isvara who are respectively regarded as the ground (āśrayā) of them. (Cf. the view of Prakāśārthavivaranaṅkaara in his Prakāśārtha-vivarana discussed in The Doctrine of Māyā—by Dr. A. K. Raychaudhuri, P. 104). But Prakāśātmayati seems to suggest that this distinction is neither logical nor warranted by scriptural evidence for the fact that they have an identical nature of false super-imposition and false projection in the matter of producing false creation (tattvāvabhāsapratisandhana-viparyaya-vabhāsalkaṇasya—Vivarana, P. 208), and Akhaṇḍānanda sums up their identity from the viewpoint of one fundamental principle governing the cosmic evolution.31 Prakāśātmayati has moreover shown that the distinction between māyā and avidyā on the basis of affection on the ground or locus of them is also untenable, for in both cases there is the absence of affection due to the knowledge of negation and knowledge of overcoming of the false appearance (bādhaniṣayaprati-kāna-jñānābhyām—Vivarana, P. 209). Thus the distinction on this ground is an illogical one inasmuch as both have the same principles at the bottom which make them operative or not. Moreover, the distinction drawn on the ground of their production which in the case of māyā is dependent on the producer (karli) but not so dependent in the case of avidyā, is also not tenable logically; for Prakāśātmayati shows that māyā is not dependent on the producer (karli) of it, but its efficient causes cannot be stopped by the producer of māyā.32 Even avidyā can be so produced by the application of its efficient cause, such as, the appearance of two moons by the pressing of the eye-ball by the finger. Here in sopādhika bhrama there is equally the dependence of avidyā like māyā on its efficient cause, and nirupādhika bhrama like the dream-appearance created by the efficient cause of māyā (like incantations) seems to persist even when real knowledge dawns and, therefore, is equally dependent on the percipient conscious individual who goes on creating it by the application of the efficient cause, as in avidyaka appearance (nirupādhika) of


32 mantrādikopbhāne saujāte na māyāprasaranirrodhaḥ sākyaḥ—(Tattvatiṣṭhīpana, P. 209).
reflections (pratibimba) even where there is no locus of reflection by the application of such causes.

It comes to this then that Prakāśātmayati, following Padmapāda, does not admit any logical distinction between māyā and avidyā, though conceptually there are two such terms. He elaborately brings out the fact that these two terms have the same cause, same effect and same means of destruction; hence there is logically no necessity to draw a line of distinction between them. They are of similar nature in the matter of the production of effects (such as, illusions of sense, hallucinations of magic etc.) by depending on their efficient cause (and not to speak of the material cause which is ajñāna). Thus Prakāśātmayati defends his predecessor’s analysis that the silver (of illusory perception) is created by māyā (ato māyāmayaṁ rajatam—Pañcaśādikā). His conclusion is strengthened by sruti, smṛti, sūtra and Bhāṣya of the Vedānta School where these two terms are used in identical universe of discourse. Thus Prakāśātmayati refers to the sruti-passage: tasyābhidyānādyojanāttalativabhāvāḥ bhūyaścānte visva-māyā-nirūttih (Śvetāśvatara Upaniṣad), to the smṛti-passage: taratya-vidyāṁ vitarāṁ hṛdi yasmin nivesite, yogi māyāmameṣyaṁ tasmāi vidyātmānam nāmaḥ (Purāṇa), to the Brahmasūtra (3/2/3): māyāmātraṁ tu kārtṣyenānabhiyaktasvaruṇātapatvāt; to the Bhāṣya-passages where avidyā, māyā, avidyāsakti, māyāsakti have been used,33 and to the Pañcaśādikā-passage: avidyā māyāksaram; even he refers to Maṇḍana’s Brahmasiddhi: evamevyamavidyā māyā mithyāpratyayāḥ. From all these sources he draws the conclusion that māyā and avidyā are of identical nature, but are designated differently due to their effects which are in the case of māyā predominantly projective (vikṣepa) and in the case of avidyā predominantly veiling (ācchādana).34

Prakāśātmayati brings in a logical discussion of the problem of falsity (mithyātva) from the viewpoint of direct experi-

---

33 tasmādavidyārvadvisayānyaṁ pratyakṣādīṁ pravāṇāṁ kästraṁ ca (adhyāyabhisṛṣya of Brahma-sūtra); also cf. Saṅkara’s Bhāṣya om. Br. Sūt. 1/1/17, 3/2/3.
34 tasmāllakṣaṇapaiśyād yuddhaharyavahāre caikatśravagamād ekasminnapi: rastumi vikṣcepapradhānyena māyā ācchādana-prādhaneyavidyetī vyavahārabhedā. (Vivoraṇa, P. 211).
ence of the illusory object as well as the negating knowledge of it. He shows that the illusory object like silver cannot be real because of the direct experience of it, for then it would be directly experienced by many at the same time; for the object of real knowledge is a universal object and never a private one as the object of false knowledge. Hence false knowledge presupposes the existence of imperfections or drawbacks (doṣas) which help the fundamental principle of ajñāna to create false objects, but real objects are never so created. Hence illusory objects are privately experienced while the real ones are universally experienced, so that the silver cannot be said to be real, but is false through and through being directly known by the Śākṣicaitanya or Witness-Consciousness as being super-imposed on the consciousness delimited by the shell through ajñāna. Prakāśātmayati shows therefore that the direct experience by the Śākṣicaitanya of the silver as the creation of ignorance makes it illusory and false.

Vidyāraṇya in his Vivaraṇāprameyasaṅgraha logically defends his predecessor’s stand when he syllogistically refutes the view that there is no difference between the real silver and the illusory silver, both being universally perceived. He shows that there is a fundamental difference between the two, as the latter is due to not only its existence on the ‘this’-aspect, i.e., the substratum (shell), but also due to a greater collocation of factors, such as, the defects (doṣas) and ignorance (ajñāna). [Cf. vimatāṁ sarvairgrāhyam svetidamaṁśagatavirācchauklyādivaditi cet na, idamaṁśamātragatatvasoṣpadhītvāt. māyārajaṁ tu doṣajanyabuddhyabhītvākante svetidamaṁśāveccinchine caitanyedhyastāṁ tato nirdoṣairna grhyate—Vivaraṇāprameyasaṅgraha, (Vasumati Edn. Pt. II.)]. Prakāśātmayati goes further and analyses the nature of negating knowledge to show that the silver is such. He defines mithyātva or falsity as: pratipannopadāhāvabānapratiyogitvameva mithyātvaṁ nāma—(Vivarana, P. 213). An object is false when it is proved to be non-existent on the substratum on which it appears. The nature of negation proves it, for the silver is known to be non-existent on shell. Hence that which is negated on the substratum is false (būdhaviśayo mithyātvaṁ—Vivarana, P. 213).

Prakāśātmayati has shown that the negated silver cannot
but be the creation of ignorance (ajñāna) and can never be present elsewhere (anyathākhyāti) of the Naiyāyikas or in the consciousness (ātmakhyāti of the Buddhists), nor can it even be a really recalled silver, the difference with which is obliterated (akhyāti of the Prābhākaraś), for he shows that all these alternatives cannot explain the nature of negation. These views can at best establish that the negation of silver means that it is known as such distant or mental silver or as a purely recollected silver without any possibility of the loss of difference with the perceived substratum. Hence the conclusion is inevitable that the silver is false through and through, as the negating knowledge is of wholly cancelling the presence of any silver on the substratum (the silver being illusory or prāṭibhāsika exists so long as it is perceived and is cancelled as soon as the knowledge of the substratum dawns). Such negation, therefore, makes the silver perceived on the shell as illusory or having its existence so long as it is perceived falsely on the shell.

This nature of negation is, however, put to several criticisms by opponents who attack the Advaitist view of illusion and the negation of the false object. They hold that negation may mean any of the following alternatives, but none of these can stand the scrutiny of logic, and hence negation (bādha) of the Advaitists is never possible. Of the alternatives, the first one suggested is the hindrance to any one seeking an object but running after a different one (anyārthino anyatrayāpavruttinīrodhah); this is not a universal rule for the fact that false knowledge does not necessarily engender an incentive to run after the object (of false knowledge) as is proved by completely detached individuals like sannyāsins not to be so involved. Hence they having false knowledge and the negation of it cannot be said to have been hindered in their tendency to get the object. Moreover, even if there be such a tendency, that cannot be said to be hindered by an intervening hindrance coming on the way; as from the knowledge of water on a desert, a man may run after it but may be stopped on the way by the sight of robbers or serpents; but such an intervening hindrance to his tendency is not capable to engender his negating knowledge. Hence the second alternative suggested is that the capability of such tendency is retarded, though
actual tendency cannot be so (pravṛtti–yogatyā–vicchedah) but this also is untenable for the fact that even if such a retardation of the capacity of running after the object is admitted, that retardation once originated should efface any further illusion of the same nature in the same person; but that is far from the case, for the person may very well be affected on a different occasion by the same kind of illusion. The third alternative that the knowledge of difference of objects that are perceived as non-different is negation (aviviktatayā pratipannasyāuweko bādhah) is also logically inconsistent; for, if the knowledge of difference is to be established as different from the knowledge of the objects (padārthajñānātārikāṁ vinekagrahānam—Tattvacārya, P. 215), then in all knowledge where the objects are first known as non-different and then as mutually different (as the opponents argue from the nature of their case that the knowledge of difference is born later than the knowledge of objects), there should always be a negating knowledge preceding the knowledge of the object but this is psychologically not true. Hence the opponents may revert to the position that the knowledge of the objects in itself is responsible for the knowledge of the difference between them, but that would kill their own theory of a knowledge of non-difference as that would be never possible. The fourth alternative is that negation implies the knowledge of mutual exclusiveness of objects known as of the same nature (anyatmanā pratipannasyataḥvatābhāvapratipalātiṁbādhah), but this would involve negation in cases of valid knowledge as of an object and its qualities (such as śuklo ghatah—the jar is white) for the fact that the object (jar) and its quality (whiteness) are later discriminated as such; that is to say, the previous knowledge of the jar being white is later analysed into distinct cognitions of the object and its quality. But this is not a knowledge of negation but a valid knowledge of the object-quality-relation. The Jaina theory, moreover, advocates that all objects are composed of difference-non-difference (bheda–bheda) for the fact that non-absolutism (anekāntavāda) is the basis of the phenomenal world; hence this theory, accepting as it does the knowledge of non-difference preceding knowledge of difference, would render all knowledge including valid knowledge false. The fifth alternative is that the
destruction of knowledge (jñānasya pradhvaṁsah) or the destruction of the object of knowledge (arthaṁ ca saṁvidviṣayasya) is negation; but this is logically impossible, for knowledge being momentary (according to the Buddhists) cannot be the object of destruction of a subsequent moment. The object too is incapable of being destroyed by the knowledge of it when it is known as such (pratipannatve'pi kim tadvīṣayena bādhaḥ—Tattvadīpana, P. 215) or when it is not known as such but known as of a different knowledge (partipannatve anyavīṣayena—Ibid), for the first knowledge strengthens the knowledge of the object and does not negate it, and the second knowledge cannot negate the object of a different knowledge. The object being not known as such is never the object of negation by the knowledge of it (apratiṣṭhāpyena tasyāprasadaktena niśedhah—Tattvadīpana, P. 215). Hence the conclusion of the opponents is inevitable that the theory of negation as advocated by the Advaitists is in no wise possible, psychologically or logically.

Prakāśātmayati takes up his pen very creditably to establish the Advaitist theory of negation by controverting the charges levelled by the opponents. He shows that negation is not impossible, as the opponents argue, from the Advaitist point of view which explains it quite satisfactorily. Negation, according to the Advaitist, means that ajñāna or positive ignorance which is the material cause of all illusion is destroyed by jñāna or true knowledge along with the object created falsely by the former. Now this object, being the effect of illusion, is out-and-out false and is negated along with its material cause (ajñāna) by the dawning of true knowledge and the object falsely created by it is also obliterated whenever there is the actual presentation of it through ajñāna35. (kāryākāreṇa parinātajñānanivṛttirbādha ityanugatām lakṣaṇam—Tattvadīpana, P. 215).

The definition of adhyāsa as smṛtiṟupa by Ṣaṅkara has been sought to be explained by Padmapāda and more elaborately by Prakāśātmayati as referring to the nature of adhyāsa which is false. Prakāśātmayati analyses that in

35 ajñānasya svakāryena vartamanena pratītinena vā saha jñānena nivṛttirbādhaḥ—(Vivarana, P. 215).
adhyāsa there are three factors as suggested by this word smṛtirūpa. Firstly, there is a contact (samprayoga) between the sense and the object; secondly, there is the impression (saṁskāra) of previous knowledge, and thirdly, there are the imperfections, such as diseases of the eye (indriyadōsa). These three factors conjointly contribute to the origination of adhyāsa which is materially due to ajñāna. It has been elaborately discussed by us above that adhyāsa is unified knowledge born out of the three factors which are the sluice-gates, so to say, of the primal ajñāna to create it. Here, therefore, Prakāśātmayati tries to evaluate the significance of the word smṛtirūpa used by Śaṅkara in the definition of adhyāsa and shows that all cases of adhyāsa imply that they are unified cognitions and are different from recollection (smṛti) as much as from perception (pratyakṣa). This is the basic proposition of Prakāśātmayati’s analysis which seeks to elaborate Padmapāda’s issue that dream-experiences are not illusions, from the viewpoint of opponents who challenge the Advaitists on such an explanation offered for the understanding of the problem of adhyāsa. Padmapāda begins from the opponents’ viewpoint that in dream-experiences there is no possibility of contact of the sense with the object and hence one of the factors responsible for illusion being absent, there are not illusions but are at best recollections (smṛti) as due to mere impressions (vāsanā or saṁskāra). But he ably shows that in dream-experiences there is no possibility of there being recollections inasmuch as these are directly experienced, and goes on to demonstrate that all the three factors stated above, that are responsible for illusion, are present here. It is Prakāśātmayati who more systematically and coherently exposes the Advaitist conception of illusion in general, taking the cue from his predecessor’s analysis beginning with dream-experiences. Prakāśātmayati shows that dream-experiences as illusion cannot be explained away as either perceptual (grahaṇa) or recollective (smṛti) for the fact that there is not the sense-object-contact or absence of direct experience respectively; hence he concludes, from the Advaitist position, that there is in such illusory experiences (within which dream-experiences are also included) a third variety of knowledge (trīyamidāṁ vijñānam svaya-
mevoktādhīyāsulahṣaṇam—Vivarana, P. 218) that is the cause of all false appearances. This knowledge is mithyā ajñāna or a positive ignorance and is not a negative one as the Advaitists hold. In dream-experiences, as Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayatī hold, there is the presence of the three factors responsible for illusion as backing up the creation of objects due to this positive principle of ajñāna. Thus the mind (antarāhkarāṇa) as the ground of a contact (saṁprayoga) with the falsely created objects by making the percipient capable of knowing these objects as though present combines itself with the defect (doṣa) due to sleep and impressions (saṁskāra) of previously cognised objects and thus makes dream-experiences illusory. From this analysis of the nature of dream-experiences Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayatī go on to strike at the cue to the Advaitist position of the nature of the production of illusion from the viewpoint of the consciousness as the locus of all kinds of ajñāna. This Advaitist position is clearly brought out by Prakāśātmayatī who shows that the creation of illusory objects cannot be explained without reference to the locus of ajñāna, the material cause of all illusions (adhyāsa). It is admitted by the Advaitist that the creation of, say, the silver upon shell is due to the transformation (parināma) of avidyā or primal nescience, but from his viewpoint that everything is super-imposed on Consciousness inasmuch as it is the only real source of revelation of an object, it should be granted that the silver created by ignorance is really super-imposed on the consciousness (of shell) on which it is falsely cognised. The Advaitist position as has been brought out above is that the illusory silver is the creation or transformation of ignorance only in the sense that the Consciousness (of shell) which is reflected on the peculiar vṛtti (knowledge-urge) born out of the imperfect sense-contact (due to diseases of the eye etc.) with the substratum of illusion, is the locus of the ignorance creating the silver. This is the basic conception of Advaita Vedānta and Prakāśātmayatī hints at it very logically. The silver thus super-imposed on the consciousness (of shell) is directly perceived when the consciousness of the knower (pramāṇacaitanya) gets identified with the Consciousness of the substratum (viśayacaitanya) being revealed through the antarrāhkarāna-vṛtti. Prakāśātmayatī’s analysis of Śaṅkara’s definition of adhyāsa-
where he says that something perceived before is super-imposed on another substratum (paratra pūrvadṛṣṭāvabhāsah) is based on these fundamental concepts of the Advaitist position. Padmapāda shows us that the consciousness (of shell) appears falsely (vivartate) as the shell created by ignorance having its locus in it. Prakāśātmayati elaborates this by keeping his feet solidly on the above Advaitist conceptions of adhyāsa. He says that the triad of conditions mentioned above (contact, impression, imperfection) is the efficient cause of adhyāsa, for it helps the material cause of it which is avidyā or ajñāna (primal nescience) to create illusory objects. But at the bottom of such adhyāsa the consciousness of shell or the consciousness of knower is the locus of all ajñāna inasmuch as it is the only ground on which the external object is super-imposed and therefore has no independent existence. Thus the externally perceived silver is falsely super-imposed on consciousness and this is equivalent to its creation by ignorance. Thus ignorance does not create silver if the silver is not supposed to be super-imposed on Consciousness and this is in Advaitist view the vivartha of Consciousness, though there is the parināma of ignorance. Hence the silver is false for only its super-imposition on Consciousness guarantees its origination at all. So Prakāśātmayati concludes that the false appearance of an object upon another substratum is possible because of the fact that Consciousness, the only Reality, serves as the basis of the false object so appearing, for super-imposition implies the appearance of the phenomenal on the transcendent. This Advaitist law is universal in dream-experiences and waking experiences alike. In dream-experiences the Consciousness of the knower directly perceives the falsely created objects and the consciousness of the substrata of illusion is not active there for the fact that they are non-existent. But in waking experiences the substratum is externally present and hence there is the possibility of the Consciousness of the knower (pramātyacaitanya) getting identified with the consciousness of the substratum (viṣayacaitanya) and thus the viṣayacaitanya may be said to be responsible for the appearance of the silver which

36 tasya ca tadavacchinnāparokṣacaitanyasthāviridyā-saktirālambhānatayā vivartate (Pañcapādikā, P. 216).
is falsely super-imposed on it. Thus Prakāśātmayati concludes that consciousness either as Witness (Sākṣicaitanya) without any limitations or as limited by the knowing mind (antahkarana-vacchinna) or the known object (viṣayavacchinna) is the ground of the appearance of the false object super-imposed on it. The Sākṣicaitanya in the last analysis is the Witness of all ignorance (ajñāna) and its effects (false objects) according to the Advaitist.37

This is the true Advaitist position and Prakāśātmayati very ably voices the position of his School. The true note of Advaita metaphysics is also sounded here, for the fact that the Witness-Consciousness (Sākṣicaitanya) is regarded as the witness of all effects of ignorance. But Padmapāda has exposed the real Advaitist situation whereform Prakāśātmayati's analysis advanced more elaborately. Padmapāda has shown that in dream-experiences there is no doubt about the fact that the objects perceived are superimposed on the Sākṣicaitanya and hence internal. He does not stop there, for he goes on to show that not only in dream-experiences but also in waking experiences the viṣayacaitanya, though the ground of the revelation of the external object is identified with the pramāṇacaitanya and the pramaṇacaitanya, and hence all revelation of the external object is nothing apart from the internal realization of the conscious content of knowledge. Thus ontologically, Padmapāda shows that all experience, be it of dreams or of waking life, is with regard to objects that should strictly speaking be said to be primarily the result of this internal realization; the externality of objects is not present in dreams but is present in the waking life; yet the externality is possible only on the assumption of this internalization of the conscious content (antaraparokṣānubhavaḥ) of the objects which are revealed in the waking life.38


38 jāgaranēpi pramāṇajñānādanyodantaraparokṣānubhavaḥ vyajayā sthāparokṣatā bhidyate; ekaryopakāsāntī, atoantaraparokṣānubhavaevaṃbhuṣita eva jāgaranēpyartho'nuhāyate. anyathā jādorya prabhāsānā- pumātṛḥ—(Pancapādikā, P. 221).
From this true note of the Advaita metaphysic sounded by his predecessor, Prakāśātmayati showed us the real implications of adhyāṣa due to avidyā or ajñāna that creates the false objects, but is, along with the objects, the witnessed events in the Ever-witnessing Consciousness (Śāksicaitanya), either with or without any channel of expression (like the viṣayacaitanya in waking life). Prakāśātmayati further shows that this view of his predecessor should be taken as real explanation of his position, for he says that the Śāksicaitanya free from all limitations is the real background of all revelation of objects. Thus, Prakāśātmayati’s analysis of Consciousness or caitanya into viṣaya (object), pramāṇa (viṣṭijñānas) and pramāṇy (antahkaranā) has no real or metaphysical division but only a division based on ignorance. The real implication of this Advaitist metaphysic is that the objects apart from their superimposition on Consciousness are inert and blind entities not fit for revelation, and hence should always remain unrevealed; whence it should follow that no relation with the pramāṇy or mind as the subject of knowledge would be possible at all. Prakāśātmayati has further shown that the Advaitist position that Consciousness is One, Undivided is never vitiated by the explanations offered by himself and his predecessor as to the revelation of objects. The invidious distinctions of Consciousness are all due to ignorance (pratihāsika-bhedamantareṇa—Vivarana, P. 221) and hence as Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati have shown that the revelation of objects, either in dream-life or in waking-life, is accountable for by the process shown above, these distinctions have their empirical and epistemological values.

Still these masters have all maintained the glamour of the high idealism of Advaita Vedānta and as expressed by

\[\text{Vivarana, P. 221}\]

\[\text{Vivarana, P. 221}\]

\[\text{Vivarana, P. 221}\]

These implications have been very finely brought out by Akhanḍānanda in his Tatvādvipana thus—sarvasya pūrṇatmanī kalpitate 'vyabhami śphuṃayogagraftamaheśvarasahistamanākāryatāt vitarottaradheśa-vrahaḥ-prayāya ghaṭauinīnedantayā prathopapanā idamīti pratitiyoga-pravṛttagaṭānīśvarasahistamanākāryatāduttarataraghaṭādhitī samā dhānāgramhārthayā—(Loc. cit. P. 222).
Prakāśātmayati, Consciousness is without any transcendental division, without any real heterisation into the internal and the external, but is One Undivided. But all these divisions are due to the tinge (uparāga) of the known objects and the knowing mind on Consciousness (cf. the view ciduparāgārūdhā vṛttāh). Thus Prakāśātmayati can fully establish the Advaitist position that the intermediate dimension (madhyamanāparāṇāna) is also due to ignorance (prālibhāsika) or is borrowed from those objects upon which it is reflected. Otherwise it being devoid of parts (nirmanā) cannot have any real dimension; hence the intermediate dimension is as imaginary as the infinitesimal (āṇī) and largest (mahat) dimensions, which are other poles of attack from the Naiyāyika view where the partless object (like the atom or the sky) is of either of these two dimensions.

Padmapāda has brought in a very lively debate as to the real implication of the substratum of adhyāsa, that has been designated by Śaṅkara as paratva to avoid, as we have seen, super-imposition on the absence of substratum (niradhiṣṭhānabhrama). This term, therefore, avoids the two extreme cases of non-designation (avyāpti) to that which it ought to have designated as also over-designation (atyāpti) to that which it ought not to have designated. These two extreme cases have been established in Indian Philosophy as vitiating a logical definition by making it either too narrow or too wide. Padmapāda’s endeavour on which his followers like Prakāśātmayati further elaborated the arguments shows that in all experiences, of dream-life or of waking life, there is a positive substratum of super-imposition, and that is, as we have discussed above at length, Consciousness delimited by the knowing mind or the known object though it is in the last analysis transcendental Witness-Consciousness (Sākṣicaitanya). Hence super-imposition on the absence of substratum (niradhiṣṭhānabhramavādā) as upheld by some Schools of Indian Philosophy like the Mādhyamikas is logically untenable. Thus Padmapāda’s and his follower’s analysis avoids the one extreme of narrowness (avyāpti) to dream-experiences which too have been shown to have a positive substratum like the waking-experiences of illusion. In fact, it is for this reason that a searching examination of the dream-experiences had been undertaken by Padma-
pāda and particularly, his followers, Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda. But now Padmapāda turns to the other extreme of wideness (ativyāpti) to show that in those suspected cases of adhyāsa where there is a super-imposition of something upon some substratum there is really no adhyāsa and hence such a definition can include these cases of adhyāsabhāva (absence of adhyāsa). This is the argument from the opponents' point of view (pūrvapakṣa) and the typical case of such possibilities is also from the opponents' point of view. This case is of super-imposing Brahman upon external name and form (nāmarūpa), that is, external objects or phenomena. This super-imposition has been established in the Upaniṣads for facilitating devotion (upāsanā) to Brahman (i.e., mano-Brahmetyupāśita). But the opponents show that in such super-imposition there is no inherent defect in the efficient cause (kāraṇad osa) as in the case of the optical illusion there is a disease of the eye, nor the revelation of a false object as in the case of the optical illusion of snake on rope, there is a false snake; for here the object of imposition is Brahman itself and no defects are responsible for doing homage to it.

Such being the opponents' view, Padmapāda shows that this kind of super-imposition is really not false and therefore the apprehension of too wide a definition to include this case also is not tenable. Prakāśātmayati also harps on this tune to show that this kind of superimposition of Brahman is not really false for the fact that in adhyāsa there is the false knowledge of one upon another but here there is merely a mental function (mānasī kriyā) of conceiving of Brahman as imposed on the external phenomena. This distinction of mental function from knowledge is based upon a psychological and epistemological analysis by Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati. The mental function (mānasī kriyā) is due to a will born out of Vedic injunctions to perform certain acts of devotion. These acts spring from the will of the mind to obey the mandatory injunctions of Vedic precepts. Hence will to act towards a certain direction inspires the act in that direction, but this will is with regard to objects not fully known but known only by indirect means as testimony. Knowledge, however, is not the result of any psychological will but is born
whenever its conditions are fulfilled. Knowledge takes its own course whenever its conditions are present and no amount of will to know or unknow can be of any effect in its sphere. This is the true philosophy of knowledge as distinguished from action as sounded by Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayatī. Hence they show that such mental act of super-imposition of Brahmaṇ upon external phenomena can never come within the purview of knowledge, and hence cannot also come under the purview of adhyāsa where there is always a false knowledge. Thus the conclusion is that such mental acts are enjoined, there is only a functional and no cognitional aspect of these super-impositions of Brahmaṇ upon external objects.42

A very interesting interlude to this discussion has been introduced by Viṣṇubhaṭṭopādaḥyāya in his Rjñavarāṇa where he has brought out the true Advaitist philosophy of such Brahmaṇas for the purpose of upāsanā. He has shown that the answers of the Advaitist writers like Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayatī are based on the pūrva-pakṣīn’s (opponent’s) viewpoint, for the fact that such super-impositions have been sought to be explained, or rather explained away, as real mental functions. But the true view of the Advaita metaphysic denies these super-impositions as in any way real, for the fact that the mental functions flow from a pre-existent adhyāsa born of ajñāna of the real, transcendental Brahmaṇ that is without any name and form. Hence Viṣṇubhaṭṭopādaḥyāya’s analysis touches the core of the Advaita metaphysic by exposing that the mental functions of super-imposition of Brahmaṇ upon external objects or phenomena are real only tentatively so long as these are considered real having their spring in Vedic injunctions. But should not these mental functions be said to be all unreal effects of ajñāna veiling the real, transcendental, nameless, formless Brahmaṇ?43

42 ata eva codanācasādavidhātovuoṣṭheyatrān mūnasī kriyāṣṇ, na jñānam; jñānasya hi duṣṭakāraṇajanyasya vāṣya mithyāraḥ, na hi jñānamic- chāto janyaityunā nirātakṣityunā vā bakyam; kāraṇaikāyattarvididhānamānapaṭṭeḥ—(Pārvatipīla, P. 225). vidhijanjanyaparṣeṣevidhāpayatānirupaṣaṃcetyavan saHASa jñānasya pūrkarāṇam anidhiatoppyanyājaJñānasādāsanātaḥ ati vidhānādahānasī kriyāti bhūrayaḥ—(Vīracaṇa, P. 225).

43 itaratra satyakramantaya prasiddhabhāṅgiti lakṣaṇamuktam, tathā satyataivyatih, ata evoktna prasiddhabhāṅgiti. ahaev—Brahmaṇa-pṛtyā nāman upāsanāvidhāṇād nāmnī Brahmaṇadhyanātyamātī, tādyā
A very interesting study of the various views of illusion (khyātivādas) as set forth by Śaṅkara in his Adhyāsabhāṣya can be made from the explanations given by Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati. According to Padmapāda the various views of illusion are necessary for Śaṅkara to expound in his Adhyāsabhāṣya, only to bring out clearly his own view (cf. adhyāsasavartūpā malāntarānyupanyasyati-svamataparisuddhaye—Pañcarādikā—P. 227). Padmapāda has said that the first view of illusion set forth by Śaṅkara as tām kecit—anyatrānyadhmādhyāsaṅk—iti vadanti refers to either the ātmakaḥyātivāda of the Buddhists or the anyathākhyātivāda of the Naiyāyikas. Prakāśātmayati shows that the ātmakaḥyātivāda of the Buddhists can be very well designated by this view, and the anyathākhyātivāda of Naiyāyikas can also be included in it by pointing out that the object of super-imposition is the external (and not internal as the Buddhists hold) one, e.g., silver upon shell. The second view expressed by Śaṅkara (kecitu—yatra yadadhyāsah tad vivekāgrahanibandhano bhrama—iti) is held by Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati as referring to the akhyātivāda of the Prābhākara School of Mīmāṁsā. The third view as expounded by Śaṅkara (anye tu—yatra yadadhyāsah, tasyaiva viparītadhmāvatvaḥkālpanāmācakṣale—iti) is taken by Padmapāda to refer to the asatkhyaḥtivāda of the Śūnyavādin or the Mādhyamika School of Buddhists. But Prakāśātmayati goes on to show that this third view refers to a variety of the anyathākhyātivāda of the Naiyāyikas. Akhaṇḍananda in his Tattvadīpana shows that this view of Prakāśātmayati rests upon the assumption that the shell appears as the silver which is its negation, and therefore the negation of the substratum (i.e., silver) is what appears upon the substratum (i.e., shell) as the object (silver); thus a variety of anyathākhyātivāda or the view of appearance of an object existent elsewhere than the substratum is possible.

To make a comparative study of this problem, we can first say that Vācaspatimistra in his Bhāmatī has given a different interpretation of these definitions of illusion made by brahmābhiprayeṣṭityāptiḥ, athavā—codyavādinā tatsatyatramāṅgikṛtyātityāptiḥ, siddhānta-rudisiddhamithyātramaṅgikṛtyātityāptiḥpadā—nāyogāt tadaṅgikvareṇaiva ca parihāro’pi (Rjurīrarana, P. 224).
Saṅkara in his *Adhyāsabhāsyā*. Vācaspati says that the first view refers to all the varieties of Buddhist ātmakhyāti, the second refers to the Prābhākara School of Mīmāṁsā and the third refers to the anyathākhyātivāda of the Naiyāyikas. The third view, according to Vācaspati, refers only to the anyathākhyātivāda of the Naiyāyikas for the fact that the substratum of illusion (i.e., shell) appears as viparītadharmanavān or as an opposite object like silver that is present elsewhere than the substratum. Govindānanda in his *Ratna- prabhā* has however said that the first view is of the three Buddhist Schools—the Yogācāras, the Sautrāntikas and the Vaibhāṣikas—and of the anyathākhyātivāda of the Naiyāyikas, the second is of the Prābhākaraś and the third is of the asatkhyātivāda or of the śunyavādin or the Mādhyamika School of Buddhists. Govindānanda’s contention is that the viparītadharma means a viruddhadharma or an opposite nature of existence, i.e., asat or śūnya (non-existence) that appears (the silver according to the Mādhyamikas is non-existent through and through and it appears upon the shell that is also non-existent—asadadhisthānam asad bhāsate). It is interesting to note that Govindānanda’s explanations approximate more to the view of the Vivaraṇa School. The first view of illusion according to both of these Schools refers to ātmakhyātivāda and anyathākhyātivāda equally. This view is possible because of the fact that both these khyātivādas are of the same class of satkhyāti where in the one, the internal object appears (ātmakhyāti), while in the other, the external object appears (bāhyakhyāti).

The next important question arises when we go to examine the definition of Saṅkara as to the nature of adhyāsa from a study of the particular words of this definition. Padmapāda has shown that all the different views of illusion (khyātivāda), as illustrated by Bhāṣyakāra himself, have no other way out but to admit a common characteristic that the Advaitists drive at; and that makes all the different views practically boiling down to the anirvacaniyakhyātivāda of the Advaitists. This characteristic is the admission of the fact that there is an appearance of an object as another which it is not (sarva-thāpi tvanyasyaṇyadharmāvabhāṣatalāṁ na vyabhicarati—Saṅkara’s adhyāsabhāsyā). This appearance is of the false, illusory
(mīthya or anirvacanīya) that the Advaitists establish. Padmapāda has shown that in the first view (tām kecit—anyatra-nyadharmādyāśa-iti vadanti—Śaṅkara’s adhyāsabhāṣya, the internal (ātmakhyāti) or the external (anythākhyāti) object (as silver) appears on the shell and therefore the appearing object is false. Even in the second view (kecitu—yatra yadadhyāśaḥ ladvivekāgraḥanibhandhano bhrama iti—Ibid), Padmapāda has said that even the Prabhākaras (akhyātivādins) who do not recognise false knowledge have to admit the appearance of one as the other where both the objects are objects of distinct cognitions. Prakāśātmayati has shown that in akhyātivāda there is at least in the mind a knowledge of relation binding the two cognitions as one,—and that accounts for the unitary experience of illusion. Hence the Prabhākara view that there are two distinct cognitions the difference of which is merely lost in illusion cannot account for the unitary experience of illusory cognition. In the third view—anye tu yatra yada-dhyāṣaḥ lavyaiva viparītadharmatva-kalpanāmācaḥ iti—(Śaṅkara’s adhyāsabhāṣya), Padmapāda shows that there is an appearance of silver (either asaḥ or non-existent or existent elsewhere than the substratum by way of the appearance of the negation of the substratum) upon the shell and that is false.

Padmapāda’s analysis of the nature of illusion shows that the word paratva in the definition is necessary for the fact that without it the nature of illusion would have been without a locus (niradhiṣṭhānādhyāṣa). But he has said that such a view is illogical and hence is the necessity of the word paratva in the definition to show that adhyāṣa is possible only upon a locus (śādhiṣṭhānādhyāṣa). He exposes the inconsistencies in niradhiṣṭhānabhrama and Prakāśātmayati elaborately discusses these. Prakāśātmayati says that the Śūnyavādī or Mādhyamika-Buddhist argues that illusion may appear even without any saṁyoga or sense-contact for which only the defects due to avidyā (avidyādīdōsa) and impressions of previous false cognitions (pūrvabhramasāṁskāra) are sufficient; hence according to the Mādhyamika, the third factor which is held necessary by

\[44\] akhyātivādināpi mānasāḥ saṁsargajñānānāṁ saṁsargabhāmānaṁ vā vaktarya ityabhīprāyaḥ—(Vivaraṇa. P. 238).
the Vedantist, viz., a sense-contact with the locus, is unnecessary in illusion where no means of contactual knowledge (pramāṇakāraṇam) is at all necessary. But this view of the Madhyamika to establish the niradhiṣṭhaṇaabharamavāda is criticised vehemently by Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati. Prakāśātmayati says that, without the admission of knowledge of some object upon some locus which latter factor is also regarded as unnecessary by the Madhyamikas, even cases of true knowledge can come within the purview of illusion. Hence the basic principle of illusion is violated by the Śūnyavādī who does not recognise the locus of illusion. Padmapāda next brings out the argument from the example of the seed and sprout (bijāṅkuraḍṛṣṭānta) given by the Madhyamikas to show that there are mutually existing loci of the Consciousness (saṅvīl) and the object (väjatam) and hence no third locus of illusion need be admitted, but the process of illusion should be explained by the origin of illusion which is nothing but the projection of the internal as the external. This is the fundamental admission of all the three Buddhist Schools, viz., Yogācāra, Sautrāntika and Vaibhāṣika, and the Madhyamika contention is totally untenable for the fact that the analogy of the seed and sprout (bijāṅkuraḍṛṣṭānta) cannot establish the mutuality of loci in the Consciousness (saṅvīl) and the object (väjatam). There is a very great difference between these two sets of origination, viz., the set of seed and sprout and the set of Consciousness and object, psychologically and epistemologically. This is the basis of Prakāśātmayati’s forceful arguments against the Madhyamika contention. He shows that in the case of seed and sprout, there is no mutual dependence (ilavetalāśrayatā) but a regressus ad infinitum for the fact that the chain of seeds and sprouts pre-supposes different causal series, and hence no mutual dependence can arise, but only an infinite regress in the causal chain arises. In the other case viz., consciousness and object, however, there is at the foundation of origination the fallacy of mutual dependence and hence the question of regressus ad infinitum does not arise; so the Madhyamika cannot say that there is no mutual dependence in the present case also as in the other case. Padmapāda shows that Consciousness (saṅvīl) and the object (väjatam) being simultaneously born, there is the inevitable-
fallacy of mutual dependence and not the absence of it.\textsuperscript{15} Akhaṇḍānanda also strikes at this argument in his \textit{Tattvādiśaṇa}.\textsuperscript{16} The Mādhyanika suggestion that there is a chain of the causal series of the consciousness and the object as being of prior and posterior dependence on each other cannot also stand the scrutiny of logic, for if the prior and posterior series of consciousness and object has a chain of existence (\textit{pūrva-pañcarāṣṭrayāndhīśṭhānam}) then the Buddhist tenet of flux (kṣaṇikavāda) which is the basal tenet in this philosophy will fall to the ground—for the fact that the prior conscious state will be carried on to the posterior object not in the stream-like manner as the Buddhists suppose, but in its own nature as such. Prakāśātmayati also shows that in the case of seed and sprout as well, there is a chain of existence as in the present case, even if their simultaneity in existence is not proved by experience. This chain of existence in the case of seed and sprout is a logical necessity for the fact that without such recognition the seed and the sprout will not have the causal series established, i.e., there will be no end to the question of their causality. Thus the seed and the sprout are causally established, if their co-existence is to be understood.\textsuperscript{17} Hence the logical conclusion is that a chain of existence must be recognised even here and the seed and the sprout have an infinite series of the causal nexus. Even if it be argued that there is no such chain of existence between the consciousness and the object as between the seed and the sprout (thus denying the previous explanation), that argument cannot equate the sets of origination in the matter of absence of mutual dependence. For, as Padmapāda hints at it, and as Prakāśātmayati elaborates it, there is a far greater difference between the two sets of origination as is proved by experience. The cause-and-effect relation between the seed and the sprout is proved by experience in some cases and from such cases this relation is proved in unexperienced cases, and thus the

\textsuperscript{15} \textit{ihā pramāna-yāde saṁkāri yadrajatamarahāsate tayor eva vātāyām kṣaṇikavāda} (Vivekananda, P. 240).

\textsuperscript{16} \textit{pūrva-pañcarāṣṭrayāndhīśṭhānam}—(Loc. cit. P. 240).

\textsuperscript{17} anuvaśīṣa bijādiśravamragikāryābhāva kākāraśāya anicīttata-cādiyārthaḥ—(Vivekananda, P. 241).
fallacy of infinite regress does in no wise vitiate their cause-and-effect relation by making it dependent on the fallacy of mutual dependence, but in the case of the consciousness and the object, the very fundamental fact of the cause-and-effect relation has to be assumed even here without any other experienced place of its occurrence, and thus even at the origin there is the fallacy of mutual dependence which vitiates the whole system of origination unlike the case of the set of the seed and the sprout. Thus to equate the two cases is illogical and unsound, and thus the case of the Mādhyamika that there is the admission of the mutual loci of superimposition in the consciousness and the object on the analogy of the seed and the sprout falls to the ground without any valid proof to establish the case on such an analogy. Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvadīpāṇa puts these arguments to show the difference of the two sets of origination in a syllogistic form to bring out the futility of the analogy brought in by the Mādhyamika.  

Padmapāda has unmistakably shown and Prakāśātmayati has elaborated upon it that all cases of illusion are with regard to a substratum that is present, and hence the negation of the false object makes a revelation of the substratum upon which the super-imposed object was falsely cognised. Hence any discussion of the nature of negation (bādhakajñānaparāya-locanayā) brings out the fact that all errors are upon a substratum (sādhiṣṭāno bhramah), and this an added proof to what the nature of perception reveals as a unified experience of the substratum (idam) and the object (rajatam). This nature of negation is shown by Prakāśātmayati following his predecessor as a universal law in all kinds of error, for even if the knowledge of negation of the objects is born mediatel as through inferential or verbal proofs, yet the knowledge of negation always accompanies the knowledge of the substratum, and hence any consistent theory of error should admit this basic principle of adhyāsa. Thus Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati show that even in the Sāṅkhya theory there is the primal Matter (prakṛti) as the fundamental principle of the
negation of all the primary elements (trigunaśa) in It, for the Sānkhya view that prakṛti is the state of equilibrium (sāmyāvasthā) of all primary elements advocates the negation of all these elements in prakṛti, thus bringing out the fundamental principle of Matter as the ground of eternal negation of all cosmic elements. This metaphysical evaulation of the Sānkhya-theory of prakṛti is hinted at by Padmapāda in order to bring out the nature of It as the ground of eternal negation of all cosmic elements whence Prakāśātmatayati's analysis makes this position still clearer by showing that prakṛti as the primal Matter is the fundamental ground of the cosmos, and hence negation of all the elements in It is feasible, but Its negation is never practicable, for there is no other ground more fundamental than prakṛti where it can be negated. Padmapāda and Prakāśātmatayati have moreover shown that from the Advaitist standpoint there is a very cogent argument to show that all adhyāsas that are due to ajñāna that is directly experienced by Sākṣicaitanya or the Witness-Consciousness along with the object falsely cognised, have this fundamental ground which makes all adhyāsas revealed till they are not negated by true knowledge. Thus the Advaitist position about the revelation of adhyāsas by Sākṣicaitanya which directly experiences their material cause or ajñāna is clearly focussed by Padmapāda and Prakāśātmatayati to bring out the ground (adhiṣṭhāna) of all errors. Padmapāda and Prakāśātmatayati, while bringing out this Advaita ontology in the sphere of error, have strongly repudiated that this adhiṣṭhāna or ground is also the object of negation inasmuch as along with the object of the external world, the Consciousness that is the only witness of the false object should also be regarded as being negated. But such a view, they say, is untenable for the fact that Consciousness is never an object of negation and hence it is the eternal ground where all false appearances are negated. Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvadīpana elaborates this idea when he says that Consciousness as such is never negated but its relation with the external objects (false or true) can be negated.40 Padmapāda shows and Prakāśātmatayati elaborates the point that the object

40 samāndhākūtāksaḥ kā ṛddhyatvāpi na kevalasya ṛddhyatetyarthāḥ
—(Tattvādīpana, P. 243).
of super-imposition is also not a non-entity, for otherwise it could not have appeared in knowledge, and the nature of false knowledge should have no meaning if the object of super-imposition is supposed to be a non-entity. Prākāśāt-
mayatī then elaborates the point that the object of super-
imposition, according to the Advaitists, is not void (śūnya) but is negated in sat or the existent (substratum) and hence is false (sadvyāvittimātraṁ bhramasyāsattvauṁ nāma—L'ivaraṇa, P. 245). The object is not void for the fact that it is the object of negation, and hence it is different from sat as also from asat, and is therefore anirvācanīya or mithyā (false). If it were a complete void, it could not have appeared as such and hence would not have the necessity of being negated. The negated object being anirvācanīya or false at the time of appearance is, therefore, neither existent (sat) like the substratum nor non-existent (asat) like a void object, but is an appearance of the sat and is, therefore, negated by the knowledge of it. Thus Prākāśātmayatī shows that the object falsely perceived is never an asat object while appearing but an anirvācanīya object, and may be accepted as asat when it is destroyed by true knowledge of the substratum as all objects become non-
entities after their destruction (pradhvainśābhāva). This analy-
sis of Prākāśātmayatī brings out the fact that destruction (pradhvainśa) of the object, true or false, supposes its absence (abhāva) and from this point of view, the anirvācanīya-object may be said to be an asat after its negation and never before it. Abhāva as a separate cate-
gory has been accepted by the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas and the Bhāṭṭa-Mīmāṁsakas as well as by the Advaita-Vedāntins, though there are epistemological differences in their views. Prākāśātmayatī following Padmapāda brings out this fact that abhāva as a category can be accepted with regard to an object at the time of its destruction (pradhvainsa), and then the illusory object also comes within the purview of pradhvain-
sābhāva at the time of its destruction or negation by the knowledge of the substratum. Thus there is practically no atyantābhāva or complete absence of the illusory object while it is perceived, but only an absence in making when its per-
ception is negated by a more real perception of the substratum.
This negation, however, does not make the anyathākhyāti position of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas happier, for Prakāśātmayati shows that this negation can in no way prove that the object of super-imposition is present elsewhere. Padmapāda had hinted at the impossibility of such a contention from the point of view of either experience or postulation (arthāpatti). Prakāśātmayati shows that the capacity of speech never transcends the import (abhidhāna) of the sentence in question and hence the verbal knowledge (śabdajñāna) of negation cannot transcend the import it can convey and that is the negation of the illusory object as being related to a specific space and time,50 not really related with it. Akhaṇḍāmānda further clarifies this point by a very logical analysis in his Tattvādipāna. He says that the verbal knowledge always conforms to the import of the words (padasāmarthya) when the sentence is used in the primary sense (mukhyāvṛtti), but when it is used in the secondary sense (amukhyāvṛtti) then it can transcend the sphere of import proper (abhidhāna) by suggesting (lakṣaṇa) something else than it. But as here in the case of negation of silver there is no scope for transcending the sphere of import proper, there is no question of its suggesting something else than it, e.g., 'presence at a different space.' Hence the case of anyathākhyātivādin Naiyāyika and that of the ālma-khyātivādin Buddhist are refuted by the proof of verbal knowledge (śabdajñāna).51

Prakāśātmayati shows that this negation cannot establish by postulation that the object of superimposition is present elsewhere because of the fact that the nature of negation would be an absurdity if it could not establish the presence of the object elsewhere than where it is negated; he says that even in the Naiyāyika-view of anyathākhyāti, the relation between the substratum (shell) and the object (silver—that is present

50 viśiṣṭadēśaivālaśambadhami rajatam vilopayat.—(Pañcapādikā, P. 245).
51 yatra vākyam mukhyāvṛttyārthapratipadakaṁ tatra padasāmarthyaṁ atkramyārthah, bodhayed lakṣaṇo 'śamidhamāhara' ityādau, yatra transukhyāvṛttyā bodhakaṁ padasāmarthyaṁ tātikramapāpitī vyavasthā, tatośeṣaṁ padarāmarthyaṁ tātikramanimitthāhārvāya tatra sāmarchāndro dhena raktayam, naca tasya deśantaravatirbadhajānanasamārthāṁ, tasyaśaśvi teśeṣaṁ, abhidhātivāsaṁsargabodhanāsamarthatruśrūṣvākyāsyeyor-thāh.—(Tattvādipāna, P. 246).
elsewhere) of super-imposition, when negated by true knowledge, is negated without postulating its presence anywhere else than the case of illusion in question; so also in the Buddhist view of ātmakhyāti, the external projection of silver that is internal, when negated, is not recognised as being present elsewhere than the case of illusion in question. He also shows that even in the Prābhakara-view of akhyāti there is also no such recognition that the negation of a particular sacrifice postulates its presence elsewhere; for in the jyotiṣṭoma-sacrifice where the injunction for the order of exit of the different ṛtviks (priests) is laid down as: advaryun nिस्क्राममantam prastotā sanitanuyāt, tamudgātā, tam pratihartā, tam Brahma, tam yajamānah, there the expiative sacrifices are also laid down if this order of exit by holding the kaccha (loin cloth) of respectively precedent priests is broken. For instance, if the pratihartā-priest breaks the order, the expiative sacrifice is sarvasvadaksīṇayāga (sacrifice where the sacrificer has to pay everything as a daksīṇā or gift); but if the udgātā-priest breaks the order, the expiative sacrifice is adaksīṇa-yāga (a sacrifice where the sacrificer has to pay nothing as daksīṇā or gift). The Mimamsists consider the implications of these different expiative sacrifices and arrive at some definite conclusions. For example, if there is a simultaneous break in the order by the pratihartā-priest and the udgātā-priest, they lay down the injunction (vidhi) of optional performance of any one of the above expiative sacrifices; but if there is a break of order in succession (i.e., if the pratihartā-priest first breaks the order and then the udgātā-priest does so) the first expiative sacrifice of sarvasvadaksīṇa-yāga and the next one of adaksīṇa-yāga tie with each other to claim performance. Here the Mimamsists conclude by the injunction—paurव्य- paryे pūrvadaurvalyam prakṛtivaditi (Jaiminisūtra)—meaning thereby that the first alternative is weaker than the second for the fact that the second becomes unnecessary without having any scope. Hence here the first alternative of sarvasvadaksīṇa-yāga is negated by the latter alternative of adaksīṇa-yāga, but Prakāśātmayati shows that this negation of the former does not in any way make it present elsewhere than this particular place of its possibility along with another alternative. This Mimamsist analysis of negation of an
alternative by another is brought out by Prakāśātmayati to show that the akhyātivādin Mimamsist cannot also make negation as the basis of postulation (arthāpatti) of the presence of the negated at some other place than the place where it is negated. The akhyātivādin, though not recognising false knowledge, recognises negation as in such cases of two alternatives and hence the possibility of postulation (arthāpatti) to prove the existence of the negated elsewhere than in the place of negation is rejected altogether. The akhyātivādin's contention that in the negation of the alternative expiative sacrifice, there is only the negation of the 'propensity to action' (pravṛtti) is also rejected by Prakāśātmayati who shows that such negation is not negation proper, for even if such propensity is accidentally retarded to one who is ready to sacrifice by the presence of a king or the raid of robbers, then the sacrifice is not said to be negated, for the accidental cause of retarda-
tion being gone, it will automatically again be in progress. This fact of the impossibility of the presence of the object somewhere else by its negation at a particular place is also challenged by Prakāśātmayati from the standpoint of the Naiyāyikas themselves. He shows that the Naiyāyikas who are anyathākhyātivādins cannot establish that the absence by way of destruction (pradhvamsābhāva) of an object, say a jar, at a particular place does in no way establish its presence else-
where, for the destruction of the object means only a specific kind of absence (abhāva) and nothing else. Thus the pratī-
yogin (object) of negation (niśedha) in illusion (bhrama) on the substratum (anuyogin) that may be a particular spatial or temporal adjunct of illusion can never be said to be present elsewhere on a different spatial or temporal adjunct by the fact of negation. This impossibility of proving the presence of the illusory object elsewhere which is the view of the anyathākhyātivādin Naiyāyika is shown by Padma-
pāda and more elaborately by Prakāśātmayati from the oppo-
nents' argument based on the proof of postulation (arthā-
patti); but this proof of postulation is resorted to by the Naiyāyikas who do not recognise it as a proof, only from the

52 yathā pratipannode nisiddhasya ghaṭasya na desāntare sattvam, evam pratipannadesaḥ bhavastusarvopādhau nisiddhasya na pratīyogitvena pratipannasarvopādhau sattvasiddhirityarthah—(Vivarana, P. 247).
standpoint of the Advaita Vedantists who along with the Bhāṭṭa-Mimamsists recognise it as such. Thus the dialectics of Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati here reveal the fact that even if the Naiyāyikas accept their view of postulation as a proof of valid knowledge, they cannot even by that proof establish their contention of anyathākhyāti. Thus the illusory object as silver is shown by them to be false through and through (anirvacaniya). The object of negation and the object of appearance in illusion, however, are regarded by them as of different status of reality. This fact has been well brought out by Prakāśātmayati, Akhaṇḍānanda and Vidyāranya, as has been shown above. The fact of negation does in no wise prove its previous existence that is negated afterwards at the time of negation; for the object of negation is always the empirical (vyavahārika or laukiika-pāramārthika) silver that is always absent on the substratum (shell). The object of appearance, however, is illusory (prātibhāsika) that is experienced so long as it exists. Thus there is no suggestion in negation that the object is the previously existent one that is negated afterwards, but it is the eternally negated one that was falsely perceived before. This is the Advaita-view of nirupādhika-niṣedha or negation of the object that is not limited to any particular period of time, but is, as negated, beyond all temporal existence of illusory perception (prātibhāsika-sattā). Thus either by experience or by verbal testimony there is no chance of the anyathākhyāti contention to survive the test of reason.

As to the significance of the words in the definition of adhyāsa, Prakāśātmayati, following Padmapāda, shows that the word smṛtirūpa refers to the illusory nature of the silver because of the fact that it is raked up through impressions (saṃskāras) and is akin to the previously cognised silver (pūrvadṛṣṭāvabhāsāh). This characteristic of being born of false and defective contactual knowledge is indicated by the word smṛtirūpa. Therefore the two characteristics of contactual but defective cognition and recollective cognition through impressions are complementary to each other and indicate the illusory nature of the silver. Prakāśātmayati

53 pūrvadṛṣṭapadena saṃskārajanyatvam siddhamityetadāṅgikaroti
shows that the proof of illusory perception lies in all cases of error in the appearance of the real as the unreal, but still there is the sanction of experience in every-day life as the common dual appearance of the moon. Viṣṇubhaṭṭopādhyāya in his Rjuvivaraṇa brings out the implication of this kind of laying special emphasis on the empirical over and above the logical aspect of error by showing that the contention of mithyātva or falsity is supported by the empirical aspect over and above the logical aspect of proving this. The example ṭuktikā hi rajatavadavabhāsate of the empirical aspects of falsity serves two purposes. The first purpose as shown by Prakāśatmayati lies in the designation of adhyāsa as the appearance of one (the shell) as the other (silver), but the second purpose is served by the suffix vati which shows that the designation (lakṣaṇa) of adhyāsa is associated with the designated (lakṣya) falsity of the adhyāsa. Thus there is a clear case of the establishment of adhyāsa along with its falsity or illusory character (mithyātva). The character of falsity (mithyātva) is such that it is not to be proved by the reality of the object at another place, for it is false by itself or illusory by origination. Padmāpāda shows that the contact of the false silver is due to the defects (doṣas) which adhere to the senses (indriyas), and the ‘this-ness’ (idantā) of silver is, therefore, not non-contactual but is due to the above contact. Prakāśatmayati deals with the problem by showing that the ‘this-ness’ of silver is not false for its being a characteristic of silver, for it is the ground of the contact of the sense with the false silver. Akhaṇḍananda clarifies the position in his Tattvadīpāna when he says that the direct perception of the false silver is due to the knowledge of the ground of adhyāsa due to sense-contact into which consciousness (caitanya) is reflected. Thus the direct

'satyaṁiti, tarkātāryaṁ vaiyarthyaṁ netyāha—artheti',' samprayogadōṣajanyatvasiddhyarthāṁ smṛtirupaviśeṣanamityarthāḥ—(Tattvadīpāna, P. 249).

"vyāptāṁ pramāṇayuktibhyāṁ lakṣaṇam lakṣyasaṁyakam avinābhāvasambandho lakṣyalakṣaṇayorīh. kathāṁ siddhyet pramāṇena vināgyuhyanukulaya ityāha kalikāṁ vinirākarṣyaṁ vīśṇuṁ nirāpyaṁ sthita-yuktiyuktam. vyāptāṁ hi lakṣye kṛta-lakṣaṇasya tathā ca lohe-matirikṣyānena—(Rjuvivaraṇa, P. 250)."
perception of false silver is possible because of such superimposition on the Consciousness reflected on the yonder thing (idam) that is the ground of illusion.\textsuperscript{55}

\textsuperscript{55} indriyasahprayoge janitam yadadhiṣṭhānaṇajñānaṁ tasminnantaryāṁ pratibimbitacaitanyāṁ tasminnadhyāsādaparokṣatā—(Tattvadipana, P. 254).
CHAPTER V

THE IMPLICATIONS OF ADHYĀSA IN THE PURE SELF
—THE ADVAITIST VIEWPOINTS ON ITS ROLE IN
ADHYĀSA CULMINATING IN NO
ALTERNATIVE STANDPOINT

Prakāśātmayati analyses the nature of adhyāsa between the Self and the not-Self, and following his predecessor shows that asmat and yuṣmat, the two words used by Bhāṣyakāra Śaṅkara to refer to these two respectively, are amply borne out as such by the fact of their respective nature. The not-Self that is revealed by the Self is the yuṣmat and the Self is the Consciousness reflected on the Ego (ahaṅkāra). In illusory knowledge of the two, the Self as Consciousness reflected on the Ego serves as the basis of super-imposition of the not-Self on it. Consciousness, pure and simple, cannot be the ground of any adhyāsa, and hence Consciousness is delimited by the Ego to appear as the not-Self. This Self or asmat not being the locus of any defect or doṣa pertaining to the adhīṣṭhāna or ground, pramāṇa or the valid means of knowledge and the draṣṭṛ or the mind, there cannot logically be any possibility of super-imposition of the not-Self. The Self or Consciousness being free from all defects cannot be the seat of the defects pertaining to these three factors indispensable in the origination of super-imposition, the factors being not different from the Self cannot also transfer their defects to the Pure Self. The Self, therefore, having no chance of being taken as Pure, for its reflection on these factors is always implied in any adhyāsa, and being, therefore, never a distinct seat of super-imposition, cannot be the ground of any adhyāsa. This being the charge of the opponent, Prakāśātmayati following Padmapāda shows that the Self as Consciousness is never dependent upon any
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bhāṣyatvena yuṣmadarthalakṣōṇāpanno’haṅkāro’dhyastā iti—(Pañcapādikā,
asmacchabdasya yo’rtho’kaṅkāraḥ idamanidamātmakastasmin.
(Tattvādipana, P. 254).
of the factors on which it is reflected, for Pure Consciousness is self-luminous. Hence it is not to be confused with external loci of super-imposition which have their pure bases as the ground of adhyyāsa for their being revealed by knowledge as such and such (their qualified existence), but Pure Consciousness is ever unalloyed and its reflection on the particular modes is not the criterion to make it equate with the former. It is either infinitesimal or infinite having no measurable shape and therefore it is not like the act of knowing (saṁvedana) that depends on the external factors, but is ever self-revealed and therefore ever Pure Consciousness. Prakāśātmayati answers the possible objection that the Self is not revealed in full, though it is partless, like the sky, by saying that it is self-revealed (svayamjyotiḥ) and is not revealed like the sky by another entity which is consciousness. Thus the Self is independent of any extraneous object for its revelation and is therefore never unrevealed. The Self is, however, not an object in which the quality of self-revelation adheres, for Prakāśātmayati says that it is the nature of the Self to be self-revealed without depending like other revealed objects upon the revelation by extraneous causes, and hence the Self is self-revealed not as an object having the quality of self-revelation but as the only Reality as such. The self-revelation is also not a produced process, but is the very nature of the Self and hence is not to be regarded as taking away from the Self’s pure nature as such that is eternally unqualified. Prakāśātmayati further clarifies the point by showing that the self-revelation of Consciousness that is Self is the determinant of all other revelations that are dependent on it by various channels of expression (Cf. jñānajananaprayuktatvāt kārakā-peekṣāyāḥ—Vivaraṇa, P. 285). Self-revelation of Consciousness is not born for the fact that it does not depend on anything extraneous but its own revelation, and hence it is not to be confused with a produced process depending on Consciousness. Self-revelation of Consciousness, therefore, comes very near the mark: “Self-revelation is Consciousness”. Prakāśātmayati brings in the analogy of the lamp to show that its revelation also is not born on its own locus, but Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvdipana clarifies it by the proof of inference. He says that whatever has revelation by itself is not to be said as hav-
ing that revelation born on it, as the revelation of the lamp is. In the self-revelation of Consciousness also there is no birth or production on it but there is only the natural form of its flash. Even it cannot be said that the mind or antahkaraṇa is the locus of its birth or production, for Prakāśātmayati emphatically declares that Consciousness as such is not produced anywhere except the revelation of its own nature that adheres to the Self and that nature is the revelation of the object to the mind by its innate power of a self-revelatory character. Hence the antahkaraṇa or mind is only a limiting adjunct of Consciousness that is reflected on it and hence a revelation of objects takes place; the modification (vṛtti or pariṇāma) of the antahkaraṇa is the locus of such revelation of Consciousness for the purpose of knowing the object and hence is secondarily designated as Consciousness (antahkaraṇapariṇāme jñānatvopacārā—Vivarana, P. 259). This reflected Consciousness that is carried on to the vṛtti or pariṇāma of the antahkaraṇa is the epistemological process of the production of consciousness or knowledge.

Prakāśātmayati further brings out that knowledge is not an object adhering to the Self, for then it will turn out to be a seat of revelation and then self-revelation will be jeopardised. Revelation even in the inert object is not produced, though such an object is revealed at a point of time by Consciousness, for production of revelation can take place in the conscious object, and hence the opponents’ argument can very well be that the mental knowledge that is born in the inert mind cannot be said to be produced; but Prakāśātmayati answers that there is not any possibility of production of consciousness even on the inert mind or antahkaraṇa, for as has been well brought out above, Consciousness is never produced but is only limited through different channels. Thus Consciousness always refers to self-revelation and it is never a created or a destroyed object. The creation or destruction refers to the external objects, such as the objective flame by the revelation of the light of the lamp (pradīpaprabhā) or the solid objects due to dust etc., when the reflection on the mirror

57 vimataṁ svārtyopādhau na jāyate, prakāśatvāt, pradīpaprakāśavat—(Tattvadiśpana, P. 259).
(darpanapratibimba) is polished out. These are not self-revealed but other-revealed. (Here Prakāśātmayati stresses upon the objectivity of the material illumination of the flame of the lamp, though he has maintained sufficiently that it can also be regarded as an analogy to prove self-luminosity of Consciousness. Cf. andhakāre prathamotpannapradipaprabhāvat —Vivaraṇa, P. 101). Consciousness is self-revealed as is expressed by the term prajñānaghana and hence is not to be equated with external objects otherwise revealed. (cf. vijnānamānandam, prajñānāmānandaṁ Brahma etc., also refers to the quality of knowledge adhering to the knower and it is supported by the grammatical sanction. Hence, therefore, jñāna means jñātvā or the quality of the knower and it is, therefore, sanctioned by Pāṇini’s rule: karaṇādhikaraṇayosca (Pāṇini, 3/3/117). The opponent, therefore, seems to say that it is a quality through which the knower knows the external object and therefore it adheres to the knower. The opponents’ view seems to be that jñāna can be justified by adhikarane luyt and there is no necessity of bhāve luyt. Prakāśātmayati seems to suggest that words have the primary significance in the meaning of the root (dhātu) and secondary significance in other meanings (such as karaṇa, adhikarana etc.). Thus Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tatvaśipana says that the root-meaning is the primary one because it is generated first whence the meaning of the karaṇa, adhikaraṇa etc., are originated and hence the root-meaning has the first consideration. Hence jñāna should refer to the root-meaning, that is Consciousness, that is not produced. He also says that the root-meaning does not necessarily pre-suppose action, for even some roots have the meaning devoid of action. Prakāśātmayati has said that the opponent cannot escape by saying that jñāna does not refer to bhāve luyt but to adhikarane luyt and hence there is the possibility of the reference to the quality of knowledge adhering to the knower, for as words having sanctity significance in bhāva
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as well as having primary significance in the root-meaning, jñāna should always refer to an unproduced phenomenon that is born when we empirically attribute suffixes in bhāva or even in the karaṇa or adhikaraṇa as the opponent says. Prakāśātmayati takes little or no pains to refute the karaṇa or adhikaraṇa aspect of the suffix as the bhāva one, and it is Akhaṇḍānanda who clearly brings out the real situation of the primary import of a word. Prakāśātmayati further states that this Consciousness is a never-ending Reality and, therefore, not a series of revelations which are born and destroyed in an eternal chain of temporary bits, for such temporal originations are not the nature of Consciousness or Self. Here he looks askance at the Buddhist Yogācāra conception of a series of bits of Consciousness (kṣanika-vijñāna-vādin).

Prakāśātmayati examines whether it is possible for any ajñāna to stand on Eternal Consciousness that is Brahman. He first poses to show that the veil of ignorance cannot reside in Jīva or the individual Self as it rests on the Universal Self. Padmapāda first shows this aspect of ignorance and Prakāśātmayati harps on his tune more fully. Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati try to establish successfully that ajñāna may reside in Brahman, but before doing that they both show that the veil of ignorance automatically hangs on Jīva as well. Prakāśātmayati states that Jīva being not different in essence from Brahman, the veil and the projection created by avidyā hang on Jīva though they are referred to Brahman. Hence Jīva should be taken as the locus of the effects of avidyā for the fact that he is in essence of the same status as Brahman, though under the influence of ignorance, a false division is created. Thus the effects of avidyā that are said to be referred to Brahman automatically are referred to Jīva as well. This is the true significance of Prakāśātmayati's analysis of the effects of avidyā with reference to Brahman and Jīva, wherein he follows his predecessor's analysis but makes it more elaborate and clear. He says that the two things referring to the same locus but having no cause-and-effect relation, are not different in kind but only different in aspects of the same thing. Thus according to Prakāśātmayati's explanation, Jīva and Brahman are in essence non-different and hence the former being limited by ignorance is an aspect of Brahman. The reference to both Jīva and Brahman by the
same universe of discourse is substantiated by the examination of Upanisadic passages like Ṭattivamasi (Chāndogya Up. 6/8/7) where the two words Tat and Tvam refer to the same undifferentiated existence that is one but under the influence of ignorance they appear as differentiated as Brahman and Jīva. This elucidation is brought out in the Tāttvādipanā by Akhanḍānanda. The second question that arises in this connection is analysed by Prakāśātmayati to show how avidyā can at all create effects on Brahman, the undifferentiated one Existence having no qualitative or quantitative distinctions. He follows his predecessor’s analysis and brings out the logical possibility of this problem. He says that avidyā or ajñāna can rest in Brahman as it is supported by valid proofs, such as, testimony of Scripture (śrutipramāṇa) and postulation based on it (śrutārtha-patti). The scriptural testimony can be found in passages like anterena hi pratyūdhāhā & anīṣaya śocati muhyamānaḥ. Prakāśātmayati shows that in dreamless sleep (suṣupti) there is the non-revelation of Consciousness which is never so; hence it follows that such non-revelation has a cause that acts as a hindrance to the self-revelation of Consciousness. Now this hindering phenomenon (pratibandhaka) of Consciousness cannot be false knowledge, for in such a state all knowledge dies out, nor also any impression (saṁskāra) of false knowledge for the fact that such an impression cannot be a pratibandhaka nor also any karmic hindrance is justifiable to veil Consciousness. Hence the śruti refers to a positive ajñāna by the word anta (anterena hi pratyūdhāhā, ta ime satyāh kāmāh antāpīdāhānāh) as different from false knowledge, or its impression or the karmic hindrance. On this logical basis, Prakāśātmayati shows that there are other śruti-passages which all refer to a positive ajñāna veiling Consciousness, and creating all kinds of illusory behaviour. Thus the śruti-passage anīṣaya śocati muhyamānaḥ refers to the illusory conduct of the Jīva that does not see his real nature. Again,
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59 nanu—kāryakāranabhāvahinoyordravyayōḥ sāmānādhihikaranyameka-dravyomniṣṭham—so’yāṁ Devadatta itivat, ato dravyaikatvāt jivagatāv-e-vāṇavahāsah—viparyayāvāciti codayati—nanu na Brahmano’nya iti—(Vivarana, Pp. 261-262). • • • • • Tattvamasyādvikāyam akhyāptārtha-niṣṭham akāryakārapadravyamātra-vyātive sati sāmānādhihikratvāt ‘so’ yaṁ- Devadatta’ itivat—(Tattvādipanā, P. 261).
.sruti-passages like na tam vidātha ya imā yajānānyadyuṣmākamantaram babhūva. nihāreṇa prāvṛtā jaḷpyā cāsūtṛpa ukthāsaścaranti and avidyāyāmantare vartamānā nānyacchreyo vedayante refer to the ajñāna that creates a hindrance to the real knowledge of Brahman or Ātman (cf. nihāra = ajñāna = avidyā) and the consequent illusory conduct of Jīva flowing out of this ajñāna (cf. also ajñānenāvrtam jñānam lēna muhyanti jantavaḥ—Bhagavadgītā).

Prakāśātmayati following Padmapāda tries to establish ajñāna on the proof of postulation or arthāpatti. But before doing so, he sounds a very cautious note about such a method adopted by them. He says that establishment of ajñāna on any valid proof will tantamount to saying that ajñāna is a valid concept and not a false and illusory (anirvacaniya) one that the Advaitists are out to establish. Hence Prakāśātmayati makes it clear that the valid proof of arthāpatti or sruti only makes ajñāna to be a concept other than non-existent (asat) and does not establish it as a valid concept; for the nature of ajñāna is such that it is different from a non-existent entity as also from an existent one; it is different from both and hence it is called anirvacaniya or mithyā (false or illusory). The nature of ajñāna as such is only directly revealed to the Śākṣi-caitanya or the Witness-Consciousness, and is not revealed to the ordinary means of knowledge (pramāṇas). 60 Prakāśātmayati’s proof of postulation in ajñāna comes from the two-fold fact that is well-established on scriptural evidence and that evidence being supplemented by other proofs, such as perception and inference, postulation or arthāpatti serves as an added proof. The two-fold fact is with regard to the destruction of bondage, i.e., liberation from bondage, at the dawn of the transcendental knowledge of unity between Brahman and Jīva (Brahmajñāna or Brahmā- māikyajñāna), and the injunctive precepts of śravana etc., for the realization (darśana) of this truth. These two facts are unchallenged being based on the sruti-evidence and supported by cogent logic. Our life of bondage and the steps prescribed toward Self-realization are all facts that cannot be

60 atra ca sākṣivedvāsyājñānasya pramāṇairarthādyavṛttiḥ pradārhyate sitī na tasya pramāṇavedyatvaprasaṅgāḥ iti—(Vivaraṇa, P. 265).
denied; these facts only cease when real, transcendental knowledge dawns on the human mind. No bondage exists there and no path still plays its rôle; everything stops as if by the magic-wand of knowledge and all our hectic life of spiritual progress attains its culmination. On this two-fold fact, Prakāśātmayati builds up his proof of postulation in ajñāna, for he says that before real knowledge dawns, the life of bondage must needs pre-suppose an eternal nescience covering up the real knowledge, and secondly, the paths prescribed toward Self-realization (darśana) must also pre-suppose such a nescience that is active till the goal aimed at by the paths is not reached. The goal of ātmadarśana is not to be proved by the paths leading to it, it is a realized fact, self-evident and self-luminous; what the paths prescribed indicate is that the goal is not realized till the eternal nescience playing its part is not destroyed by the paths thus prescribed. Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvadīpana clearly and succinctly brings out this hint. Prakāśātmayati examines at length and in a masterly way establishes the Advaita view of ajñāna and its locus and object. The problem is a complex one when judged from the vast and varied opinions growing round it. It is worthwhile to confine ourselves here to what the School of Vīvaraṇa brings out regarding this problem. Prakāśātmayati, following his predecessor, says that the argument that Jīva being non-different from Brahman cannot be the locus of any ignorance as Brahman is not also the locus of it, does not stand the scrutiny of logic. This type of argument aims at dislodging the possibility of ajñāna on Brahman from three sides, but all the sides are exploded by Prakāśātmayati. He shows that the first possibility of this argument is that ajñāna is possible only on the admission of difference between the locus and the object, such identity of Jīva and Brahman acting as a hindrance to such a concept. Prakāśātmayati shows that ajñāna does not necessarily pre-suppose such a difference but can very well have as its locus (āśraya) and object (viśaya as the object of the veil or āvaraṇa) the same thing, and that is Unqualified Conscious-

61 darśanoddēśeṇa śravanādi vidhiyamānaṁ nivartyāvidyāmantaraṇa-
nupapadyamānamārtham gamayati, na ca Brahmāvasvarūpa-pahāntathāṁ srvaṇādi vidhiyate, Brahmanāḥ svaprakāśatvenānyaniropekaḥsatvādityartham —(Tattvadīpana, P. 265).
ness (cf. nirvibhāgacitāreva kevalā—Sanśkṛtavārīraka); darkness being the veil (āvaraṇatvāt) and different from action (akriyātmakatvāt) has the same thing as its locus (as the room where it exists) and object (the room that is covered).

Hence it is evident that ajñāna as an inert (jāda) principle like darkness has the same thing as its locus and object, and hence ajñāna need not necessarily pre-suppose a difference between them for its establishment. Darkness and ignorance have in this respect this same characteristic, though ignorance is often said to adhere to a locus different from the object (as we say, ayaṁ janaḥ etadvisyakājñānāvān, i.e., this man=the locus, has ignorance, in this matter=the object); but Prakāśātmayati dismisses this argument by saying that this two-fold aspect of ajñāna is only a passing phase in the real background of it as having the same locus and object. The second possibility of the above argument is that ajñāna is not possible in Unqualified Self-revealed Consciousness that is Brahman that is antagonistic to the former. But Prakāśātmayati shows that the real antagonism between nescience and Consciousness lies not in Unqualified Consciousness as the locus, but in Consciousness as limited by the subject, the means etc., that being in true consilience with a falsely created object dispels nescience; hence Sākṣi-caitanya or the Witness-Consciousness being regarded as the locus of ajñāna, there is no antagonism as this Consciousness is only the Witness or revealer of ajñāna that is directly known by it and by no other pramāṇa.

Prakāśātmayati makes an elaborate analysis of the problem of ajñāna and its relation to the locus, i.e., Brahman. He shows that there is no contradiction in any relation obtaining between the two, for, after all, Unqualified Consciousness or Nirviśeṣa Brahman being the locus of any ajñāna does not lose its all-knowingness (sarvajñatva). He shows that there is no contradiction in Brahman's nature of all-revealing and all-knowing characters even though ajñāna hinges on it; for, as he analyses the fact, there may be three-fold apprehension of such contradiction, but none of these is real contradiction at all. The first apprehension is that revealedness (bhūsamānantva) entails such contradiction, but he shows that ajñāna in the tri-temporal existence of its pre-originational, existential and after-originating effects may exist in the revealed Brahman
that is the home of many aspects of limited Consciousness (janyajñāna); that is to say, that though there are many channels of the revelation of Brahman, still it does not lose its own nature even if ajñāna is held to adhere to it. Limited consciousness is only a phase of Brahman and it does not in any way make itself bound to the contradiction of such consciousness, for in its own nature it is all-knowing and all-pervasive, at the same time being the Witness of ajñāna that may falsely adhere to it. Even the revelation of Brahman is not antagonistic to the ajñāna which has its locus in Brahman, for, as Prakāśātmayati says, there is no contradiction in the revelation of the ajñāna itself. Now this revelation of ajñāna is due to the locus that is Brahman which as the Witness of it is not in conflict with it. Prakāśātmayati also points out that self-revelation of Brahman is not in conflict with ajñāna that adheres to it, for he says that only inert objects (viṣayās) that are other-revealed are not the loci of ajñāna and hence cannot be at the same time revealed and the witness of ajñāna adhering to them; thus there is an inevitable conflict between them.

It is only sāṅvedana qua sāṁviti that is not revealed through any channels or vṛttis and is only the nature of Brahman that has no conflict with ajñāna of which it is merely a witness and not a dispeller by any means. Prakāśātmayati then analyses more fully how the all-knowing character of Brahman can accommodate itself with the ajñāna that adheres to it. He shows that the third possibility to deny the existence of any ajñāna in Brahman (the other two possibilities have been shown and examined above) is that the unity of Brahman and Jīva that is the main thesis of Advaita Vedānta is apprehended to antagonise with ajñāna adhering to Brahman inasmuch as its all-knowing nature will be impaired by it, but he dismisses such apprehension by bringing out the real truth. He shows that this unity does not in any way hamper ajñāna as adhering to Brahman for the fact that though there is unity, still that unity is divided as between the bimba and pratibimba (the Reality and its reflection); so there is no conflict of the characters adhering to Brahman and those adhering to Jīva—and hence ajñāna is possible even in unity. Hence Prakāśātmayati concludes that the presence of ajñāna in Brahman is not antagonistic to the all-
knowingness of Brahman for the fact that Brahman being the unity of all existence is the locus of ajñaṇa in the sense that its reflection (pratibimba) as a limited Entity shares the qualities of being such a locus, whereas in its transcendental Existence which is Unity (aikya) there is really all-knowingness (sarva-ajñaṇa) and ever-freeness (sadāmuktātva). But he says that the Consciousness per se is the real locus of ajñaṇa which abides in Consciousness per excellence, i.e., Absolute Brahman and not any Jīva. His paradoxical statements here (as ṣivāśrayatvopagamāt—Vivaraṇa, P. 268 & satyapyaikye pratibimbālmanyadhyastāyāmalvāderbimbe adarśanāt avadālatayāścāvirodhadarśanāt—loc. cit.) seem not to disturb the general standpoint he has taken, but only try to hush up the possible charge of there being no sarvajñaṇa (all-knowingness) in Brahman. He shows that sarvajñaṇa and ajñaṇaśrayatva do not antagonise in the same locus (evas sarvajñaṇatvāvidyāśrayatvayoh satyapyaikye'virodhāt—Vivaraṇa, P. 268). Prakāśatmayati's analysis and view-points on the relation between Brahman and Jīva will be discussed below. Thus unity of Brahman and Jīva in one sense establishes ajñaṇa as adhering to the latter as the reflection of the former. Thus unity, self-revelation and all-knowingness of Brahman postulate ajñaṇa inasmuch as a veil is often seen on it, or otherwise no such positive ajñaṇa would have been possible but only the negative absence of knowledge if there were difference, other-revelation and little-knowingness in Brahman. Thus Prakāsātmayati adduces here an additional proof of postulation (arthāpatti) to establish the presence of ajñaṇa on the locus of ajñaṇa.

Prakāśatmayati introduces a very interesting discussion as to the difference between Brahman and Jīva though they are essentially the same. Here he says that there are various views as to this question. The first view is that it is due to the limitation of the antaḥkaraṇa or mind, the second view is that it is due to a characteristic called atireka that can bring about both difference and non-difference, the third view is that it

\[\text{\textsuperscript{62} tasmanānaiyamavidyāśrayatvēna virudhyate, kintuvidyāmevopapādayati—(Vivaraṇa, P. 268).} \]

\[\text{vāghamata evōrthādījye Brahmasvarūpaprakāśācchādikāvidyā kalpyate * * * * * ato'nādisiddhāvidyāvachchinnāntajivanirbhasāspadam ekarasam Brahma—(Pañcayādikā, P. 269).} \]
is due to their intrinsic natures. Prakāśātmayati entirely dismisses the alternatives by showing that it is only ajñāna that covers Ātman and hangs on Ātman (Ātmāvāraṇam ātmājñānaṃ—Vivaraṇa, P. 269). But Prakāśātmayati seems to make here a departure from the standpoint of his School when he says that ajñāna is responsible for the avaccheda of Brahman that is Jīva, for his School advocates, as has been established in his Vivaraṇa, that Jīva is the pratibimba and not avaccheda of Brahman. But this seems not to conflict with his general philosophical background where he established Jīva as pratibimba; herein he only makes a slip-shod term that is not his philosophy but is only an approach to understand his philosophy. Thus Jīva here becomes created out of nescience or ajñāna and that is what is meant by calling it an avaccheda; in reality, according to Prakāśātmayati, however, it is a pratibimba. This Jivahood is due to ajñāna and this cause-and-effect series is beginningless (anādi) like bijāṇkurāprāvāha (the series of seeds and sprouts). This anādi avidyāprāvāha is at the root of all the creative principles of kartṛtva, bhokṛtva etc., which also being beginningless and false constitute what is called Jivahood.

Prakāśātmayati dismisses first of all the arguments of the opponents who hold that it is antahkaraṇa that is responsible for the difference of Brahman and Jīva. He analyses that the antahkaraṇa can in no wise be responsible as such for the fact that it is itself false and created by ajñāna. Hence no true avaccheda of antahkaraṇa can be postulated for such difference to be possible; and if the falsity of the avaccheda of antahkaraṇa be accepted, then the primal ajñāna itself becomes so responsible. Thus the dialectic of Prakāśātmayati centres round the fact that the antahkaraṇa itself is the offspring of ajñāna and in no wise capable by itself to account for the difference of Brahman and Jīva; hence antahkaraṇa being dispelled by true knowledge of Self cannot stand on its own merits to account for any difference between Brahman and Jīva; thus the alternative course of recognizing that antahkaraṇa along with ajñāna that creates it should be recognized as accounting for the difference between Jīva and Brahman, comes up for consideration, but that alternative, too, is untenable, as shown by Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍananda.
They show that as there is in this view the recognition of two principles whereas the one primal principle of ājñāna is sufficient, this view should be discarded and the views that ājñāna is the only principle to account for the difference between Brahman and Jīva should be accepted. The antahkaraṇa cannot also be said to be a true emanation of Brahman on the authority of the śruti (cf. tanmano'sṛjata), for the fact that it being created by avidyā (śādi or sotāṭṭimattāka) is the illusory transformation (vivartamāna-vidyādhiṣṭhānātvaṃ—Tattvadīpāna, P. 270) of the Brahmacaitanya and hence is never true, though it is not the substratum of anādi avidyā or eternal nescience. Thus Akhanḍānanda hits upon the right nail of Advaita Philosophy by saying that though created, it is the vivartamāna-vidyādhiṣṭhāna and hence necessarily false and illusory. Prakāśātmayati ably answers the alternatives of the delimitation (avacchedakatva) by antahkaraṇa and shows that none of these stands the scrutiny of reason. The antahkaraṇa in its subtle (sūkṣma) stage being regarded as the delimiting adjunct (avacchedaka), the subtlety comes to three things:—(1) partless state, (2) decrease in parts, (3) existence in the causal state. The first alternative is impossible for the fact that a composite substance cannot exist in partless state, or else it ceases to exist at all. The second alternative is also untenable for the fact that the parts being decreased, the whole cannot remain, or else it ceases to be composed of parts. The third alternative too becomes inconsistent for the fact that the antahkaraṇa being existent in the cause (kāraṇamevāṣṭhitam), in itself becomes non-existence and hence incapable of serving as the avacchedaka which it is sought to be; again if it exists as the effect also (kāryamaṇḍi) then there is no question of subtlety. Hence Prakāśātmayati concludes that the only other alternative in favour of the case of antahkaraṇa being left and that being "existence in the cause along with the impressions of effect", we have to dismiss this one also on the ground that the causal existence necessarily implies that the cause is illusory and not

63 antahkaranasya vacechedakatvamicchata'jñānasāpyayavacchedakatvamīṣyata eva, antahkaranasyāropitaśvāncechedakatvaṃ kāraṇamevāṣṭhitam tata ubhayor avacchedakatvakalpanyāḥ gauravān ānaḥ tāvadantahkaranamevāvacchedakamityarthāḥ—(Tattvadīpāna, P. 270).
real and hence that cause turns out to be nothing but *ajñāna* or nescience; otherwise destruction of the false knowledge of distinction would never come. Hence Prakāśātmayati solidly refuses the case for *antaḥkaraṇa* and along with it the case for *atireka* is also lost. *Atireka* being regarded as a property that can bring about difference and non-difference cannot be said to make the difference between *Brahman* and *Jīva* possible without the acceptance of *avidyā* that is really at the bottom of such differences. The argument that *avidyā* presupposes a difference between *Brahman* and *Jīva* and hence there arises a mutual dependence, is also neutralized by the counter-argument of Prakāśātmayati that it is all the same in the case of *atireka* also; and moreover mutual difference is not a strong argument in cases of eternal dependence as we find in the case of *bhedā* (difference) on the one hand and the differentiated (*dharmin*) and the differentiator (*pratiyogin*) on the other. Hence all the arguments in favour of other adjuncts than *avidyā* fail, and the case of the Advaitist that it alone is responsible for the appearance of difference between *Brahman* and *Jīvā*, gains its own ground. Prakāśātmayati winds up the arguments and establishes this position by saying that this *avidyā*, though hinging on *Brahman*, not only obscures it but also creates an appearance of difference between *Brahman* and *Jīva*; this is the function of *avidyā* in the empirical plane where this appearance of difference is always obtruding upon the existence of *Jīva* till the transcendental truth of unity is not vouchsafed to him. Even the *bimba* of face that is reflected on the mirror is not merely obscured by it but also is made to appear as the *pratibimba* on the mirror and thus the difference of the two is created by *avidyā* or *ajñāna* hinging on the consciousness of the facial expression (*bimba*) that is reflected (*pratibimba*) on the mirror.

Prakāśātmayati brings out more fully and clearly the locus of *avidyā* that is Pure and Unqualified Consciousness by showing that the other alternatives cannot logically hold good. It cannot be held that Consciousness as qualified by the *avidyā* is the real locus of *avidyā* for the simple fact that there are no logical proofs in support of this-
view. The empirical justification from feelings like 'I am ignorant' where the 'I' refers to the Self as reflected on the antahkaraṇa is very feeble in view of the fact that all empirical feelings centre round the experience of 'I', but are not on that account revealed by Consciousness limited by some adjunct or the other but by the Pure Consciousness or the Witness-Self (Sākṣi-caitanya). Prakāśātmayati pays back the opponents on their own coins by the same force of arguments which silence them in their view that antahkaraṇa on which the Self is reflected is the revealer of avidyā as well as of all empirical feelings of a direct nature, as these experiences and the antahkaraṇa itself jointly depend upon the Pure Self, as a lump of iron and the act of burning depend upon the only locus, i.e., fire, whence we say, 'the lump of iron burns'. Prakāśātmayati in one word dismisses the argument by showing that avidyā and antahkaraṇa are both dependent on Pure-Self whence it follows that we ascribe wrongly ignorance or nescience on the antahkaraṇa but not on the real locus upon which it is super-imposed. The antahkaraṇa itself being an effect of avidyā cannot be the locus of it. The empirical justification of expressions like 'I am ignorant' is to be sought in the acceptance of Pure Self as the locus of ignorance and nowhere else; then also we can explain satisfactorily the presence of ignorance even in the dreamless state of sleep (suṣupti). Prakāśātmayati shows the evil effect of regarding the view that the Self reflected on the antahkaraṇa is the locus of avidyā, in that the explanation of ultimate liberation from bondage (bandhanāsā) becomes a myth; for if the inert (jāda) antahkaraṇa be regarded as the locus of avidyā then it will also have to be regarded as the locus of illusion (bhrāṇi) as well as real knowledge (samyagjñāna), for these three things depend on the same locus. But then the inert antahkaraṇa, having realized real knowledge, the Self will not be liberated from bondage, for it is that the Self that is in bondage and that has to be liberated from it. True it is that the Self as Pure Brahman is neither in bondage nor has to be liberated from it, yet to explain satisfactorily the phenomenon of

antarhkarāṇasyājnānakāryatvānna tadārāyatvakaipanā. nacu pratityamupapattiḥ tasya anyathāsiddhatvāḥ—(Tattvādipaṇa, P. 272).
bondage and liberation that are due to the play of avidyā, it is wiser to hold Pure Self and not the Self qualified by the antahkaraṇa as the locus of avidyā as well as its destruction, for otherwise a logically consistent theory of metaphysic cannot be constructed.\(^{65}\)

Prakāśātmayati here introduces a view that ajñāna has its locus not in the Self qualified by antahkaraṇa but in the antahkaraṇa itself. This view is grossly illogical, for it cuts at its own roots. If the Self is admitted by this School as the locus of limited knowledge (kiñcijjñatva), as is necessarily done, then the Self becomes the locus of ajñāna because it has sometimes the absence of knowledge. But this School may argue that ajñāna as a positive entity belongs to the antahkaraṇa whilst absence of knowledge (agrahaṇa), false knowledge (mithyājñāna) etc., have their locus in the Self, hence the antahkaraṇa and not the Self becomes the locus of ajñāna. These arguments also lose their force when put to logical examination, for ajñāna to have the antahkaraṇa as its locus should be designated as either an entity different from knowledge (jñānādanyat) or antagonistic to knowledge (jñānabirodhi). If the first alternative be accepted, then any psycho-physical defect, e.g., disease of the senses may come within the category of ajñāna and may very well be accepted as having its locus in the antahkaraṇa which is inert (jāda). The second alternative also is untenable for the fact that if knowledge and its opposite stand on two different loci—the first on the Self (which is the only locus of knowledge and not the inert antahkaraṇa) and the second on the antahkaraṇa,—then the antagonism between knowledge and its opposite will have no useful purpose to serve, for, this kind of antagonism proceeding from two different loci will not be able to make knowledge the destroyer of its opposite. Even if the antahkaraṇa be accepted as the karṇa or means of knowledge of the subject that is Self, and the ajñāna as the opposite of knowledge being seated on that means (karṇa) there will be no logical evidence to show that

\(^{65}\) tatāśca viśṣṭasya muktāvanvayāccinmāṭrasya sarvatrānuṣagāt tasyaivājñānātramityarthah—(Tattvādiṇa, P. 273).
knowledge in the subject will necessarily destroy the opposite of knowledge in its means. Even the knowledge of the antahkarana of a man gone to suṣupti (dreamless sleep) as devoid of any actions or functions (liyamāna) cannot suggest the cessation of the ignorance of the man, for he is said to have ignorance again when he wakes up. Thus the inference of the cessation of ignorance in a deeply-sleeping man by another man from the former’s state of the antahkarana as devoid of any actions, is not possible, because of the fact that such knowledge of the absence of any actions is due to the previous presence of actions and not due to the cessation of ignorance. Even as psycho-physical defects ajñāna cannot be said to have its locus in the antahkarana, for then sense-organs may also become such loci. The argument that the antahkarana is beginningless (anādi) while the sense-organs are created in time (sādi) and hence the latter cannot be the loci of ajñāna which is beginningless while the former can be so, is also a very weak one, for if we accept satkāryavāda or manifestation from an existent state in the cause, that will apply equally to the sense-organs as also the antahkarana. From all these logical analyses it is clear that the positive ajñāna as spoken of in the shrutis as anīta, nīhāra etc., must necessarily have its locus in the conscious seat or seats which have knowledge, and hence it follows that no unconscious antahkarana can be such a locus, but only Consciousness (caitanya). This ajñāna is a beginningless (anādi) entity that has its locus on Brahman, for, it is not generated in process of time. Padmapāda says this in clear terms when he brings out that Brahman appears as so many Jīvas under the influence of this beginningless principle. Prakāśātmayati clarifies this position by showing that not only is Brahman a beginningless Principle, but also the veil of ignorance (ajñāna) that rests on it is such. Not only is the ground of all illusion but also the principle of illusion is beginningless in point of time. This is borne out, as Padmapāda says, by the Bhagavat-Gītā which speaks of both prakṛti and puruṣa as anādi. Here prakṛti refers to the principle

66 atonādisidhāvidyāvacchinānantajīvānirbhāṣāspadamēkarasam Bhrametī—(Pañcapādikā, P. 269).
67 prakṛtīṁ puruṣaṁcāvāna ṛddhyanādi ubhāvapi (Bhagavat-Gīta: 13/20)
of māyā as is borne out by the śruti: māyāṁ tu prakṛtim vidyāt. As a matter of fact, in the Advaita School of Vedānta there are six beginningless principles (saḍa-
nādayah)\(^{\text{as}}\). (1) Jīva (the individual Self), (2) Iśa (the cosmic Self as Creator), (3) viśuddhā cit (Pure Consciousness), (4) jīveśayaorbhidā (the difference between the first two), (5) avidyā (nescience), (6) taccitorogyā (relation, though false, of nescience with Pure Consciousness). Prakāśātmayati’s analysis of ajñāna is consummate when he shows that it has not only the locus (āśraya) in Brahmaṇ but also the object (viṣaya) in Brahmaṇ. Brahmaṇ as the object (viṣaya) of ignorance is admitted in both the chief Schools of Advaita Vedānta, viz., the Bhāmatī as well as the Vivaraṇa, though there is divergence of opinion on the locus (āśraya) of ignorance between them. The Bhāmatī School does not recognise Brahmaṇ as the locus of ignorance, but regards Jīva as such.

However, Prakāśātmayati here shows clearly that there may be the charge of logical or metaphysical inconsistency in admitting that Brahmaṇ is the object (viṣaya) of ignorance. The opponents, as Naiyāyikas, may urge against the Advaitins that ignorance (ajñāna) to have Brahmaṇ as its object (viṣaya) cannot but be unrevealed (anavabhāsamāna). There is, therefore, no logical consistency in the Advaitist position which tries to show that ajñāna has as its object Brahmaṇ that is revealed while that ajñāna is also revealed (avabhāsamāna). But if the opposite view is to be accepted, ajñāna has to be regarded as unrevealed (anavabhāsamāna). The Advaitists press forward their arguments and show that this revelation of ajñāna does not conflict with the concept of ajñāna which as such is illusory and hence depends only on its illusory revelation (pratibhāsa); hence ajñāna, though having as its object Brahmaṇ, is illusorily presented to Saṁścitaṁtanya and hence is revealed to it. This is also borne out in the revelation of ajñāṇa in such judgments as: “I do not know the meaning of your word” (tvaduktamarthāna jānāmi) where the process of not-knowing is not unrevealed to the subjective consciousness. Thus the Advaitist position,

\(^{\text{as}}\) Jīva Iśo viśuddhā cit tathā jīveśayaorbhidā avidyā taccitorogyā saḍasmākamanādayah—(Saṁśkṛopa-sāriraka).
as brought out by Prakāśatmayati, tallies well with the revelation of ajñāna to Sākṣicaitanya that is partless (nirāṃśa); but to the bhokṭ-caitanya where there is a limitation of the All-pervading Consciousness, ajñāna is not revealed as the false creator of the plurality of the empirical processes from which it (bhokṭcaitanya) is distinct. Such revelation is possible only to the Sākṣicaitanya which is self-revealed and as a result of relation wherewith all knowledge of duality and plurality is revealed; thus the distinctness of it from the mind-body complexes is dependent on the self-revelation of Sākṣicaitanya, and hence ajñāna, though having it as its object, is not inconsistent as being revealed as illusory, responsible for all false knowledge of duality and plurality. The bhokṭcaitanya, on the other hand, is not the real vouchsafed of ajñāna and hence not the object of it. This deep metaphysical significance is ably borne out by Prakāśatmayati.

This analysis of the logical consistency of the Advaitist conception of the nature of Sākṣicaitanya, apart from bhokṭ-caitanya, as not antagonising with the concept of ajñāna as creating a veil upon Brahman that is its object in all kinds of dual, illusory knowledge is challenged by those who try to establish that the empirical Self as the bhoktā is not necessarily in consonance with the empirical falsity of its processes, for the processes might well be conceived of as sub-ordinated to the former.69 The logic of this School lies in admitting that the Sākṣicaitanya, which is regarded by the Advaitists as the Witness of the illusory empirical processes from which it is distinct, cannot be said to be such a Witness of the distinction of the empirical processes; for they argue that this knowledge of distinction is possible by a third knowledge. But their argument is feeble inasmuch as if the knowledge of distinction is indeterminate with regard to the dharmin and the dharmas before the third knowledge which shows their determination as such, then the knowledge of distinction could never arise at all; for before the third knowledge, the knowledge of distinction is well-established even by the knowledge of the Self itself as 'T', the reason being that the knowledge of

69 manusyo'hamiti mithyaivaikatābhimānāt. namu—gauṇo'yaṁ na mithyā
—(Pañcapādikā, P. 276).
the object itself can produce the knowledge of its distinction from other objects. Prakāśātmayati refutes this position by showing that the nature of bhoktṛcaitanya as sub-ordinating the empirical processes and not necessarily falsely owning them, is not logically tenable. He advances many arguments by taking the cue from his predecessor, Padmapāda, and shows that the view of sub-ordination of the empirical processes (gaunatva-pakṣa), despite of its arguments to establish its cause, is defeated by the admission of the view of the false appearance of those processes (mithyātva-pakṣa). The opposite School (gaunavādina) argues that the empirical processes of the mind-body complex appear as related in the same substratum (sāmānādhikaranyam) with the Self and this relation is the relation of sub-ordination (sāmānādhikaranyam gaunāva-bhāsaḥ—Vivaraṇa, P. 277), for the Self as distinction from this relation cannot exist. Even the scriptural and inferential proofs cannot be said to account for the falsity, and not sub-ordination, of those processes, for, they say, that the false appearance of the pre-existent (jyeṣṭha) proof of perception cannot hold good here, even though there are cases like the empirical illusion of the perceptual appearance of two moons in place of one where the former perceptual proof is negated by the latter perception of one moon. The logical argument for holding this view is in the analysis of the negation (bādha) by the latter proof; for, according to this view, where no logical analysis of such negation takes place as in the case of the empirical appearance of two moons, there may easily be the negation of the former perceptual proof even by the latter inferential proof which establishes the falsity of the former appearance (though this negation of the former appearance of perception is based on the latter perception of the substratum, yet there is an inferential process denying the appearance of something on some other thing which is due to adhyāsa); but in the present case, this School argues, where there is the necessity of logical determination of negation by the latter proofs (scriptural or inferential) of the former perceptual appearance, such latter proofs cannot be logically established as doing so. For, if such latter proofs are to be logically established as negating former appearances based on the per-

[^26]: Padartha-jñānam eva bhedajñānam—(Vivaraṇa, P. 276).
ceptual proof, then there will invariably arise the fallacy of mutual dependence (*anyonyāśrayatva*) because of the fact that the latter proofs, being established, will determine falsity, and falsity being determined will make their processes valid.\(^7\) Thus this School concludes that the empirical processes pertaining to the Self are sub-ordinate (gauna) to it and are not false (mithā). This School does not, therefore, admit the Self as distinct from these processes (which are false); nor as undifferentiated from them, but admits it as the Self which is designated by 'I' (ahaṅkāra) and having the mind-body complexes as sub-ordinated to it. This, therefore, is an echo of the bhedabheda-dvādin who does not regard the empirical processes as distinct from the Self nor as undifferentiated from it, but as the real manifestations (of a subordinate nature) of the Self.

Prakāśātmayati further examines the view of the gauṇa-vādin and shows that neither by way of implication nor by way of experience can it be said that the Self is distinct from the empirical processes which are sub-ordinate to it; for, if by implication the Self as bhokta is said to be distinct from the mind-body complexes, yet that implication does not come up in actual experience where the latter are seen to be super-imposed (adhyāsta) on the former; and the experience of distinction can only establish the sub-ordination (gaunāvatva) and not super-imposition (adhyāstavatva) of the latter upon the former. Prakāśātmayati meets the possible charge against super-imposition by showing that although the Self is revealed in full (*visēṣaṇa*) without any part being unrevealed, yet adhyāsa is possible on it, for it is possible for adhyāsa to take place even in those places where there is the revelation of the object without any exterior elements being specially differentiated from it as unrevealed; thus it is seen that the letter 'a'; having no specially unrevealed differentiation of itself from its lengthening or shortening which are the qualities of the sound only, is made to be the substratum of super-imposition of these imaginary qualities, and so, the Self, though having no speci-
ally unrevealed differentiation of itself from anything outside it, becomes the substratum of those imaginary qualities adhering to the mind-body complexes. Hence Prakāśātmayati concludes that *adhyāsa* of these qualities upon the Self, though it is fully revealed, is possible due to those qualities being wrongly attributed to the Self which is undifferentiated (here differentiation becomes really unrevealed) with the unconscious objects like the mind-body complexes, the real seat of those qualities. The view of the opponents (*gaṇavādins*) that the distinction of the Self from those unconscious objects is experienced and not merely implicated is also shown to be logically untenable; for, if such distinction is experienced, then the question of the qualities being sub-ordinated to the Self as the *distinct* knower does not require to be logically established, for it is well established in experience. But the *gaṇavādin* contends that although the Self is logically proved as distinct from the Ego-qualities (*ahampratyaya*), yet the question of sub-ordination in which the Self is distinct opens after seeing that the Self is known as the substratum of those qualities whence it is inferred that this knowledge is of sub-ordination and not superimposition. Prakāśātmayati replies to this contention by showing that the knowledge of distinction is not vouchsafed by the logical analysis; hence the logical method cannot in any way establish the distinction of Self from the Ego-qualities, but can only merge into the exposition of the real nature of the Self. Thus the *gaṇavādin*’s contention that those qualities are known as distinct from the Self to which they are sub-ordinated, loses all meaning to the *adhyāsavādin*; for, the latter (the Advaitist) is not satisfied that the distinction of those qualities has to be logically established in view of the fact that those qualities are always super-imposed on the Self. Hence what the logical analysis can do for the Advaitist is only an *indirect* knowledge of distinction that is established by indirect proofs as inference, but it cannot on that account take away from his position that the real nature of the Self as the *direct* knowledge is only capable of vouchsafing to us the super-imposed or false character of those distinct qualities. Hence even if those super-imposed objects are not *indirectly* known as distinct from the Self, the Advaitist contention of *adhyāsa* is not vitiated in any way. The *gaṇavādin* tries to know only
indirectly the distinction of those qualities from the Self and
tries to explain that their experience along with the Self is
maintainable on the assumption that those objects are sub-
ordinated to the Self and hence they are in some way to be
related with the Self. But he forgets the fundamental
problem in such knowledge of relation that is due to a false super-
imposition, and not true sub-ordination, of those objects upon
the Self. Thus his analysis of the knowledge of distinction
becomes an indirect weapon with which to crush the direct
knowledge of false relation between the Self and those qualities.
The Advaitist position is clearly brought out by Prakāśāt-
mayati who shows that it is the only consistent position to
explain the relation of the external objects and their qualities
with the Self that shines in its pure light, and no amount of
logical analysis can dispel the false super-imposition of these
upon it: it is only possible by the most direct knowledge of
the Self that is Pure Consciousness upon which everything
else is a chimera. But the Advaitist on that account does
not totally divorce the utility of the logical proofs from his
system, for he says that the indirect knowledge established
logically is also a necessity for revealing, though indirectly,
the false superimposition. The Advaitist contends that
there is a case for adhyāsa of those qualities upon the Self,
because when the indirect knowledge establishing distinction
is not sought as such, the direct knowledge of the Self reveals
the super-imposition of those qualities upon it. But when
this contention is sought to be challenged by the gaṇavādin
who tries to show that even in this explanation where the
Advaitist recognises adhyāsa, there is sub-ordination
(gaṇānatva) of those qualities to the Self, Prakāśātmayati
replies that this contention is not tenable; for the
sub-ordination of the qualities is antagonistic to the direct

12 viśīrenāpi nāhaṁpratyayasya vyatiriktaṁvisayatvamāpādītam,
kintu sarvadā svuṇaṁmātraṁvisayoḥpratyayah. yauktikajñānalabdhaḥstu
vyatirekāḥ atatasyānusandhāne pūrvavadādhyāsa eveti pariharati na
yukta iti—(Vivaraṇa, P. 280).
tarkahāvyādviṣayatvamiti tarkate—kintvi. abhedaśrayatve vipra-
tipatyabhāvāpātāḥ svuṇaṁmātraṁvisayatvamityāha sarvaḥeti. tarka
vyatire-
khābhāvāḥ prāptah—tatrāha—yauktiketi, tarka—ahāṁ manusyaḥ itiṣaya
gauṇātvaṁ tatrāha—ata iti. yuktayo yuddāṁsusandhyante tadāpi tarka-
jañānasya parokṣatvānāparokṣatvamiti—(Tattvadipana, P. 280).
experience of the Self. Prakāśātmayati following his predecessor Padmapāda shows that even in the case of the letter 'a', there is super-imposition of the qualities of shortening or lengthening on it, because even though the sound 'a' is known to be distinct from those qualities, the latter qualities are not so known, and hence we cannot explain the shortening or lengthening of the letter 'a' but by a reference to the fact of super-imposition of those qualities upon the former. This knowledge of distinction that adheres to the letter 'a' and not to its qualities, however, makes the knowledge of distinction to adhere to both the objects even though distinction is not primarily cognized in one.⁷³

Prakāśātmayati further examines probable charges against the adhyāsavādin and shows that his position is in no way incompatible. He shows that the direct experience of the Self even after the knowledge of distinction does not conflict with adhyāsa, nor does the logical analysis of the Self as distinct clash with adhyāsa; for, either the direct experience or the logical analysis only shows the real nature of the Self and nothing more. But adhyāsa as a positive fact is shown to exist in the Self, even though the direct experience or the logical analysis of it reveals it as a distinct Entity. This is a reply to the gaunavādin who tries to falsify adhyāsa on the ground of the distinct knowledge of the Self. But the Advaitist position, as brought out by Padmapāda, Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍananda, shows us clearly that adhyāsa is in no wise incompatible even in the distinct experience of the Self, for it is the nature of avidyā to create false super-imposition on it. Hence they conclude that even in the direct experience of the Self, the knowledge of distinction cannot do anything more than establishing the object of such experience, that is the Self, for it is the nature of the ancillary means (such as the knowledge of distinction that is indirect) not to over-step the limits of the original means, if latter means is not affected by the former. Hence the direct experience of the Self, being in no way affected by the knowledge of distinction, is revealed. Even the logical analysis of the Self as distinct cannot clash with adhyāsa, for such analysis being indirect cannot

²⁷ akārasya vyatireke'pi hrasvāderavyatirekādadhyāsaḥ iti vodayati—
dispel direct adhyāsa. Adhyāsa as a positive fact has to be recognized in the Self, but it is not in any way in conflict with the knowledge of distinction, for it is the creation of the enigmatic avidyā74; it is only in conflict with the real Knowledge of the Self that shines forth in its own light as one, undivided,—and that Knowledge can put a stop to all cognitions of duality and plurality created on the unitary Self75. Thus Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda, following Padmapāda, refuse clearly the view of the gaṇavādin, and show that without the assumption of adhyāsa upon the Self, there can be no consistent explanation of Pure Self, which is not only known as distinct but whose real Knowledge is in the inevitable conflict with distinction (of the empirical processes). This is the fundamental issue in the Advaitist conception which shows that such fundamental in no way affects Pure Self, which shines forth in its own light, although he accepts the super-imposed

nanvanubhava iti. anyataravyatike dvayorekatvād bhedasyataretaryatyatvāhāḥ-siddhayatyāhāḥ—tanneti. (Vivaraṇa, P. 280).

yauktikajñānānākārasa hrasvād vyāvṛttyabhavyagame adhyāsanubhava iti kathamuktam? na ca—akārād hrasvasa vyāvṛtti prátyabhāvād adhyāsanubhava ityapi saññāya. akārasa hrasvād vyāvṛtti prátyabhāvādī-ityatrāhā—akārasyati. * * * * prthvaktvāsya bhedaśvayavākāra-kāraṇa-vādekatā prthvaktvajñāne anyatraṇapi tajjñānaḥ syāt—(Tattvadipana, P. 280).

74 indrajālamevaicitā—avidyākṛtatvat— (Paṇcapādikā, P. 280).

75 tathāhi—ahompratyaṇayaṣya svavisyapratiṣṭhitasyaiva satastadekapraty-ṣṭhitapratibhandhakrayadhyāvidyūktaṁ dehādīpratikṣhitavamapi drṣṭam; ato dehādiṿvatāvādirāḥ svavisyapratiṣṭhitavamahānpratyaṇayaṣya, ato yuktayā viṣayavivecane'pi svaviṣayopadarśanena tapratikṣhitavamātraṁ kṛtaṁ, nādhikāmadarśanāṁ svaviṣayapratiṣṭhitavānta dehādīṣvaḥāramānābhāmānena na virudhyata ityaktam—(Paṇcapādikā, P. 281).

nanu—pūramātmavāsāyopi yuktijñānasamidhiḥnāt vyaṭiriktavāsāyopi havampratyaṇayati iti—netyāh a[to yuktayā viṣayavivecane'ptī. nahir—pratyakṣa- jñānāntarvasamidhiḥnāt-jañānām svaviṣayādādhiṅkāśyaṁ bhavatiti bhāvaḥ—(Vivaraṇa, P. 281).

knowledge of distinction of the empirical processes which are revealed by it as such. The gaṇavādīn fails to take note of this fundamental fact and just tries to establish that the Self which is affected by the knowledge of distinction of the mind-body complexes makes those sub-ordinated to it, but in that case the knowledge of the Self will ever continue with the sub-ordinated mind-body complexes, even though their distinction is known; for such distinction is indirectly known on logical analysis to exist in the Self which is not freed from such knowledge that only makes the distinct complexes as sub-ordinated to it. This position has been clearly brought out by Padmapāda, and following him by Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda.

Prakāśātmayati further shows that even the knowledge of distinction as is sought to be established even by the Advaitist, does not conflict with the direct knowledge of non-distinction (in adhyāsa); for, he says that even this direct knowledge of non-distinction which is created falsely by avidyā may be established as false by the logical (yuktiśāhita) proofs of inference and testimony of the śrūtis. Thus the direct perception of adhyāsa in which there is a false non-distinction of the Self with the mind-body complexes is very well negated by the logical analysis of the real nature of it which brooks of nothing outside of it from which it is to be abhinna (non-distinct). The knowledge of distinction in itself is illusory in the Pure Self and hence it is not logical to show that the non-distinction (aikya) of it with those complexes which are the creation of avidyā, though directly perceived, is false, illusory; the knowledge of the Pure Self is the only real Knowledge. Thus Prakāśātmayati shows that distinction, in the Advaitist position, can be accepted only tentatively, for ultimately that knowledge of distinction, which is accepted by the gaṇavādīns and hence in their opinion is in conflict with the aikya of the Self with the distinct empirical processes which are therefore sub-ordinate to it (with a real existence of their own), is not accepted by the Advaitist; for he shows that the real unity of the Self has nothing to do

76 tena na kadācidapi ‘manuṣyo’ āh slimiti pratyayo gaṇah—(Pancapādikā, P. 282).
with the knowledge of distinction which persists so long as there is adhyāsa; in adhyāsa there is only the logical necessity of distinction which makes the distinct unite falsely, but in the ultimate knowledge of unity, such knowledge of distinction is also shown to be false. This is the real Advaitist position of the knowledge of distinction as existent (only as a logical necessity in adhyāsa) and it is tacitly hinted at by Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati.

From this analysis Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati try to show that in Pure Self there is the possibility of adhyāsa which is the creation of false avidyā, the veil of the real unity of all existence that the Pure Self in its self-luminous character is; otherwise there would be no possibility of any adhyāsa upon such a Self for the reason that distinctions of the empirical processes would be absent ultimately in it which shines forth in its self-luminous character without any part being unrevealed. But avidyā makes it possible that it has non-revelation (though false) in its pure light, and hence distinct empirical processes are falsely super-imposed on it, though, actually speaking, to admit any distinct process outside it is to go against the reality of the Self as the negation of all distinctions. It follows, therefore, that Pure Self may thus become the substratum of adhyāsa as the necessary corollary of the existence of avidyā, the creatrice of all distinctions. Thus adhyāsa of the empirical existence does not go against the definition of it by Bhāsyakara Śaṅkarācārya: paraśra paraśavabhāsaḥ; for here the Pure Self becomes the substratum (paraśra) of adhyāsa of empirical existence (paraśavabhāsaḥ). Prakāśātmayati shows that the three-fold factor necessary for adhyāsa, viz., the substratum (adhiṣṭhāna), defective auxiliary condition (doṣa) and the persistence of such an auxiliary condition (saṁskāra), are all present in this adhyāsa upon Self: for, it has been established that Self becomes under the influence of avidyā the substratum, avidyā is the karaṇadosā (the defective auxiliary

n\textsuperscript{7}Brahmātmanakatavasyāpi tatsvarūpasyānavabhāsanaṁ pūrvakālakoṣṭra-\hspace{0.7em}hīta-prakāśādhyāśaṁ rōṇaśmittoṣmānānām śrutītadarthāpatisamarpitaṁ, tannimit-tāhaṅkārādhyāśaṁ sambhāvyate—(Padmapādi, Pp. 282-283). svayaṃprakāśatveyyavidyaṁ yāryāḥ śvāyamāṇavidyaṁ śāyāmāṇavidyaṁ \hspace{0.7em}tattvātṛtāmatātā adhīṣṭhāna-vyogaśavakathāṁ 'paraśra paraśavabhāsaḥ' iti laksanānām ādārṣitaḥ—(Vivaraṇa, P. 282).
condition) and the persistence (saṁskāra) of it is also evident from its eternality (anādītva). Thus Prakāśātmayati tries to establish that in Pure Self there are all the possibilities of adhyāsa of the empirical existence and hence it does not go against the definition enunciated by Śaṅkara. Padmapāda also brings out these possibilities being present in such adhyāsa, for he shows that Pure Self is the substratum (tatsvarūpasyaśnavaḥhāsanam), that there is the defect of avidyā (prakāśāchāditānamonimātīm) and that there is the eternal persistence of it whence it also follows that adhyāsa is with regard to the previously cognised object (pūrvadṛśa) that resembles a memory-image (smyti-rūpa)⁷⁸. This previous cognition (pūrvadṛśativā), however, indicates the projective potency (vikṣepa-pākṛti) present in avidyā which not only eternally veils Self, but eternally projects objects (which are therefore pre-cognised) upon it. Prakāśātmayati following Padmapāda also shows that in such adhyāsa there is the possibility of a unitary knowledge of the super-imposed and the substratum, although the substratum (Self) is strictly speaking not an object like the substratum of ordinary illusions, as the rope (in the illusion of snake on it). It is quite possible to make it a substratum on the ground that something is possible to be super-imposed on it, and hence such knowledge of the substratum (Self) is possible and possible as born (janya) and not eternal or nitya due to its adhyāsa with the empirical processes. Thus though Pure Self is eternally known, it becomes the substratum of adhyāsa as the substratum of a knowledge born out of its false associations with such processes. Hence it is quite possible to admit adhyāsa on it following the definition laid down by Śaṅkara⁷⁹.

Still the question remains as to the psychological possibility of the Pure Self being the substratum of adhyāsa, for it is seen that the substratum and the super-imposed (in adhyāsa) are the objects of the same process of knowledge (as ‘this is silver’) where the same means of perception play their rôle. But in the case of the Pure Self it is quite outside the ken of

⁷⁸ anādītva-dṛśa pūrva-dṛś-itaṁ śnte-rūpa—(Pañcapādikā, P. 283).
⁷⁹ viśeṣavat-sādhakṛśa janya—(Vivaraṇa, P. 283).
Atманo viśayate ‘pi āropyasya phuraṇād aṃyajñanābhāvavad adhiṣṭhānaṁ—(Tattvacintāmaṇi, P. 285).
any means of perception and hence the difficulty arises as to 
itself possibility of being the substratum. This question is ela-
boration discussed by Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati who 
establish that Pure Self can be the substratum of illusion. 
Their arguments centre round the nature of the Pure 
Self in illusion and stop at the point of establishing its 
possibility of being an object of the means of perception and 
hence a substratum. The objectors to the Advaitist definition 
of adhyāsa point out that the Pure Self being always a non-object 
(aviṣaya) of any means of knowledge cannot, logically and psy-
chologically, be the substratum of illusion. The Buddhist 
vijnāna or the Vedantic suṣupti is not, as the Vedantist may 
reply with equal force, substratum of illusion, though there is no 
objectivity of knowledge in either; for the opponents will argue 
that both vijnāna and suṣupti can be the substrate of illusions— 
in the former case like illusion of the objective world and in the 
latter case like the illusory potency (adhyāsa-saṁskāra) of the 
cosmic world though there is no karman at that time and hence 
no particularised illusion, because in these states the super-
imposed and the states are revealed in the same process of 
knowledge. Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvādiṇa brings out 
this fact clearly and thus suggests that in Advaita Vedānta 
there is no finality of the stage of suṣupti due to its absence of 
karmans (karmatvābhāva) as being regarded the groundless 
stage of all illusions, for although it is admitted by this system 
that this stage is akin to the realization of the Pure Self as bereft 
of all modifications, yet it has the potency of avidyā hidden in it 
and hence can be the object of the same process of knowledge 
with the avidyā-saṁskāra; thus it is clear that even the Pure 
Self as present in the suṣupti-stage is not completely outside any 
process of knowledge as being purely unmodified by other 
objects but is quite possible to be the object (viṣaya) of know-
ledge in the same process with the avidyā-saṁskāra. Similar is 
also the case of the Buddhist vijnāna which is not outside the 
process of any knowledge as the ground (adhiṣṭhāna) of illus-
ion but can be the object (viṣaya) of the same kind of know-
ledge with the external impositions like momentariness 
(kṣaṇikatva).86

86 aviṣaye'pi saṁvedane kṣaṇikatvādyūropo dṛṣṭa ityāśaṅkya dṛṣṭānto'
The difficulties of the Advaitist still remain to be answered, for the opponents argue that the Pure Self cannot be both the vīṣayin (the Self as such) and the vīṣaya (the external illusory impositions). It goes against the fundamental grammatical conception to assert an object as both the subject (vīṣayin-Self) and the object (vīṣaya=not-Self). To answer this charge, Prakāśātmayati ably replies from the Advaitist point of view to show that Pure Self as such being not the ground of the impositions of the vīṣayas is made to be reflected (praśibimbita) on the transparent antahkaraṇa by the force of avidyā, and hence becomes the ground of the illusory super-impositions of the qualities adhering to it as the object of the knowledge of aham (ahaṁpratyaya—knowledge of ‘I’); thus Pure Self is not to be taken as splitting up its own intrinsic partless (nirāṃśa) nature for the purpose of the knowledge of the superimposed vīṣayas, but is the reflected object on the antahkaraṇa with which it gets contact for the purpose of its being known as the ground of all illusions. Hence the antahkaraṇa, the translucent substance, makes it possible for the Pure Self to be really known as the ground of the impositions of the vīṣayas and hence is the real initiator of the whole process of illusions; otherwise, if the Pure Self were not even reflected on it, no process of illusion on the Pure Self would have ever been possible. This self-identification with the antahkaraṇa,—the mirror of reflection, so to say, of the Pure Self,—is the real basis, background and businessman of all kinds of illusions upon the Pure Self. Prakāśātmayati analyses the nature of adhyāsa on Pure Self which by its reflection on the antahkaraṇa appears in a two-fold character which is the essential requisite of impositions; for, it is seen that the knowledge of both the superimposed and the substratum is revealed in an act of super-imposition. In the case of the imposition of the external objects and their qualities on the Self (that is reflected on antahkaraṇa), there is this two-fold revelation, for, as Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati clearly bring out, in

sampratipanna iti codayati—nahit. ** * * * * ekāntenāciṣayo neti
vadata śuṣuptiḥyāṛttimatamātmamobhyopagatam, tatra karmatvābhāve
kathamadhiṣṭhānātvan ityāṣaṅkya āha tatreti. adhiṣṭhānārdryayoreka
buddhisphurage sati karmatvābhāraṇaparādhenādhyāsabhadhavinovaladbhē
karmatramaprayojokamityarthah—(Tattvādipana, Pp. 292-301).
this act of super-imposition, the Self gets identified, so to say, with the antahkaraṇa that reflects its consciousness and hence appears as both the Self and the antahkaraṇa, which, like a ball of iron being designated as burning (when the quality of burning really adheres to fire which rests on the red-hot iron-ball) makes it possible for the Self to partake of its character. Thus the Pure Self as the ground of adhyāsā does not conflict with partaking of the qualities of the antahkaraṇa which in its turn reflects its consciousness and makes possible for itself to make the Self appear in its two-fold character. The Self thus becomes the ground of adhyāsā which is only the imposition on itself of the antahkaraṇa and its qualities whence it follows that it (the Self) should appear as the real Witness of the changing states of the antahkaraṇa and also as the antahkaraṇa qualified by those qualities. In this process of imposition which is initiated by the antahkaraṇa, Pure Self being reflected on the antahkaraṇa appears as both the detached Witness and the attached Ego. This is the true interpretation of the nature of adhyāsā on Pure Self, as amply borne out by Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati. Unless this fact of the primary indispensability of the antahkaraṇa as the initiator of all the paraphernalia of adhyāsā on the Self is recognised, Self as Pure Self becomes eternally detached and never comes within the orbit of adhyāsā. Henceforth follows an unending process of adhyāsā like that of the body (śarīrādhyāsā), the senses (indriyādhyāsā) and the like. In the adhyāsā of the body-processes on the Self, we have a deep-strung imposition resting on the antahkaraṇa on which the Self is reflected and on the indriyas through which the impositions of the organs are first made for making the body-processes really known as superimposed on the Self. Prakāśātmayati further shows that even the antahkaraṇa may be the conscious seat of adhyāsā by the reflection of the Self upon it, and hence the Ego-consciousness (ahāṅkāra), though belonging to the category of the not-Self (idam), is said to be the seat of the conscious states in adhyāsā. The red-hot iron-ball becomes the seat of the quality of fire (i.e., burning), but fire has this quality independently of the iron-ball; the iron-ball only partakes of the quality of fire, though it has not that quality by itself. But the Conscious Self is always
reflected on the antahkaraṇa for Ego-consciousness (ahaṅkāra) and wherever any imposition on the Self takes place, the Ego-consciousness becomes the primary means for that; thus the Ego-consciousness becomes the seat of all conscious states in adhyāsa and does not appear as mixed with the quality of the not-Self (idam) but rather as the conscious basis of all adhyāsa.
CHAPTER—VI.


Prakāśātmayati then takes up the pen to refute with all force the opposite viewpoints on the Self (Ātman). In doing so, he closely follows his predecessor, Padmapāda, and brings out the full logical development of these views culminating in the Advaitist position. He shows the Sāṅkhya viewpoint which infers the Self as existing as an entity because it is reflected on the antahkaraṇa that is unconscious. This inference is based on the universal concomitance of the reflected and the substratum of reflection. The Sāṅkhya-view about reflection of the Self is that it is reflected through the antahkaraṇavṛtti on the antahkaraṇa and is, therefore, known to exist as the reflected entity. But, according to the Sāṅkhya-view, the Self which is pure consciousness is reflected on the buddhi or intellect, the first unconscious product of Prakṛti. Prakāśātmayati’s analysis of the Sāṅkhya-inference, therefore, seems to suffer from a technical defect. The reflection of the Self on the unconscious buddhi which according to the Sāṅkhya-theory seems to be responsible for the sensing of the object is acted upon by the manas or the mind which makes the knowledge which is indeterminate a determinate one, and finally, the ahaṅkāra or the Ego (which is a separate principle in the Sāṅkhya-view being the second unconscious product of Prakṛti) makes that knowledge a thing inducing the Self to act differently as the owner of the knowledge-process. Thus the Sāṅkhya-epistemology gives us an analysis of knowledge where the buddhi, the first unconscious product, being a transparent entity reflects the consciousness that the Self is. Prakāśātmayati’s presentation of the Sāṅkhya-inference is, therefore, a broad and somewhat loose one because of the fact that he speaks of the antahkaraṇa as the reflector of the light of the Self. In the Sāṅkhya-view, the antahkaraṇa is a generic term includ-
ing the three functional entities in the knowledge-situation, viz., the buddhi (intellect), the manas (mind—which again is a by-product of ahaṅkāra) and the ahaṅkāra (Ego). Thus while the generic entity, i.e., antaḥkaraṇa, is responsible for originating knowledge through various channels Prakāśātmayati takes it to prove, though loosely, that the Consciousness that is the nature of the Self according to the Sāṅkhya-view is reflected on this generic entity, though buddhi, one of the aspects of the antaḥkaraṇa, is the reflector of it. However, Prakāśātmayati seems to suggest the Advaitist view which accepts the antaḥkaraṇa as a specific term almost equivalent to the manas (mind) which reflects the light of the Self. Thus this analysis of Prakāśātmayati seems to suffer from the Advaitist predilection and is not antagonistic to the general Sāṅkhya epistemological standpoint which accepts a reflection of the Consciousness (nature of the Self) upon an unconscious entity.

The second target of criticism is the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika view which also infers that the Self is the seat of qualities (guṇas), such as, desire (īcchā), hatred (dveṣa), pleasure (sukha), pain (duḥkha), knowledge (jñāna) etc. The Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika theory of the Self (Ālman) is that it possesses some specific (viṣeṣa) and apposite (yogya) qualities (guṇas) which inhere in it and in no other object (dravya). Thus they infer these qualities including jñāna (knowledge) on the Self which therefore is an object (dravya) having that specific quality inhering in it. Prakāśātmayati, therefore, gives us the syllogistic form of inference about the inherence of these qualities on the Self. He shows that these qualities like knowledge, desire etc., being specific qualities (viṣeṣaguṇas) are known by single sense-organs (ekendriyagrāhyā) but these being absent in the five mahābhūtas (gross physical elements) must inhere in one of the remaining four objects (dravyas) (the number of dravyas, according to them, is nine). But this inference will show that out of the remaining four objects, three—viz., dik (direction), kāla (time) and manas (mind) have no specific qualities for in them only generic qualities inhere. Hence he concludes that the ninth object, i.e., Ālman (Self) is the seat of these specific qualities like desire, knowledge etc. The example (dṛṣṭānta) given by Prakāśātmayati in establishing this inference is the case of smell (gandha) which being a specific quality of the element
of earth (kṣiti) is negatively shown to be excluded from the probans (hetu) of the inference (syllogism) where "not inhering in the remaining eight objects" is an aspect; thus gandha being a specific quality of kṣiti is not included in the probans-wing (it inhering in one object—i.e., kṣiti) and therefore cannot be included in the probandum-wing (it inhering in an object other than the Atman). Thus this is a vyatireki anumāna as sought to be established by Prakāśātmāyati\(^{42}\). Here the example (drṣṭānta) is a negative one owing to the absence of any other positive case of concomitance. But this example given by Prakāśātmāyati should not be taken to refer only to gandha, but to other specific qualities like rasa (of water), rūpa (of light) etc., which inhere specifically in those elements, for he refers to four bhūtas or elements (bhūlacatusṭaya). This logical gap seems to be bridged over by Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvadīpana wherein the example is given as gandhādi (yatāḥ gandhādi—Tattvadīpana, P. 304).

Prakāśātmāyati's next analysis is with regard to the

\(^{42}\) It is interesting to read side by side Prakāśātmāyati’s manner of analysing the logical syllogism to bring out the Naiyāyika-theory of the Self and Citsukha’s (along with that of his commentator, Pratyagṛūpa). The latter’s indebtedness to Prakāśātmāyati’s way of analysing will be conspicuous.


icchādināmaśtraddrayavatiriktadravyāhākāritaiva Naiyāyikādayo’pi sa-dhayeyuḥ—(Citsukha, P. 12).

Sautrāntika School of the Buddhists which tries to establish the inferability (anumeyatva) of the external objects. Prakāśāt-
mayati following Padmapāda first gives us an idea of the opposite viewpoints which make either the Self or the external objects as being known to exist by some sort of an intellec-
tual analysis. His method is to refute all such views to establish his own, i.e., Advaitist view, which is very significantly stressed by his predecessor, Padmapāda, in the cryptic sentence viz., pramātṛ-prameya-pramitayaśtāvadaparokṣāḥ — (Pañcapā-
dikā, P. 304). This sentence is the fountain of all the refutations which Prakāśātmayati poses to perform, for all the opponents’ viewpoints are based either on the inferability of one or the other of the three factors mentioned by Padmapāda (pramātṛ, prameya and pramiti). Thus Prakāśātmayati is perfectly within the limits of logic when he digresses from the opponents’ viewpoints on the Self (as the Sāṅkhya and the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika viewpoints) into the Buddhist view-points on the external objects. His business is to establish the Advaitist theory that in an act of knowledge the Self is the direct and immediate sine qua non, i.e., Consciousness, which, therefore, explains the directness of the means of knowledge (pramiti) but the external object is revealed directly as the object of Consciousness. Thus the Advaitist position of knowledge refers us to the directness of the ground of all knowledge, i.e., Consciousness, which being diversified into the pramātṛ, prameya and pramiti is directly known but by different kinds of directness. The subject, object and result of knowledge are all directly revealed for the fact that the ground-Consciousness being the ever-revealed Reality, its diversifications are all directly revealed without being dependent on any indirect method of knowing. This is the true significance of the Advai-
tist interpretation of the direct revelation of the pramātṛ, prameya and pramiti which is hinted at by Padmapāda. With-
out such direct and independent revelation of these three which are Consciousness circumscribed, the Advaitist cannot establish his position which recognises only the directness of Conscious-
ness without any intervening method to establish that directness; the only conditions for such directness to be established are the different limitations of the ground-Consciousness which are known as the subject, object and result of knowledge, though
essentially directly revealed whenever the ground-Consciousness is in no way veiled by any ignorance. In the matter of the external object, it may be said that it is related to the subject as the object whenever the subject comes in contact with it through the mediator called the antahkaraṇa. Now this antahkaraṇa going through its vṛttis makes the object revealed, and thus the former two (antahkaraṇa & vṛtti) being directly revealed by the ground-Consciousness, the latter becomes revealed by the light of that self-same Consciousness. In this context we quote below some significant lines from Dr. D. M. Datta’s *The Six Ways of Knowing*: “Whatever be this theory of the Jīva or the individual Self, every Vedāntin holds that in all knowledge there is present the self-shining transcendent light of Consciousness which imparts to the object its character of immediacy. Consciousness in this aspect is called the Sākṣi or the witness. It is so called because it is conceived as the impartial spectator which takes no part in the ever-changing process of knowledge, but only lights it up or passively witnesses it. However individualized, finite, and determinate the self or consciousness may appear to be, it retains yet this aspect of transcendence. In consequence of this unanimous assertion of the existence of the witnessing light of consciousness, we also discover a common point of agreement among the different views as to the function of the antahkaraṇa, in perception. For the three different views referred to above, namely the theories of abhedābhivyakti, ciduparāga and āvaranābhībhava, are found when analysed to contain the common element that perception takes place only when the object is brought into connection with the self or the witnessing consciousness, either by the revelation of an identity between the two through a removal of the differentiating factors or by the tinging of the self with the form of the object, or by the removal of the veil of ignorance that hangs between the self and the object. The nature of the relation that is established between the witnessing consciousness or the self, as the passive observer (sākṣi), and the object perceived is admitted by all to be one of adhyāsa, i.e., erroneous identification of the one with the other.”

However, Prakāśātmayati has from this Advaitist standpoint brought out the status of the external object in its known state as revealed, and has given us a logical presentation of
the Buddhist theories of the Sautrāntikas and the Yogācāras. In doing so, he has tried to show that the two Buddhist Schools have, by very subtle reasoning, established that the external object is known to be present only indirectly in knowledge either as a purely inferred entity or as a purely subjective entity not in any way distinctly revealed. These Buddhist theories have tried to give an analysis of knowledge where external object is revealed not on its own account but on account of its indirect establishment as an inferable or subjective entity that is revealed as a contingent factor in knowledge. The Advaitist can accept such a view of the contingency of the object in knowledge for the fact that it is revealed when even the ground-Consciousness is brought in relation with it. Hence the object is revealed only through some mediation of the antahkarana but not as an indirect contingent factor, because it is revealed unmistakably under the superintendence of the ground-Consciousness by its mediated relation with it; hence the Buddhist theories stand condemned before the court of the Advaita epistemology which is based on no ambiguous or half-hearted admission of the revelation of the object in its direct apprehension.

The Sautrāntika theory admits that the object is only an inferable entity and nothing else. The logic of the School springs from the admission that the object is only known by its reflection on the subjective consciousness (saṁvedana) on which it is imprinted, so to say, whence it follows that such a reflection (of the object) is due to some reflected entity which is the inferred object. The example of the reflection of the face on the mirror or of red tinge on the crystal-stone explains that the object is to be inferred from its existence (by reflection) on a substratum on which it ought not normally to be present. Thus the object becomes only a secondary entity in the sense that it is to be inferred, like the face, by its reflection on the subjective consciousness on which it ought not normally to appear. Thus the Sautrāntika lays stress on the object as it is inferred to be revealed in knowledge from its impress on the subjective consciousness which is purely the entity per se without any normal tinge of the object that is only accidentally revealed as an inferred existent after the flash of that consciousness. Thus the object according to the Sautrāntika turns out to be
always an inferred entity in the knowledge-process; there is no place for its direct apprehension in such a process. Prakāśāt-
mayati criticises this view of the Sautrāntikas by showing that the inferred object to be apprehended in the inferential process in knowledge should at least be recognised as a direct apprehension without which no knowledge would be possible. The logic of the criticism lies in the fact that the object to be inferred by knowledge may have no independent esse but cannot on that account be said to be not directly apprehended; as a matter of fact, the directness of the apprehension of the object is too hard to deny when the object is the object of an immediate cognition which, on the admission of the Sautrāntika, is impressed with its tinge. Thus even though we know an object existing dependently on the reflected tinge it impresses upon the subjective consciousness (ākāṛūṛpaka viśaya) on which normally no such tinge is present, yet when such an object be the object of my direct cognition, it must come directly without any further dependence on another reflected entity into my cognition; otherwise, the object not coming directly into my cognition for its necessity of dependence on a further reflected entity, the inferential proof to establish the inferable character of the object from its reflection will stand self-condemned. Hence Prakāśātmayati holds that the Sautrāntika should recognise that the object should be directly apprehended as the reflected entity (whose existence is, no doubt, established inferentially) in an act of direct cognition. This concession being made by the Sautrāntika will land him into the dilemma as to why the object is not directly revealed in cognition as perception without necessity of its inferability. Thus the Sautrāntika position comes to end in the recognition of the direct apprehension of the object even without any inferential process to establish its existence, thus leading to the threshold of the possibility of the revelation of the object directly in direct apprehension. The inferential proof to establish the existence of the object, if carried on to the extreme of further inferential justification for its knowing (as being dependent on a further reflected entity), will antagonise itself with the knowing of the object directly at any time. This point is brought out by Viśṇubhaṭṭopādhyāya in his
Rjuvivaraṇa in interpreting the criticism of the Sautrāntika theory by his predecessor, Prakāśātmyati\footnote{Sautrāntikayāpi yadi viṣayānumānajñāne sākṣādvigaya evārvabhāseran, pratyakṣeyavyaabhāsantām, kṣatrāparādhaḥ ityanumānajñāne viṣayāsvaivaabhāsanaḥ anekānta hetuḥ. na ced anumānajñānepi bimbabhūtaviṣayāvabhāśaḥ pratiṣñānārthaṣya bimbapurasatrasatraṣyapratibhāṣanād anumānānudaya eka syāt. aparokṣaryavahārayogyaviṣayāvabhāśaracaruddham cānumānamiti—(Vivaraṇa, P. 304-305). anumānānudaya ityanena sādhya-pratītya paścadharmatvādaprātitirītyuktaḥ. nanu—anumānajñāne bimbabhūtaviṣayāvabhāsōṣṭeyā, na cānkāṅkittāt; tasyāpyaṁyāpekṣayāḥ pratibimbateṇa bimbapurasatratvādityānukhyā dhūṣanāntaramāhā—aparokṣaryavahārātī—(Rūvivaraṇa, P. 304-305).}

Prakāśātmyati refutes with equal zeal the Vījnānavādin’s or Yogācāra’s theory of external object which is regarded as the objective projection of the subjective consciousness (vījnāna) and is revealed not on its own merit but on the merit of the subjective consciousness with which its existence is identified. Thus the Yogācāra position does not recognise any objectivity in the knowledge-process but only the revelation of the subjective consciousness as the objective consciousness, though, in fact, vījnāna is the only Reality that is revealed in any knowledge-process. The Yogācāra theory, therefore, gives scanty or very askance look at the revelation of the external object which being projected out of the ālayavijñāna or subjective consciousness is only tinged with the objective hue (pravṛttivijñāna) and therefore is not in any way to be known directly except being revealed by virtue of its identity with consciousness. This extreme form of Idealism denying the status quo of the object in knowledge is seriously challenged by Prakāśātmyati. He shows that the external object is known directly as the object of knowledge and is therefore an object of direct revelation (idam pāṣyāṁityanubhavat—Vivaraṇa, P. 305). The Yogācāra contention that though the object is identical with consciousness (vījnāna), its externality (bāhiṣṭvam) is distinctly perceived, and therefore in an act of error, the negating knowledge (bādha-jñāna) refers to only the negation of this externality that is presented outside and not of the internality of the object. This contention is severely criticised by Prakāśātmyati who shows that not only the externality is perceived as distinct from the
internal consciousness, but also the object itself which is sought to be established as identical with internal consciousness by the Yogācāra is perceived distinctly as external (bahiṣṭhasyāpi rajatāderāparokṣyāḥ—Vivaraṇa, P. 305). Even if the Yogācāra to save his solipsistic position regards the externality as identical with consciousness, then even that externality will have to be sacrificed in the situation of a negating knowledge where he regards this externality alone as being negated, for here the externality being internalised will remain un-negated like the internalised object. Hence the Yogācāra being impelled on the horns of the dilemma must needs recognise the direct apprehension of an external object as object of knowledge and never as the identically internalised entity with consciousness. Thus Prakāśātmayati concludes from the Advaitist point of view that the object is revealed as the adjunct (upādhi in knowledge) of an act of direct apprehension without any further mediate processes. Thus the object becomes directly revealed whenever its immediacy is unchallenged by any other thought-process. It is a necessary adjunct in direct revelation of knowledge and hence becomes an object of such direct revelation (tasmañcavayavadhānena samvidupādhitā visayasya—Vivaraṇa, P. 305). Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvādhikāśa says that the sense-organ like the eye being mediate in the direct apprehension of an object is not itself an object of direct apprehension; thus the mediate processes being not depended upon, the object is directly revealed. But even the Advaitist has recognised the modifications (vṛttiḥ) of the antahkaraṇa-in direct apprehension of an object which has to be brought into contact with the self-shining Witnessing-Consciousness and hence there is some recognition of the mediate process of the vṛtti; how then to justify this position of Prakāśātmayati? Akhaṇḍānanda has tried to resolve the difficulty by saying that the consciousness of which the object is an adjunct in direct apprehension is necessarily channelled through the necessary modifications of the mind when it goes out through the senses to the object; thus the general Advaitist position being recognised, the mediacy in the direct apprehension of an object is resolved to this necessary and logical outlet of the Consciousness in which the object is directly revealed; otherwise in other cases of knowledge such as infer-
ence, the object becomes known through other mediate processes like \textit{parāmarśa} or resemblance of the establishment of a \textit{universal concomitance} (between the probans and the probandum) on the object to be inferred and hence is not directly apprehended\textsuperscript{84}.

Prakāśātmayati examines critically the views of the opponents—viz., the Naiyāyikas, Vārttikakāra, the Bhāttas and the Prābhākaras—as to the nature of the Self and shows that in all these theories the Self becomes unexplained as the locus of knowledge which is sought to be established \textit{ex hypothesi} in it. In all these theories the Self becomes the substratum of knowledge which somehow or other inheres in it by some extraneous processes and, therefore, adventitiously established on it; the Self is conscious not on its own merit but on the merit of the adventitious quality of consciousness adhering in it from without. If this hypothesis be accepted, then the Self as conceived by them is a mere substratum of the quality of consciousness becomes known like any other object of which any knowledge accrues to it; or, in other words, the Self becomes somehow known by the knowledge-processes resting on it, and therefore not shining in its own light of Consciousness. The Advaitist position is clear in this respect for it establishes the Self not as a \textit{knowable} entity but only as Consciousness as such. From this point of view, Padmapāda and Prakāśāt

\begin{quote}
"cākṣyuṣotpannāṁ cākṣyuṣamityutpattiyarudhānena cākṣuyo jñāna-
viseṣapratīt vyāṛṭtityarthah. na cānumeyasyāpi sam vi
drīśeṣanat-
vēnāparokṣyaprasahgah; samvichadhena īndryārthasaṁprayogajñānasya

vivakṣitavādityarthah.—(Tattvārthasūtra, P. 305)."
\end{quote}
Thus he has analysed that the object is directly revealed when it becomes the object of such direct revelation (prameyaṁ kar-
matvenāparokṣam) for which a direct relation has to be established between the Witnessing-Consciousness and the object; and in that manner the vṛtti of the antahkaraṇa transformed into the form of the objects play the rôle of the mediator. Hence the object as a necessary factor in knowledge is held by the Advaitist to be directly revealed when the conditions for its direct revelation as an object are fulfilled; hence it is that the indirectly perceived object is not the object of direct revelation although there is a vṛtti connected with the antahkaraṇa and revealed by the Witnessing-Consciousness, for here the mediation of the vṛtti is only indirect in the sense that it only dispels the ignorance about the existence of the object (asattāpādaka ajñāna). Hence the object being known as merely existent is not known as the content of direct experience. Apart from the object, the resulting knowledge (pramiti) is also directly revealed in an act of cognition, as the Self being Consciousness per se is also directly revealed (pramāty-pramiti punara-
parokṣe eva kevalam na karmatayā). Thus Knowledge and Self being independent of any other mediating entity, unlike the object, are both revealed as they are, or in other words, directly apprehended as such. There are no solicitations on the part of these entities (which are essentially one in the Advaita theory) for any other mediating cognitive function to be directly revealed. Hence the Self stands in no need of self-vindication, but is eternally vindicated in its direct revelation; for consciousness is the very identical nature of the Self. Consciousness too is direct and immediate as consciousness even though there are objective obstructions on the way of its directness, for in indirect cognitions the object being indirectly revealed makes the conscious content of knowledge an indirect presentation. Here consciousness being revealed on its own merits only has an objective reference in indirectness which therefore is a necessary appendage to itself. But in directly revealed objects, consciousness is never called into question on the ground of its directness, for such a question becomes an anachronistic one in trying to prove indirectness by an after-
process which has no existence when the consciousness is directly revealed with the object; consciousness here is direct
and immediate as it is free from any objective impediment by way of an indirectly revealed object due to the indirect vṛtti of the mere disappearance of the ignorance about its existence without any reference to the disappearance of the ignorance about its revelation (abhānāpādaka ajñāna). Above all, the Self is revealed directly in an act of cognition. Herein the Advaitist position is logically far more consistent than in other systems which advocate its knowability, some way or the other; for the Advaitist holds that the Self being in itself Consciousness is directly revealed whenever direct knowledge appears on the scene. The Self is the key-note of all our experiences and hence it is never to be made an objective content in knowledge. It is always the pure subject which is consciousness per se and hence does not for a moment solicit the direct revelation of itself to be established by knowledge. Its directness is self-established like consciousness and hence is always the pure subject as consciousness and never the subject by consciousness. Thus it is that the opponents’ viewpoints are miserably wanting in the fundamentals of experience,—the viewpoints which try to prove that the Self is anything but Consciousness and is not directly revealed in a direct apprehension. To admit that position is to deny the Self either by committing it to the category of a further knowable substance or by making it never to be revealed in direct apprehension. Herein therefore the cryptic remark of Padmapāda has the most stupendous significance in Advaita epistemology as well as metaphysics, and Prakāśātmayati tightens up his belts to vindicate this position against all swords.

Prakāśātmayati shows that according to the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas following the Vārttikakāra, viz., Udyotakara, the Self is directly revealed only by an extraneous relation (saṃyoga) with the mind; that is to say, when in an act of cognition the Self has a relation established extraneously with the mind which is related with the objects through the sense-organs (cf. indriyarthasannikṣarṣajanyani jñānam pratyakṣam), then the Self becomes an object of direct apprehension as the most fundamentally related principle with the mind. The

85 "Ātmā ātmamanaḥsaṃyogajanyapratyakṣenāparokṣaḥ" iti Vārttikākāra-Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikānusārīnaḥ kalpayanti—(Vivaraṇa, P. 305).
resultant knowledge (pramiti), according to the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas, is directly revealed only as being inherently related (samaveta) with the Self through its relation with mind; here, therefore, the resultant knowledge which is directly revealed as the Self vouchsafes for its directness as being inherently present (samaveta) in itself. And this Self being directly revealed through some other relation (ātmamanahsaṁvyogak) the resultant knowledge lying in it is also directly revealed, but only through an inanimate relation with it. But Udyotakara and his followers hold that this resultant knowledge of the object (prameyagata pramiti) is due to an identical relation (tādātmyasambandhā) established with another cognition which ultimately vouchsafes for the directness of the knowledge of the object.88 This view of the followers of Udyotakara lays stress upon the fact that in an act of cognition, not only is the resultant knowledge as being inherently present in the Self cognised, but also the knowledge of the object as being identically related with another cognition that is born of the contact between the sense-organ and the object is directly revealed. Hence in this view there is the direct revelation of the knowledge of the object (prameyagata pramiti) only when an identical knowledge is born through the contact of the sense-organ with the object due to a relation of identity (tādātmyasambandha) between the cognition ‘A’ and the cognition ‘B’ (cf. the passage of Tattvādīpapāna, f.n. 86). Thus the resultant knowledge to be directly revealed should not only be known to inhere in the Self but also to be directly cognised through an identical relation between it and a second cognition. This is in keeping with the general position of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas who admit an anuvyavasāya in every act of primary cognition (vyavasāya) which depends for its revelation upon the former. Hence Udyotakara’s analysis of the direct revelation of the resultant knowledge (pramiti) recognises the general Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika standpoint according to which knowledge is no doubt inherent in the Self and hence known to exist in it in an inanimate relation, but, moreover, has to admit another tertiary cognition related with it in an identical relation (tādātmya).

88 cakṣuṣā samyuktārthatena tādātmyasambandhāt pramitirvīryaṁ jñānāntaramupajāyate, tenāparokṣyam pramiterīyarthah—(Tattvādīpapāna, P. 305).
for its ultimate direct revelation. These Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika theories have been tersely criticised by Padmapāda when he says-प्रमात्य-प्रमिति पुनरा कारोक्षे एवा केवलम् (Pañcapādikā). Prakāśatmayati says that Padmapāda's reply is against these Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika theories from the viewpoint of the Advaita Vedantist. He says that the Self is never the object of any mental cognition, for it is self-revealed without depending on any mental act simultaneously with the revelation of the object. The mental act has its justification elsewhere than in the revelation of the Self; for by it the mind only knows the object and the act becomes an auxiliary to the knowing of the object; hence it has nothing to do with the revelation of the Self that is itself revealed. Here is the keynote to the Advaitist theory of the Self that establishes it as a pure subject and never as the object of any other auxiliary process. The Self being self-revealed, the object is revealed by the mental act, if the mind has at all any status and function, but the revelation of the object is in no wise responsible for the revelation of the pure subject of cognition, for it is independent of any function and process necessary for knowing of the object. The object is revealed directly by the consciousness of the Self (pramātyacaitanya) no doubt; but it depends for its revelation on some extra-solipsistic entity and its process, viz., the mind or the antahkarna (according to the Advaitist) and its function or vṛtti. The Self, however, does not so depend on any other extraneous entity which attempts to reveal it by consciousness limited, as in the case of the external objects. Thus the Advaitist position comes to this that the Self is no doubt revealed by a vṛtti, but does not on that account become other-revealed; for revelation by an other implies another limited consciousness that is in essence revelation per se, and the Self is revelation per se. Thus the Advaitist position is as clear as day-light that no amount of vṛtti or function pertaining to an extra-solipsistic entity is at all responsible for the revelation of the Self that is self-revealed by being in essence one with consciousness. The Self, therefore, being independent of any other process or principle extraneous to it is nonetheless amenable to the empiric mode of directness as when we say "my self", "thy self" etc., as particular conscious centres involv-
ing the knowledge of the external objects. This particular phenomenon in Advaita Vedānta is known as āparokṣavyavahārayogya or the capability of direct empiric denotation. Hence basing his arguments on the Advaitist standpoint, Prakāśātmayatī says that the Self is not separately revealed by another process of cognition involving dependence on extraneous entities for being revealed through consciousness, as the external objects which so depend for being revealed by consciousness. Hence he concludes that the revelation of the Self being self-established, there is only an empiric necessity for it to be denoted as such when the knowledge of a particular object, so to say, is presented to it; in fact, the object is revealed in the light of the consciousness of the Self, but is nonetheless known by the Self, which under such empiric necessity, becomes particularised as being directly denoted (āparokṣavyavahārayogya). Hence there is only an empiric denotation of the Self under particular knowledge-situations, but it is on that account never revealed by any other extraneous cognitive process.

It will not be improper and out of place to quote a French scholar in Vedānta, Dr. Olivier Lacombe, who in his wonderful thesis L’Absolu Selon le Vedānta (“The Absolute according to the Vedānta”) has made, in a very remarkable manner, the following observations. We quote these in original to which an English translation will be added:

“La connaissance est transparence à soi-même, conscience indépendamment de toute référence à un objet ou à un sujet et donc sans repli ni dualité internes (loc. cit. P. 118).

“La conscience est donc aussi pleine que l’être est plein, et l’être est la plénitude même; la plénitude infinie. Mais l’être, nous le savons, se détend et s’apaise dans la pure indetermination. La connaissance de l’être aussi bien que la connaissance en tant qu’être doit suivre la même loi, pratiquer la même vertu, quasimorale de détachement dans la richesse” (loc. cit. P. 119).

“Knowledge is transparence to itself (i.e., self-revelation); it is Consciousness independent of all reference to an object

\[\textit{viṣayānubhavasambandhādeva viṣayavadātmasiddhārātmani} \textit{jiññāntaraṁ parikalpya manavo'nyavavyatirekacalpan'yoγāt; tasmād viṣayatva-}\n\[\textit{mantarendātmāparokṣa eva—(Vivaraṇa, P. 306).}\]
or to a subject and hence without either any fold (i.e., stratum) or any duality of the internal” (P. 118).

“Consciousness is therefore as full (pūrṇa) as Existence, and Existence is the same Fullness of Infinity. But as we understand, Existence relaxes and appeases (calms) itself down in pure indetermination. Knowledge of Existence is as good as Knowledge in so far as Existence should follow the same law, practise the same virtue—quasi-moral in the richness (i.e., Fullness of Consciousness).” (P. 119).

Prakāśātmayāti now leads a tirade against the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika theory of the direct revelation of the resultant knowledge (pramitī), either as inanently perceived along with the Self or as being identically revealed along with another cognition that vouchsafes for the directness of the objective knowledge. He shows the graves dug by the protagonists of such theories and lays bare that the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas can never logically establish the directness of knowledge. The inanent relation of knowledge with the Self that is extraneously related to the mind (samyuktasamavāyat) or the identical relation with another knowledge in the objective knowledge seems to establish that the directness of the cognition is due to an objective reference it has to some other cognitive process or function. But this being contrary to the psychological theory of the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas cannot stand the scrutiny of logic. The cognition ‘A’ depending on the cognition ‘B’ for direct revelation must needs recognise different psychological appara-ratuses, i.e., different contacts with the mind (which through the sense-organs is related with the object). But this being once recognised, when the cognition ‘B’ arises the cognition ‘A’ having disappeared will never be directly revealed. Hence successive states of cognition cannot hope to reveal any previous moment in the chain; and the cognition ‘A’ being regarded as not present at the time of the cognition ‘B’ will antagonise itself with the fundamental principle of immediate knowledge, i.e., the presence of the object at the time of cognition. The simultaneous origination of the two pieces of cognition is also untenable on the own admission of the Naiyāyikas, for when one cognition arises, the Naiyāyikas hold, the psychological activity continues for some time involving particular modes of the sense-object-contact. Thus they
hold that in the first instance there is a primary activity in
the mind (ādau manasi kriyā) after which there is dissociation
of the mind from the previous, cognised object (kriyāto vib-
ḥāgaḥ); when this dissociation of the mind takes place, the
previous, cognised object along with its cognition is totally
destroyed (vibhāgat pūrvasamyoğavināśaḥ) so that the mind
becomes psychologically capable to receive the sensations of
the succeeding object; at this stage the mind becomes associ-
ated with the succeeding object (pūrvasamyoğavināśaḥ uttar-
asamyoğaḥ) as a result of which it receives through the senses
the sensations of the object of which knowledge arises in the
Self (uttarasamyoğaḥ jñānajānaniḥ). This being the psychologi-
cal standpoint of the Naiyāyikas who admit the origination
of knowledge in the Self when the mind has passed through
several modes effecting a contact between the senses and the
object, it becomes illogical on the part of the Naiyāyikas
to admit the simultaneous origination of the two pieces of
knowledge, for the simple fact that the succeeding piece of
knowledge which is regarded as the guārantor of the directness
of the previous one cannot hope to have it simultaneously
along with the origination of itself which being separated from
the preceding one by several moments in point of origination
will never vouchsafe for the directness of the former simul-
taneously. This logically irreconcilable position of the
Naiyāyikas is brought out fully by Akhaṇḍānanda in his
Tattvadīpana38. The view of the Naiyāyikas that the
directness of the knowledge of the object is due to an iden-

\[38\] paṭajñānasaśamaye manasi kriyā tato vibhāgah tataḥ pūrvasamyoɣa-
vināśaḥ tata uttarasamyoγaḥ jñānajānirityanekakaŋavilambena utpad-
yamānajñānāntarasmasamayamāśutaravināśaḥ pūrvaŋjñānasvasthāνama-
samanāśaṃ samāśaṃ nara vinasayadavinasayatoḥ sahāvasahānamavya
ittā sākyam pūrvottaravedanayor-nivartityanivartakahāreṇa bhāsyabhāṣakatāṅupapateḥ
16-17. kiṅca—yena manasaṁyoγena ghaṭanubhūtirjanītā tenairvaṁyaya-
vadīśayapāpi jāma uta saṅyoḍhāntareṇa. nāḍyoḥ—anuvyayasaṁ pṛiti
karmakāraṇakatāṭa jenakasyasya vyavasyasya tañjñānāntavasasya ca
yavagadāyaṅgott, karaṇasya pratyayaparyyād sāmūrthānāṅgikādārca. • • • • • • na dvitiyāḥ ghaṭajñānoḍayaśamaye manasi kriyā, tato
vibhāgaḥ, tataḥ pūrvasamyoγavināśaḥ, tato jñānāntaramitānyeke-
kaŋavilambena pāḍyaṁāṇasya āṅkasyaśāparakṣatāṭa pūrvaŋjñānagṛahaṅ-
vāṇupapateḥ.
tical relation established with another cognition (saṁyukta-tādātmyasambandhāt) cannot also be accepted for the simple fact that when such a position is accepted, the cognition being directly revealed as belonging to the Self, the qualities of the Self such as its magnitude (parimāṇa) which is ānu or atomic according to the Naiyāyikas, as well as of the object, such as its taste, have to be revealed in that same act of direct cognition. To this the Naiyāyikas reply that those qualities being incapable (ayogya) of direct revelation by the posterior cognition will not be directly revealed for they are the objects of direct revelation by other cognitions save this saving cognition, but the Advaitists reply with equal force that the former cognition itself is incapable (ayogya) of direct revelation by any further cognition. Herein has been initiated the fundamental position of the Advaita theory about the status of knowledge in the matter of direct revelation of it (aparokṣayavahārayogyatva), that is to say, the approach through the idealistic interpretation towards the self-evident status of knowledge. Prakāśātmayati has here uncovered without any ambiguity the idealistic standpoint of Advaita Vedānta towards the problem of knowledge. Knowledge, according to the standpoint, is self-luminous (sva-prakāśa), that is to say, is directly revealed without being subject to any further cognitive function (avedya). This Advaitist theory is the basis of Advaitist idealism, for in it Knowledge and Reality are inseparable, and hence Knowledge being equated with Being is not dependent on any other means for being directly revealed. (cf. "La conscience de l'être aussi bien que la connaissance en tant qu'être doit suivre la même loi"—Dr. Lacombe, loc. cit., quoted above). Knowledge is the highest principle in Advaita metaphysics and hence there is no necessity of any other instrumental principle for its being revealed; it is self-luminous on its own merit. The Naiyāyika position reduces knowledge to a resultant product of psychological modes in which there are found activities of diverse kinds and degrees such as those of the mind, the sense-object-contact and relation with the Self. Hence the Naiyāyika is bound to be dragged into the enigma that confronts him, viz., how knowledge is revealed. He, therefore, tries to solve the enigma by resolving knowledge into epistemological division of 'known' and 'know-
ing' whence the known-ness of knowledge becomes an unavoidable hypothesis. But when knowledge is equated with Reality that is known on its own merits without any further process or mode to reveal itself, it becomes directly revealed without being known that it is so; that is to say, knowledge becomes a self-luminous principle independent of any further necessity of knowability like the external object. Hence, in Advaita idealism, Knowledge which is denoted as Cit or Caitanya (Consciousness par excellence) has always a self-evident directness, as Being or Reality has it. Thus Prakāśātmayati expresses the Advaitist point of view in the most unambiguous way when he says that Knowledge is invariably revealed as soon as it arises, and hence is not the object of further epistemological process. Knowledge or Consciousness is unknowable by any other entity and hence is self-luminous; the inert matter is not capable to reveal the living spirit of Consciousness and, moreover, no other intelligent process is required for its revelation. Hence it being eternally "free" is outside the orbit of revelation by 'other' and within the limits of revelation on its own merits. This aspect is the cardinal principle of Advaita metaphysics, for herein we find that Consciousness or Knowledge is equated with Being or Reality, and one of the indispensable aspects associated with it is clearly brought out. That aspect is the aspect of its unknowability (avedyatva) on which hinges the whole philosophy of self-luminosity (sva-prakāśatva). In fact, self-luminosity pre-supposes as one of its indispensable factors the quality of aveyatva, and hence Prakāśātmayati's masterly presentation of this aspect touches the very core of this Advaita theory. As a matter of fact, he had initiated here the faithful presentation of the Advaita theory which in course of centuries passed through enormous dialectic details. The vigorous dialectical method employed by Citṣukhācārya (date-Circa 12th—13th Cent. A.D.) in his Tattvapradipikā on the problem of self-luminosity of knowledge has taken this aspect of unknowability or aveyatva as the most indispensable factor; in fact, his analysis of sva-prakāśatva as aveyatve sati aparokṣavayavahārayogatva (though unknowable by any other epistemological process yet capable of empirical usage) is based on the fundamental theory of aveyatva. This characteristic of self-lumi-
nous knowledge has been expressed by Prakāśātmayati by the
logical argument as follows: Consciousness or Knowledge,
whenever it exists, is never the negative receptacle of reve-
lution; hence it is not known by any other knowledge. But
Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvādīpana clearly brings out the
syllogistic form and shows that the inference drawn by his
predecessor is not vitiated by any fallacy. Thus he shows that
the inference put in the syllogistic form would stand as
follows: Consciousness or Knowledge is not to be known by any
other knowledge, for whenever it exists, it is never the negative
receptacle of revelation; whatever is not such, e.g., absence of
negative receptacle (i.e., whatever is the negative receptacle
of revelation whenever there is existence) is not such,
e.g., presence of not-known-ness (i.e., is not not-known
by any other knowledge), as for example, the jar.
Here Akhaṇḍānanda shows that the inference of his predecessor
must be a purely negative one (kevalavyatireki), for here the
only case of the concomitance of the probandum and the prob-
ans can be found in that of anubhava or Consciousness, and
nowhere else; thus there being no other positive case of con-
comitance, the only course left to validate the inference is
to show that the negative example proves the negative of
concomitance between the probandum and the probans, and
thus to conclude that the concomitance between them is not
fallacious. Still, the doubt may linger in the mind of the
opponent as to the existence of any unreal element in the
probans. Hence Akhaṇḍānanda says that this possible doubt
can be expunged by showing that if in the probans there is
no possibility of asiddhi or unreality, the probans will be
perfect and hence there will be no bar to prove the presence
of the probandum with which it has a concomitance. Thus
the possible unreal element (asiddhi) in the probans is with
regard to non-revelation even in the case of existence, thus
rendering the probans a doubtful one. Such cases of an un-
real probans is known as svarūpāsiddha hetu (or unreality as

**anubhavasya ca svasattāyāṁ prakāśāvatirekādurṣanācca jñānānta-
rāgamyatāsiddhiḥ—(Vivarana, P. 306).

**anubhavaḥ na jñānāntaragamyah svasattāyāṁ prakāśāvatirekāvai-
dhāratvāt, na yadevam, na taderam, yathā ghaṭa ityarthah—(Tattvā-
dīpana, P. 306).**
to the very nature of the probans being related with the minor or *pakṣa*; *svarūpāsiddha* or unreal in itself is that type of reason which does not exist in the subject and therefore cannot afford the basis for any reasoning, as in the proposition, *'the lake is a substance because it has smoke'. "Unreality attributed to the middle vitiates the whole system of inferential argument. It affects the subject, and the relation of the middle term to the subject and the relation of the middle and the major terms" (Post-Śaṅkara Dialectics by Dr. A. Sastrī, P. 68). But Akhaṇḍānanda shows that this apprehended unreality on the probans cannot stay, for if it be accepted as true, there will be doubts etc., even when one has the knowledge of an object; for his knowledge being unrevealed (possibly), he will not be able to confirm his actual cognition even when it is born. But that will be going against the most fundamental epistemological facts and hence the possible unreality in the probans cannot be accepted. Even then the difficulty remains as to the status of pleasure (*sukha*), pain (*duḥkha*) etc., which also are never non-revealed whenever they arise; thus they too will turn out to be of the same status as Consciousness or Knowledge which on the basis of this principle has been established as self-luminous. But pleasure, pain etc., being qualities of the inert *antahkaraṇa* or mind, according to the Advaitists, cannot be equated with knowledge in the domain of self-luminosity. This problem has been posed by Akhaṇḍānanda, but he seems to have by-passed it by throwing an apparent solution to it. He has shown that these qualities being of the nature of *anubhava* are included in it and hence there is no difficulty in reconciling that they are at piece with *anubhava*. What he seems to suggest is that pleasure, pain etc., are always known to exist and therefore never severable from knowledge; they are qualities of which knowledge arises whenever they arise. This is the peculiarity of these qualities which, though belonging to inert material world, are different from other objects, as such objects are not such as necessarily entailing knowledge of their existence. Still the answer of Akhaṇḍānanda is not the final say in the Advaitist conception of self-luminosity. Pleasure, pain etc., being always revealed whenever they exist are not revealed on their own merits but by a knowledge-process; hence *svasattāyām*.
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prakāśavyatirekādarśanam, though apparently relevant in their case, is not finally so, for there is not only no absence of revelation but also no absence of revealed-ness (by knowledge): revelation (prakāśaḥ) and revealedness (prakāśyatvam) are the distinguishing marks of self-luminous knowledge and other-luminous qualities like pleasure, pain etc. This is the true answer to the problem posed by Akhaṇḍānanda as regards pleasure, pain etc., from the Advaitist point of view.

Prakāśātmayati next examines the Bhāṭṭa theory of self-luminosity which according to them resides in the known-ness (jñātalā) adhering to the object (viṣayaniṣṭhā) and not in knowledge which is only inferred (anumeyya) from such a quality of the object. This Bhāṭṭa-theory tries to prove, as against the Prabhakara-view, that knowledge or Consciousness (sainvit) is not self-luminous, but only a quality known as jñātalā residing in the object that in every piece of knowledge is self-luminous and from it the knowledge (jñāna) is inferred. This self-luminous quality makes knowledge (jñāna) to be inferred in the Self and therefore knowledge as a product adhering to the Self is sought to be established by the Bhāṭṭas by the inferential proof. Now Prakāśātmayati challenges this Bhāṭṭa-theory to show that knowledge as sought to be inferred by it from the quality of known-ness (jñātalā) is impossible to originate, for if known-ness is shown to be present in the object as is done by the Bhāṭṭas, it will never make any knowledge to be inferred in the Self. If any activity of the Self is regarded as making such knowledge (of the object) possible, then the reply from the Advaitist point of view is that this activity is either of the nature of a modulation (parispanda) or of the nature of a transformation (parināma) both of which are untenable in the Self. The first alternative (modulation) is impossible, for the Self according to this School being all-pervasive, cannot have any modulation or vibration as in an external instrumental cause, such as the axe (which can be wielded to produce an effect). The second alternative (transformation) also is untenable, for to accept it is to contradict the Bhāṭṭa-

position. If any transformation of the Self is held to be the knowledge of the object, then knowledge being a transformed effect must be co-extensive with its material cause, as the jar is co-extensive with clay. But to accept this is to make knowledge originate in the Self independent of any known-ness adhering to the object, as is supposed by the Bhāțṭas. The Bhāțṭas may try to defend their position by saying that although it is admitted that a transformation of the Self with regard to an objectless (akarmacarināmapahala) knowledge-situation may very well make the transformation (which is knowledge) co-extensive with the Self yet in the case of a definite objective (sakarmacakriyāphala) knowledge, the transformation as the result of a definite mental action (kriyā) must generate some uniqueness (atiśaya) in the object and hence it must be admitted that the transformation (knowledge produced by a mental action) in respect of a definite object adheres to the definite object and not to the Self. This modification of the Bhāțṭas seems to suggest that in knowledge where there is a definite objective content, the mental act generating some kind of transformation of the Self makes the object the seat of that transformation, that is to say, a quality known as known-ness which adheres to the object is self-luminous and knowledge as involving a subject-object reference is deduced or inferred from it in the Self. Thus though the Self knows the object, it knows it through a transforming psychosis which being purely objective in content in so far as it concerns only the quality of known-ness adhering to the object and not to the knowledge as such, makes knowledge a deduced phenomenon. In every piece of objective reference Bhāțṭas admit this self-luminosity of known-ness adhering to the object; but what they seem to mean by an “objectless knowledge-situation” (akarmacarināmapahala) perhaps refers to the Self’s innate cognitions that are born out of pure sanśkāras, such as a just-born baby’s knowledge of tastes. Prakāśātmayati criticises this modified Bhāțṭa-position when he points out that even if the Bhāțṭas thus try to prove jñātata (known-ness) in the object, they make either the object itself as conscious or the Self as

92 akarmacarīnāmapahalesya pariñāmisamānādhikaraṇātve’pi sakarmacakriyāphalesya viśayanīśvatvam kriyāh karmānyatīśayajanjanasvābhāvyāt—(Tattvadipana, P. 307).
not necessarily conscious. Now these two alternatives are fatal to the empirical universe of knowledge and hence the Bhāṭṭas cannot propound any of these. If it is held by the Bhāṭṭas that to be the seat of consciousness is to be conscious, then the object on their own showing being such will turn out to be a conscious entity. If the Bhāṭṭas to save themselves from this awkward hypothesis say that to be conscious is not merely to be the seat of consciousness, but to be the seat of the generation of consciousness, then sense-organs and the mind also will equally become conscious as the generator of consciousness; if, however, to make the Self only as necessarily conscious, it is held by the Bhāṭṭas that the known-ness adhering to the object makes the Self conscious as it alone is capable of generating the necessarily transforming action (jnāna) for the origin of consciousness (which capacity is excluded from the other unconscious instruments of knowledge, such as, the mind and the senses), matters do not improve; for in that case, there will be no adequate ground for a necessary relation between the subject and the object. The object is the object of an act adhering to the Self and if in a knowledge-situation, the object pre-supposes a known-ness adhering to it, it will not necessarily make the act of the Self which reveals the object a sine qua non; nor will there be any inference of knowledge possible in the Self, for the act of transformation and the object of transformation are co-extensive in this supposition. That is to say, the act of transformation which is responsible for knowledge or anubhava having its aim fulfilled in the object which is the seat of known-ness or jñātaitā will never call in any separate knowledge as being present in the Self, which phenomenon is sought to be inferentially proved by the Bhāṭṭas. These logical and epistemological anomalies in the Bhāṭṭa School have been very cogently brought out by Akhaṇḍananda in his Tattvadīpana.\textsuperscript{93} Hence Prakāśātmayati concludes that in the Bhāṭṭa-theory there is no room left for the directness of either consciousness (saṁvit) or the Self (Ātma)

\textsuperscript{93} kim saṁvidārāyatvam cetanatvaprayojakam? uta taṭjananavyāpāravatvam? idyac viṣayasyair eva cetanatotpattirityaḥ saṁvidārāyatvam iti, dvitiye'pi kim saṁvijjjanavyāpāravatvamātmāṁ vivakṣitam? uta saṁvijjjanakajñānasyāpāravatvam? iti vikalpyādyāṁ dūṣayati—na ceti. dvitiyam pratyāha-viṣayeti. ‘mayā gato grāmāḥ’ ityatra svagatagamikriyā-
by way of an objective content in knowledge: (tasmād dvayorna karmatayā'parokṣatā—Vivaraṇa, P. 307).

To this awkward conclusion into which the Bhāṭṭas are placed, it is very difficult logically for them to establish the directness of consciousness. Their epistemological position becomes inadequate to explain, as they themselves try to do, how the Self as well as Consciousness are directly revealed; for, directness, according to them, comes to these two only by an objective reference (karmatayā) in a knowledge-situation. When it is proved that this ‘objective reference’ makes it impossible to establish a direct relation between the Self (knower) and the knowledge, either by making the Self not necessarily conscious or by failing to effect any justifiable relation in it, except the self-established quality of consciousness adhering to the object, then either the Self is never directly revealed or the consciousness having its locus in it is never required to be directly revealed; now both these hypotheses will go against the common epistemological experiences, nay, will even make all knowledge a myth and a mirage. Can the Bhāṭṭas succumb to these devils?

Herein, therefore, Prābhākaras come forward with a word of explanation of the epistemological problems. The Prābhākaras try to establish that at least one of the factors in direct revelation is self-luminous. By relegating the Self to the category of the knowable, they show that consciousness as the ground in all such acts is independent of any objective reference, and is self-revealed. Pramiti or anubhava, as they call it, is the resultant consciousness which is always the background of direct revelation of the subject and the object. In an act of direct cognition, the subject object and cognition are revealed (tripūṇapratyakṣa of the Prābhākaras), but consciousness (which they designate as saṁvīt, more coherently speaking) is always self-illumined; the subject is the substratum of knowledge and the object is the field of knowledge; knowledge itself.
is self-illumined. Thus the Prābhākaras try to establish the self-luminosity of consciousness which they designate as saṁvīt, but all the same make a distinction between it as pramiti or anubhava and knowledge as pramāṇa. They hold that saṁvīt or consciousness being the background of all our epistemological purposes, it is self-luminous unlike the subject and object of knowledge; still, our epistemological demands are not fully met for the fact that consciousness cannot arise of itself under particular situations when the aid of some instruments must be called in. These epistemological instruments they designate as pramāṇa or means of knowledge which are generated by the activity of the subject. Thus the Prābhākaras recognise the instrumentality of some channels for the revelation of consciousness and these being the four-fold relation subsisting between the outer and the inner world (catusṭayasanānikarṣa) are what is required of the subject for the revelation of consciousness under particular situations. This four-fold relation is amongst the object (artha), sense-organ (indriya), mind (manas) and Self (Ātman). This subjective activity (pramāṇavṛtyāpāra) as responsible for the revelation of consciousness, is, however, an epistemological desideratum in so far as it is the channel of consciousness, whose revelation is the result for all epistemological purposes. Hence the Prābhākaras make a distinction between pramāṇaphala or the end or result in an epistemological situation which is consciousness (pramiti or anubhava, but more coherently speaking, saṁvīt) and the means which is the four-fold relation (catusṭayasanāninkarṣa known as pramāṇa). While the former is self-illumined, the latter is always inferred (anumeya) from the resultant knowledge and hence is an inferred cognitive process. This pramāṇa or inferred cognitive process is not self-illumined, but is à posteriori postulated in a knowledge-situation. Thus while the Prābhākaras make saṁvīt as the final self-luminous consciousness, they also keep room for the inferability of the particular cognitive processes that partake of the resultant knowledge. The Prābhākaras here enunciate a theory as opposed to the Buddhist theory of the Yogācāra School which recognises that it is one consciousness that is the instrument (vyāpāra) and the resultant (phala) in an epistemological
situation. They hold that the momentary bit of consciousness (ksanikavijñana) is transformed into the objective form which is not extraneous something, but a mode of the inner consciousness which takes up the objective hue. Thus one and the same consciousness is known as both ālayavijñana or the subjective consciousness as well as pravṛttivijñana or the objective consciousness and is known differently under different universes of discourse. Hence the Yogācāra’s pramāṇa and pramiti are but the two aspects of the same phenomenon of consciousness. Thus it is saṁvedana which is pramāṇa when it refers to an objective world which is the universe of discourse in a knowledese-situation, that is to say, when by an activity (vyāpāra) the objective world is known as a transformation of consciousness. Again, it is pramiti when it refers to the subjective world of consciousness on which the hue of the former world is seen to be existent. Thus there is but one principle to work through the subjective world of “knowing” and the objective world of “known”, and not two principles which are admitted by the Prābhākaras to explain the epistemological phenomenon of the direct revelation of consciousness (saṁvit). But Prābhākaras reduce this solipsistic interpretation to the charge of the presence of the objective distinction of the two kinds of revelation—one of consciousness (saṁvit or pramiti or pramāṇaphala) which is directly self-luminous and the other of the means of knowledge (pramāṇa or pramāṇavyāpāra) which is always inferred from the resultant knowledge. They show that the object is revealed as an object of consciousness through the cognitive activity of the subject (which has been proved to be always inferred from the resultant knowledge) and thus knowledge always implies that it has an object on which the subjective cognitional apparatus works; but not so with the subject or Self itself. For, the Prābhākaras show that the Self is never the object of any cognitive activity, but is revealed in an act of cognitive activity which reveals the object. This revelation of the Self, according to the Prābhākaras, is therefore not like the objective revelation of the outer world, nor like the self-luminous revelation of consciousness (saṁvit) but an “automatic revelation”, so to say, whenever any cognitive activity has an object to reveal. Thus both in the resultant knowledge as well as the cognitive activity, the
Self is never objectified by any cognitive activity, but, though not self-luminous, is always "suggested" as being revealed\(^9\). The position of the Prābhākaras will be more clear if we examine the nature of the Self as advocated by them and the direct revelation of this Self will be more intelligible. The Prābhākaras advocate that Self is the substratum of knowledge, for in an act of cognition it is revealed as never the object but as the subject. This subjective revelation makes it clear that the Self is revealed in a direct act of cognition as the mere locus (āśraya) of knowledge, in which act the object is revealed as the "known" entity and hence as the "objective" entity, and knowledge, speaking broadly in term of sanāvit, is revealed self-luminously. Thus the Self, in Prābhākara's contention is never "objectively" known but always becomes revealed by something of an "automatic suggestion" in every act of cognition. Knowledge itself is self-revealed or self-luminous and the Self is revealed as the subject of that knowledge. Hence to identify the Self with Consciousness (sanāvit) or with object (viṣaya) is logically incompatible; it has a peculiar status in the epistemological world. The distinction in the epistemological world obtaining between the Self and the object is well brought out by Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvādīpana where he says that the object is always with reference to the knowledge of which it is the object, whereas the Self as subject has not to wait for a reference to any knowledge of which it is the object, for it is directly revealed in knowledge whenever the objective reference of knowledge is known.\(^9\)

Against this Prābhākara view the Bhaṭṭas hold a very different and unique view of the Self. They say that whenever is directly revealed is known as the object of knowledge: outside reference to the objective character in a knowledge-situation, there is nothing as revealed. Thus even consciousness according to the Bhaṭṭas is never self-luminous but is

\(^9\) pramiticirunabhavaḥ svayamprakāśaḥ pramāṇaparāph, tadbodenetarate prakāśe, pramāṇāḥ tu pramātvyāpārāḥ phaladiṁgo nityānūmevaḥ, tatra —‘ahamidaḥ jñānāmi’ iti pramāturijnānavyāpāraḥ karmaviṣayaḥ, nātmaviṣayaḥ, atma tu viṣayānubhāvadeva nimittaḥ ‘ahamīti’ phale viṣaye cānu-sandhiyate—(Paṇćapadākā, P. 308).

\(^9\) anātmakarmakānubhavārāyutvenātmavayyāpārasambhavo ṗṭṭhag jñānakalpanā na yuktetyāha—netyāheti—(Tattvādīpana, P. 309).
"known" with reference to the cognisedness (jñānātā) adhering to the object. Hence their epistemological stand is quite different from that of the Prābhākaras who hold that in a direct act of cognition, at least consciousness is self-luminous and the Self is revealed as the substrate of knowledge. Thus there is enough scope for the Prābhākaras to hold that in an act of cognition there is no hard and fast rule to hold that everything should be revealed as the "object" of cognition. But the Bhāṭṭas controvert this view by the logical argument that nothing is revealed without being known to be the object of cognition; thus they admit a concomitance between 'revelation' and 'objectivity' of anything that is revealed in cognition. Hence in their view, the Self also must be regarded as the "object" of a cognition and never without any reference to this objectivity can it be revealed. But the Bhāṭṭas by such an admission are involved into a very intricate logical and epistemological fallacy; for, the Self being "known" as an "object" in a cognition, it becomes difficult for the Bhāṭṭas to maintain the "subjectivity" of the Self in the same act of cognition. The object is the principal element in cognition, that is to say, it is that which is directly referred to in knowledge; the object is the object of knowledge and in knowledge, therefore, the objective reference is a sine qua non in so far as it is known. The subject, however, is the secondary element in a knowledge-situation, for it is referred to as the possessor of knowledge when the objective element in knowledge has been first established, and hence the subject becomes the term of reference afterwards. It is the universal rule not only in the epistemological sphere but also in every conative and active sphere of reference. The Vaiyākaraṇas (grammarians) lay down this universal rule about the subject and the object. The subject is secondary (guṇabhūtā) because it is the substrate or the locus of action (kriyā); it is not the first term of reference in any action, though it is always the substrate of action. Its action primarily refers to the object which is sought to be acted upon by the action belonging to the subject; hence the object is always the primary (pradhāna) term of reference in any action which seeks to infuse into the object the meaning of action. Hence judging from this universal rule, the Prābhākaras are well justified to charge the Bhāṭṭas on their hypothesis
that the Self is both the subject and object in an act of cognition. This wilful bifurcation of the Self entails the logical inconsistency from the viewpoint of the cogent law of the diversified status of the subject and the object in an action. Here Prakāśātmayati from the viewpoint of the Prābhākaras brings out this inconsistency against the Bhāṭṭas. But the Bhāṭṭas reply to this apparent inconsistency by showing that there is no logical defect in their view of the Self which is both of the nature of inertia and consciousness (jaḍabodhātmaka Ātmā). The Bhāṭṭas say that the Self is of the nature of both an inert and conscious principle, that is to say, contains the preponderating qualities of inertia and consciousness under particular circumstances. Hence the same Self is conscious (bodha) of itself as the inert (jaḍa) entity being known as the object. This two-fold conception of the Self according to the Bhāṭṭas is not logically or epistemologically untenable, for as they say, the Self is not only conscious, but also conscious that it is conscious as an object of consciousness, though not always necessarily simultaneous with the object. This cognition of the Self as the conscious element in knowledge cannot be overlooked, for it is quite true, logically and epistemologically, that the Self is known in an act of cognition. Thus the analysis of the Bhāṭṭas regarding the nature of the Self takes note of, at least as they claim, the fact of the cognition of the Self as an object of thought. "According to Kumārila," as Dr. Radhakrishnan puts it, "the self is not manifested in every cognitive act. The object-consciousness is not always appropriated by the self. While the self is not manifested as the subject or the object of the object-consciousness (viśayavīti) sometimes there occurs along with the object-consciousness another distinct consciousness, viz., self-consciousness (ahampratyaya), of which the self is the object." (Indian Philosophy, Vol. II., P. 411). The objectivity of the Self becomes clear with reference to the unconscious or inert (jaḍa) element in it and the conscious (bodhātmaka) element in it plays the rôle of the subject of consciousness, or rather, self-consciousness. It is significant to observe here the subtle

**tatra kathamekasāṁ priyāmekasyavive kartṛtvena karmatvena ca viṛuddharūparūparāvaye? kartuṣca guṇabhāvāt karmaṇaśca prādhānyāt, ekasya rūpadvaye vairūpyaprasaṅgāgaceti—(Vivaraṇa, P. 309).**
difference between the Self, participating in object-consciousness and in self-consciousness. Prābhākara would hold that every act of object-consciousness is at the same time self-consciousness; there is always the triputīpratītyakṣa or perception of the triad, viz., the subject, the object and the cognition. Hence when in an act of cognition the triad is simultaneously revealed, the Self as the unconscious substrate of cognition is revealed along with the object which is the known element. Thus Prābhākara’s self-consciousness is not a phenomenon of a different moment than object-consciousness. But Kumārila, out of the empirical experiences, makes a logical distinction between the two; and hence his epistemological presentation of the “objectivity” of the Self stands to reason. He suggests that object-consciousness does not necessarily imply simultaneously self-consciousness for these are of different moments of experience. Hence when the Self is conscious of an object, it is not necessarily conscious of itself, though on reflection, it becomes self-conscious. In this posterior moment of its consciousness the Self of Kumārila is an object—an object of mental perception (mānasaprātyakṣa). Hence to know one’s Self in an act of cognition, one has to “objectify” it in self-consciousness.

Padmapāda, Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda have well brought out these theories of the Bhāttas in order to expose them only to the further investigations of he Prābhākaras. Thus we find that the Bhātta conceptions of the Self and cognition have not been well received by the Prābhākaras and hence Padmapāda and his followers are preparing the ground for the Prābhākara theories to be expressed more fully but only in order to be met with from the Advaitist point of view. This task therefore is a réchauffé of the Prābhākara stand to be criticised from the Advaitist viewpoint. Now, the main

97 tasmiṃśca dravyarūpavetenātmanaḥ prameyvatvāṁ, jñātṛtvena pramāṇa-tṛtīyam, pramāṇāprameyanirbhāsa-rūpavādahānāpratītyayasya grāhyagratā-hakarūpa ātmā. tasmaiddāmanidānrūpaḥ prameyānāsasyedānrūpatvāt, aṇidānrūpatvāt pramāṇamāsya—(Pañcapādikā, P. 309).

ahaḥpratītyayasya bhinnakarmakarṣṭvā ghaṭādipratītyayatulayatvamityā-paṇkṣya, dravyabadhārāsavyatvam dravyātmaśabodhākaraṇaprādpāṇya karṣṭvam, bodhātmaśadraavyākaraṇaprādpāṇena karmavyayā, ato naktadoṣa ityabhiprāyenoktaḥ—pramāṇāprameyanirbhāsaraṇapravāditī—(Tattvātispaṇa, P. 309).
objection to the Bhāṭṭā theory of the Self from Prābhākara’s point of view is that the Self conceived in its two-fold aspect entails a great logical inconsistency, and hence such a Self cannot be conceived at all. The Prābhākaras point out that the inert or unconscious aspect (dravyātmakatā) of the Self, as conceived by the Bhāṭṭas, cannot be regarded as the Self in its conscious aspect (bodhātmakatā), for the former aspect is common to both the Self and the not-self; hence it cannot be said to be the special characteristic of the Self. Then what remains to be called the true aspect of the Self is consciousness (bodha), but this consciousness being a principle which does not admit of any parts, it becomes difficult for the Bhāṭṭas to maintain that it should be transformed into the subjective as well as the objective aspects, as is held by the Bhāṭṭas. This becomes therefore a real problem for the Bhāṭṭas to hold consistently which of the aspects of the Self should be regarded as the real basis of it as both the subject and the object. Any one of the two aspects being unable to show the Bhāṭṭa position a tenable one, the Bhāṭṭa is forced to leave this illogical conception of the Self. Hence Padmapāda has concluded that this bifurcation of the Self from the Bhāṭṭa point of view is challenged by the Prābhākara on the ground that the Self, consistently speaking, cannot have any part or aspect (anamśatvāt—Pañcaśādiikā, P. 309); hence the Self in the Bhāṭṭa theory should be regarded as non-transforming (aparīṇāmitvāt—Ibid) to all intents and purposes to be conceived in the way the Bhāṭṭa conceives it to be. The Prābhākara advances the argument against the Bhāṭṭa as to the ‘objectivity’ of the Self as the latter takes it to be possessed of. The former argues that the conscious aspect (bodhātmaka) of the Self has to be admitted to be the object of knowledge by the Bhāṭṭa, for if he does not so admit, his own thesis suffers from inconsistency. The Bhāṭṭa regards the Self as both the subject and object in cognition, as has been indicated before. The objective element in the Self is due to the unconscious (jāda) aspect of it that is objectively known by the conscious (bodha) element. The Self, however, is self-perceived in its entirety, for the mental perception (mānasapratyakṣa) of the Self reveals itself as the object. Hence though the Self is not self-luminous, it knows itself through the mental perception
that being a separate phenomenon objectifies the Self in that perception. Hence self-consciousness, according to the Bhāṭṭa, is due to a separate moment of intuition that helps the Self to perceive itself. This is possible due to the element of consciousness (bodha) inhering in it, for the Bhāṭṭa does not seek to stultify the Self as a mere unconscious entity (jaḍapadārtha) like his counter-part, the Prabhākara. The mental intuition of the Self makes its own nature shine forth in the consciousness of the T—the conscious T objectifying the unconscious T—but the T-consciousness is independent of being known by any cognizer. The mental intuition only helps this T-consciousness to be revealed in the Bhāṭṭa view. “Kumārila, however,” as Dr. S. N. Dasgupta puts it, “thinks that the soul which is distinct from the body is perceived by a mental perception (mānasa pratyakṣa) as the substratum of the notion of T or in other words, the self perceives itself by mental perception, and the perception of its own nature shines forth in consciousness as the T.” (History of Indian Philosophy—Vol. I, P. 400). Again, as he says, “The self is no doubt known as the substratum of T but the knowledge of this self does not reveal itself necessarily with the cognition of objects, nor does the self show itself as the knower of all knowledge of objects but the self is apprehended by a separate mental intuition which we represent as the T. The self does not reveal itself as the knower but as an object of a separate intuitive process of the mind. This is indeed different from Prabhākara’s analysis.” (Ibid, P. 401). Thus the conscious part of the Self, according to the Bhāṭṭa, must needs know itself as “consciousness as the T,” or in other words, the mental intuition must needs reveal the Self to itself and to nothing else (cf. svasaṁvedyaḥ sa bhavati—Śābarabhāṣya). Hence when Prakāśātmayati by way of analysing the charge of the Prabhākara against the Bhāṭṭa says that if the Bhāṭṭa does not admit that the conscious aspect (bodhātmaka) of the Self should know itself as an “object” in cognition (at least, in the mental intuition), he commits a very great inconsistency, for his Self would not then become svayam-prakāśa and saṁvidāśraya. Now, the sophisticated logician might very naturally object to Prakāśātmayati’s unphilosophic usage of the term svayam-prakāśa with regard to the Self of the Bhāṭṭa, for, in no
School of Mīmāṃśa is the Self regarded as svayamprakāśa (self-luminous). This rather loose usage of language is jarring to a strictly logical ear, but judging from our analysis above regarding the nature of the Self according to the Bhāṭṭa-theory, it can be said without any fear of being contradicted that here svayamprakāśatva of the Self does refer to the svasaṁvedyatva of it, as the Bhāṭṭas regard it to possess. The Prabhakara therefore advances the horns of the dilemma to his counterpart, viz., the Bhāṭṭa, that if the conscious aspect of the Self be not the object (viṣaya) in cognition, its consciousness is called in question; for, its self-cognition (svasaṁvedyatva) cannot be established if it fails to be the object of such self-cognition, and also its conscious character (saṁvidātyatva) as the “knower” or “cognizer” of self-cognition is also jeopardised; on the other hand, if it is admitted as an “object” its conscious character cannot also be established, for the prameya or the objective element belongs to the realm of the not-self as the unconscious entity per se. Thus the Bhāṭṭa is caught between the two horns even on his own admission, that the Self cognises itself in its two-fold character of consciousness (bodha) and unconsciousness (jāda), for he fails to establish how the Self in its conscious aspect can know itself as an unconscious entity, inasmuch as consciousness cannot belong to the realm of the “object” or not-self, and unconsciousness cannot belong to the realm of the “subject” or Self. Thus the mental intuition of the Self, as held by the Bhāṭṭa, becomes a myth, for it fails to give an adequate explanation of the phenomenon of self-cognition or self-consciousness in the Self’s conscious moment of reflection as a conscious entity. In every self-consciousness, the self not only knows itself but also knows it as a conscious entity, and if that conscious entity has to be relegated to the realm of the not-self in the Bhāṭṭa’s over-emphasis to explain the phenomenon, his case cannot stand to strict logic. Hence the Prabhakara shows that his
explanation as to the phenomenon of self-consciousness can be logically established if the Self is regarded as the conscious substrate that is, however, known as such in every act of cognition including self-cognition. Thus the Prābhākara would say that in every act of consciousness (saṁvit) the Self is referred to as the subject (grāhaka), the external phenomena as the object (grāhya) and the four-fold contact (caلاعبaya-sannikarṣa) as the means of knowledge (grahaṇa); hence the triad is always revealed in every act of cognition (tripuṣṭi-pratyakṣa) according to the Prābhākara theory of knowledge. Hence on the admission of the Prābhākara the Self is, no doubt, an inert entity, but is not on that account a grāhya or knowable entity like the external phenomena; for, the Self is always revealed as the substrate of knowledge in contradistinction with not-self which is the inert object of knowledge, through and through. Thus for the Prābhākara in every act of cognition, there is a self-revealed principle of consciousness which he designates as saṁvit which vouchsafes for the subject as the substrate and the object as the field and the means as the instrument of cognition. His object-cognition (viṣayaprākāṣya), therefore, always necessarily implies the self-cognition (ātmaprākāṣya), for there is no need for him to recognise a different moment of self-consciousness. The Self as the subject is ever conscious of itself as the substrate of knowledge, and hence in his view the Self as the conscious seat of cognitions is a sufficient hypothesis to establish self-consciousness. Prakāśātmayati suggests this aspect in the Prābhākara theory when he says that, according to the Prābhākara, the Self has a predilection towards the aspect of substrate of knowledge and hence cannot belong to the realm of not-Self\(^9\). It is on this point of the Prābhākara that the Self is necessarily revealed when the object is known that, as we have seen, the Bhaṭṭa raised a strong note of protest and put forward his explanation of the Self in contradiction to the Prābhākara’s, so that the phenomenon of self-consciousness could be adequately explained. He started with this theory of the Self as both ‘conscious’ and ‘unconscious’ and

\[saṁvidābhayapakṣapāṭitayaḥ maḥaḥ \text{ siddhernedamamōśo'hamkāraḥ—}\]

(Vivaraṇa, P. 310).
showed that when in an act of cognition the object is known, the Self is not necessarily known as the substrate of the cognition. It is self-perceived in its entirety as the unconscious aspect being known by the conscious through a mental intuition (mānasa pratyakṣa). The nature and function of the mental intuition through which the phenomenon of self-perception originates have been discussed at length above. After all has been said and done, it is to be admitted that the Bhāṭṭa has made the Self at the moment of self-perception a Janus-like entity that through the process of a mental intuition "shines forth in consciousness as the 'I'" (Dr. Dasgupta). But the Prābhākara's analysis of the entire Bhāṭṭa position reduced it to an illogical concept which the Bhāṭṭa tried to construct to explain the phenomenon of self-consciousness. Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati have shown that the Prābhākara has won the day from his rival, the Bhāṭṭa, by disregarding the illogical concept forced into the field by the Bhāṭṭa to explain adequately the phenomenon of self-consciousness. The Prābhākara's position of the revelation of the Self even along with the object, therefore, stands as the last forté of the Mimamsist interpretation of the Self. This interpretation, however, is sought to be controverted with all vigour by Padmapāda and specially his follower, Prakāśātmayati. They show that the Prābhākara's analysis of the Self is anything but satisfactory from the viewpoint of the Advaitist who regards the Self as self-luminous (svayaṁprakāśa), and therefore refutes vigorously the Prābhākara view that it is the subject as ahaṅkāra or the Ego; for the Ego is never self-luminous, but is lighted up by the self-luminous Self which will be shown as identical with Consciousness. This supreme task is undertaken by the illustrious commentators of the Advaita School.

To controvert the theory of the Prābhākara and to bring out the Advaitist position with regard to the problem of the Self and knowledge, Prakāśātmayati following Padmapāda shows that the Self cannot be equated with Ego, the not-self, an unconscious entity that has to be revealed in the light of the Self. Thus he adduces arguments to prove that the Self is not different from Consciousness and is self-luminous without depending on any further process of cognition. The
Prābhākara holds that the Self is revealed as the substratum of consciousness along with the revelation of the object. The Self, therefore, is according to the Prābhākara an unconscious locus of knowledge which being related to it makes it the cognizer in a knowledge-situation. Thus the Self is sharply divided from the self-luminous consciousness (svayaṃprakāśa samvit) in the Prābhākara's analysis of it. Padmapāda offers several alternatives to the Prābhākara to justify this bifurcation of the Self and consciousness in order to show that none of the alternatives can so justify and hence the Self as the unconscious Ego cannot be logically established. The Ego as such is at poles asunder from the Advaitist conception of Self as the self-luminous principle of Consciousness. Hence Akhaṇḍānanda's possible objection is justified by his own words when he says that though the Ego should be established as distinct from the Self, yet by establishing the self-luminosity of Self, Prakāśātmayati is perfectly within the limits of the Advaitist explanation of the not-self as not self-luminous and hence the Ego being an unconscious principle per se can never be equated with the self-luminous Self. The first alternative of Padmapāda is with regard to the Self as the consciously revealed principle and the knowledge as the originated result (pramāṇaphalam) being regarded as revealed unconsciously. That is to say, Padmapāda throws this alternative to show that it is just possible that the Prābhākara might mean that the Self is only revealed as the seat of knowledge and hence as a consciously revealed principle, though it is, in itself, unconscious; but the resultant knowledge as originated by the means (pramāṇaphalam jñānam) is revealed only as the unconscious instrument in the cognitive process. Thus it is that the Prābhākara might easily claim to have established that the Self is revealed not merely as the unconscious entity but as consciously expressed as the substratum of knowledge; while the instrumental knowledge, that self-luminous consciousness also illuminates, becomes merely a channel in the cognitive process to remain unconscious in its function with regard to the originated result. Hence sounding as it

100 ahaṅkārasatyatmaḥ abhihitenaḥmatvacḥ siddhāntinā sādhanyām, kim svaprakāśatrasādhanena ityāśaṅkyāhaha—ahaṅkārasayo'ti. ahaṅkāra iti ahaṅkāra itī atmatvānādhīṣāḥ svaprakāśatācaḥ, ghaṭavat—(Tatvādipana, P. 310),
does very much against any logical consistency, this alternative suggested by Padmapāda (kīmātmū cañanyaprapakāśo'nuhbhavo jādaprapakāśaḥ—Pañcapādikā. P. 310) does not go illogically against the general Prabhākara standpoint of the tripuṭipratyakṣa in an act of cognition. For, Consciousness (sāṁvīt) as a self-luminous principle reveals the pramāṇa or the instrumental cause employed by the subject (pramāṇayāpāra) which is always inferred in an act of cognition. Thus the self-luminous sāṁvīt is regarded as the real resultant in an act of cognition which pre-supposes the instrumental causes (pramāṇa or pramāṇayāpāra). Hence strictly speaking, Padmapāda's alternative, though somehow reconcilable with this pramāṇa-aspect of cognition which can be said to be an unconscious mode, does not very cogently be thrown to the Prabhākara. For, the Prabhākara can very well object that the alternative suggested by Padmapāda is labouring under a morbid state of complacent challenge. The Prabhākara would never allow anybody to suggest that the resultant knowledge (pramāṇaphalām) is ever jādaprapakāśa, as Padmapāda suggests. It is, on the contrary, the very opposite of being jādaprapakāśa; it is self-luminous (svayamprakāśa) as the revealer of the subject, the object and the instruments in an act of cognition. In fact, while bringing out the position of the Prabhākara, Padmapāda has himself shown that the anubhava or pramīti of the Prabhākara is distinct from pramāṇa as being self-luminous. How is it at all reconcilable when Padmapāda himself makes a topsy-turvy suggestion to the Prabhākara? The suggestion seems to be due to Padmapāda's method of analysis in which he merely enumerates possible alternatives with regard to the nature of the Self and Consciousness, and hence seems to suggest that this first alternative is also a possible one in the Prabhākara theory, though actually it is not. Hence Padmapāda's suggestion, as elaborated by Prakāśātmayati, tries to establish the self-luminosity of Consciousness from the Advaitist point of view, discarding the possibility of making the pramāṇaphala of the Prabhākara to be ever regarded as reveal-

101 pramātirunubhavaḥ svayamprakāśaḥ pramāṇaphalaṁ, tadbalenetañc prakāṣate, pramāṇam tu pramāṇaṁyaśyaḥ phaladūgo nityānumeyah—(Pañcapādikā, P. 308).

nīlādīhānaphalaṁ—anubhavaḥ svayamprakāśamāno grāhyamidambayaḥ.
ing the subject and the object, itself remaining unrevealed. This possibility is finely suggested by Akhaṇḍānanda and also by Prakāśātmayati in examining this plausible alternative from a possible viewpoint of the Prābhākara.\textsuperscript{102}

\[\text{grāhakāṁ cānīdantayā'vabhāsayati, grahaṇam cānīmāpayatīti yuḥtam—}\]
\[(Pañcasūḍikā, P. 310).\]

\[\text{anubhāvasya svaprakāśotayā'bhihitavāt atmano'ca grāhakatayā}
\[\text{siddhasādhanat kathāṁ vikalpavasara iti cet atra brūmaḥ yadyapyevam}
\[\text{vibhāgo'dhyadhāyī, tathāpi yuktāyuktatva-nirūpaṇārthaṁ vimarśasamhava}
\[\text{ityarthah—(Tattvādiśāna, P. 310).}\]

\[\text{nanu—apraṅgāsamānemya pramāṇaphalaṁ cakṣurādibadh viṣayavadavabhāsayediti kuto viśvasyānavabhāsaḥ?—(Vivarana, P. 311).}\]
CHAPTER VII

AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE ADVAITIST CONSCIOUSNESS—ITS SELF-LUMINOUS AND UNITARY CHARACTER.

However, Prakāśātmayati analyses this possible hypothesis of the Prābhākara in order to show that anubhava or consciousness is not of the same status as the sense-organ like the eye which itself remaining unconscious or unrevealed can vouchsafe for the revelation of the objective world. He shows that the sense-organ belongs to an altogether different category from that of consciousness, for the former is not the revealer of objects on its own merits but on the merits borrowed from consciousness. Consciousness is always self-luminous and even if the Prābhākara stoops to accept this position, he accepts it with some reservations, for he tries to show that the pramāṇa is not self-luminous inasmuch as it is the instrumental cause of the resultant knowledge (pramāṇaphala) that is self-luminous. This reserved acceptance of the self-luminosity of consciousness by the Prābhākara is, as we have indicated fully above, the target of criticism, for if we strictly follow the Prābhākara epistemology we shall merely take the possibility of the unrevealed ‘pramāṇaphala’ but the actuality of the pramāṇa or pramāṇālīyāpāra. Even if consciousness is ever to be unrevealed (as in the pramāṇa-stage according to the Prābhākara), it may be that in the stage of the pramāṇaphala also there may be such a possibility. But unrevealed consciousness as the revealer of the objective world is an epistemological myth. Thus even if the Prābhākara tries to show that the phenomenon of consciousness is possible as the sense-organ like the eye to remain unrevealed, Prakāśātmayati is out to controvert this faint suggestion with all the force at his command. He shows that consciousness is ever self-luminous and not due to any other conscious phenomenon. Hence the category of the sense-organ being unconscious and therefore dependent on consciousness for the revelation of objects and of itself is distinct from a self-luminous
entity. Here Prakāśātmayati brings in the example of "the light of the lamp" (pradīpāloka) to prove the phenomenon of self-luminosity. But the opponent may object that as consciousness is regarded as self-luminous, so the light of the lamp cannot be regarded as such, and hence the light of the lamp (the example in any inference) becomes of the same category as the sense-organ. Hence the proof of inference being unestablished due to the failure of the example (dṛṣṭāntīśiddhi), it also fails to make the self-luminous category of consciousness a logically established one. Thus consciousness can very well be of the nature as the first alternative seemingly tries to make it, i.e., unrevealed in itself (jaḍapratikaśa). To avoid any such logical conclusion, Prakāśātmayati clearly guards himself against the charge of the same nature of the unconscious sense-organ and the self-luminous light of the lamp. He shows that there are two varieties of self-luminosity—one of the type of consciousness and the other of the type of the light of the lamp. True it is that the light of the lamp is not of the same nature as Consciousness which being self-luminous is the generator of knowledge; the former is, however, far from being the generator of knowledge, for it only reveals the objective world when it is objectively veiled. Thus there is a fundamental difference between the two inasmuch as the light of the lamp reveals the objective world by dispelling the objective veil, while consciousness reveals the objective world by dispelling the epistemological veil. Still, Prakāśātmayati continues, there is a variety of self-luminosity even in the light of the lamp; for it dispels a veil on the objective world and is not dependent on any other similar principle for this act. Hence it cannot be included in the category of the sense-organ, as the logical conclusion was leading us towards it; for, the sense-organ is out-and-out unrevealed and is never by itself the dispeller of any veil on the objective world. Thus the sense-organ like the eye is never capable of itself to generate knowledge (as self-luminous consciousness) or to reveal the object by dispensing the veil of darkness (as self-luminous light of the lamp). So it is not very logical to conclude that self-luminosity of the light of the lamp cannot be established and hence self-luminosity of consciousness is also untenable. On the contrary, self-lumino-
sity of the light of the lamp and of consciousness is well established, by their nature of revelation of the objective world by themselves, whereas the sense-organs cannot reveal objects by themselves but by depending on other factors of knowledge. 

Thus it is that Prakāśatmayati concludes that consciousness is self-luminous as it is independent of any other conscious principle of the same nature with it and hence can by its revelation make revelation of the objective world possible directly without any intervening moment, as the light of the lamp. This syllogistic approach towards the problem of self-luminosity of consciousness has been made here by Prakāśatmayati by taking the example of the light of the lamp. In fact, Prakāśatmayati has all along been discussing self-luminosity of consciousness from the viewpoint of the light of the lamp, that is to say, from the viewpoint of independence of similar prakāsa or revelation.

Thus the third alternative in Citsukha’s analysis of the concept of svapraekaśatva seems to have been suggested by Prakāśatmayati. Hence this syllogistic conclusion arrived at by Prakāśatmayati to establish self-luminosity of consciousness seems to include both material and intellectual illumination as being on the logical plane, at least, though not in the ultimate metaphysical plane, similar concepts, with regard to ‘revelation independent of similar revelation’ (sajātiyapra- kaśaṇāprakaśyatvam). Prakāśatmayati further elucidates his point by showing that the light of the lamp is not revealed due to a similar revelation like the sense-organ, the eye, for the eye does not reveal the light of the lamp which is by itself of the nature of revelation. The light of eye has no part to play in the revelation of the self-revealed light of the lamp.

103 tathā-hi—jaṇapraekaśyatvād ajñaṇavirodhino’nyadevalokapraekaśyatvam tamovirodhitaya’ prasiddhām tadavyavahārenālokena kriyate, na taduvhayaṁ karoti caksuḥ; ajñaṇatvādānālokatvāccha—(Vivarāṇa, P. 311).
ubhayam—ajñaṇaniyātī-tamoniṣṭākhyām—(Tattvadipana, P. 312).

104 anubhavaṣya ca svasaṭṭāyāṁ prakaśavyatirekādārāsanāccha jaṇāntara- rgaṃyaḥṣidāḥḥ—(Vivarāṇa, P. 306).
anubhavaḥ na jaṇāntaragyamāḥ svasaṭṭāyāṁ prakaśavyatirekādvā- ratvāt, na yadevaḥ na tadevaḥ, yathā ghaṭa ityarthāḥ—(Tattvadipana, P. 306).

105 sajātiyapraekaśaṇāprakaśyatvam—(Tattvapradipika, P. 3. Nirnayaḥ Sagar Edn.).
for the former is only necessary for the establishment of the contacts with the other-revealed (i.e., the light-revealed) objective world. Hence Prakāśātmayati concludes emphatically that consciousness is never other-revealed, that is to say, is never unrevealed whenever it exists (svasattāyām prakāśavyatirekavidhuravatvāl), for, if the Prābhākara ever assumes that it is so as he does in the case of the pramāṇa or pramāṇavyāpraṇa from which there may be a possible doubt with regard to pramāṇaphala also, there is no certainty of the validity of knowledge, for knowledge may be believed to arise without certifying that it is revealed whenever it arises and thus an epistemological uncertainty always attaches itself to knowledge at its existent stage. But this unwarranted uncertainty of knowledge when it arises will nullify all behaviour and action.\textsuperscript{106} Prakāśātmayati further examines the possible arguments from the opposite side that seek to show that there need not be any such uncertainty for the fact that the consciousness as belonging to the subject (pramāṭṛ—that is consciously revealed) may vouchsafe for the existence of the subject and the object through a mediating unconscious revelation (jaḍanubhavabalā). He shows that this modified hypothesis of the Prābhākara cannot stand the scrutiny of reason inasmuch as the unconscious mediating revelation cannot directly (sākṣāt) be the cause of the revelation of the consciousness as belonging to the Self (though this position is controverted by the Advaitist, as Consciousness and Self are not different categories) for there is no need for such revelation directly through any mediating principle, because Consciousness as such is directly revealed; if it be said that this unconscious mediating revelation reveals the consciousness of the subject by effecting the relation with the object (viśayoparāgahetutvāl). Prakāśātmayati says that such a modification of the intellect (buddhi) or of the mind (antahkaraṇa) (as the Sāṅkhya and the Advaitists respectively recognise) can be accepted by the Advaitist, for it only makes the subject (jñātṛ or pramāṭṛ as limited by the adjuncts like buddhi etc.) dependent on the modification. But when the Self or Consci-

\textsuperscript{106} tasmād vyavahitapradipasyevānubhavasyāpyaprakāśamānatve pradipa-prakāśasyeva viśvasyānnavahāsaprasyaṁga iti—(Vivaraṇa, P. 312).
ousness as equated with it is regarded as self-luminous, there is no logical relevance to admit dependence on the modification for its revelation. Hence to establish their position, the Prābhākara might attribute unconsciousness (jaḍatvā) to the activity of consciousness or the unrevealed mediating process through which consciousness is revealed, but this position is also logically untenable. What Prakāśātmayati means to suggest by this alternative is that the activity through which there is a revelation of consciousness might be regarded as a necessary pre-requisite, and this activity being always present consciousness as a self-luminous principle can be established. Thus even though Prakāśātmayati had previously reduced that the Prābhākara position is untenable from the point of view of the unconscious mediating revelation (pramāṇa or pramāṇīvyāpāra), yet if there is again any possibility from the Prābhākara’s point of view that there is a necessary activity (cetayatikriyā) before the revelation of samvit, then that possibility is also illogical and ungrounded. For, this activity will entail an uncalled-for regressus ad infinitum and, therefore, will never be self-established. Thus the necessity for which its aid was called in will never materialise. Prakāśātmayati shows that this activity (cetayatikriyā) being unconscious in itself (for it is as unconscious as the previous unconscious mediating revelation), will require a fresh activity for its revelation, and so on ad infinitum. Thus will never be any landing-ground for consciousness to be revealed. In fact, the Self being in unison with Consciousness from the Advaitist point of view, there will be a merely uncalled-for regressus ad infinitum to assume any cetayatikriyā, for the former is always self-luminous. Thus consciousness being never dependent on any activity must be self-revealed, and both Padmapāda and Prakāśātmayati now indicate the Advaitist position by showing that the Self is not known through self-luminous.

107 cidātmaprakāśasya tu jaḍānubhavādhitatāνuppaṇnetāyāha—tanna

108 Here again: Prakāśātmayati hints at the possibility of the unconsciousness of the anubhavapalā (cf. purvānubhavapalavajjaḍārāpānu

bhaṇḍapalam—(Vicaraṇa, P. 313), though in fact, there is no actuality of it. In fact, it proceeds from the assumption of the Prābhākara as to the pramāṇa-stage remaining unrevealed.
-consciousness, but is Consciousness per se and therefore self-luminous. This prepares the ground for examination of the second alternative posed by Padmapāda to Prābhākara, for in this alternative there is the posing of the question, viz., are both the Self and Consciousness self-illumined? This assumption is not accepted by the Advaitist on obvious grounds, for in his opinion there is no schism between the Self and Consciousness. Thus this alternative is shown to be illogical by Prakāśātmayati, following Padmapāda, for the fact that there cannot be any cogent theory of mutual dependence and an interrelation between two entities of equal status. Hence Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvādipana shows that firstly, the Self and Consciousness, being both self-luminous, cannot be mutually dependent (as the Prābhākara will hold), like two equally conscious persons, and that secondly, there cannot be any relation of consciousness to Self for the fact that no such relation is possible by itself as that will entail the Self to be of the same category as the objective world and not self-luminous nor through any other entity as that will also necessarily entail the previous 'knowing' of the Self which will go against its self-luminosity. Thus the Prābhākara, being impelled on the horns of the dilemma, will not be able to establish relation between the Self and Consciousness logically. Even if the Prābhākara tries to establish that even though the Self is related with consciousness as being conscious, yet is not revealed as such; just like the consciousness belonging to a different person is not revealed to me inspite of the fact that such consciousness is revealed to the subject of consciousness. Padmapāda and following him Prakāśātmayati controvert this hint. They

109 pramāṇapalena cet pradīpenera rīṣayamātmānaṁ cetayate, tadā cetayatikriyānacchahāpraśaṅgah—(Paścapādi, P. 313).
   cetāntīpi pradīpānīhayatvāc cetayatikriyānacchahānā dhūṣayati—kiṃca pramāṇapalēnena—(Viṣṇu, P. 313).
110 ātmānubhavau, nānyaṇyoḥhinasiddhikau, citsrabhūvatvāt, puruṣadvayapradīpiṭyarthāḥ—(Tattvādipana, P. 313).
111 kiṁ saṁvidātmasambandhaḥ svena gṛhyate? utānaya? naivyāḥ; svagrahaṇamantareṇa svapratigyikasambandhagrahaṇāsambhārāt, svagrahaṇa ca rīṣayatacprasāṅgah. nāpi dvitiyāḥ, ātmagrahaṇamantareṇa tadviśeṣitasambandhagrahaṇāyogat tadgraḥaṇah vācyam—na ca tad gṛhyate svapraķāṣṭaravirodhāḥ—(Tattvādipana, P. 313).
show that there is no necessity that the Self should remain unrevealed although it is the seat of consciousness and is conscious, for the analogy of other-resting consciousness being unrevealed to me is not the logical basis for such assumption. For, as they make it clear, there is a fundamental difference between consciousness belonging to the subject and consciousness inferred in that subject, whence it should follow logically that former consciousness being directly revealed to the subject is never unrevealed, and the latter one remains unrevealed to the inferring subject. Thus the Self as conscious being related with consciousness should not be equated with the latter category of consciousness inferred to the individual, for it is to the individual always revealed as such. The Self that is conscious (at least in the Prābhākara contention of dualism) is not unrevealed to the conscious individual, which, on Vedantist interpretation, can be equated with jīva. Hence the jīva being unseparated from its Self as being related with consciousness always experiences it as revealed, as his consciousness is always revealed to him. Thus the Self which a particular individual jīva experiences within may be unrevealed to another individual, like his consciousness. But the Self or Consciousness does not on that account become unrevealed to the particular individual\(^\text{112}\). This is the crucible of the Advaita dialectic of self-luminosity (svaprapākāṣatva) that is brought out by Padmapāda and Prakāṣātmayati, and their exposition by way of controverting the Prābhākara view is leading us towards the Advaïtist view of the Self, clearly but imperceptibly; for, as we see here, the Self being regarded as self-luminous like Consciousness in which there is complete exclusion of their being revealed to other individualized centres (puruṣāntarasaṁvedana) is surely an indication that there is no dualism between them, but they are one in essence of self-luminosity. There is therefore no room for their ever being regarded as unrelated, or, even though related, as unrevealed, for the Self as Consciousness is always revealed by itself\(^\text{113}\).

\(^{112}\) puruṣāntarasaṁvedana.ca daryavadhānāditi cet, ātmanyāpi tat samāñamānti bhāvaḥ—(Virarāja, P. 314).

\(^{113}\) parātmanastu vyavahātatvānā svaprapākāṣvatvum, svātmanastu avyavahātatvāt svaprapākāṣutvam—(Tattvadipana, P. 314).
The third alternative put forward by Padmapāda and elaborated by Prakāśātmyati is that the Self is unconscious and consciousness as inhering in it makes it revealed\(^{114}\). But this alternative seems to go against the very fundamentals of the problem as it tries to make the Self revealed on the strength of the self-revealed consciousness. The alternative primarily aims to make the Self unconscious (jaḍasvarūpa) per se and the consciousness that is self-revealed vouchsafes for its revelation. How can it be consistently said that the Self is revealed on the strength of the self-revealed consciousness? Akhandānanda in his Tattvādīpana tries to bring out the real implications of such an alternative following in the foot-steps of Prakāśātmyati. He says that it is a logical question to ask what is the real implication of trying to establish the Self as a revealed entity when this alternative only makes Consciousness as self-revealed\(^{115}\). But he shows that Prakāśātmyati analyses this alternative of his predecessor, Padmapāda, to show that it is really untenable for the fact that consciousness being regarded as inhering in the Self to make it revealed is in no way a valid theory. The Self being relegated to the realm of the unconscious cannot be made conscious on the strength of consciousness inspite of the best endeavours of the Prabhākara. To make consciousness a completely detached principle from the Self will rather go against its revelation; hence it must be admitted that the Self is not unconscious per se but is necessarily conscious. That being admitted, the Advaitist position comes very near the mark; for the Self then becomes conscious by itself without its dependence on an extraneous principle like consciousness. To achieve this objective Prakāśātmyati analyses very cogently the real implications of this alternative. He shows that consciousness as a separate principle which is self-revealed should either be a quality (guna) or an object (dravya) or an act (karma), but none of these suppositions makes its nature established as the Prabhākara want it to be. Akhandānanda shows that the Prabhākaras as the Naiyāyikas regard it as a guna, the Sāṅkh-

\(^{114}\) sa eva caitanyapraṇāh. ātmā. jaḍasvarūpaḥ—(Pañcarādikā, Pp. 310-311).

\(^{115}\) saṁvidāh svaprakāśātrena kathāṁatmanastadāpādam? vaiyadhi-karanyāditi—(Tatādīpana, P. 314).
yas as a dravya and the Bhāṭṭas as a karma (cf. guṇa-iti Tārkika-Prābhākaradīṣṭāntyoktam, dravyamiti Sāṅkhyaṁaṁa-
manusrya, karmeti Bhāṭṭamatāṁpanusreya—Tattvadīpāna. P.
314). Prakāśātmayati reduces the suppositions of guṇa and
dravya to their untenable character, and tries to show that
the supposition of guṇa necessarily leads us to the Advaitist theory
of the self-luminosity of the Self. To do this, he shows that
consciousness cannot be a karma or act, as the Bhāṭṭas hold it
to be, for, to make it a karma is to rob it of its nature of revel-
ation (prakāśātva) and effect (phalatva) of the instruments of
cognition. What Prakāśatmayati means is that the Bhāṭṭa
recognises revelation (prakāśātva) as the characteristic of con-
sciousness, but this characteristic being inferred from the qua-
ality of known-ness or jñātalā (as he does recognise conscious-
ness as self-revealed) there is the possibility of revelation of
consciousness as an inferred effect. Hence Prakāśatmayati’s
suggestion brings out these aspects of the Bhāṭṭa contention
but shows that it is untenable. Revelation, even by the indirect
method of inference, of consciousness is not tenable in the
Bhāṭṭa contention of consciousness as an act (karma), for the
Bhāṭṭa regards consciousness that is revealed as the effect
inferred from the self-luminous known-ness (jñātalā). It has
been said above that “this self-luminous quality makes know-
ledge (jñāna) to be inferred in the Self and therefore know-
ledge as a product adhering to the Self is sought to be estab-
lished by the Bhāṭṭas by the inferential proof.” If conscious-
ness is thus reduced to an effect by regarding it as a produced
act, then it cannot be said to be revealed, for an act is not the
resultant revelation. This aspect is clearly brought out by
Ākhaṇḍānanda when he says that an act does not make for
the revelation of itself as the resultant of the act (kriyāśve
gamyādivat saṁvedanasya prakāśatvam na bhavati). To save
this unwarranted conclusion the Bhāṭṭa may seek to establish
that revelation of the act is possible because of the fact that
he recognises consciousness (the act) as the resultant product
(pramāṇaphalatvāt-Tattvadīpāna. P. 314), still his position is
untenable. For, he thus makes the act the resultant itself
which is untenable. The act is what is the process and the
resultant is what is the effect and the two can never be equated. The resultant is the end of the process and is not
the process by itself. Akhaṇḍānanda brings this position clearly when he says: *na ca—pramaṇaphalatvāt prakāśavamit-yapi vācyam; karmaive phalatvasyānuṇapalterityarthah—Tattvadīpana. P. 314*. If knowledge is regarded strictly as an act, it must be regarded as the act that originates some result (*phala*) in the object; otherwise the subject and the object cannot be related in knowledge. Hence the Bhāṭṭa starts from this hypothesis, that *jñātaiḥ* or knownness of the object being the resultant of the knowledge-situation makes the act of knowledge an inferred product or strictly the *processus* which adheres to the Self, and the resultant of knowledge is revelation that is the quality of self-luminous known-ness adhering to the object. Thus it is clear that the Bhāṭṭa theory trying as it does to make knowledge adhering to the Self as an act cannot by any stress of the imagination make it revealed. This is the substance of the position maintained by Padmapāda, Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda against the Bhāṭṭa position of knowledge as an act (*kriyā*).

Prakāśātmayati next examines the Sāṅkhya view of knowledge which according to it is an object (*dravya*). The Sāṅkhya conception of knowledge regards *vṛtti* or the reflection of the *puruṣa* or Self that is consciousness *per se* on the unconscious principle of *buddhi* (intellect), the first product of inert matter (*prakṛti*). Thus Pure Consciousness being reflected on unconscious intellect makes for the origination of *empirical knowledge* through the *vṛtti* or psychosis or modification generated by *buddhi*. But this empirical *vṛttijñāna* is according to the Sāṅkhya an object, a product that is of the same status as the external object belonging to the bhautika or elemental world. To refute such a static theory of knowledge Prakāśātmayati shows that such a view will either make the Self as *not fully conscious of the object* or as conscious of *all the objects simultaneously* at the origination of one knowledge. Both these alternatives will do harm to the epistemological behaviour of mankind. If knowledge be regarded as an object, as the Sāṅkhya suggests, then it will be either of infinitesimal (*aṇu*), middle (*madhyama*) or infinite (*mahat*) dimension (*parimāṇa*). If it is infinitesimal or middle in dimension, then knowledge will reveal only a part of the object with which the Self through the *antahkaraṇa* is in contact. But
that will spell disaster for the full knowledge of an object as never being realized by the Self. Akhaṇḍānanda, suggesting as he does to defend this position, also shows that it is finally untenable. He says in favour of the position that even by contact with a fractional part of the body, sandal-paste can make the whole body fragrant; similarly knowledge, even though connected with a small portion of the object, can make possible for the Self to have full knowledge of it. But he shows that revelation of an object supposes a contact established between the subject and the object, but knowledge being of infinitesimal or middle dimension cannot establish such a contact in full. The analogy of the sandal-paste cannot stand, for knowledge is not a component (sāvayava) entity, for which reason it cannot also be conceived as extending (viśaraṇāśila)\(^{116}\). The middle dimension of knowledge will, moreover, make it dependent on the avayavas or component parts, but it is not possible for knowledge, a partless entity. If knowledge is held to be of infinite dimension, then it will make the Self, the substratum of it, as possessing infinite knowledge at any particular moment of cognition. But empirically, the Self is never infinitely conscious when any knowledge arises in it. Thus in no wise can the Sāṅkhya hold that knowledge can ever be a component entity (dravya) which position jeopardises the empirical universe of the Self's knowledge. Hence Prakāśātmayati proceeds towards the analyses of the remaining alternatives as to the nature of knowledge as held by the Naiyāyikas and the Prabhākaras. He shows that according to this view, consciousness or knowledge is a quality (guna) adhering to the Self which is its substratum. Thus knowledge attaches to the Self which being inert according to these Schools becomes conscious of the objects whenever such attachment occurs. Thus the quality of consciousness makes the Self, otherwise unconscious, as conscious, Prakāśātmayati examines this view of consciousness as a quality adhering to the Self and making the latter revealed through it. He says that this view of the Naiyāyikas and the Prabhākaras unnecess­arily supposes consciousness as a distinct quality belonging to

\(^{116}\) hariçandana-bindostu sāvayatrenāvayavaprasarpānadrād vyāpikā-rayahetutram yuktamityarthah—(Tattvādi-paṇa, P. 314).
the Self and making it revealed. If revelation be the mark of the Self, then it is better to admit, as the Advaitists do, that it is self-revealed or self-luminous. To postulate the Self as unconscious and then to establish it as possessing the quality of consciousness is a greater step in the epistemological and metaphysical conceptions of the Self; it makes an unnecessary schism between the Self and Consciousness by making the fallacy of postulating it as unconscious. To avoid these tendencies that lead to the essential nature of the Self being unrevealed by itself, the Advaitist holds that the Self is essentially Consciousness that is self-luminous, and not the seat of consciousness. Hence Prakāśātmayati following this Advaitist theory shows that Consciousness like the light of the lamp is not dependent on any other similar entity for its revelation. This Consciousness again is not born or originated in the Self which being essentially Consciousness does not wait for such Consciousness to originate. Thus the Self is nothing apart from Consciousness which being revelation in essence is never a created or originated entity, for such revelation is eternally present without any previous absence of it. Hence the Self being eternally conscious is self-luminous and not dependent on any extraneous consciousness, as such extraneous consciousness is never originated in it, but is the eternal nature of it. Thus the Advaitist position as brought out by Prakāśātmayati following the slight hint of his predecessor, Padmapāda, (tritepi kalpe'nicchatopyātmaiva citi'prakāśa āpadyate; Pañcapādikā, P. 315) brings out the full implications of the Advaitist conception of the Self and Consciousness. In doing so, he follows faithfully the characteristic of self-luminosity, as expounded by him, viz., independence of any other similar entity for revelation (sajasāyaprakāśāntaranairapekṣyam) as established on the analogy of the light of the lamp. Here also he brings out more elaborately that such self-luminosity is not the essential mark of Consciousness alone, but also of the Self as being in essence Consciousness, like the sun in essence being revelation and not anything apart from it. Thus herein also he brings in a material illumination, the revelation of the sun, as being

117 pṛgabhāvāsūnyavardāpi na tasya janmetyurthāḥ—(Tattvacandispana, P. 314).
Consciousness as Self-luminous & Unitary

The example (drṣṭānta) to establish self-luminosity of the Self as not being different in essence from self-luminous Consciousness. Hence Prakāśātmayati is driving at the thesis he has laid down—that of self-luminosity (svapprakāśatva)—and is showing that the Self is self-luminous as being in essence one with Consciousness.\(^{118}\)

The discussion as to the nature of knowledge, as conceived in the Sāṅkhya view, is carried on for further examination by Prakāśātmayati following the hint of his predecessor, Padmapāda. The discussion centres round the view of the middle dimension (madhyama-parimāṇatva) of knowledge that is a possible alternative in the Sāṅkhya view of knowledge as an object (dravya). It has been already examined by them as to which hypothesis this view will lead to, and it has been shown that such a hypothesis cannot work well, for, it will make knowledge, a partless entity, dependent on its parts (avayavas)—a view which is an absurdity. Yet Padmapāda by a hint opens this possible alternative for further discussion, and Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda examine it fully. Padmapāda says that it is granted that knowledge is of middle dimension (madhyama-parimāṇa), an alternative making knowledge dependent on its parts. But this granting itself is vitiated by the fact that knowledge or consciousness is not dependent on any other entity or entities (like its parts) except the Pure Self (Atman).\(^{119}\)

From this faint suggestion Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda try to bring out the full implications of this possible alternative and after full scrutiny reject it as untenable. Prakāśātmayati shows that even if knowledge or consciousness be regarded as of middle dimension (madhyama-parimāṇa), there may not be any inconsistency in making it dependent on parts; for, it may be urged that though knowledge or consciousness is dependent on parts, it is all the same dependent on the Pure Self, as an earthen jar (ghaṭa), though dependent on its component parts (kapālas), is dependent on the ground (bhūtāla) as its locus (adhiṣṭhāna). Hence knowledge

\(^{118}\) gunātva satī āttmaiva prakāśagyata iti praddhāntamā svayamprakāśa syat, esa guṇah svārārayopadhanu na jāyate; prakāśagyavat, atmanānyādhicārdī ādityādiprakāśagyacādyatmaiva svayamprakāśa iti—tadeta-dhā—anīcchato’yāttmaiva citipraṇkāśa iti—(Viveka, P. 314).

\(^{119}\) na tathācidhaphalasadbhāve pramōnamasti—(Pañcapādika, P. 315).
may well be said to have as its locus (*adhīṣṭhāna*) the Pure Self (*Ātman*), even if it is of *middle composite dimension*. *Prakāśātmayati* himself refutes this view by showing that there is a gulf of difference between the earthen jar and pure consciousness or knowledge, both of which are sought to be dependent on an extraneous locus (*adhīṣṭhāna*) as composite entities. But as consciousness or knowledge is pure and indivisible for the fact that it is not something other than the Pure Self which it must pre-suppose as its locus, it cannot be said with any logical argument that there is no inconsistency in its being regarded as a composite entity, dependent on the Pure Self. The earthen jar pre-supposes an extraneous locus, like the ground, but pure consciousness is not different from its *supposed* locus, i.e., Pure Self. Thus there is a fundamental difference in their nature which cannot draw any analogy between them. *Prakāśātmayati* further shows that consciousness or knowledge shames in its own light and hence cannot be equated with the earthen jar that is revealed by an external light. The lamp reveals the jar as a distinct entity, but Pure Consciousness as revealing the external objects shines in its own light and makes itself as the ground of all revelation, i.e., Pure Self. Thus *Prakāśātmayati*’s analysis of the Advaita view is in conformity with the nature of the Self as Pure Consciousness that shines in its own light and vouchsafes for the revelation of every other entity lying outside. He sticks to his previously-expounded view of self-luminosity that material illumination of the light of the lamp is the ground of analogy of intellectual illumination of consciousness—a view seemingly unorthodox in the Advaitist interpretation. Yet as has been amply elaborated by us above, *Prakāśātmayati*’s thesis of self-luminosity on these both categories of illumination is not inconsistent in the least. He only suggests the non-dependence of the self-luminous principle on any other factors outside itself and that may be regarded as quite Advaitist on epistemological and metaphysical interpretations. However, Akhaṇḍānanda in his *Tattvādīpāna* brings out *Prakāśātmayati*’s attempt to adduce

120 pradīpena *prakāśātmayita* pravatma-vagatānityamubhavād ātmairv citipracakṣah; anyathā hāpphena *prakāśātmayita* upacatopraśaṅgāditi bhāvaḥ—(Vivaraṇa, P. 315).
further proofs (cf. pramāṇāntarāpeksayā ḥṛcchati—Vivaraṇa., P. 315), as springing out of the opponents' (i.e., upholders like the Sāṅkhya of composite consciousness dependent on a locus) dissatisfaction on the Advaitist conception of the equation of Pure Consciousness and Pure Self. These opponents may urge, as Akhaṇḍānanda shows, that even consciousness, as the revealer of the objective world, may be regarded as separate from the Self; for, it is seen in the objective case, like the destination (say, village) of the act of ‘going’ (gamākriya) that the former is separate from the act adhering to a different entity (i.e., the subject) than itself (cf. the grammatical dictum—parasamavetākriyaḥphalaśāliṁ karmātvarma). Thus the expression ‘maṁa avagalaḥ’ (known by myself) like the expression ‘maṁa gato grāmaḥ’ (village reached by myself) may well be consistently used, even if the ‘act of knowing’ as revealing the meaning of somehing is not strictly enforced as non-different from the subject, the Pure Self. For, it may very well be said that the meaning is discovered by the Self through a consciousness that is merely an instrument of, and, never identical with, the Self. Thus it is clear from the analysis of Akhaṇḍānanda that the Advaitist contention of the non-difference of the Self and Consciousness has to be explained further, so that the opponents' viewpoint may not stand. This task of proving the Advaitist thesis is taken up by Prakāśātmayati following his predecessor, Padmapāda, and is ably elucidated by his follower, Akhaṇḍānanda. Prakāśātmayati shows that the Pure Self is non-different from Pure Consciousness on logical and epistemological grounds. The Pure Self as one, eternal entity (ekah śhāyyātmā) is logically to be upheld as the abiding principle of all knowledge. Now, epistemologically speaking, this knowledge is an indivisible entity that is also eternally abiding in all our conscious moments; for, knowledge itself does not change from moment to moment as the objects or contents of knowledge do. Thus Knowledge or Consciousness having no internal fragmentation is not different from the Pure Self which is the ground of all our conscious moments. This knowledge or

121 ‘maṁa gato grāmaḥ’ ityukto svānyagamkriyārśayatvarma yathā grāmasya, tadradaragataḥ svātiśīkṣate ‘maṁa rāgataḥ’ iti rypadeka yujyata iti pramāṇāntarām vaktaryam iti codyorthaḥ—(Tattvādipana., P. 316).
Consciousness as Pure Spirit or Self is also supported by the fact that neither is a knowable entity like the external object. Either shines by its own light and lights up the whole knowable universe. Thus, the one, indivisible principle of all our conscious moments is the Pure Self as Consciousness and not the Pure Self beside’s moments of consciousness, Akhaṇḍānanda finely brings out these arguments in a syllogistic form thus: Aṭṭhāḥ anubhavātmātiricyate, saṁvidkarmatvānadhikaraṇatve satyaparokṣatvāt, saṁviddvadityarthāḥ—(*Tattvādipana.* P. 315). This probans (hetu) viz., saṁvidkarmatvānadhikaraṇatve satyapyarokṣatvāt is the ground of self-luminosity as the Advaitists propound, and this probans here follows from Prakāśātmanayati’s similar analysis of Consciousness (saṁvedana or saṁvīt) as not being the object of any knowing (anubhavādhīnasiddhikasya ca viṣayavadanātmātavāt—Vivaraṇa. P. 315). Now, the thesis of the Advaitists that in Consciousness there is no internal fragmentation due to the changing states of knowledge is sought to be proved by Prakāśātmanayati, following Padmapāda. Padmapāda shows that there would have been the necessity of a double assumption in the case of regarding Consciousness as the object of our knowing in different moments of knowledge; for, that position would first posit that there are inner fragmentary bits in Consciousness which are known differently on different occasions of our knowing the external objects. But that would again lead us to the conception of a universal consciousness (sāmānyam saṁvītvaṁ) like the universal cowhood (sāmānyam gotvaṁ). However, that would be going against the logical and epistemological accuracy that follows from the viewpoint of the Advaitists who advocate that the momentary bits of consciousness can never be posited as distinct from the Pure Consciousness, except by the admission of the variations of objective forms122. The epistemological and logical defects in the admission of a universal like Consciousness distinct from existent states of consciousness are nicely brought out by Prakāśātmanayati and Akhaṇḍānanda. Prakāśātmanayati shows that the defect of the admission of greater postulation (kalpanāgauravadŏsa) naturally ensues upon the

122 ‘na ca nīlānuḥkavah pitumahavaḥ iti viṣayavādoparānarādakānvaḥ ścaugato rīvēgo lakṣyate—(*Paṅcapūḍikā,* P. 316).
admission of such a view; for, he says that we have first to posit the existence of individual states (viṣeṣabheda) that are then to be postulated as the fragmentations of the universal Consciousness (sāmānyabheda) and that will land us into unnecessary double postulation. Akhaṇḍānanda further clarifies the position by saying that the opponents' viewpoint leads us to the position of the double postulation from which the Advaitist can easily extricate himself. For, according to the Advaitist, Consciousness as pure and indivisible is the only Truth, whereas the differences in it are all apparent varying from occasion to occasion due to the objective forms. Hence he can easily posit one principle—the All-pervasive Consciousness, by ignoring the fragmentations altogether. But the opponent has, out of sheer bad logic, to posit both the Universal Consciousness and the fragmentary states, whereafter he can say that the fragmentations are the outcome of the Universal Consciousness. But he has all the same the position of both the Universal and the individuals, from which defect of unnecessary postulation (kalpaṇāgaurava) the Advaitist is immune. The Advaitist position that Consciousness has no internal fragmentation (svagataabhедābhāva) is established by Prakāśātmāyati by the argument that such internal fragmentation is untenable for the fact that Consciousness as Pure Spirit is not by itself fragmented even internally; but all the fragmentations are due to the objective variations. This argument introduced by Padmapāda with the examples of 'consciousness of blue' (nīlasaṇīvit) and 'consciousness of yellow' (pīlasaṇīvit) to establish the Advaitist theory of indivisibility of Consciousness as such, is, as is suggested by Akhaṇḍānanda, likely to be challenged by the opponents; for, as he says, they might argue that as Consciousness is the revealer like a lamp, it has internal changes from the changing modes as from the changing flickers. But Prakāśātmāyati and Akhaṇḍānanda show that such an argument cannot stand for the fact that

\[128\text{ anubhavasyaktibhedābhayupagume'nyogatavyavakṛtahetutrendubha-ta-}\]
\[\text{vamārayāniyamiti gaurvam, vyaktyaikye tu lāghavān, vyakteriṣṇam }\]
\[\text{bhedapratibhāsasyavāpādhikatvamiti kalpanān tavrpi samānāmiti cēś, na; }\]
\[\text{sāmānyavivekabhedaṁ parikalpya sāmānyabheda pratibhāsasya vāpādhiḥ atīhyāḥ }\]
\[\text{kalpyatvāt tara kalpanā adhikā, tasmādaka evānubhava ityarthāḥ—}\]
\[\text{(Tattvādipana, Pp. 315-316).}\]
Consciousness does not change due to its modes which are really existent but is unchanging by itself whereas its modes are mere reflections on different forms of the objective world.

Prakāśātmayati, following Padmapāda, further examines the viewpoint of the opponents who seek to establish fragmentations in Consciousness by the fact of the destruction and endurance (vinaṣṭāvinaṣṭata) of the states of it. Padmapāda seems to suggest the opposite viewpoint by showing that destruction and endurance of the states of Consciousness are facts of experience; hence there must be fragmentations in Consciousness—states which are created and destroyed under particular circumstances of the knowing subject. Such a view, based as it is on solid psychological and epistemological grounds, is sought to be controverted from the Advaitist standpoint vehemently,—first by Padmapāda and then by Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda. Padmapāda’s contention is that this destruction and this endurance (vinaṣṭāvinaṣṭata) of Consciousness as its states, are themselves untenable hypotheses and hence they cannot be taken to bring about the supposed fact of fragmentation of Consciousness. He shows that there is a ‘petitio principi’ in this view which naturally becomes a bad logic to prove anything. Destruction and endurance of Consciousness, under particular situations of objective knowledge, pre-suppose that states of Consciousness under these situations are born (janya) to account for the knowledge of the particular moments; but as the concept of birth or origination of the states of Consciousness is valid only when a previous destruction and a previous endurance of some states of it have been established, the pre-supposition of such birth or origination is merely ‘begging the question’ or ‘petitio principi’. This kind of mutual dependence (anyonyāśrayatva) is a defect (doṣa) in Indian Logic, for it vitiates the whole process of syllogism by trying to prove a proposition by an unestablished middle which by pre-supposing a condition has to wait for that condition to be established first by itself. Padmapāda hints at this form of bad logic by showing the untenability of the opponents’ viewpoint of the fragmentations of Consciousness on the strength of the processes of destruction and endurance of some states of it, and Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda exemplify this position further.
Prakāśātmayati says that as in the case of the consciousness of colours, when there is the consciousness of, say, blue (nīlasaṁvīt), there is no consciousness of any other colour, say, yellow (piṇāsaṁvīt). Hence the opponents may argue that there is the endurance of the perception of one colour (blue) and the destruction of that of other (yellow), whence it follows that there is a division in Consciousness itself as of blue and yellow. Akhaṇḍānanda finely improves upon the clarifications of his predecessors by showing that there is no point in saying that a particular consciousness is absent at the time of another consciousness. For absence of a particular consciousness may mean either the absence of the attendant condition (viṣeṣaṇya-vyāvṛtyā) or the absence of the entity itself (viṣeṣaṇya-vāpyātyā). But either case is untenable to prove the absence of consciousness, for, the first alternative merely denies the absence of the particular and not the absence of the entity itself; the second suggests an impossibility—for, absence of the entity itself is never possible by the absence of any of its particular modes. Thus Akhaṇḍānanda shows very logically that even on the opponents’ theory of the destruction and endurance of particular states of consciousness, by the assumption of the empirical evidence of the perception of a particular colour when there is absence of any other colour, does not stand the dialectical tests. For, absence of consciousness can never be posited either with the denial of the particular mode or by the absence of the temporal states. Even then the opponents’ viewpoint may not be stayed, for, they may put in fresh arguments to prove their case. Prakāśātmayati seems to suggest these fresh arguments in order to controvert them finally. As Akhaṇḍānanda says—vidhāntareṇa hetuṁ samarthyamale (Tattvādipanā, P. 316) (he i.e., Prakāśātmayati seems to justify the opponents’ argument), it is worth Prakāśātmayati’s endeavour to throw overboard completely the opponents’ viewpoint. Thus the fresh arguments of the opponents seem to be that as, the following state of consciousness (say, of a particular colour like

'blue') is seen to be born, it must be admitted that it has separate ancillaries (conditions) of origination than the preceding one; for, there can never be the origination of two perceptions at the very same moment. Hence it cannot be denied that there is first the destruction of the previous perception (say, of a particular colour like 'yellow') and the birth of the following perception (say, of another particular colour like 'blue'). It is here that the above-mentioned charge of anyonyāśrayatva (mutual dependence and consequential 'petitio principi') is urged by the Advaitists. Padmapāda's argument starts from this inevitable fallacy of material logic to which the opponents' arguments necessarily boil down. In fact, there are no logical grounds for the opponents to stand on to defend their title that there must be divisions of Consciousness on the evidence of the destruction and endurance of the particular states or modes of consciousness. Thus the fallacy of 'mutual dependence' starts in order that the opponents cannot prove that there are any destruction and any endurance of conscious states that inevitably beg the question of their previous origination. Thus the hint of Padmapāda has been elaborated exhaustively by Prakāśātmayati and Akhanḍānanda who are trying to support their predecessor more fully. As a matter of fact, Prakāśātmayati has shown clearly that this 'petitio principi' is against the opponents' arguments to prove the fragmentation of Consciousness. He, moreover, shows that such a position of the opponents who seek to prove their thesis by the admission of the birth of conscious states will make their theory vitiated by the defect of unnecessary postulation (kalpanā-gaurava-dosa); for, as he shows, origination of conscious states implies origination of the state of consciousness (samvidah utpatti) and the origination of the objective coloration (visayoparakiākārasya ca)—thus implying unnecessary postulation of two originations. But in the Advaitist view there is merely the birth of the objective coloration in so far as consciousness is never and under no circumstances postulated as being born. Hence the Advaitist view is more consistent and coherent, both logically and epistemologically, than the view of the Sāṅkhya et al. who hold that there must be internal heterisations of Consciousness through particular modes of expression and who therefore are involved in endless, ur mean-
ing hypotheses challenged by the Advaitists, as has been shown here. From this rather elaborate examination of the opponents' view as to the possibility of saṃvidbheda, it is, as by the way, shown by these Advaitist teachers that even the Buddhist (i.e., Vijñānavādin or Yogācāra) theory cannot logically stand. This Idealistic School of Buddhism suggests that there are endless bits of momentary consciousness which arise in a particular perception (kṣaṇikavijñānavāda); but as these numerous states are very similar to one another, there is no knowledge of their actual difference owing to the defect of the very akinness itself. They compare consciousness to the light of a lamp which has numerous momentary flickers, all of the very same nature. Thus the Vijñānavādin's contention is that these actual fragmentations which we know as single units of knowledge may be taken as accounting for the actual fact of such fragmentations. But Padmapāda and, following him, his followers have shown clearly that such a view also is logically untenable. The argument from very fine similarity of conscious states is untenable, for, here also there is the fallacy of mutual dependence. Similarity which seeks to establish the division (bheda) in Consciousness must therefore beg the question of division in order that similarity between two divided states may be established. Thus the inevitable anyonyāśrayatva dosa vitiates the whole cycle of the syllogistic inference and hence nothing is proved. This is very aptly suggested by Akhaṇḍānanda thus: bhede siddhe sādṛṣyakalpana, tasyāṁ ca siddhāyāṁ tato bhedādhitatau bhedasiddhiḥ itiḥnteśvarāśrayaprasāṅgānmaiavatityāha—tanniśākarotīti—(Tattvacārapana, P. 516). Hence the Vijñānavādin's or Yogācāra's theory of the existence of actual fragmentary states of Consciousness is shown to tumble down on the logical scrutiny of their case. Prakāśātmayati further shows that the Vijñānavādin's contention that the difference between different kinds of Consciousness is not recognised on account of the close akinness amongst them stands a very simple charge even on his own theory; for, he shows that the Vijñānavādin's consciousness, even though fragmented, is, nevertheless, self-revealed; hence even on his own admission there must be very little difference with the admission of the self-luminous Absolute Consciousness from the viewpoint of epistemology. Thus the Vijñānavādin's self-revealed conscious-
ness should naturally reveal the difference subsisting amongst the various moments of consciousness, in the same way as those moments are themselves revealed. Thus the Vijñānavādin commits an epistemological suicide by not admitting the revelation of the difference as well. Vidyāranya in his Vivaraṇa-prameya-saṅgrahā has further substantiated this point by showing that even Suresvaračārya in his Brhadāranyaka-bhāṣya-vārttika has referred to such a logical conclusion that the upholders of self-luminosity (including the theory of self-revelation of the Buddhist) must lead themselves to. Suresvara’s analysis, however, springs from the untenability of any fragmentation in the Absolute Consciousness, on the basis of the absence of any prāgabhāva (absence due to the previous non-origination of an object). His argument shows that such prāgabhāva alone can vouchsafe for the origination of an object, and naturally, Absolute Consciousness must also be regarded as being possessed of prāgabhāva. Then and then only can we say that it admits of fragmentations (bheda). But as that is untenable on the very face of it for the fact that this prāgabhāva also is revealed to the Sāksin of the Advaitist like all other objects, it cannot be presupposed of the Absolute Consciousness. Thus no bheda in it is logically tenable, as the Vijñānavādi Buddhist seem to suggest. Hence Consciousness shining by itself, as a principle, must not depend on any extraneous condition to be fragmented; if that is so, difference in fragmentations should also shine forth in the same light of Consciousness. The contention is that the Advaitist also recognises such non-revelation in the case of the Jīvas who are in essence Brahman, as established by the doṣa (eternal hindrance) like avidyā (nescience). But as there has been no such ground established in the case of different moments of Consciousness, non-revelation of the difference amongst them is logically untenable. Prakāśātmatayati fur-
ther analyses this point in order to substantiate fully the
Advaitist view over against the opponents’ view. Thus he
tries to bring out, from the opponents’ viewpoint, an infer-
cential proof for the establishment of their theory that there
may be the difference (as supposed) among the different
moments of Consciousness. The syllogistic argument put
forth by him is known as the sāmānyalodṣrānumāna (an infer-
ence based on facts of general assumption). This kind of
syllogism suggests a conclusion which is arrived at by an
assumption in which another similar general fact is taken as
the ground. The inferential syllogism suggested by Prakāṣā-
mayati is based on the assumption of the universal concom-
tance subsisting between the ‘probans’ (hetu) of ‘being revealed
by a permanent internal illuminative cognition’ and the
probandum (sādhyā) of ‘having differences among the similar
bits of something. This vyāpti or concomitance is imposed
on Consciousness by the opponents (i.e., Vijñānavādī Buddhist
who admits of the existence of such probans through the
assumption of a general fact and this general fact is the case
of the light, say of the lamp. Now this abiding light of the
lamp being revealed by itself (as Prakāṣāmayati has taken it
to be without the strict Advaitist conception of a difference
between material illumination and intellectual illumination)
adopts of the difference in flames of every moment. Similarly,
the intellectual illumination of Consciousness also admits of
difference among its moments, being itself self-revealed as the
one abiding principle.

Akhaṇḍānanda shows that this
syllogism lays emphasis on the two aspects of the cognition
(buddhi), viz., sthāyi (permanent) and prakāṣa (illuminative),
for the fact that there must be the recognition of the self-
luminous cognition whether of material illumination like the
light of the lamp or of the intellectual illumination like
Consciousness and these two entities must be abiding.

\[127\] suhāvidaḥ vādyagratibuddhabhedāvabhāsuḥ, sthāyiprabhāsabuddhi-
vedayatvāt, jñātāśrādityumānaḥ śakyate—(Vivarana, P. 217).

\[128\] buddhivedayatvādityuktē ghaṭādau vyavicāraḥ, tadarthām ‘prakāṣēti’
viśeṣānam, prakāṣa iti buddhiḥ prakāṣabuddhiḥ tadvedayatvādityarthāh.
iśpannātavastivadānapravartikṣātvartiyarthāh—sthāyī viśeṣānam, sthāyī-
buddhivedayatvādityuktē ghaṭādau vyavicāraḥ—tadarthām ‘prakāṣēti’
(Tattvādipana, P. 317).
Prakāśātmayati, following his predecessor, Padmapāda, shows that this type of inference cannot be maintained to prove the proposed conclusion the opponents drive at; for, the inference itself is opposed to the experience and contrary to further reasoning. Now an inference based on the general assumption cannot be maintained if it antagonises with the direct experience of particular instances which are sought to be proved by inference as possessing a specific quality (like bheda here); moreover, opposite valid reasoning (tarka) can nullify an inference as proving the particular probandum. Here both these factors are present and, therefore, the inference is wrong at the very foundation. Prakāśātmayati shows that our experience of the so-called bits of Consciousness does not prove that there is a difference among them, but on the contrary, proves that those bits suppose an abiding Consciousness that is extended through all moments. This empirical proof cannot be doubted, for, without the recognition of such an abiding principle no moments of Consciousness can be satisfactorily explained as all the moments presuppose the existence of this permanent background in the origination of our empirical behaviour. The opposite valid reasoning (tarka) that arises against this inference of the opponents is with regard to the charge levelled by the Advaitists which has been brought out above, viz., that bheda or difference among bits of Consciousness should also shine forth in the self-same light of self-luminous Consciousness, had, there been actually such a difference existent. Hence Padmapāda, Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda have given us enough grounds from the Advaitist standpoint to establish their viewpoint as being based upon very solid arguments, both empirical and logical, to triumph over the viewpoints of the opponents.

Padmapāda’s analysis of the nature of Consciousness leads him on to the analysis of the Self as connotated by the former, whence he tries to explain how empirical moments of Consciousness can also be justified. This apparent division in the logical analysis of the Self as Consciousness, admitting of empirical moments, is explained as not unjustifiable by Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda. They say that the Advaitist interpretation of the Self as Consciousness must needs explain how the different empirical moments in our
daily existence arise from the standpoint of that interpretation. Hence Padmapāda is perfectly within the limits of logic when he seeks to explain this phenomenon. Padmapāda says that the different empirical moments are explained if we recognise the Self as the permanent principle of Consciousness, and not jeopardised; for, the Self as such (cf. tasmāḥ citsvabhava evātmā—Pañcapādiḥ. P. 317), is only manifested in particular moments through the particular psychoses taking place in the mental entity (antahkaraṇa-vṛttiḥ); in fact the Self as Pure Consciousness, the abiding principle of all experience under these particular processes or psychoses, is delimited as such and such temporal and objective knowledge; the objective content of Consciousness makes for such objective determination of Consciousness.\(^{120}\) Hence the Advaitist argues that there may be empirical moments of Consciousness, even though the Self as Pure Consciousness is the only Reality.

Herein, however, sets in a fresh and very serious problem that the opponents try to urge against the Advaitist. They point out that such a recognition by the Advaitist will make his position precarious by making the Pure Self the Ego (ahaṅkāra) or the "I"-consciousness as the experiencer of all the empirical cognitions of the objective world.\(^{130}\) Thus the Advaitist finds himself in a very tight corner by admitting the empirical moments of Consciousness which is, however, non-different from the Pure Self, for, in such a position, his Pure Self no longer remains Pure, but becomes the Ego, the ahaṅkāra, as the experiencer of all such moments. Prakāśātmayati ably refutes this charge of the opponents by bringing out the real Advaitist view according to which the Pure Self is independent of all the empirical and psychological states or stages, but these states demand the delimitation of the Pure Self as Consciousness for the purpose of pragmatic behaviour. Hence when the subject of any knowledge is referred to, the

\(^{120}\) tena prameyabhedenopadhiyamāno'nubhavābhīdhānīyakain labhate—(Pañcapādiḥ, P. 317).

\(^{130}\) visayānubhavameva nimittikṛtya—'ahamiti draṣṭṛparāmarśātma-
vāhaṅkāraḥ samvṛttah iti codayati—bāḍhamata eveti—(Vivarāṇa, Pp. 317-318).

bāḍhamata eva—visayānubhavanimitto'nidamātmako'haṅkāraḥ varnyate
—(Pañcapādiḥ, P. 318).
Pure Self is designated as ‘I’ (draś††) and hence becomes referred to in an objective relation in the knowledge; otherwise the objective world would not have been brought into contact with the subjective consciousness, whence all our pragmatic life would cease.  

131 draś††rūpeṇa parāmarśasya viśayānubhavo nimittam, anyathā draś†–rādivibhāgabūnyāścīnmatraśarbhāsaḥ syāditi bhāvaḥ—(Vivaraṇa, P. 318).
CHAPTER VIII

AN ANALYSIS OF THE STATE OF DREAMLESS SLEEP (SUŚUPTI) FROM THE ADVAITIST VIEWPOINT—
BRINGING OUT THE NATURE OF THE PURE SELF AS DISTINGUISHED FROM THE EGO-CONSCIOUSNESS.

Prakāśātmanayati's analysis of the nature of the Pure Self in our conscious life, based upon the suggestions put forward by his predecessor, Padmapāda, gives rise to a very vital and interesting study of the state of dreamless sleep (suśupti). Padmapāda shows that the opponents' arguments of the revelation of the Ego (ahaṅkāra) as the Advaitists' Pure Self, should also be carried out in the state of dreamless sleep, wherein his theory obviously fails. Prakāśātmanayati and Akhaṇḍānanda further examine this analysis and come to the inevitable conclusion that the opponents' Ego cannot be said to shine as the Advaitists' Pure Self or Pure Consciousness does. The main argument against the opponents' viewpoint is that in dreamless sleep (suśupti) where all the functions of the internal and external organs cease, the Ego (ahaṅkāra) cannot shine at all, but the Self as Pure Consciousness still shines (cf. the Śruti: atrāyaṁ puruṣah svayamjyotiḥ). In the dreamless sleep, then, Pure Consciousness cannot be said to have been brought to a cessation, for that would mean that Consciousness has left the body by making it, consciousness-less—an absurd proposition. In dreamless sleep, what then is actually the state according to the Advaitists. The functions of all the organs being stopped, Pure Consciousness or the Self shines forth in its own light, with the fullness of avidyā (nescience) lying passive on it. There is no creation or destruction of knowledge-situations, no rising and falling of the āvidyaka or illusory world; the Pure Self alone shines forth as the self-luminous principle as the mere substratum of the passive state of the all-engrossing avidyā. Thus when the Ego is no longer active in suśupti, the Pure Self shines on; and hence in this state at least, the opponent loses all the force of his arguments.
This dialectical method is brought to a very fine logical conclusion with the help of a syllogism by Akhaṇḍānanda: (tathā ca prayogah—ahaṅkārah, nātmā, asati pratibandhe tasmin bhāsamāne satyanavarbhāsamānatvāt, ghaṭavadiyaarthāḥ :— (Tattvādiṣṭhāna, P. 318). [The Ego cannot be regarded as the Pure Self, for when the latter shines and when there is no hindrance, the former does not shine (as in suṣūpti); as the pot (which does not shine in that state, though there is no hindrance to it when the Self shines out)]. As the pot does not shine out like the Self in suṣūpti when merely the Pure Self as such endures and not as the subject to any objective reference, so it cannot be held, logically or epistemologically, that the subjective or objective reference in knowledge can be the Pure Self. Thus the Ego as the Pure Self is an untenable hypothesis, at least if this stage of the shining of the Pure Self is considered. The cessation of the organic functions in suṣūpti, therefore, suggests that there is at least the necessity of these factors for the revelation of other references (e.g., subjective) in knowledge, while the Pure Self is independent of them. It endures as the Witness of the full, rarefied state of avidyā, but is not caught up within it as being dependent on other extraneous factors like the subjective or objective state in knowledge. This is what is suggested by Prakāṣātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda in their analysis of the stage of suṣūpti and the nature of the Pure Self in it, as distinct from the nature of the Ego which is meaninglessly sought to be equated by the opponents with the Pure Self. Luminosity of the two in suṣūpti is at poles asunder and this fact alone vouchsafes for the distinct nature of the Pure Self in suṣūpti.

The opponent, however, may argue on by saying that the Ego does not shine in suṣūpti, not because of the fact that it is distinct from the Pure Self (as the Advaitists contend), but because of the fact that there is no revelation of the Ego, as the subject must depend on the revelation of the object (cf. viṣayāṇubhavanimitto draṣṭa-rūpavabhōsahamullekkhaḥ, tadāhitē suṣūpte kathamsya prasaṅgaḥ—Vivaraṇa, P. 318). Akhaṇḍānanda elucidates this point by showing that the knowledge of the object (viṣayāṇubhava) must be regarded as the basis of the revelation of the object (viṣayāvabhāsah), as the object itself is unrevealed or inert (jāda). Knowledge pre-
supposes an objective factor as much as the subjective, and hence there must be the revelation of the object when knowledge arises; but this epistemological necessity does in no wise pre-suppose that the Self as Pure Consciousness should remain unrevealed, when the objective or the subjective factor in knowledge is such. To do so is to commit an epistemological suicide by debarring the rise of the Consciousness at any stage of our life—waking or dreaming. The Ego-consciousness is, no doubt, co-eval with the objective consciousness, but in the susupti-stage a higher Consciousness prevails, transcending both. Thus the opponents' arguments may have good logic in our waking or dreaming life, but not in the dreamless life. The Pure Consciousness is ever-revealed and self-luminous, be there any subjective or objective revelation or not. Hence to argue, from the absence of the revelation of the objective factor in dreamless life, that the Ego is naturally unrevealed, means that there is the self-shining Pure Consciousness and not what the opponents try to establish, viz., that the Ego is the Pure Consciousness, but unrevealed in that state. Such an argument makes their logic all the sadder in so far as their Consciousness becomes an unreliable master, himself falsely depending on so-called reliable servants. These facts have been very cryptically summed up by Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvādiṇa where he has shown that Pure Consciousness is not dependent on any other factors for its revelation and hence is quite distinct from such dependent entities like the Ego. As to the question raised by the opponents that the Ego cannot be revealed in susupti because of the absence of the object and its revelation, these Advaitist writers have further shown that the Ego as seer (drśī) being dependent on the seen (drśya) (cf. draśtvam sapratīyogirūpam—Vivarāṇa, P. 319), cannot be regarded as independent of any such factor (nispratīyogirūpam) as Pure Consciousness. The Ego, therefore, falls to the category of the unconscious, which however becomes the conscious seat in knowledge (cf. sa cedamahamarthah—Vivarāṇa, P. 319). Thus it falls short of the nature of Pure Conscious-

132 viṣayānubhavasyāt mānākāraṭvānna tatsādhakatvam ātmānāḥ suhvi-
 drūpateśca na tadāhināsidhiḥvamiṣṭarthāḥ—(Tattvādiṇa, P. 318).
ness and hence cannot stand revealed in suṣupti as the latter is in its own merits.\footnote{133}

Prakāśātmayati, following his predecessor, Padmapāda, still elaborately examines the possible arguments of the opponents towards the nature of the state of suṣupti vis-à-vis the Ātman. He first analyses that the probans of dependence on a counterpart (sapratiyogitva), which the Advaitist urges against the admission of the Ego as the Self shining in suṣupti, is vitiated by the defect of asiddhi or untenability of its own nature; and hence the charge against the Ego as the Self in suṣupti is worth nothing. The opponents argue that the Ego, being conceived as distinct from the object on which it is said to depend, can very well be regarded as the Self in suṣupti. This Ego-consciousness is nevertheless the bhoktr-consciousness (consciousness of an enjoyer), but in suṣupti it is alienated from the viṣaya-relation and hence is not difficult of admission as the Self. (cf. parāgyāvṛttam draśīrūpam bhoktrtvameva, tadabhāve suṣuptāvanubhūyata iti codayati—nāvahamiti—Vivaraṇa, P. 319). The force of these arguments rests on the assumption by the opponents that when in suṣupti there is no possibility of the apprehension of the objects, the Ego naturally seems to be unrevealed (cf. tada-bhāve katham tathā pratibhāsah—Pañcapādīka, P. 319). Akhaṇḍānanda brings out the full implication of this argument by showing that the opponents’ analogy of the ‘dependence on a counterpart’ (sapratiyogitva) in the case of the Ego, as not militating against its being regarded as the Self in suṣupti where it is naturally unrevealed, is provided by the articulation of sound (śabda) which, though not naturally revealed as qualified, appears to depend on some factors like shortness (hrasvatva) or length (dirghatva) when we use it as ‘short’ or ‘long’.\footnote{134} But Akhaṇḍānanda points out that if we judge from a deeper logical view-point (gūḍhābhhisandhi),

\footnote{133} anātmavāhaṅkāra syāditi bhārah—(Vivaraṇa, P. 319).

\footnote{134} viṣayaśubhābhāre suṣuptau nāhamulkekaprasaktih, tamnimittatvadāhamulkehaṇa, yathā pradeśamānepramāne pratyoginirapeksatayā pratipattau pratyoginamapeksate, tadvadityarthaḥ—(Tattvadipana, P. 320).
the opponents are caught up in their own net of arguments and cannot therefore establish their point of view. This deeper logical analysis will show that what the opponents try to suggest here is vitiated by their own arguments previously held; for, when they hold that the Ego is not dependent on any counterpart in the susupti-state, it must be regarded that it is never dependent on such a counterpart. But that will be going against the fundamental position of the opponents who hold that the Ego is so dependent at other states of our life, viz., the waking and the dreaming. Even if the opponents admit the previous supposition, that admission will entail them in the difficulty that the Ego should be revealed at all states even without the objective counterpart. But that is never an epistemological fact. Hence the opponents are put into insurmountable difficulties by trying to hold that the Ego is not dependent in the susupti-state on any counterpart, while it is in other states, for that makes their position all the more precarious by the exposure of the unstable nature of the Ego. The argument from the analogy of the 'shortness' or 'length' of sound also cannot save the opponents from being dragged into such a position. True it is that the sound (say, of 'a') is not short or long as the particular spatio-temporal ethereal vibration, but is such whenever we wish to articulate it as short or long, then depending on the shortness or length of our mode of articulation; yet the Ego cannot be said to be naturally independent of any counterpart (nispratiyogikam) but becoming so dependent whenever the objective counterpart is brought into relation with it, so that the objective reference always determines its dependence on other factors (safratiyogikatvam). Such an impossibility is not merely epistemological as trying to make the revelation of the Ego always present (which is not the case), but also logical. The difference in the nature of the Ego in different states only pre-supposes that in the susupti-state, it is not the Ego that is revealed but a distinct entity other than the Ego. This distinct entity is the Pure Self as Consciousness (as held by the Advaitists) which shines forth in its own light and is never dependent on anything for its revelation. This Pure Self or Pure Consciousness is not, like the Ego, to be conceived as being distinct from the other factors which are depended
upon (parāgyāvertyta) for it is distinct from the not-Self which so depends; it is shining in its own light so that other objects are revealed in its light, and cannot reveal itself. If, however, the opponents still argue that there is no harm if in the susūpti-state the Ego-consciousness remains, the Advaitists answer that when a man gets up from this state he ought to remember (smṛti) that Ego-consciousness of susūpti, as he remembers the previous day’s experience of himself. But that is far from the case. Even if there is no universal rule of remembrance (smṛti) after experience (anbhute), yet the Ego as not distinct from the Self should also shine like the Self. But in no way is it a fact. The opponents cannot avoid this charge of absence of remembrance of the Ego, if it is experienced in susūpti, by holding that the Consciousness of the Ego being permanent cannot rouse up any smṛti through any residual impression (saṁskāra), for even though the Ego is experienced, they cannot say that its experience is permanent. The Ego-consciousness rises and falls with every kind of our experience and thus the opponents must needs regard it as possessing some sort of saṁskāra to make for the rise of its remembrance. If they do not accept this position, they will never be able to account for the fact of remembrance from their standpoint; for, even the remembrance of the past day’s experience of oneself must be regarded as a fact and they cannot account for it but by accepting that the Ego-consciousness is not permanent, but vacillating, and thus paves the way for its remembrance afterwards. These facts are very consistently and cryptically summed up by Akhaṇḍananda: aubhaiṣhavyatvasya prāg nirastatvāt pariḥāro bhavatyeyyayarthāḥ—(Tattvadīpana. P. 321), meaning thereby that the Ego does not belong to the category of the enduring Consciousness, but to that of the distinct not-Self, which is rising and

135 tataśca viṣayoparáktasapratīyogikasvabhāvasyaḥoṁkāraśyātmatavaṁ
susīptavānubhavaviruddhamāpasate ityāha—tataśca viṣayoparāgeti.
ātmanastu saṁjñamakatvānna parāgyāvertytāt, ahamuparāgadeva vyāvṛtyaṁbhāsah ityarthāḥ—(Vivaroṇa, P. 321).
aḥoṁkāraya sāpekṣatvādātmanoścānapekṣatvāt kathamabheda ityāḥa-
tatāceti. sarpātīyogikasaṁjñatvāhve ca, tathā tvanmate'pyātmahanā
drāgyāvertytātvdānamātmavāptaḥ ityāśaṁkhyātmanahā pārṇvatvāt vyāvṛty-
tavāṁbhāhityāha—ātmana iti. ahamityukta vyāvṛttatā prathate ityā-
śaṁkya prathanamanyathayati—ahamiti—(Tattvadīpana, P. 321).
falling, coming and going, to the Witness of the Pure Consciousness.

The Advaitists, however, are not in any tight corner to explain their position of the remembrance of the Ego. Though they hold that the Absolute or Pure Consciousness is ever-enduring, they explain their theory of knowledge, including remembrance, with the help of vṛtti or mental modifications. They hold that the antahkaraṇa or mind being a translucent entity has the image of the object painted on it whenever it is in contact with the object, directly or indirectly, and this imprinting of the object is through the modification it undergoes towards apprehending that object. This modification of the translucent mind to apprehend directly or indirectly, any particular object is known as the vṛtti. Now, therefore, Prakāśātmayati explains the Advaita theory of remembrance of the Ego (ahaṅkārasmṛti) with reference to this basic principle of knowledge. He says that there is a mental modification of the nature of Ego (ahaṅkārkārā antahkaraṇavṛtti) when the object is directly brought in contact with the subject. The I-consciousness as the possessor of the objective reference in knowledge is the primus of all reflective knowledge, and hence the mind is modified into the form of the Ego which owns the knowledge. In this way, the Ego being the reflector of consciousness (for, all vṛtis are the modes of Absolute Consciousness which expresses itself through the subjective and objective aspects of knowledge), becomes perceived in reflective knowledge along with the objective aspect. Thus there remains a trace (samskāra) of the Ego-consciousness whenever a particular knowledge subsides. This trace or impression of the Ego-consciousness like in all other cases of remembrance, becomes the instrument for the remembrance of the Ego in subsequent moments. Thus, in the re-reflective judgments on the Ego, the knowledge of the previous moment of Ego-consciousness as expressed through the vṛtti becomes roused up in remembrance through the trace or impression of that knowledge.136

136 ahaṁvṛttyavacchinnevaṁantaḥkaraṇam. caitanyasya viṣayabhāvamāpayate, tadvṛtti-samskārajanyasyaṁantaḥkaraṇaṁ punah smṛtyunubhavatvācchādaḍakāmīt smanḍopapattiḥ—(Vivaraṇa, Pp. 321-322). ahaṅkārkārā kācidantaḥkaraṇavyāptirutpadyate, tasyāṁ vṛttyāra-
To defend the Advaitist position of the absence of any cognition of the Ego (ahāṅkāra) as the Self in the susūpti-state, Prakāśātmayati following Padmapāda shows how in that state there is no cognition of happiness or pleasurableness (sukha) as pertaining to enjoyment of the objective phenomena adhering to the Ego. The opponents argue that when one gets up from dreamless slumber, he is often seen to speak of his pleasing sleep (sukhamahanasvāpsam). This phenomenon, therefore, they argue, points to the cognition of the Self as a pleased (sukhi) entity and this pleased Self is designated as the T or Ego when that state is remembered. But Prakāśātmayati dismisses this argument altogether by showing that there is no cognition of any pleasure (sukha) during deep slumber (susūpti). This cognition of pleasure in susūpti cannot be taken to postulate the Ego as the Self, the mere enjoicer or happy entity without any objective reference; for, the Ego is never perceived as the Self even as a mere happy entity. Happiness or pleasurableness is not a fact of the susūpti-state as the absence of unhappiness or unpleasurableness is. In that state the Ego's functions are all stopped; the objective world also ceases to function as being known in any way. The Pure Self or Pure Consciousness alone shines in its own light with the fullness of avidyā-seeds lying embedded in it as being merely revealed. In such a state, therefore, happiness adhering to the Ego can hardly be postulated, for the Ego as happy is never cognized and hence never recognized. What is absent psychologically as being a blind-folded entity is also epistemologically non-existent. Thus the state of susūpti merely postulates a state of the absence of unhappiness which characterizes the other states, viz., jāgrat and svapna. Even such an absence is negatively realized by the Self which is absorbed in its own unvacillating nature. Hence Prakāśātmayati says that there being merely a verbal reference (śabda-jñāna) and no perceptual reference (pratyakṣa-jñāna), an implied meaning (lakṣaṇā) can very well be imposed on sukha as duḥkkhābhāva.137 Prakāśātmayati following Padma-

137 mukhyasyukhasaṁbhavaṁ duḥkhābhāvasya laksyasya sampratipannatvāt—(Vivarana, P. 322).
pāda also shows that the Ego being perceived as happy should be happy with regard to an object; but such a position is not and cannot be regarded as true even by the opponents. Hence it is a logical inconsistency to speak of the Ego as happy (in the suṣupti-state) with no object of happiness. On the contrary, the Advaitist is strictly logical by saying that there is merely the negative feeling of the absence of any unhappiness with no subjective or objective reference, for such an absence of unhappiness is, in the negative way, our own experience in recognition. Even physiological phenomena like lightness of the body are incapable to postulate any sukhā in the Ego, for such phenomena are purely dependent on the soundness or unsoundness of the physiological organs produced after the slumber. The fatigued limbs of the waking state depend on the slumber for being refreshed and rejuvenated, and that cause being variant with different persons and circumstances, physiological easiness (like lightness of the body) or uneasiness ensues. Hence these phenomena have nothing to do with the feeling of any happiness during the slumber. Such being the position from the Advaitist standpoint, Prakāśātmayati has very well contended that the Ego is never remembered as 'enjoyer' (bhokty) in deep slumber (suṣupti), but merely the Pure Consciousness of that state stands as the present Ego-consciousness of being associated with the remembrance of a state. This remembrance in no wise makes the Ego as having been happy previously, but only the previous state of pure negativity (the absence of any unhappiness) is now associated in the experience of the Ego.

The crucial and final position of the Advaitists is, however, brought out by Prakāśātmayati who explains more elaborately the phenomenon of duḥkhaḥbhāva as being remembered from their standpoint. The Advaitists urge that the

\begin{quote}
rimataḥ duḥkhasambandhi muktivikṣaṇāravasthāsambandhitvāt sammut-
avadiṣṭaṇkyāḥ—tadabhāva iti. savikalpakasya sabdollikhitavātuttutra lakṣyāḥ yuktetvarthaḥ—(Tattvadipana, P. 322).
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
vyapadeśopi 'sukhāṁ suptāḥ, na kićcinmayā cetitamiti' hi dṛṣyate
—(Pañcapādikā, P. 322).
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
tasmānna suṣuptau bhokṣṭayā'pi ahamullekhono'usmaryata iti.
nāma—anyūbhute'pi na smṛtiniyamāḥ—satyaṁ—ātmayanusmaryamāne tācan-
mātrasyathāṅkārasya ahamityeva smṛtiniyamāḥ syāditvayuktam—(Viśvaraṇa, P. 323).
\end{quote}
fact of the experience of duḥkhābhāva is not possible to postulate even in the susupti-state for the fact that there is neither the knowledge of the counterpart (pratiyogin—i.e., duḥkha) nor can such a negative feeling adequately explain the self-shining Pure Consciousness lying unvacillating in its own nature (svarūpāndānānubhavaḥ). Hence the Advaitists urge that the real state of the Self in susupti is the intrinsic blissful state and, therefore, on the one hand, the limited happy Ego is repudiated, and on the other, experience of any negative feeling (like duḥkhābhāva) is excluded as being the real intention. The Witness-Consciousness that is ever unveiled becomes established in the intrinsic blissful nature, whence it is merely inferred that a negative feeling of duḥkhābhāva is present there. As a matter of fact, such blissful nature being the real nature of the Witness (Sākṣin) is not veiled by any ajñāna which is not destroyed by it; but is rather itself revealed. Thus in waking life there is a faint realization of bliss as manifested in love, but is not fully manifested as in this state because of the working of avidyā. The Advaitist, therefore, declares with firm conviction that the duḥkhābhāva, like jñānābhāva, in the susupti-state is merely postulated (arthāpattyā gamyate) and not realized as the real state, for, the happiness or knowledge of the Ego is only the goal of exclusion by such negative ways of knowledge. In fact, the real blissful or conscious nature of Pure Self is fully manifested. The ajñāna being manifested by Sākṣin in the susupti-state merely postulates the absence of knowledge of the Ego as being connected with the objective world. In fact, the Pure Self is that Witness-Consciousness of all avidyā at that state and cannot be said to be the seat of the absence of knowledge as the Ego is.

Prakāśātmayati judges the Advaitist thesis that knowledge or jñāna is antagonistic to nescience or ajñāna in particular modes (vṛttis) of the former and shows that in the susupti-state there is no destruction of ajñāna for the fact that jñāna is not roused with any particular mode. The state of susupti is the state of ajñāna in the unproductive form, i.e., when it has nothing particular to create to which any particular subject has to be referred. But in the waking or even dreaming state, there is always particular modes of knowledge, and the
ajñāna creating the objective circumstances in such particular modes is destroyed whenever a particular mode of knowledge rends the veil lying on objective consciousness. The Śāksīn or Witness-Consciousness is here related to the objective world through subjective modes (vṛtti) in order to have effect of the unity of the inner and the outer world (abhedābhivyakti). This is undoubtedly the primus in all epistemological processses, but in the susūpti-state the epistemological processes themselves being stopped, the objective and the subjective worlds are not necessarily to be brought into any unity. This is the true philosophical approach of the Advaitists in regard to the susūpti-state. Hence Prakāśātmayati says that the avidyā or ajñāna, when lying in its primal state of avyākta in susūpti, is not antagonised by Consciousness which as the Witness only reveals it. But in other states like the waking, there is inevitably an antagonism between particular jñāna or mode of knowledge and particular ajñāna or mode of veiling between the objective and the subjective worlds. Hence the state of susūpti is at poles asunder from the two other states with regard to the destruction of ajñāna. Prakāśātmayati follows up the Advaitist thesis, as elaborated by him, that in the susūpti-state there is no duḥkhābhāva or jñānābhāva, but pure bliss or pure consciousness reigns there as the very nature of the Self. The state of jñānābhāva, like duḥkhābhāva, cannot be supported by the Advaitists on the ground of the absence of remembrance of the Self as being connected with the objective world. This kind of argument cannot save the situation, which is sought to be revived, that there may be the inference of jñānābhāva from the absence of the objective reference in susūpti; for, as Akhaṇḍānanda points out, such inference suffers from the fallacy of vyabhicāra. There is no universal concomitance (vyāpti) between the absence of the knowledge-

140 nanu-jāgaraṇe'pi anubhūyamāṇamajñāṇam kathah jñānavirodhi sya? na—avasthāviśeṣavāriśṭasyajñānasya susūpti'nuhbhavat, tasya ca jāgaraṇe'pi ghaṭādiśjñānāvirodhitādārāsanā paṭāvagamaśamaye—(Vivaraṇa, P. 324).

Viṣṇubhaṭṭopādhyāya in his Bṛjivivaraṇa has very aptly brought out the implications of the expression: avasthāviśeṣavāriśṭasyajñānasya. cf. sarvajñānānām nāmāvasthāviśeṣah, tena viśiṣṭasyetvarthah. He also says: ekāśrayatre sati yadviṣayamajñāṇam, tadviṣayajñāṇanena virudhyate.
of the Self as being related to the objective world and its absence of remembrance as such; for, it is well seen that even when the Self has full knowledge of the objective world, it is often not remembered as such, thus making the inference of the previous absence of the knowledge of the Self in a particular way in the susupti-state from the probands of the absence of remembrance as such, a vyabhicāri inference. Hence what the Advaitists can say with regard to any such inference of proving the absence of knowledge or of happiness is that in the susupti-state there is only the unpaticularised realization of consciousness and unpaticularised enjoyment of bliss whence it follows that a postulation (arthāpatti) of the particularised opposites is only possible, but no solid inferential proofs of such conditions can be adduced, for such proofs are fallacious being grounded in the defect of vyabhicāra.

These analyses of the susupti-state from the Advaitist standpoint give rise to further problems which are posed and replied by Prakāśātmayati. One of such problems which confronts the Advaitist is that in the susupti-state, the Witness-Consciousness or Sāksicaitanya being the revealer of the primal ajñāna and being in the permanent blissful state, how could there be any remembrance of such pure states of consciousness and bliss with no ajñānakārya remaining at that state? For, such pure states (or, rather state) of the Sāksicaitanya are eternal (avinnāśīn) and hence no impressions (saṁskāras) can be postulated in it as giving rise to the posterior remembrance of such states. The reply of the Advaitists as given by Prakāśātmayati is that the Sāksicaitanya being eternal in its real state is not so as being qualified even in the susupti-state; how is it that there is qualification in that state? Prakāśātmayati gives a very pertinent reply. He says that the state, not being the state of mokṣa or liberation, has yet the play of ajñāna to qualify the Sāksin. This play is not like that in our waking or dreaming states, yet there is some internal qualifications of the Sāksin as Sāksin, as the revealer of ajñāna and as the blissful. In other words, there is, (as he explains a threefold modification of the ajñāna or avidyā lying in the unruffled state; for, the vikṣepaśakti or the projective power of it is totally absent for the absence of any objective experience. The āvaranaśakti is, however, futile on the Sāksicaitanya
for such a veiling power does not operate upon the latter which reveals it. Such power is operative when the Absolute Consciousness or Brahmacaitanya is veiled due to its non-revelation as such but as something other of the unconscious realm. The eternal nescience hinges upon Brahmacaitanya so that its real nature is veiled and its false nature is revealed. This nescience is rent into nothing by the realization of that real nature with the rise of the transcendental knowledge in the shape of an akhandākārā vṛtti or an undifferentiated pure consciousness of such real nature. Nescience is antagonistic to such a rise of any vṛtti, but it is not on that account impossible on Brahmacaitanya which is veiled by it till the rise of that vṛtti. It hinges upon such caitanya for its own possibility, otherwise it could not have been postulated, as jāda or unconscious entities are not veiled for they are never revealed by themselves. What has no revelation by itself is not veiled, and Brahmacaitanya does not mean that any avidyā will not come to its precincts, for it does not antagonise with it, but rather makes impossible, by the fact of its own real nature to be veiled and superimposed upon. It is only when that slumber of nescience cannot exist any moment when the transcendental knowledge in the shape of an akhandākārā vṛtti arises that Brahmacaitanya becomes a confirmed antagonist to the former as light is to darkness. But Sāksicaitanya being the Witness of all our moments of life through which objects are known, unknown and faintly known, is never the locus of any ajñāna, for it is ever in its real nature without caring for the possibility or impossibility of avidyā. It is the mere passive Witness of the whole of our life—be it of the vyavahārika or prātibhāsika stages, for, it merely reveals every kind of experience of life, from that of mistaking a rope for a snake to perceiving an object as ‘mine’ or ‘me’. It is only in the transcendental or pāramārthika stage that that Brahmacaitanya as undifferentiated Pure Consciousness alone is realized with all the necessity for the Witness and the witnessed being reduced to nullity. This being the state of susūpti where the Sāksicaitanya is alone revealed as the blissful and as the nescience-revealer it is very cogent logic to hold that the ajñāna has a triple function or modification even at that state. This triple modification is not projective of any vikṣepa for all objec-
tive experience is absent there. It is neither of the āvaraya for Sākṣin is not veiled. What then is the nature of this triple function of ajñāna? Prakāśātmayati has here laid out a very vital conclusion of his School. He has here shown that this ajñāna being revealed by the Sākṣicaññāya is nevertheless modified into piecemeal consciousness of itself, of the bliss and of the Sākṣin, for the Sākṣicaññāya being itself eternal is not eternal as being revealed in susupti being realized in and through these three states. Thus the ajñāna as associated with the Pure Self is operative even when it is revealed by the Sākṣin, in susupti, thus vouchsafing for that triple nature being possible of remembrance in our waking life.

We quote here the very vital lines from the Pañcapādi-kā-vivaraṇa: “namu-ajñāna-sukhāñubhavanoh, Sākṣicaññāya cāvināśinaḥ samśkārābhāve kathamutthilasya trayāñāmanus-maranam syāt? ucyate-ajñānagatacaityaśājanmopādhitvāt ajñānasaṅkhasākṣivañkalpāñubhavasya ajñānāvasṭhābhedena caityābhāsānāṁ bhinnatvāt ṭadvināśasaṁskāra-jis-maraṇam ajñāna-sukha-sākṣicaññāyākāram ajñānaviśiṣṭātmāśrayameva sam-bhāvyate, nāntākaraṇāśrayamiti” (P. 325). In this passage, Prakāśātmayati gives us the logical explanation of the remembrance of the susupti-consciousness through the modifications (vṛttis) of the ajñāna itself in its triple mode—as the Sākṣin, the blissful and the nescience-revealer. Herein he strikes a very vital note in the Advaita system. The avidyāvṛtti (modification of the nescience) has been enunciated by him in his Schoool for the first time in Advaita system. Even his predecessor, Padmapāda, and the originator, Bhāsyakāra Śrī Śaṅkarācārya himself, have not recognised any vṛtti in the avidyā which is responsible for all the vikṣepas of an illusory nature in our waking and dreaming states; hence in the susupti-state also there is no necessity for postulating such vṛttis. They have held that the object itself is illusory and whenever an illusory object is revealed to the Sākṣicaitanya, it is capable of producing a recognition or remembrance of itself as such, as it leaves an impression of illusoriness pertaining to the superimposed object as modifying the Sākṣicaitanya, the revealer of it; in other words, the posterior recognition of the superimposed object is made possible even without any a priori avidyāvṛtti. But it is Prakāśātmayati who for the first
time postulates the necessity of avidyārvitī in the case of the experience of illusory objects, and he thus even here in the susupti-state brings out the existence of the avidyārvitī—not operative in any projective way (vikṣepaśaktī) or any veiling form (āvaraṇaśaktī)—but as the mere falsity existing in the floating triple mode.

It is significant, therefore, as Prakāśātmayati has brought out, that in the susupti-state, the Self as Šāksin remains in its blissful and nescience-free (mukta) state; hence the Self of susupti is the recognizer of the à priori states only in so far as avidyārvitī is operative in the tripartite way. The Self is, therefore, the recognizer of what it was, and there is, therefore, no incongruity, as apprehended, that the ahaṅkhāra or Ego is the recognizer, in the waking state, of the Self in its à priori states in susupti.

Further interesting studies in the controversy ranging between the recognition of avidyārvitī in susupti (and for the matter of that in any state) and non-recognition of it can be made from the monumental work Advaitasiddhi of Madhusūdana Sarasvatī and its masterly commentary Laghucandrikā (Gaudabrahamānandi) by Brahmānanda Sarasvatī. Mudhusūdana has very ably analysed the problem in its pros and cons, and has shown the viewpoints of the two Schools in a very logical way. The two Schools have been represented by him as the School of Sureśvara’s Vārtika (i.e., Bhṛhadāraṇyakabhāsyavārtika) and the School of Prakāśātmayati’s Vivaraṇa. Vārtikakāra, he shows, has apparently been in conflict with Vivaraṇakāra in so far as the possibility of any avidyārvitī in the susupti-state is concerned; but on clearer scrutiny he shows that Vārtikakāra could not but admit some sort of vṛtti even at that state. Vārtikakāra apparently says that the state of susupti can be compared with the state of pralaya (dissolution of the universe), and hence there is no need for any remembrance of the nescience hanging in the susupti-state. Rather, this nescience is ever attendant on the Self, and in the waking life we are inevitably bound by its effects. Hence there is no special necessity to postulate the existence of any avidyārvitī so that it should be remembered afterwards as having had its revelation to the Šāksin. Susupti is a state akin to complete dissolution and hence no particular modes of the avidyā are necessary. But over against this view,
Vivaraṇākāra has brought out the tripartite avidyāvṛtti in suṣupti to account for remembrance. Nevertheless, as Madhūsūdana says, there is only an apparent divergence between the two, as Vārtikakāra has had to recognize some sort of vṛtti, which is unique (and not tripartite) to explain recognition or remembrance. We quote below the apt passages from the two works cited above:

“samskārajanyāvidyāvṛttiyaiva suṣuptiṣṭajñānābhañāt

“tathācānumityādyvṛttīnāsāya hetutarā kūmpatvena prakṛte vṛttirāvyaśākī kīma-ciṣṭaupūṣyaiva sukhatvena jāgaramadhya'pi tāsmyānāmbhāvena susūptīuttarameva sukhamāsamiti smṛtīrityatvā bījāhāvah, tasmāt susūptāh sukākārā vṛttirāvyaśākī. saivājñānākārā susūptiṣṭadāviṣayakāpi tāsųkmāvasthā tātāsmaṇuḥa vṛttimātrasaṇa naśe tadāvisayēsva tattāpi smṛtyāntutvavakalpāt. jñātavena hi savaih smaraya kīma-Bhāmatyāmadhyāsahbhāṣyasthāyāmuktam. tatāh caītiādrasusūptau svārupasukhe coktanubhava na cedānubhayeyale na-vedaṁ'ītī dhīṣṭadābhavāvyaśākī kīminibandhanāyaṇena tadābhavāvyaśakatvānurodhena susūptavṛttirāvyaśākī. tataśca tasyāmavājñānākārataṃ vanā 'dābhavāvyaśākī kīminbandhanāyaṇena.
Vivaraṇasya yo'bhiprāya uktaḥ, sa eva 'na cedilyādivārtikasyeṣaṃ yarthah"—[Laghucandrikā (Gauḍabrahmānandī), Nirnaya Sagar Edn.; P. 559].

From these rather copious quotations from the two of the latest dialectical works of Advaita Vedānta, following in the main the Vivaraṇa School, it is evident that the avidyāvṛtti as enunciated by Prakāśātmayati has been one of the greatest contributions towards the epistemological explanation of dreams and illusions and pure states of the Self's existence as in dreamless slumber. All our moments of life whenever avidyā has any existence by way of projection as in dreams and illusions or by way of veiling of the underlying consciousness as in our waking life of difference and distrust or by way of a passive element as in our dreamless slumber, we have a logical and epistemological necessity to admit an avidyāvṛtti which is created, even though avidyā is revealed directly to the Witness-Consciousness along with the object which it superimposes or projects. Whenever there is any avidyā to be revealed directly to a Witness-Consciousness, there is a corresponding vṛtti along with the object that is differently acted upon by the avidyā, or in other words, the avidyāvṛtti leaves room for the remembrance of the falsely cognized phenomenon whenever the āvidyaka state ends. Till the rise of the transcendental consciousness, everything is phenomenal or illusory and avidyā exists as a force till that state is reached. Hence relatively every moment of our lower and lower experience of the phenomenal or illusory worlds is negated whenever its relative truth is dispelled by a higher truth. Such relative truths are all āvidyaka till the rise of the transcendental consciousness, and hence all such states are remembered as such as we rise higher up in the electicism of Truth.

To come back to our original discussions we can conclude this discussion by showing that Prakāśātmayati has very consistently given us his own views as to the state of suṣupti. To controvert the Yoga (Pātañjala) view that suṣupti or dreamless slumber is a state of the ahaṅkāra or Ego and hence it is the Ego that remembers it (cf. abhāva-pratyāyālambanā vṛtti-nirūdra: Yogasūtra), he has solidly established the Advaita view of suṣupti as the pure state of the Self (Ātman)—state brimful with unruffled avidyā as revealed to the Sākṣīn; hence
it is the Self that remembers the susūpta-state—the Self that is always attended with nescience—thus vouchsafing for the saṁskāras and susūpta to be revealed to the waking Self, and not to the waking ahaṅkāra, call this Self, as Prof. K. C. Bhattacharyya has done in his Studies in Vedantism, 'a lower dimension' of Reality. The ahaṅkāra cannot be regarded as the recognizer of the states of the Self in susūpta, for that will bring in an obvious epistemological difficulty. Hence, as Akhaṇḍānanda and Vidyārāṇya have brought out, it is the Self that is both experiencer and recognizer of the states of susūpta, while the antaḥkaraṇa merely vouchsafes for the expression in words of that à priori experience. (antaḥkaraṇaṁ tu smṛtasyāṁ hasya saṁbānuviddhaṁ vyavahāramāṇapādayati—Vivaraṇa-prameya-saṁgraha—Vasumati Edn.—Pt. II. P. 80).

This view of the Vivaraṇa has been very clearly brought out by Prakāśātmayati, and it seems striking that his analysis of the susūpta-state strikes a very significant originality from his predecessor's viewpoint. His analysis of the nature of the Self as the Witness, blissful and nescience-revealer esse in susūpta had not been formulated by any of his predecessors so cogently and forcefully. His advocacy of the tripartite avidyāvṛtti in susūpta is a landmark in Advaita thought. The Witnessing Self in susūpta is the revealer of avidyā and its tripartite vṛtti so that bliss and nescience-revelation are the states which are also revived in our waking life. The positive states of bliss and nescience as realized in susūpta have been rather unacceptable to Padmapāda. He has rather subscribed to the negative experiences of absence of sorrow (duḥkhābhāva) and absence of particularized knowledge (jnānābhāva). These facts will rather go against the analysis of Prakāśātmayati who has amply demonstrated that experience of any abhāva cannot be logically established in susūpta, for the experience of the pratiyogin or counterpart is also absent there. Thus it is only by postulation (arthāpatti) that such abhāva is merely known later on. Hence Prakāśātmayati reconciles his predecessor's analysis by saying that it is not the real Advaita view, but is

141 na tat svāpe sukhānubhavasyaṁ saṁkāraṁ smaraṇam, kim tarhi? sukhāvamartko duḥkhābhāvanimittaṁ—(Pañcapādikā, P. 322).
vyapaḍēśo'pi sukhāṁ suptah na kiṁcinvayā cetitamiti hi drṣyate—(Pañcapādikā, P. 323).
merely a suggestion from the opponents' point of view to exclude their interpretation of Ego's experience of such positive experience\textsuperscript{142}.

Thus a very significant exposition of the \textit{susu\textpi}-state of the Self has been given by Prakāśātmayati and following him Akhanḍānanda and Vidyāraṇya have also added fruitful supplements to that exposition. This exposition of the state of \textit{susu\textpi} is not only a psychological analysis of the mind but is rather a corner-stone of Advaita metaphysics; for, it is this problem which analyses the state of the Pure Self as unmoved by any objective factors except as the Witness of the uncreative mass of avidyā that is the only blind principle without calling up the subjective reaction toward any objective world. It, therefore, gives the clue to Advaita metaphysics of the nature of Self as experienced in and through our psychological and epistemological moments of existence in waking, dreaming and dreamless states. Prakāśātmayati, following Padmapāda, shows that there is an essential difference between the ahaṅkāra and the Ātman. Akhanḍānanda brings out the real intention of Padmapāda by showing that the Advaita view on the nature of the Self is essentially different from the Naiyāyika and the Prābhākara views on it. The tirade of attacks on these two Schools on this point as made by Prakāśātmayati, has been brought out in fuller details by us above. Akhanḍānanda here reminds us about these two Schools which seek to make Self a known entity. He merely suggests here that the Naiyāyikas who seek to make the knowledge of the Self as different from the knowledge of the object, but at the same time depending on the mind, commit a logical and psychological fallacy by making knowledge of the Self (either vouchsafed for by the latter through an innate relation, or being vouchsafed for by another knowledge in a relation of identity) assume a dual rôle of a subjective process involving an objective counterpart. But there is no bifurcation in knowledge which as a system is coherent and unitary. Again, the Prābhākara theory of the Self as the seat of samvit or consciousness fails to make for the invariable revela-

\textsuperscript{142} sarvathāpi susu\textpi'jūnasahānaḥbhānasamābhavat asambaddhamidoṁ ṭīkā-kāreṇpoktamiti, satyam, paramatamārityedamuktam na svamatamiti na doṣah—(Vivaraṇa, P. 326).
tion of the subject however much they try to establish it by the theory of triputipratyakṣa; for knowledge of the object cannot necessarily generate revelation of the subject in every act of knowledge, as the subject is sought to be revealed like the object. Unless the subject becomes the primus of all revelation, how can one vouchsafe for its invariable revelation, however clearly the object is known. These factors of difficulty, as brought out by Akhaṇḍānanda, stand in the way of the real analysis of the Self, and thus the chasm between the Ego and the Self becomes wider and more gaping to be shown by Advaitists. (cf. nīlādipratyayādanyā eva manojanita ātmavīṣayah pratyayah, tatsādham kāmaṁ yannaiyāyikādīmatam tanna sambhavati, karma-karta-virodhāt samvādāśrayatayā ātmasiddhīriti yad gurunocate tadāyopasaṅgalam anyākāra-jñānasyānyasādāhakatvā sambhavāt; pariṣṭat svapraκāśatvamityarthāh. svapraκāśatvameva latropasaṅhītam, tataḥ kathamuktiṃmahāṅkārabhedasyāpyupasaṅhīrtiḥ tatrāha ahaṅkāreti, ahaṅkārasya viṣayānubhavāvādhīnaśiddhītvāda tamanaścā tadvaparītyād bhedaḥ: loc. cit. P. 326). Thus the Ego being different from the Self on logical and epistemological grounds, Prakāśātmayati, following his predecessor, shows that the śruti or scripture also supports this Advaitist view of their difference. Akhaṇḍānanda says that this scriptural testimony is necessary because the logical proofs for such difference to be established need always to be supported by śruti. Hence Prakāśātmayati has given us some reference to scriptural testimony over and above the logical. In the Upaniṣad we find an interesting discussion on this aspect of difference between the two. Here we find that the Self or Brahman is regarded as omnipresent; (Sa evādhaśāt sa evopariṣṭāt). The highest Reality is the Self that is all-pervasive. But even there the Ego (ahaṅkāra) is also regarded as partaking of this all-pervasive nature of the Self, (athāto ahaṅkārādeśaḥ), which nature is; however, again ascribed to the Self (athāta ātmādeśaḥ). Thus there is a clear indication of the fact that the Ego, which we regard as omnipresent and equal to the all-pervasive Self, is falsely regarded as such; in fact, the Self is the only omnipresent Reality. The scriptural evidence of the ascription of all-pervasiveness to the Ego, is, however, never meant to show the absence of difference between it and the Self, in the same-
way as the absence of difference between the individual self (jīva) and the Universal Self (Brahman) has been sought to be established. Prakāśātmayati vehemently opposes such an apprehension which is not without justification. But he shows that there is a fundamental difference in the concepts of the jīva and Brahman on the one hand and the ahaṅkāra and Ātman on the other. There is fundamentally the recognition of difference in the former case (jīva and Brahman) at every step of our existence and the scriptures therefore try to establish that there is really an absence of difference and difference is merely an illusion. But when in the case of the ahaṅkāra the illusory difference makes the Self appear as non-different from ahaṅkāra, this non-difference is, however, as false as the loss of sight of the real nature of unity. Unity of jīva and Brahman is one of the theses of the scriptures, but this unity never means false unity. False non-unity (as in jīva and Brahman) is as bad as false unity (as in ahaṅkāra and Ātman). While the first is due to nescience in its veiling capacity or āvāraṇaṣakti, the latter is due to it in its projecting capacity or vikṣepaṣakti.143 Now, therefore, the question arises as to how two objects falsely known as unitary can both be omnipresent. If the Ego is omnipresent like the Self, the Ego should not be regarded as different in essence from the latter, as the jīva is in essence non-different from Brahman. The difference of jīvahood from Brahmanhood is false and hence both are of equal essence. Is the Ego then such an entity, in essence not different from the Self, although this essence which is sought to be claimed to be same by the opponents is shown to be false in so far as the essence of the Self as self-luminous (svapraktāsa) is not same in the Ego and the Self? Is not the charge of the Advaitists based on this false unity springing from the losing sight of the essence that in the not-Self is never

143 tatra yuktāṁ bhedena pratipannayojya-Brahmaporekātvasiddhyarthastadupadeśah, ahaṅkāraya tu pūrvamāraṁkaṬcpratipatteḥ prthag-upadeśaḥ bhedesiṣṭhāyāya iti ganyate. Brahmaṇāḥ paroksasya prayākatvasiddhyāyaḥāṁmatmatvamupadikṣya vamnastadvyudāṣena mukhyātmatvam-upadiṣṭatyarthah—(Virarājya, P. 327).
ahaṅkāraṁ-manorabhedasya bāstre saṁśkārarahitānāmapi siddhatrūt nābheda-pratipattyarthāḥ prthag-upadesasya hiṁtu bheda-pratipattyartham-ityarthah—(Tattradīpana, P. 327).
present in the way the not-Self is conceived in the light of the opponents. The Ego is sharply divided from the Self in the essence of self-luminosity, but the jīva is not so in essence from Brahman. To circumscribe the jīva within the limits of non-essence of Brahman is false and such difference of the two concepts is false. But the Ego is always the projecting play of avidyā and is ever circumscribed; thus it is never the Self and hence never omnipresent. To answer such a charge, Akhaṇḍānanda very skilfully shows that the omnipresence of the Ego is merely a secondary implication like the famous arundhatiṇyāya. As the Ego is the immediate object of our perception, the Self which is experienced as a mediate principle in so far as omnipresence is concerned (for none directly experiences his Self as omnipresent, but only indirectly through the śruti), the śruti first makes the Ego secondarily omnipresent; but this attribution of omnipresence is due to the fact that the Self as the primary omnipresent principle should be established as the most directly experienced. The very minute star called Arundhati is shown to a newly-wed bride, but as that star is ordinarily invisible directly, the direct sight of the star is made by the direct showing of a bigger star beside it but the direct sight of the bigger star is of only secondary importance, while the primary importance of directness is attached to the Arundhati star. Thus there is no contradiction or inconsistency from the Advaitists' viewpoint if the Ego is regarded as omnipresent secondarily only to show that the Self is primarily omnipresent as a directly experienced principle.
CHAPTER IX

A DETAILED EXAMINATION INTO THE STATUS OF OTHER THEORIES REGARDING THE EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS—CULMINATING IN THE TRUE ADVAITA CONCEPT OF THE IMAGE-CHARACTER (PRATIBIMBATVA) OF THE JIVA.

The Advaitist is, therefore, faced with the questions regarding the nature of the Ego. If it is established that the Ego is entirely different in essence from the Self which is self-luminous (svaprákāśa) while the former is luminous with borrowed light (paraprákāśa), it becomes evident that the Ego is a false creation as being superimposed on the nature of the Self and hence the full nature and status of the Ego should be brought out vis-à-vis the Pure self. This task has been amply executed by Padmapāda who has made full exposition of the Ego in its entirety. Prakāśātmayati has further analysed the exposition of his predecessor whose implications have been fully brought out regarding the nature of the Ego. The implications, as brought out by Prakāśātmayati, come under the following headings: (a) the nature of the material cause; (b) the nature of the efficient cause; (c) the nature of itself; (d) the nature of the means of knowledge of it; (e) the nature of its manifestations; (f) the nature of its susupta state. Now each of these problems is shown to spring from the opponents' reluctance to admit the Advaita view of the Ego that it is not the Self. This has been very cogently brought out by Akhaṇḍānanda. He says that an object like the Ego must have some material cause which should determine its status as real, illusory or totally imaginary. The Ego should have a distinct status of its own that is neither equal in essence with the Self, nor a real or imaginary entity. If it is equal in essence with the Self, or in other words, if it is regarded as of the same status with the Self in deep slumber, the opponents put forward a theory which has been more than fully exploded above. This theory, as we have tried to leave no stone unturned to expose, contains-
serious epistemological, psychological and metaphysical difficulties to merit any serious consideration. The Self is of a higher ‘dimension’ of Reality in every state of our life, but the Ego is not on that account anywhere near the Self. Hence that Ego is an entity belonging to the region of the not-Self. Nevertheless, it is a positive entity and therefore should be referred to a material cause. Now this material cause is not real, for that would make the Ego as real (as the Self); it cannot also be imaginary (asat) for that would make for a cause-and-effect relation between a non-existent entity and its product, which is absurd. Hence it should be regarded to spring from a cause that is illusory (aṇīrvācyam or sadasadbhyyānī vilakṣaṇam). Thus, the Advaitist theory of causation as making for illusory manifestation (vivarta) has to be accepted. Even then an efficient cause is necessary and if the opponents seek to make the jīva or Iśvara as such, that will entail difficulties; for the former is limited and the latter is devoid of any quality to make the Ego a subservient entity. That is to say, Iśvara is too passive a spectator to make any action for such entities to emerge. However, the Ego must have an intrinsic nature which cannot be the nature of the Self which is viṣayitvam. Thus it should have the nature of viṣayatvam or not-Self and for that matter proofs of knowing such nature must be forthcoming. Now the usual means of knowledge such as perception cannot establish the Ego, nor can the Sākṣin be a proof, for it is ever unruffled (kūṭastha). Hence the Advaitist view that it is merely revealed by the Sākṣin as being associated with the mental modifications (antaḥkaraṇavṛtti) is the only acceptable hypothesis. If the nature of its manifestations (kāryam) is postulated as that of doer and enjoyer (kārytva-bhoktṛtva) seeing that the Pure Self as Sākṣin cannot have them, then a problem arises why that nature is not enduring even in the susūpta-state. These are the lights which Akhaṇḍānanda has flashed upon the necessity of each aspect of the Ego, indicated by Prakāṣātmayati.

Padmapāda has given us the true exposition of the Ego in all its aspects. It is Prakāṣātmayati who has shown us each aspect as expounded by his predecessor. As to the nature of the material cause his predecessor has shown us that it is the eternal nescience (anādiraṇiḍyā), as māyā, prakṛti, sakti, supti
etc., that is the upādāna of the Ego. Thus the Ego being dependent on avidyā as its material cause is of same status with it, for the real material cause is Brahman (abhinnanimit-topādānattva) which is always higher than the illusory (anirvacanīya) which is superimposed on the unity of Brahman or Atman by the power of avidyā. As to the nature of the efficient cause, it is Īśvara, for, as Akhanḍānanda says, it is possessed of the quality, though false, of creating and guiding the Ego. The Ego is possessed of two aspects as its nature—vijñānaśakti and kriyāśakti or the cognitive and active powers. Its manifestations are those of kartṛtva (doer-ship) and bhokṛtva (enjoyer-ship). The means of knowing it cannot be ascertained, for it is revealed only to the kūṭastha-caitanya—the unruffled Absolute Consciousness. Still such Consciousness vouchsafes for the revelation of the Ego that is falsely superimposed on it. The Ego is revealed with no other knowledge, but is always revealed as being in false unity with Absolute Consciousness. It is, in this sense, as Akhanḍānanda shows, that Padmapāda calls it svayamprakāśamāno'parokṣah (P. 328), and not in the technical sense, for Absolute Consciousness alone is such. As to the question of the existence of the false manifestations of kartṛtva and bhokṛtva pertaining to the Self (though originated in the Ego) during suṣupti, Padmapāda shows that when all the functions of the primal nescience are inoperative, those false manifestations also cannot logically endure, as those are the products of avidyā. The question posed by Prakāśātmayati that the vital function (prāṇaśakti) still remaining in suṣupti, the Ego cannot be consistently said to have no function at that time, is easily resolved by himself, who shows that the vital function belongs to the prāṇa, a distinct principle of five functions (pañcadhā vyāpārahetoḥ prāṇasya), but the Ego consists of the function to guide such prāṇa. Hence if the Ego is inoperative it does not mean that the prāṇa is also inoperative, for the Ego can also passively guide. But such a reply is too easily given to be believed in. Hence he suggests that if the Ego is regarded in its parts containing the cognitive and active aspects, then it is better to regard that the former aspect is inoperative while the latter is not. Lastly, however, Prakāśātmayati shows that if suṣupti is considered from the angle of dirṣṭi-śrṣṭivāda (creation from cogni-
tion) which an old Vedantist like Maṇḍana has subscribed to, then this state becomes merely a void having no creation due to the absence of any cognition, as distinct from dreaming or waking life. Hence even the vital functions seem to be the creations from another wakeful person’s cognition, but the man in deep sleep is immersed only in his primal subtle body.

Prakāśātmayati, following Padmapāda, analyses the viewpoints of the opponents, one by one, against the doctrine of avidyā or ajñāna as propounded above by the Advaitists. His object is, however, to show that in no other way than the Advaitist theory is the nature of the evolution of the cosmos tenable or meaningful. He first brings out, in a nutshell, the Śāṅkhyā views on the subject. He shows that the Śāṅkhayas do not regard as necessary the Advaitist conception of the ahaṅkāra or Ego as the product of avidyā which is revealed to the Witness-Consciousness (Sākṣicaitanya)—and this revelation is possible only in three ways, viz., as a power (śakti) that is associated, though falsely, with the Śāṅśiṇ, or as related with the substrate, though not as a power, as a quality or guṇa associated with the substrate, or as being super-imposed (adhyasta) as the snake is on the rope; for they hold that it is the prakṛti or pradhāna that is responsible for the evolution of the cosmos including the ahaṅkāra and this prakṛti is never, in any way as indicated above, revealed to any Śāṅśiṇ or Witness-Consciousness. This evolution is again of three types, viz., dharma-parināma, laksana-parināma and avasthāparināma. The first is with regard to the evolution of the whole series of effects like mahat or buddhi (cosmic intelligence), ahaṅkāra (Ego) etc. The past, present and future references in such evolution are what is meant by the second type of evolution. The third type includes the variations in the temporal references as above. Hence the Śāṅkhayas conclude that there need not be any evolution from Consciousness as the background of the process of evolution due to avidyā but primal Matter as Prakṛti is the necessary explanation of such evolution. This theory of evolution from unconscious Matter without any conscious background is seriously challenged by Prakāśātmayati. He shows that the Śāṅkhya view, rejecting as it does any dependence on the Sākṣicaitanya that vouchsafes for the products like the Ego from Matter (Prakṛti), does a positive dis-
service to the epistemological explanations of the Ego-Consciousness; for it fails to account for the revelation of the Ego as ‘I’—the subjective element in such revelation—and merely makes room for its revelation as the blind not-Self—the objective reference in revelation. Thus the Ego without being referred to the Sākṣicaitanya is ever either a blind not-Self or a real entity with no subjective reference in the act of experience. But these are all far from the truth. The Ego is out-and-out revealed by the Sākṣicaitanya to which however, it is, as a product of avidyā which is directly revealed to such caitanya, related in some way or the other. Thus the out-and-out false (anirvacanīya) avidyā is responsible for the revelation of the Ego to the Sākṣicaitanya, thus vouchsafing for the Ego to be a false product produced out of the imposition of the not-Self on the Self. This is possible only in the anirvacanīyakhyāti of the Vedantists as otherwise the Conscious Self and the Unconscious Ego could never be related.

Prakāśātmayati next examines the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika standpoint with regard to the status of antahkaraṇa. He shows that this School regards the antahkaraṇa as nothing apart from the manas, as an instrument (karaṇa) in the origination of knowledge (jñāna) pertaining to the Self (Ātmā). Their argument is based on the fact that the Advaitist conception of antahkaraṇa, as an adjunct (upādhi) to the Self (Ātmā) or Consciousness (jñāna or vijñāna) delimiting as it does the All-pervasive Reality within its own sphere for practical and empirical necessities, is never existent as such; for, they hold, that the Self as the subject in knowledge merely requires an instrument for its contact with the object, and that instrument is nothing but the mind or manas. Hence for empirical purposes, it is quite capable of generating knowledge in the subject and thus the postulation of an antahkaraṇa different from it becomes perfunctory. They refute the Advaitists’ argument in favour of the recognition of an antahkaraṇa—not as an instrument but as an adjunct—to show that such defences are unnecessary. Their findings show that the empirical processes of knowledge (vṛtti-jñānas) must not, as the Advaitist urges, necessarily pre-suppose an ādhyāya (substratum) in the antahkaraṇa, for it is well within the limits of logic to hold that
the Self is such substratum.\footnote{\textit{jñānānādināmātmaśrayatvenāpyupapattena pariṣedōdantaḥkarāṇaḥapra-

\textit{siddhiprityabhisandhiḥ}—(\textit{Tattvadipana}, P. 331).} Again, to make the Self the doer (\textit{kārtr}) and enjoyer (\textit{bhoktr}), they argue, it is not indispensable as in the Advaitist view that there should be an adjunct to the Self—which though not possessed of such qualities is limited by the antahkarāṇa, its adjunct; for, they hold, that it is not inconsistent to hold that the Self is active and conative through the instrumentality of the manas. Nor should there be any necessity as in the Advaitist view, they argue on, of a false differentiation to be established between the Pure Self as Brahman and the individual Self as \textit{jīva}, for they will not admit of any such falsity in the concept of the two but a reality in their nature testifying to the empirical reality of the Self as \textit{jīva}; and hence the Self as \textit{jīva} is too true as the doer and enjoyer to admit of any false adjunct like the antahkarāṇa. Lastly, the Advaitist recognition of the decay and destruction of the adjunct in death does not in the opponents’ view, merit any serious consideration; for they will show that the Self is never subject to such decay and destruction and hence the adjunct to support the Self’s claim to a different adjunct after the fall of the first, is weak logic. Hence the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas argue that the Self is never in need of any adjunct (\textit{upādhi}) like the antahkarāṇa, as the Advaitists suppose, but it is sufficient for the mind to account for the empirical Self. Even \textit{buddhi} or intellect they regard as identical with \textit{jñāna} or knowledge and \textit{upalabdhi} or cognition (cf. \textit{buddhīrupalabdhirjñānamityanarthāntaram—Aksapāda Sūtra}). Thus to the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas the intellect or \textit{buddhi} cannot be a distinct adjunct like the Advaitists’ antahkarāṇa or the Sāṅkhya-Pātanjala’s \textit{buddhi}, but is nothing apart from the cognition that through the instrumentality of the manas appears in the Self. Therefore there is no question of reflecting the \textit{caitanya} or Consciousness on it, as in the Sāṅkhya-Pātanjala system, or delimiting the \textit{caitanya} as in the Advaita system. Here there is a cut-and-dried process of cognition that has the subject as its substratum and the mind as the instrument. Even the Sāṅkhya-Pātanjala view that the cognitive state (\textit{upalabdhi}) is nothing but a reflection of Consciousness
on buddhi, for it is the Self or Puruṣa as Pure Consciousness that has the reflection on buddhi to make for the appearance of knowledge, is not paid heed to by the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣikas. Their immutable conclusion is that the Self need have no adjunct like buddhi or antahkaraṇa for knowing, that is possible through the instrumentality of the mind (tasmād-varṣitamantaḥkaraṇaṁ nāsti—Vivaraṇa, P. 331). To make for the Self an adjunct like buddhi in the cognitive process is to commit an endless series of subjects to the necessity of diverse cognitive processes—such is the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika standpoint.

To answer these rather loose forms of logic Prakāśātmayati tightens up his belts to establish the Advaitist conception of the antahkaraṇa, over and above the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika and the Sāṅkhya-Pātañjala views. He first throws overboard the first camp by showing that the buddhi and the vijñāna cannot be identical, for buddhi is a substance having functions and qualities, while vijñāna is never a substance. The substantiality of buddhi is proveable from the śrutis (like buddherguṇenātm-agunena caiva hyāraṇgramātvro hyavaro'pi dṛṣṭah where it is said to be possessed of modification, and yadā paṇcāciva liyante jñānāni manasā saha, buddhiśca neṅgate tatra paramātmānamamaśnute where it is said to have modulations which cease at the time of mukti). Prakāśātmayati rather pushes forward these arguments regarding the nature of buddhi as a substance—distinct from Consciousness or caitanya which is more strictly vijñāna; however, he also admits that by vijñāna, sometimes in the śrutis, buddhi is referred to where derivatively it means the means (karaṇa—vijñāyate anena) of knowledge and not knowledge as such. In such cases, like vijñānām jāñām tanute, vijñānena vā…Rgvedāṁ vijñātī manasā hyeva paśyati, vijñāna refers to buddhi as a substance having functions and not to Consciousness without any functions, or, rather, consciousness as the resultant, the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika view. In establishing thus that buddhi is necessarily a functional means, Prakāśātmayati has completely thrown overboard the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika contention that it is identical with the non-functional Consciousness. He, however, does not stop there, for he shows that the Sāṅkhya-Pātañjala theory of buddhi as a distinct entity from the mind or manas—the former being merely the reflecting foil
to Caitanya or Consciousness—also suffers from bad logic. To regard buddhi and manas as distinct entities on the ground of their distinct functions, as the Śāṅkhya-Pātañjala system seeks to do is without any logical necessity; for, as Prakāśātmayati shows, the two entities have really no distinct functions. It is, however, Akhaṇḍānanda who shows that viññāna or buddhi and manas are both the conditions general in any act of cognition; hence there may only be a difference in their vṛttis or modifications or modulations but never in their real nature which is of making cognition arise from a condition general, i.e., a condition that is involved in every act of cognition. Therefore Prakāśātmayati concludes from the Advaitist point of view that the manas is nothing apart from buddhi; they are not as an instrumental and a subjective factor respectively in cognition as the Śāṅkhya-Pātañjala seeks to establish, but it is one antahkarana as the condition general for the empirical revelation of Consciousness that on different functional occasions is designated as the manas having qualities like desire (kāma), determination (saṅkalpa) etc., and as the viññāna or buddhi having activities of modulations or modifications in empirical knowledge (like reflection of the Śāṅkhya-Pātañjala system). The Advaitist conclusion, therefore, as brought out by Prakāśātmayati, comes to this that the antahkarana is a necessary adjunct to Consciousness for empirical purposes and it is also an adjunct for the various states of Consciousness—as waking, dreaming, dreamless, reflective and mental—to be revealed. Even the vital state (prāṇavyāpāra) belongs to such an adjunct and therefore when such a state (i.e., vital) stops in death, Consciousness is said to go out of the adjunct to a different adjunct. This in a nutshell is the Advaitist defence of antahkarana as a necessary adjunct to Consciousness and as the only functional adjunct at that. The śrutis also are in support of such a conclusion.

Prakāśātmayati further adduces arguments from proofs (pramanas) over and above the śrutis and their implications.

146 vijñāyatene neti vijñānam buddhirityarthah. buddhi-manasoreṣṭi-bhedādhibhedē’pi na svarāpaṇa-bhedāḥ; tathāc ātmaḥ tadādhipatiḥ ityā-sayanāhāḥ—tathaḥ. ātmaṃpattau manasaḥ sādhūrāṇakārāṇatvād buddheśu tādyāčānāhānāt na svarāpaṇāḥ ityārthāḥ—(Tattvādipana, P. 332).

146 (a) sadhīḥ svapna bhūtvedām lokaṁ saṅcarati—
(b) viññānamayaḥ manomayaḥ—
(c) kāsin utkṛṣṭa utkṛṣṭo bhaviṣyati—
He shows that the śrutis and their implications like arthavāda are necessary, but these should be backed up by valid proofs. Thus, according to his analysis, there is a very cogent proof like arthāpatī or anyathānupapatī which makes it necessary that there should be an antahkaraṇa as an adjunct to the Pure Self. The proof comes to this that as Pure Self is partless, formless and all-pervasive, its various stages of empirical life implying a finitude or limitation make it imperative that there should be an adjunct to limit it. How such an adjunct is antahkaraṇa? This antahkaraṇa is, however, an adjunct in the sense that its qualities are all illusorily superimposed on the Pure Self, the Pure Self has not, or cannot have, any such qualities. These qualities belong to the antahkaraṇa and are falsely transferred on the Pure Self, like the redness of a shoe-flower (jaṭākusumam) on a crystal-stone (sphatika-mañi). Here, therefore, is introduced a discussion by Prakāśatmayati, following Padmapāda, of the nature of sopādhika bhrama or illusion due to an adjunct. In such cases of illusion, there is a necessary adjunct like the shoe-flower or the antahkaraṇa for their qualities like redness or pleasure, pain etc., to be superimposed on a substratum (like the crystal-stone or Pure Self). In nirupādhika bhrama (cases of direct illusion without any medium of adjunct), however, as in the cases of sukti-rūpya (a shell appearing as silver) or aham manasyah (I am a human being), there is clearly no need for any adjunct to make for the superimposition of one's qualities upon another. Hence here the adjunct like the antahkaraṇa makes for its qualities to be superimposed on the substratum, i.e., the Pure Self, but these qualities are all necessarily false. About the falsity of these qualities, suffice it to say that as in the appearance of redness on the crystal-stone, there is no cause or condition that is necessary and antecedent for the usual crystal-stone to appear as reddish, such redness, therefore, must necessarily be false in existence and even in cognition. (cf. mithyātvain sphaṭikalauhityasya, kṛta-pratītisattavoh karanābhāvāvādityarthah—Vivaraṇa, P. 333).

Prakāśatmayati dismisses the apparent objections to the Advaitist contention that there is a tinge of the antahkaraṇa on the Self when the former delimits the latter, whence all empirical behaviour of the Pure Self ensues. The objections centre round the fact that either this tinge (uparāga) should be regarded
as merely superimposed on the Self (which admission will necessarily make the analogy of the reddishness of the shoe-flower on the crystal-stone that looks reddish not applicable at all, for there reddishness is admitted to be produced, besides making an anyathākhyāti theory of the quality of reddishness existent elsewhere appear on a substratum) or as produced illusorily upon a substratum (which admission is also fraught with the objection of the production of two qualities—one real as of the antahkaraṇa and another illusory as of the Self). Thus there are veritable horns of the dilemma in admitting a tinge of the antahkaraṇa appearing on the Pure Self. Prakāśātmayati, following Padmapāda, skilfully brings forth the true Advaitist conception of this tinge appearing on the Pure Self. He shows that both the above horns of the dilemma are more apparent than real, for according to the Advaitist conception, there is a rational compromise of the two horns. He brings out that the tinge, as belonging to the antahkaraṇa, is falsely super-imposed on the Self, for the antahkaraṇa itself is super-imposed (adhyāsta) on the Self. Thus there is no question of anyathākhyāti where a superimposition merely of the relation of an object existent elsewhere with the substratum is recognized; but here there is the superimposition, not merely of the relation but also of the object along with its qualities (which constitute the tinge) on the Pure Self. The analogy of the crystal-stone looking reddish is merely called for in making the qualities of the antahkaraṇa appear on the Pure Self, but that does not restrict itself to the mere superimposition of the relation of the tinge upon the substratum, but also makes for the illusory character of the superimposed and its qualities. Prakāśātmayati thus dismisses the apparent objection of anyathākhyāti directed towards the superimposition of the qualities of the antahkaraṇa on the Pure Self. He also dismisses the other apparent objection that there would appear two kinds of qualities—one real and the other illusory—by showing that though there are two subjects (the Self and the antahkaraṇa) yet they are merged into one by the act of adhyāsa (superimposition) and hence one set of qualities appears in that act. Now there may very well be an inter-change of the sets of qualities in an act of super-imposition, as is indicated by Śaṅkara in the preamble to his Bhāṣya (adhyāsabhāṣya) as itaretarādhyāsa (mutual super-
imposition) of the substrata and qualities of the Self and the antahkaraṇa.¹⁴⁷ Now this tinge of the antahkaraṇa seems to be not revealed by the Self, for it is the Self that gets the superimposition of the tinge. To such an apparent objection, Prakāśātmayati’s reply from the Advaitist standpoint is that there is no necessary relation between the tinge and its revelation (uparaktatva and bhāsakatva), for though it cannot be proved that an untinged (anuparakta) entity is the revealer (bhāsaka) as opposed to a tinged one, yet that involves an inherent want of necessity making for bad logic. Revelation does not necessarily mean that there should be an absence or presence of any tinge (i.e., external qualities) that is revealed. Even if the crystal-stone cannot reveal the reddish tinge of the shoe-flower because the former is tinged with the latter, it does not necessarily follow that the Pure Consciousness or Self that is the substratum of the super-imposition of the tinge of the qualities of the antahkaraṇa also should not be able to reveal that kind of tinge. For, as Prakāśātmayati rightly points out, revelation is by the merits of Consciousness or unconsciousness inherent in the substratum, and not due to its being tinged. A conscious entity reveals all the falsely superimposed objects on itself, even though it partakes of the tinge of those objects, while an unconscious substratum like the crystal-stone merely receives the tinge of the external, reflected quality and can never vouchsafe for its revelation.¹⁴⁸ These cryptic lines of Prakāśātmayati serve as one of the bed-rocks of Advaitist metaphysics for it is on a correct explanation of the concept of revelation (prakāśa) as the inherent nature (svabhāva) of Consciousness (Caitanya) that the whole system of adhyāsa as super-imposition, though illusory, upon It, as having made the Pure Self in the light of the limited Ego etc., becomes clear, specially as the light of the Pure Self vouchsafes for the ultimate falsity of the whole process of superimposition on It. Adhyāsa is not merely a fact (a fait accompli) but also a fact of un-accomplishment (a fait

¹⁴⁷ tathāpyonyonnasmin anyonyātmakatām anyonyadharmanāsādhyanyatātārātavivekeṇa atyantaviviktyayordharmadharminormithyajñānanimitatabhāyatāntre mithunikṣyāḥ ‘ahamidam mamedam’iti naisaragiko’yah lokavya-vahāraḥ—(Brahmaśtrabhāṣya of Saṅkara; adhyāsaḥbhāṣya).

¹⁴⁸ jātayacaitanye avabhāsakatvānavabhāsakatvavornimitte, nuparaktatvānuparaktatve ityarthāḥ—(Viveka, P. 336).
non-accompli), when the Pure Consciousness will reveal all the false super-imposition on It. Thus understood, the fact of superimposition of the Ego and its qualities upon the Pure Self, becomes all the more clearly understood, for it is the Pure Self that vouchsafes for the unreality of the superimposed objects and its qualities. The Ego and its qualities are, no doubt, superimposed on the Self, but it is the Pure Self that vouchsafes for their revelation (bhāsakātva) by Itself. Otherwise, no adhyāsa of the nature of blind ballots upon blind substrata would have been possible, for such an adhyāsa would have never been known at least to the Śākṣi-caitanya, and hence would have been always unknown. A propos this conclusion of the Advaitists, the conscious objector raises his voice once more only to be drowned in the higher pitch of the Advaitist reply. The objection ensues from the apprehension that even Pure Consciousness cannot be said to be the revealer (bhāsaka) of the superimposed, for It is also devoid of any cognitive process like the unconscious entity (say, the crystal-stone, and this admission is from the anyathā-khyāti-standpoint, for the Advaitist never admits the substratum as inert but as Consciousness delimited in it) to vouchsafe for the revelation of the super-imposed. In fact, the Pure Self or Consciousness cannot be said to have any epistemological process, like the knowledge of the tinge of superimposition, to say that such a tinge is existent, though falsely so; for, in that case, Consciousness or Self loses its Pure-ness. Nor can it be said that it can reveal even without such processes, for It is the revealer of objects on Its own merits of self-luminosity; for, self-luminosity may at best make Itself independent of any such processes but cannot by that make the objects revealed at the same time. Impelled by the conscious objector on these horns of the dilemma, Prakāśātmayati in full force brings out the Advaitist reply. His reply is that the epistemological processes are never needed by Pure Consciousness to shine not merely in Its own light, but also for the revelation of everything superimposed on It. Thus Pure Consciousness, whenever revealed, makes for the revelation of the superimposed objects and is never for that matter in need of any epistemological processes. Self-luminosity of Pure Consciousness is, therefore, enough grounds for the admission
of the fact that all super-imposed objects are naturally revealed in the light of the Pure Self that is beyond all epistemological processes. Revelation of the superimposed is inextricably bound up with the revelation of the Pure Self in its own light, for, to be superimposed on Pure Self or Pure Consciousness means that there is no need for any epistemological processes for that Self or Consciousness to reveal the objects superimposed. Such processes are called into being when there is a special urge to know them in particular ways of immediacy or non-immediacy. But superimposed objects, like the antahkaraṇa or its qualities, are in direct touch with Consciousness as Śākṣīn. Hence vṛttis or no vṛttis, it can be deduced that a direct contact with Pure Consciousness makes for the revelation of the objects, at least to the Śākṣīn. The vṛttis are necessary for the pramāṇaśīlanyā (the epistemological subject), which in the form of Jīva, requires various forms of vṛtti to know the external objects and even internal ones. The Śākṣīn is, however, ever the Witness to all these changeful vṛttis which are called into being in the case of the knowledge of the external objects and are also not absent in the case of the internal perceptions of pleasure, pain and the mind—all subjective states per se—but nevertheless the latter are always in direct contact with the Śākṣīn where the vṛttis are merely logical postulates to be admitted for the explanation of later recollection (smṛtti) but are not directly needed.149 Such being the metaphysical position of the Advaitist, Prakāśātmayati takes courage in both hands to show that there is an inextricable contact between the Pure Consciousness and everything else super-imposed on It, whence, naturally, nothing is outside Its knowledge as being super-imposed. The epistemological processes, therefore, are of secondary import, for these are required when there is the operation of the epistemological subject as pramāṇa and hence all sorts of vṛttis are postulated to make a tinge of the super-imposed (e.g., the antahkaraṇa) on the Pure Consciousness;

otherwise all facts of the empirical and epistemological world would come and go without their being ever known in their bearings and settings, but would have only been superimposed entities without any subjective and objective reference; Pure Consciousness would then have been the necessary guarantor of all superimposition and all revelation as such. Thus, as on the one side, there is an inextricable and innate relation between the Pure Consciousness and the directly superimposed entities like the antahkaraṇa and its qualities, so also on the other side, all external objects, as superimposed on It, may be said to be revealed to It whenever such superimposition has taken place. Hence the gulf of the epistemological process is not necessary to vouchsafe for the revelation of the superimposed either internal or external; for, it is well seen that such processes, whether called into being or not, are merely secondary to the revelation of such objects—that call their aid to be known in epistemological settings. Hence it is that the cryptic remark of Prakāśātmayati: avyavadhānena citsamsarga eva pratibhāsahetyaḥ (Vivaraṇa, P. 336) assumes gigantic metaphysical import to understand the real implications of the remark. The conscious objector has not yet been satisfied with the analysis of antahkaraṇa and its knowledge vis-à-vis Pure Consciousness, as given so elaborately by Prakāśātmayati from the Advaitist standpoint. He may argue on, that the antahkaraṇa cannot be said to be belonging to the category of the not-Self (idam), as opposed to Pure Consciousness as Self (anidam); for, it is also directly revealed without any necessary epistemological aid, like the Advaitist Śāṅkara. To this apparent objection also Prakāśātmayati gives a sweeping reply in consonance with the Advaitist position. He says, though following in the footsteps of his predecessor, Padmapāda, that the Self and not-Self are two categories determined not by their depending or otherwise on any epistemological aid, but by the fact that the one is of the nature of Pure Consciousness, while the other is of the nature of being revealed by the former. This empirical method is sufficient ground for the admission of their metaphysical difference. Thus whether there is any gulf of the epistemological aid or no, as Akhandānanda shows it to be impossible to postulate any pure case of absence of such aid in our empiri-
cal behaviour, the fact that the antahkaraṇa belongs to the category of the not-Self is borne out by such deeper analysis of its nature in contradistinction to that of the Pure Consciousness. In our empirical behaviour, it should be remembered that the Pure Consciousness cannot be categorized along with the antahkaraṇa, the not-Self, though there is an inalienable adhyāsa between the two; for, as Prakāśātmayati brings out, there is also a distinctness of the antahkaraṇa which tries to delimit Pure Consciousness, but Pure Consciousness as Self is merely tinged with such superimposition of the antahkaraṇa and its qualities, thus making for the distinctness of the not-self, i.e., antahkaraṇa, as belonging to the category of the not-Self. Prakāśātmayati brings out more fully the Advaitist reply to the apparent inconsistency as tried to be shown by the opponents in regarding the antahkaraṇa as belonging to the category of the not-Self. They try to show that as the ahaṅkāra is merely separated by the veil of nescience (ajñānavyavādānā), it should not be held to belong to the category of the not-Self—as there is no gulf of the epistemological aids to know it which is directly revealed to the Sākṣi. Hence the contention of the Advaitist, as brought out by Prakāśātmayati, that the category of the not-Self is revealed through the medium of vrūtīs, while the category of the Self is revealed without any dependence on such media, is held to be inconsistent by the objector who holds that the ahaṅkāra is equally independent of any vrūtī, as it is merely separated by the veil of ignorance. Hence the Advaitist has to justify his claim on the ahaṅkāra belonging to the category of the not-Self, and this task is ably undertaken by Prakāśātmayati and supported by Akhaṇḍānanda. They show that as the ahaṅkāra is separated by the veil of nescience (ajñānavyavahīta) the objector cannot consistently hold that it is nevertheless not separated by any vrūtī, and should belong to the category of the Self, as is manifestly done by him. But the Advaitist reply would be that such a contention regarding the

---

150 kevalavyatirekābhārānā jñānakriyāvyavahānātayāḥ prayojakatam —(Tattvādipana, P. 337).

151 arthaśāstraśvarāpaṭānīdamahītā, caitanyakarmātā ċedamahītā, na jñānakriyāvyavahānenetvārthāḥ —(Vivaraṇa, P. 337).
ahaṅkāra as belonging to the category of the Self is a mere illusory knowledge, for whenever the ahaṅkāra is said to be separated by the veil of nescience, it is taken for granted that its revelation is not independent of any vṛtti at all, for though there is the absence of any ordinary epistemological aid like the contact of the sense with the object, there is nevertheless an inevitable relation with ajñāna that makes for its revelation; in fact, a vṛtti is recognised by the Vivaraṇa School to belong even to ajñāna to account for, at least, the recognition of the recollection of illusory objects. Thus the ahaṅkāra, though separated merely by the ajñāna, is undoubtedly an object of the category of the not-Self—the Self standing revealed always in its own light, while the objects of the category of the not-Self are always in need of some sort of vṛttis—either contactual when depending on pramāṇas or merely conceptual when though not depending on pramāṇas, is merely postulated as being directly revealed to the Sākṣin (kevalaśāksīvedya). In the case of kevalaśāksīvedyatva even, there is a gulf, a necessary medium of ajñāna or of its own nature (svaiviṣaya) to make for the revelation of the objects of the category of the not-Self, and ahaṅkāra undoubtedly belongs to this category. (cf. vṛttiivyavadhānena siddhirvāva saṁrendriyaviśayājanāmida miti pratibhāṣita, tadavyavadhānasiddhirevānidadmapratibhāṣita—Vivāraṇa, P. 337; indriyasannikarṣajam jñānama vṛttisab dārthah, vṛttiśabdasya yathāśrutamarthamādāyāhaṅkārasyāvadyavadhānasiddhimāhāṣipati-nanvajñāneti—Tattvadīpana. P. 337).

Prakāśātmayati brings out very systematically the Advaitist interpretation of pratibimba, as in that of the face on a mirror. This discussion is necessitated by the fact that though Pure Self or Consciousness is analysed as being tinged (uṣparakta) with the superimposition of the external objects and their qualities, yet it is also regarded as the substratum for the appearance of pratibimbas like the ahaṅkāra. His analysis suggests that such analogies merely make for the one-ness of the bimba (Pure Consciousness) and pratibimba (ahaṅkāra), or in other words, between Brahman and Jīva. He adduces elaborate arguments to show that the separate experience of the pratibimba, say, of the face on the mirror is not tenable on strict logical analysis. We need not go into details of his arguments, but suffice it to say that as the pratyabhijñā or
recollement of a previous or anterior entity from an existent entity is a proof of the one-ness of the perceived, the bimba or face being experienced as the à priori entity from the experience of its à posteriori pratibimba can be said to be one with it. He shows the arguments, logically tenable, in favour of the impossibility of the pratibimbas as different from the bimba, in so far as such a difference is negated from the very fact that an entity, existing outside, has a shadow inside a particular medium, like water or mirror. Prakāśātmayati first tries to silence his objectors by showing that such shadows (pratibimbas) may be regarded as transformations of the parts of the mirror in the image of the original entity (bimba), whence their difference should be a thing of the past, for such transformation of the mirror-reflection due to a particular entity outside may be regarded as the very entity itself. This parināmaavāda, proceeding from the saṅkāryavāda theory, may be adduced by the Sāṅkhya-Pātañjala School in consonance with its metaphysical stand. But Prakāśātmayati vehemently upturns this view, tentatively accepted, by saying that there cannot be any real parināma of the reflection from its original counterpart. The reflection, if it exists at all, is the creation of the Self’s nescience and hence false, through and through. This is the backbone of all the arguments accumulated by Prakāśātmayati on this point. He has tried to show elaborately that if there were a real transformation (parināma) of the reflection (pratibimba) on the parts of the mirror it would have endured even when the original counterpart would be removed. But that is far from the case. The reflection changes from the variations in posture, movements and presence or absence of the man whose face is reflected. The reflection of the face on the mirror cannot also be said to go out as soon as the original counterpart itself changes from the place, as in the Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika theory which explains the destruction of an effect due to the change of the cause or condition responsible for a particular effect (nīmitṭāpīye naimiṭ tikasyāpyapāyah). The favourite example in this regard is that of the ‘knowledge of mutuality’ (apekṣābuddhi) that is responsible for the appearance and disappearance of the knowledge of two-ness (dvitvabuddhi). Knowledge of two-ness ever involves that there are two mutually dependent
entities to give rise to such a knowledge. This knowledge of mutuality is what they conceive as responsible for the appearance and disappearance of the knowledge of two-ness. But such a view is hardly tenable, for even though the nimitta (cause or condition) sometimes is absent from a place, its naimittika (effect) can go out temporarily, but nevertheless that does not really mean that it is due to the absence of the nimitta; for it is well observed that when a different effect intervenes, the cause or condition is merely intervened in its latent forceful potentiality by that temporary effect. When a matting which is rolled up for, say, years together is spread out by the hand, the spreading lasts so long as the temporary saṁskāra (potentiality) done with the hand is operative, after which the more powerful saṁskāra of being rolled up for, say, months again operates; otherwise if the absence of the temporary saṁskāra of out-stretched-ness meant the rolling-up of the matting, there would have always been the rolled-up state generated by the more formidable saṁskāra of years. Thus the rolled-up state being temporarily checked is generated again by that formidable saṁskāra and not by the mere absence of the out-stretched-ness of the matting.¹³² Prakāśātmayati shows that on the showing of this analysis it will be clear that the reflection of the face upon the mirror should persist even after the original counterpart is removed, for that image has a strong saṁskāra to rise up, being reflected on a mirror many times. If that be the case, there should not be anything to stand in the way of its persistence,—even if a different image is reflected, for that different image is merely a temporary check for the original image strongly and frequently imprinted on a particular mirror (say, the image of my face daily on my own mirror). But that would be an absurd contention, for no one can say with definiteness that the reflection of his face on his own mirror is a persistent factor of experience. Thus the reality of the reflection as transformation (parināma) of its parts is untenable on all hands.

From these analyses Prakāśātmayati drives at a very

¹³² nimittāpāyaṁatraṁcedvivarānapāyāḥ, saṁskārabhāve saṁvesṭeteti bhāvaḥ—[Vivarāṇa, P. 340].

(saṁskārabhāve saṁvesṭanopajano nāstu, tathāpi viruddhakāryotpattau pārvavindāḥ katham ityāsankhyāḥ—nimitteti—[Tattvadipana, P. 340].
fundamental Advaita position about the nature of the reflection (*pratibimba*). He tries to establish that the reflection, as of the face on the mirror, is not a real transformation (*parināma*) of the parts of the mirror, for then there would inevitably ensue the question that the reflection, inspite of the absence of the original counter-part, should endure as having been really transformed in that form once it is imprinted from the counter-part. No amount of arguments would be able to save its being absent at any time, for the fact of the absence of its counter-part (*nimīlāpāye naimiśikasyāpya-pāyaḥ*), for it is well established that this Vaiśeṣika contention does not hold good in the matter of temporary absence of a *nimīlā*, if there had been a stronger potentiality (*sāṁskāra*) to which such temporary absence of the *nimīlā* is secondary and may or may not be called in aid to explain the position of the eclipse of its effect. He also shows that the reflection can never be a real transformation of the original counter-part, for it has no conditions precedent for origination. He puts it in a syllogistic way; *na darpanādau, mukhyavykānta-ramasti, tajjanmakaraṇaśūnyatvāt; śāśamastake viṣāṇavadīlī* — (*Vivarāṇa*, P. 341). He then goes on to examine the objections of the opponents that the Advaitist contention of the one-ness of the original counterpart (*bimba*) and its image (*pratibimba*) is untenable, for these objectors show that even posterior recollection of the one-ness is not warranted to prove the real one-ness of the two, as there is well such posterior recollection of one-ness in an illusory silver (as on a piece of shell). To this rather apparently forceful objection, Prakaśāt-mayati brings out the real nature of illusory objects and the absence of one-ness between the substratum, and the superimposed. His analysis of *bādha* (negation) brings out the full implications of the Advaitist theory where the superimposed is the creation of avidyā and hence illusory (*pratibhāsiha*) through and through. He shows that negation or *bādha* of the superimposed (*adhyasta*) makes it wholly negated in its own nature (of illusoriness or falsity), when, for example, a piece of shell is falsely cognised as a piece of silver, the latter is negated, not as being absent at that particular place and time (as would be held by the various *satkhyātivādīns*), but as being wholly an illusory object that is merely cognised falsely
(prāthibhāsika) having no real nature of its own. If this be the basic principle of negation from the Advaitist standpoint, it becomes evident that it does not merely postulate a relation that is false, and necessarily which is negated afterwards, but recognizes the intrinsic falsity of the object itself. Hence Prakāśātmayati very rightly analyses the difference of the nature of negation that is made in the case of a reflection or image (pratibimba); here he shows that there is merely the posterior knowledge (pratyabhijñāna) of the absence of any image on a particular adjunct, say, that of my face on the mirror, which does not necessarily entail that the image is intrinsically false, but merely suggests that it is the image on reflections of an original counter-part with which it is in oneness. The appearance of the original counter-part on a different adjunct or substratum as belonging to that adjunct is what is negated, but neither the appearance as such nor the adjunct as such is false or illusory and hence negated. The disappearance of the image of my face does not, therefore, necessarily mean that the image is in itself false, or the adjunct (mirror) is in itself false, for neither the image nor the mirror is negated but is only shifted from the original places to show that the original counter-part is the only substratum for all images to appear—images that are all in essence one with it. Such being the position that Prakāśātmayati so ably drives at, following in the steps of his predecessor, it remains to judge fairly the nature of the image (pratibimba) vis-à-vis its relation to the original counter-part (bimba) and the adjunct (upādhi). True it is that the image is not negated for it is not different in essence from the original counter-part; the appearance of the image on any adjunct is not separate from the counter-part in the sense that the adjunct makes it appear where there should have been really the existence of the counter-part itself. But as that counter-part is known as the image due to the adjunct (mirror) which has a relation only with the counter-part, it becomes evident that the image should appear, not as different from, but as one with the counter-part. The function of the adjunct (upādhi), then, is to create the bifurcation which is naturally not to be there; but as the image is bifurcated from the counter-part, there is some kind of a power or potency that is responsible for this
phenomenon—though unnatural. It comes to this, then, that the bheda or difference is engendered in the place of abheda or unity due to some power or potency that inevitably makes unity succumb to diversity. This is the true philosophy of avidyā or nescience, the mother of all difference and diversity. The totally illusory (anirvacaniya or mithyā) is that which is superimposed on some substratum, where ordinarily that would not be super-imposed. Hence the pratibimba, though not different from the bimba, has the appearance of a distinction, however unwanted it might be. This distinction of bheda is, therefore, totally false or illusory and what should be negated is this wrong ascription of bheda on abheda—of the distinction of a pratibimba on its unity with bimba. Thus it becomes clear as day-light that the quality or dharma of bhinnatva is illusory, not the bhidyamāna—for there is no bhidyamāna as such, which is one with that with reference to which it is bhidyamāna (different). In the case of the appearance of the silver on a piece of shell, the silver is out-and-out illusory, for the silver appears purely out of avidyā on a substratum where it is ordinarily absent. Here, therefore, the bhidyamāna is not one with that with reference to which it is so, for here the bhidyamāna itself is engendered by avidyā, and hence is illusory and, therefore, negated. From these considerations, therefore, it comes out as a moot question how to determine that avidyā, the generator of diversity, should be taken as generating illusoriness in the appearance of diversity—sometimes in the object itself and sometimes in the mere quality without affecting the object. Here, as Prakāśātmayati brings out, are considerations to be weighed carefully in determining the nature of illusion—whether it is born out of any adjunct (upādhi=sopādhika bhrama) or is not due to any adjunct (nirupādhihika bhrama). Reserving our discussions on this very important problem, we should presently engage ourselves in determining the nature of the pratibimba as reflected on the adjunct which may be taken as the eternal nescience (avidyā) and not any common one like a mirror. For purposes of consistency it should be borne always in mind that such common adjuncts like the mirror are alone not responsible for the appearance of the image, unless it is backed up by nescience present in the percipient. Hence the pratibimba:
should be regarded in the light of its non-difference from the *bimba* when no nescience intervenes, or should ordinarily intervene, to generate it as different from the latter. In other words, the *pratibimba* is one with the *bimba* without any adjunct, which, in the restricted sense we have adopted, makes for the difference to appear. Thus the objection with which the conscious objector may come up before the Advaitist is ably refuted by Prakāśātmayati who shows that there is no necessity to postulate the falsity or negation of the *pratibimba* on the ground of scriptural passages like *Tat Tvaṁ Aṣi* (Chāndogya Upaniṣad 6/8/7) which seem to be unjustified if the *Tvaṁ* is not negated by *Tat*. Prakāśātmayati’s analysis shows that such passages do not postulate the negation of the *Tvaṁ* but only the Unity of the two concepts *Tat* and *Tvam* —the only Reality. Like posterior recollection (*pratyabhijñā*) of a previous experience as ‘*so’yaṁ Devadattaḥ*—this is the Devadatta whom I saw previously—these *śruti*-passages merely indicate that the verbal distinction involved in *Tvam* is merely syncreticised with its Unity with *Tat*, as the previous experience of space, time etc. along with Devadatta is syncreticised with his perception of unity in the present context. Thus it is clear that there is no necessary negation of the appearance of the *pratibimba*, i.e., the *Tvam*-element, when the *bimba*, the *Tat*-element is realized syncretically with it. What is negated is the upādhi, the adjunct, called avidyā along with the false perception of the quality of *bhiñnatva* generated by it. Hence while *jīvatu* is negated as being the false creation of avidyā, the *jīva* as non-different in essence from *Brahman* is merely realized as such, and never negated. To substantiate the trend of arguments in this regard, we can refer to the *śruti*-passage: *Jīvāpetāṁ vāva kiledāṁ mriyate na jīvo mriyate* (Ch. Up. 6/11/3) wherein it is stated that *jīva* is eternal being non-different from *Brahman* and can, therefore, never die; what die are the false associations of body and senses that are left out as being unrelated in any way to the essenti-
ality of the Jīva. They are not warranted but for the existence of the false adjunct of avidyā and its false creations in the difference of body etc. Padmapāda also suggests this Advaitist interpretation of the absence of negation of the pratibimba, i.e., Jīva, when it is syncretically realized along with Brahman, by saying that if there were any such negation, the form of negation would have been ‘Thou art not (there)’ (na Tvasarati) but it is simply ‘Thou art That’ (Tat Tvam Asi’). From this syncretic realization there is nothing to assert that there should be a negation of the Tvam-element to justify its Unity with the Tat-element. It is rather clearer to hold that the Tvam-element is really the Tat-element not different from it; only the false associations of accretions are there due to the inherent avidyā. To declare avidyā and all its children as illusory does not necessarily warrant that what is not due to it—but is above board of all avidyā—is also illusory and therefore to be negated. Negate the avidyā and all what it can touch and produce, but you can never negate what is non-negatable, if we can use such a phrase,—such is the true import of the śrutis. The analogy of the image of the face on the mirror, so elaborately brought out by Prakāśātmayati, rests on this solid Advaitist doctrine of the reality of unity between Jīva and Brahman. The facial image is similarly not to be negated for it cannot be, as being non-different from the counter-part. The upādhi—though here it is the mirror, yet being backed up by avidyā—may cause its appearance, yet it is by no means negatable. The only false and therefore negatable associations are the accretions of posture and direction that are seen to follow from it. Negate them as much as you like, but the image lasts not as a false entity, but as the very manifestation of the counter-part that is in association with the mirror and revealed as different.

Prakāśātmayati following his predecessor further goes on to analyse the nature of the pratibimba to show that its appearance cannot be denied if there be an adjunct in contact with the bimba. The bimba has an appearance on an adjunct if the power of avidyā is operative, and even then it cannot be said that the pratibimba should cease to appear when
we have knowledge of the bimba as the only reality. He first goes on to dismiss the objection of the Prābhākaraṇas that there is no such thing as a pratibimba over and above the bimba, which being recognised without its relation with the trunk (grīvā), [samsṛṣṭaḥ has avenagrahahaṁ—Tattva- 
dīpana, P. 434], appears on the mirror; truly speaking, there is no such separate entity as the pratibimba. This akhyātivāda 
thory of the Prābhākaraṇa, says Prakāśātmayati, is negated by our common experience alone which shows the facial image as 
turning towards the man whose face is reflected on the mirror; and therefore as one which seems to be there on the mirror and 
not non-existent as the Prābhākaraṇa imply. It, therefore, 
takes him no pains to show that the appearance of the image, 
though non-different from the counter-part, cannot be denied 
altogether. He now goes on to analyse whether the image should at all be existent when the knowledge of the original 
counter-part is realised as the only real knowledge. In other 
words the problem boils down to this that when we have the knowledge of the original counterpart (bimba) as the reality 
behind the appearance of the image (pratibimba), should the latter still appear? This question arises from the fact, hinted 
at by Pādmapīḍa, that a unitary entity (dravya and not jāti 
or guṇa etc.) can never be real when it appears simultaneously 
and in its entirety at two places; for, no such dravya with 
such bi-polar existence is conceivable whence it should be 
conceded that one of its aspects is false. So when bimba 
is judged as true, the pratibimba is false and should not appear ary longer. To answer such possible objections, Prakāśātmayati, following his predecessor, has meticulously shown that the appearance of the image as distinct on a different adjunct is what is false, for such duality of space means a creation, out of our nescience, of the image as existent distinctly. Hence the creation of māyā (or avidyā) as it is, we cannot but recognize its appearance, though in fact the bimba is one with the pratibimba without any spatial or temporal distinction as really present. Such being the real position of the Advaitists, Prakāśātmayati brings out that the appearance of the pratibimba need not necessarily be expunged from our sight when we have the real knowledge of the bimba. Here he brings out a discus- 
sion, hinted at by us above but reserved for the time being,
regarding illusions of two kinds—viz., nirūpādhika (without any adjunct or upādhi) and sopādhika (with an adjunct or upādhi). He shows that in sopādhika bhramas like the present instance of facial image or that of the reflected tree with its upper branches and foliages appearing on the surface of a tank as being over-turned, there seems to be no ground for the admission of any work of māyā or avidyā for such reflected appearance, as the real nature of face as above is being fully known, there nevertheless remaining such and such appearance. But the Advaitist answer is that even if there be tattvajñāna (knowledge of reality) there may yet appear sopādhika bhramas; therefore, tattvajñāna is not in conflict with the appearance as otherwise of the reality, for though the real incentive to such appearance is, no doubt, avidyā pertaining to the percipient consciousness yet there is a material adjunct like water or mirror which rakes it up. Thus when such raking up takes place, ātmāvidyā (avidyā pertaining to percipient consciousness) transforms itself into the appearance of the image. In sopādhika bhramas, therefore, when the percipient consciousness has no direct knowledge of itself as the substratum of the avidyā responsible for the appearance of the image, mere knowledge of the reality of one aspect of the appearance (the bimba) cannot dispel the other aspect of it (the pratibimba). Thus in nirūpādhika bhramas like the appearance of the silver upon shell, the direct knowledge of the shell is sufficient to dispel the ignorance covering up shell-consciousness and hence as soon as the shell-consciousness is revealed, the ignorance covering it up and responible for the appearance of the silver is no longer there. Thus there is a deep-rooted metaphysical theory to support the epistemological position brought out by Prakāśātmayati to support the continued experience of the image in sopādhika bhramas. In such cases, therefore, the appearance of the image can be expunged only when the material adjunct (like water) is removed so as to make for the percipient consciousness to have the direct or immediate knowledge of itself as being the seat of the nescience responsible for such appearance. The Jīva, therefore, as a reflection of Brahman, ceases to appear only when the adjunct of avidyā responsible for its duality in space and time is removed, thus vouchsafing for the direct know-
ledge of the Self or Brahman as the dispeller of any reflection outside itself. The rôle of the adjunct, therefore, is not a whit unimportant, for it is the most important medium for the appearance and disappearance of the image—to retard or reveal the direct knowledge of the Self. In nirūpādhika bhramas, avidyā veiling up the object-consciousness creates something other on it and hence the super-imposed comes and goes when that nescience is dispelled, even if the Self or the percipient consciousness be not known directly as the ground of all nescience. The knowledge of the piece of shell without any avidyā is enough to show that there is no silver that illusorily showed itself upon it. The piece of shell might be pushed forward to be related with the percipient consciousness (pramātcaitanya which is here designated as the Self) to be brought out in its own direct experience (viṣaya-pratyakṣa) when the percipient consciousness also may be regarded as worthy of direct experience for the directness of the shell, but such far-flung epistemological steps are warranted in nirūpādhika bhramas, as in sopādhika bhramas where the object-consciousness is in no wise veiled, yet there is the appearance of the image. These facts have been very lucidly summarized by Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvadiṭapa thus: adhiṣṭhānayālāhāmyajñāṇāmyādhyāśaviruddhitāt tasmin satyapyaḍhyāsa iti katham? iti cet-latra vaktavyaṁ-sarvatra tattvajñāṇasāmyādhyāśavirodhītvam uta kva-cit? nādyāḥ, tattvajñāne satyaḥ sopādhikabhramadarśanadityāḥa-naceli, kutra tarhi jñāṇasāmyādhyāśavirodhītvam? iti prayāyāṁ āvīśāṇāṃkāreṇottāramāhā-kimtvi, idamatrābhī-pretām-ūrdhāvagavoṣa-jñāṇasya bhramahetutvam nāśrīyate, kimūrdhāvagavoṣasya jalapratibhimbavitāvṛksasya caikyāvacchinnaṁāḍ-parokṣa-jñāṇanāhāvadajñāṇanivrtthiḥ, tadabhāva-sa jala-kṣanopādhiprati-bandhāḥ tatra pratibhandhakaniṇvṛttyāḥ parokṣajñānena-jñāṇanādiniṇvṛttiḥ—(P. 344).

From these elaborate discussions as to the nature of the pratibimba, Prakāśatmayaṭi brings out the real implications of the negation of the false knowledge of associations which Jīva as pratibimba are endowed with. He first shows as unfounded the objection against the impossibility of negation of such false knowledge because of the Jīva’s being a pratibimba of Brahman not as a false entity but as one in essence with It, whence even the direct knowledge of unity may, as has been explained
above, not be able to dispel the false knowledge of associations. He shows that in the case of the appearance of Jīva there is an essential difference from the ordinary pratībimbās like the facial image, for in the latter cases they are all unconscious and cannot be dispelled without the physical removal of the material adjunct like the mirror; but in the former case of Jīva, he is always conscious and therefore any true knowledge will automatically dispel the false associations with which the Jīva, is connected much unlike the associations falsely ascribed to the facial image as being turned toward (pratīyak) the man whose face is reflected. In such cases the unconscious image and its associations are removed not by mere real knowledge but also when the material adjunct is removed. The conscious character of the Jīva is undisputed. Unlike the unconscious image, for the latter cannot move of itself without the movements of the bimba whence it is clear to say that it is never a conscious agent. It cannot also be argued that the bimba, i.e., Brahman should have the real knowledge, for it is the bimba like the man (Devadatta) whose face is reflected that is the real possessor of such knowledge. Here also this essential difference of the character of Jīva as conscious must needs postulate that it is not the claim of the bimba or counterpart as bimba to possess true knowledge as in the case of the reflection of the unconscious image of the face; it is the agent, who as conscious possesses the false knowledge, that should also possess the True Knowledge eclipsed by false associations and as appearing otherwise; and this postulation is with regard to the conscious Jīva—falsely associated as severed from Brahman in its accretions. Thus the thesis as put forward by Prakāśātmayati is one of the bedrocks of Advaita metaphysics and also epistemology, for, on a correct understanding of it hinges the true import of illusory knowledge (adhyāsa). Adhyāsa as being due to avidyā or ajñāna belongs to the conscious percipient who, as being subjected to it, must needs get rid of it by the dawn of right knowledge. Right knowledge (tattvajñāna) is the destroyer of avidyā or false, illusory cognition which is in direct conflict with it; hence no unconscious adjunct or substratum can be said to have any right knowledge, for it is never under the subjection of any illusion. Ajñāna or avidyā can never veil an unconsci-
ous entity, as has been elaborately discussed above, and hence it is never in need of any dispelling of it. The ordinary material adjunct like the mirror or water, which is in contact with the *bimba*, merely creates a duality in the image-perception in which sense it is false. But neither the image is the possessor of any *ajñāna*, nor the original *bimba* the possessor of any right knowledge; for both are inert, unconscious entities which can never have any false or true knowledge. In the case of the *jīva*, however, he has a special privilege of being conscious and this privilege makes him the possessor of the false knowledge of duality due to false accretions related with him. Though he is non-different from *Brahman*, yet it is he who loses sight of that unity and, though one in essence, falsely identifies himself with duality or plurality of body, mind etc. The reflection as reflection is, therefore, never false, for it is not-different from *Brahman*, the Supreme Reality, but the *jīva*-reflection is somewhat unique in character than ordinary reflections. The consciousness that is in the *jīva* is veiled as being severed from *Brahman*, but the facial image is not so veiled, nor the face itself; for, it is, as has been already brought out, the consciousness of the percipient subject which is, under the influence of material adjuncts, subjected to an *avidyā* (*ātmamoha*), thus vouchsafing for the duality of the images to appear. Hence in such cases the images have nothing to do with the dawning of right knowledge, nor is the *bimba* or face as such concerned in any way with such an advent. The *pratibimbas* linger on inspite of the dawning of right knowledge, and the *bimbas* also are not prevented from being reflected by such dawning of right knowledge—so long as the material adjunct is there. It is only the conscious percipient as *pramāṇa* who is directly the enjoier of any fruits of false or true knowledge, inspite of the fact that there is a reflection or there is none. Thus Prakāśāt-mayatī's analysis of the dawning of right knowledge carries us direct into the heart of Advaitist metaphysics and epistemology, by showing that not because of the fact that a particular Entity, say, *Brahman* is the original from which there is a reflection, say, of *jīva*, should there be a recognition of its being the possessor of false knowledge as well as true knowledge; for no other cases like those of the facial images can
prove that the bimbas are such entities. It is the nature of avidyā to cling fast to consciousness and not to any mere bimba. Hence it is the nature of tattvajñāna to rise in that which is under the spell or ajñānas. Thus considered, it is no good logic to hold that Brahman, the bimba, is the possessor of true knowledge, for ajñāna does not directly affect It. Here, however, we may consider the plausibility or otherwise of such an argument; for, it is well known that in Advaita Vedānta, it is the Brahman as Pure Consciousness. That is declared as being the substratum of ajñāna. When ajñāna is said to cling to Consciousness, it is the Consciousness as Self that is veiled by it. At least, the Vivaraṇa School does not admit any difference between the substratum or locus (āśraya) and the object (viṣaya) of ajñāna, for it is Brahman That is both. The Bhāmatī School, however, regards the Jīva as the locus of avidyā or ajñāna. Now if such be the metaphysical position of the two Schools, how can Vivaraṇakāra consistently maintain here that is the Jīva that is the focus of ajñāna and also the locus of right Knowledge? To answer such an awkward situation, we should do well to understand the metaphysical conflicts in this regard between these two Schools. The Vivaraṇa School admits that it is Pure Consciousness that is both the locus and the object of ajñāna for the fact that It is veiled (viṣaya) by the ajñāna and also becomes reflected as the Jīva in being the substratum (āśraya) of ajñāna. The reflection of the Jīva, in itself being the creation of ajñāna, cannot be the locus of ajñāna. Thus out of logical consistency, the Vivaraṇa School has accepted this position, however much the Bhāmatī School may try to support that Jīva being eternal (anādi) may be regarded as the substratum of anādi ajñāna without the fear of mutual dependence like the eternal seed-sprout-series (anādi bijāṅkuvanyāya). But the admission here by the Vivaraṇakāra of Jīva as the locus of ajñatva or ajñāna to support that right Knowledge should belong to him (Jīva) seems very much loosened in

154 na bimbatvakṛtam tattvajñānāśrayatvam, kintu bhrāntatvakṛtam, tadāpyajñatvakṛtam, tadāpi Jivatvanīmittamiti bhaveḥ—(Vivaraṇa, P. 346).
155 āśrayatva-viṣayatva-bhāgini nirvibhāgacitireva kevalā pāraśād-dhatamāso hi paścimo nāśrayo bhavati nāpi gocaraḥ—(Sāṅkṣepa-Sārāraka, 1/319).
logic. We can, however, justify that Prakāśātmayati here tries to substantiate the difference of the Jīva from the ordinary images as that of face on mirror to show that it is a Conscious Entity—\textit{granted that it is Jīva}—which is in ignorance and with right knowledge. \textit{Brahman}, in the interpretations of his School, reflects as the \textit{Jīva}, thus making for the duality of appearance in the latter; the latter, however, is non-different from the former. Hence all duality necessarily being illusory is the product of \textit{ajñāna} clinging on to Pure Consciousness; when that veil goes away, right Knowledge as unveiled and unprojected dawns.

Such being the analysis of the position of the Vivaraṇa School with regard to the problem of illusion in the context of the reflection (\textit{pratibimbata}va) of \textit{Brahman}, it becomes easier for us to understand which direction Prakāśātmayati’s arguments even in their seemingly paradoxical presentations as above are leading us to. It is merely not a battle of words to win the cause of logic, but it is the cogent and coherent presentation of one’s viewpoints that counts in logical analysis. We think that we have amply tried to show above that this place of paradoxical logic is resolved by understanding the main thesis of Prakāśātmayati that Pure Consciousness as \textit{Brahman} being projected as a reflection as \textit{Jīva}—which being one \textit{in essence} with other accretions appearing as severed from \textit{It}—is the ground of all illusions and the disappearance of illusions. But that does not in any way mean that \textit{Brahman} is the possessor of right Knowledge or is liberated from bondage, for though disappearance of illusions comes within Its purview, It is never affected by such disappearance, for \textit{It} is also not the enjoyer of any difference, though false, as Its reflection \textit{Jīva} is. It is beyond all enjoyment, either of duality or of unity, for \textit{It} is ever One and Accomplished (\textit{Ekaṁ Sat}). How can \textit{It} be affected, then, by any false accretions that may hinge upon Its reflection, \textit{Jīva}, for it is the \textit{Jīva} that as Consciousness loses, under false sight, the vision of the pristine purity of that Consciousness. So \textit{Brahman} postulated as the ground of all \textit{ajñāna} as also its object in this School, is from the highest metaphysical standpoint an enigma—for Pure Consciousness merely contacts the \textit{avidyā} but is never contaminated by it. It is the most general logical as well as-
metaphysical postulate to testify to the existence of avidyā, but is not mixed up in the dirty whirlpool of it in empirical and pragmatic associations. Judging from all sides we can merely acquiesce to what Akhanḍānanda has mildly suggested after all arguments on this point—sarvajñādirūpe ajñānāśrayatvasya viruddhatvāt tadviparītajñāasyājñatvamītyaṁyarṭhaḥ. etac-cāṅgiḥkṛtyoktām, vastutastu cinmātratantramajñānam—(Tattvadīpana, P. 347).
CHAPTER X

THE IMAGE-CHARACTER (PRATIBIMBATVA) OF JIVA FURTHER EXAMINED—WITH OTHER HYPOTHESES BEING PROVED UNTENABLE

From the above considerations of the fundamental Advaitist position, we may proceed with confidence to agree with what Prakāśātmayati has laid bare before us regarding the reflection of Jīva from Brahman. The conscious objectors may again come up with their inevitable array of charges in the nature of the bad logic of dilemmatic arguments. But it is to be borne in mind that the above fundamental Advaitist position does not suffer from the illogicality proved by such dilemmatic arguments. The main dilemma flung towards such a position is with regard to Pure Consciousness losing its all-conscious character or its own intrinsic nature as having been affected by such knowledge also. To be more definite and clear, Brahman, the Pure Consciousness, as the locus of all illusions must be postulated to have the knowledge of such illusions also to justify its all-conscious character; and that admitted, it will have to be postulated also that It is not unaffected by such knowledge of duality (the false knowledge of all false creation that is denoted by the term saṁsaraṇa). There is no via media for It. Hence, to understand the real Advaitist reply, we should do well to follow what Prakāśātmayati has himself said. He says that Brahman as the bimba being all-knowledge, it is quite in the fitness of things that It should be the substratum or locus of all illusory knowledge of adhyāsa, but that does not in any way warrant that It is also a creature bound down by that process of adhyāsa. Adhyāsa gets its meaning when it is referred to It as the locus of itself; otherwise no adhyāsa would be upon purely unconscious entities which are not the objects (viśayās) of ajñāna, nor upon a Nihil or Void for that is adhyāsa upon no substratum at all. The postulation of Brahman or Consciousness is, therefore, a logical necessity from the Advaitist point of view of adhyāsa, and adhyāsa is not a dialectical process for the inclusion of
Pure Consciousness within its process, for Pure Consciousness is always outside that process. It does not therefore, follow as a logical corollary from the ground of adhyāsa that such a ground, i.e., Pure Consciousness, is absorbed in adhyāsa. The ground of all adhyāsas is ultimately the Self or Consciousness (Ātman or Brahman), for it is That which being veiled is also the ground of any avidyā that is operative for the appearance of a purely illusory object upon such a ground. Even in ordinary nirupādhuka bhramas of a shell appearing as silver, it is the Consciousness of the percipient subject (self) that being in union with the Consciousness delimited by the shell is clung fast to by the ignorance (avidyā) which is capable of transforming itself into the false silver. But the Pure Consciousness to which the false silver is revealed directly along with its cause, i.e., avidyā, is not in any way affected by the falsity of the creation of ignorance that is operative only in the empirical world of behaviour and action. Thus in the higher grade of adhyāsa where the Jīva as a reflection of Brahman is mixed up “in the fifth of birth and death” the Pure Consciousness as such is merely reflected under the spell of ignorance as something other than Itself—which the reflection as such does not warrant. Hence the bimba or Brahman being reflected as Jīva is not a whit affected with the falsity that is associated to the reflection under the spell of nescience (avidyā)—as limitedness, birth and death etc. Hence the dilemma put forward by the objectors dies out automatically when we can show that all-knowledge belongs to Brahman, no doubt, but the illusory knowledge of adhyāsa is merely certified to by Its presence. Really such adhyāsa is in the actual empirical world of false associations that are indulged in by the Jīva not in his pristine purity but under the spell of false ignorance.\(^{136}\)

The speciality of the pratibimbātva of Jīva is further brought out by Prakāśātmayati when he shows that as in ordinary cases of images like that of the face upon the mirror, the image (reflection) stays on as long as the upādhi (material adjunct like mirror) is there, inspite of real knowledge of unity of the face and the image having dawned in the man, so in the case

\(^{136}\) Brahmapī svātmanī Jīve pratibimbe saṁsāram paśyadapi tattva- jñānitvād nānujojacati ; tattvajñānasamsarane cācaudātasyāmatvādādīvannetaretaratra vyavatīṣṭhate—(Virāmag., P. 347).
of the Jīva-reflection it might be of the same nature of non-negation of duality even after the real knowledge of unity, had the Jīva been of the same nature with the facial image. But the Jīva having no material adjunct like the mirror save the out-and-out false avidyā, there cannot be any moment of false knowledge when the root-cause of all such knowledge, i.e., avidyā, is totally destroyed at the dawn of the transcendental Knowledge of Unity. Akhaṇḍānanda clearly brings out this difference of the nature of Jīva-reflection from that of the facial image-reflection.\(^{157}\) The character of the Jīva as reflection (pratibimba) is finally brought out by Prakāśātmayati by an appeal to proofs of perception as well as śruti (as well as smṛty and sūtra). He dismisses the possible objection that Jīva being limited by blind nescience cannot be the conscious seat—that is in essence not different from Pure Consciousness—for the possibility of any ajñāna or posterior tattvajñāna; similarly also he finds no reason in the argument that Brahman being All-pervasive cannot be reflected by limited nescience. The Jīva is a reflection by ordinary experience of his conscious nature that is only acted upon by the limited knowledge wrought by nescience; otherwise it is not different in any way from All-Consciousness—it is not in any way limited as unconscious by the nescience that acts upon it. The nature of Jīva as a pratibimba is, moreover, substantiated in the different strata of Vedantic literature, viz., the śruti, the smṛty and the sūtra (Brahmāsūtras).\(^{158}\) Brahman as All-pervasive Pure Consciousness can be reflected on avidyā as Jīva in the same way as all-pervasive sky studded with stars appears as reflected on a limited watery surface. Reflection of the all-pervasive is possible if there is an adjunct to work upon the all-pervasive entity to make for its appearance that is not in essence different from it; had the reflection been different altogether from the reflected, we could question whether the reflected all-pervasive entity should at all be reflected on an adjunct as limited. But when the reflected entity is not such

\(^{157}\) Brahmanyatiriktaśāhākārādajñānamūlatvād jñānenājñānanivṛttāyapādhikahramanirvṛttiśambhavādityabhiprāyāḥ (Tattvadipana, P. 347).

\(^{158}\) rūpaṁ rūpaṁ pratirūpo babhūva.

ekadhā bahudhaiva ca dṛṣyate jalacandravat.

ata eva copamā sūryakādirat—(Br. Śūt, 3/2/18).
an entity as to be different altogether from the image which is reflected, who can question the plausibility of the image appearing on a limited adjunct but not on that account being limited by it? Limitation is not real in the all-pervasive entity even appearing as circumscribed, for this is a characteristic created out of the false bifurcation of the limited and the limiting where in fact no such bifurcation is ever true either in the one or in the other. Thus the reflection of Brahman as Jīva should be recognized on all hands as the most authentic proof of the real unity of all existence that is running through both, but falsely bifurcated in the creation of accretions of associations in the latter. (cf. Lāt-pratibimbatvam citrāpatvānca sāstrapratispannam pratyakṣapratispannaṁ na nirākartum śakyaṁ iti bhāvaḥ—Vivarāṇa, P. 348).

Prakāśātmayati next takes up his pen to establish his own theory of reflection (pratibimbavāda) of Jīva against another equally strong theory of limitation (avacchedavāda) advocated mainly by the Bhāmatī School. It is rather interesting to study the metaphysical differences of these Schools. Dr. Asutosh Sastri in his book Vedāntadarsana-Advaitavāda (in Bengali) has sounded a rather discordant note on the point whether the Bhāmatī School as initiated by Vācaspatimiśra can be said to advocate avacchedavāda as is commonly attributed to him. He has tried to adduce some independent arguments to show that Vācaspati advocated no less the pratibimbavāda than in any other School (Vide Vedāntadarsana-Advaitavāda—Pt. I. Pp. 320-321; also P. 337). But Vācaspati has definitely advocated avacchedavāda as an independent line of argument where he has not followed Maṇḍanamiśra, his model of following, who in his Brahmasiddhi has supported pratibimbavāda. (cf. Yo Jīva niyantā loke siddhāḥ sa paramātmaiva upādhyavacchedakalpitabhedastathā vyākhyāyata ityasakrdāveditam—Bhāmatī on Br. Sūt. 1/2/18—Antar-yāmyadhikarana; P. 254; Ed. M.M. A. Sastri, Nirmaya Sagar Edn).

139 Dr. Sastri has referred us to Bhāmatī on Br. Sūt. 1/4/22, 2/2/28, 2/3/43 to show Vācaspati’s admission of pratibimbatva of Jīva. A very interesting study of both the views has been made by Appaya Dikṣita in Vedāntakalpataruparimala (on Br. Sūt, 1/1/4). He has however shown his leaning towards avacchedavāda towards the end.
nanu-Jīva api Brahmatattvāvyatirekādviṣuddhasvabhāvāḥ, 
tat katham teṣu avidyāvakāṣaḥ? vārtameta. na ca, tāvadbim-
bādavadātāt pratibimbam kṛpaṇādiṣu bhinnam; atha ca 
tatra śyāmatādīraśuddhiravakāṣam labhate—(Brahmasiddhi, 

paramārthena abhinna api Brahmoṇo Jīvāḥ kalpanayā 
mithyābuddhyā bimba-pratibimbacandraravacca tato bhidyanete; 
evaṃca bhedamātramatra kālpakam—Saṅkhāpāniṣṭā on 
Brahmasiddhi; Madras Edn. Pt. II.—P. 32). Be that as it may, 
Prakāśātmayati has exposed the weak points in the avaccheda-
vāda contentions. He has shown that this theory cannot be 
accepted prima facie on the analogy of universal ether (ākāśa) 
as limited by a particular container, say, a jar (ghaṭa). The 
analogy of ghāṭākāśa does not and cannot warrant that Brah-
man is also avacchinna (limited) as Jīva, for in the former 
analogy there is no necessity of any consciousness to be limited, 
as ether is unconscious, through and through. Thus if ether is 
limited by the jar, there is no necessity that it should also be 
limited as the conscious seat of all operations, for once limited 
by the jar, it is ever limited in its unconscious operations. But 
in the case of Brahman it is not only limited as Jīva but also 
limited in a way as to be the prime mover of all. Thus there 
inevitably arises the necessity of a double limitation in the case 
of Brahman, for, when It is limited as the Jīva by the 
accretions of associations as body, senses etc., the unlimited 
(ānavaṇchna) residue, if there may be any such distinction at 
all (for when Brahman is avacchinna, It is so within the Jīva 
in completeness, but outside Jīva also It is not wholly exhaus-
ted), should be either kept as such or made to be absorbed in 
the limited Jīva for purposes of Its all-pervasive character. But 
the avacchedavāda shall have to recognize that the all-pervasive 
and all-regulative characters of Brahman (sarvagatatva and 
sarvaniyantītva) should be recognized to explain adequately 
their existence in the Jīva-limitations also. In fact, the avac-
chēdavādin unwittingly commits himself to a double limitation 
by such an inevitable position—for in the first case, Brahman, 
is merely avacchinna as Jīva and not as sarvagata (all-pervasive) 
and sarvaniyantī (all-regulative) and in the second case, It is 
to be recognized as both. These arguments have been very finely
expressed by Akhaṇḍānanda in his Tattvadīpana. The necessity of such limitation as sarvagata and sarvaniyantar cannot be avoided, for it is Brahman, and not Jīva into which It is limited, that is both. So logical and metaphysical necessity forces the avacchedavādin to acquiesce, in spite of himself, to this unwarranted circumlocution of thought. In the pratibimbavāda, on the other hand, when the ether is said to exist independently of its pratibimba, whence the latter springs up on a watery surface, it is not illogical to hold that Brahman too is simultaneously Itself and the pratibimba, Jīva, with all characters present simultaneously in Its reflection as Jīva.

Thus giving his verdict on the pratibimbavāda as the only adequate explanation for the appearance of the Jīva (cf. pratibimbapakṣa eva sreyān-Vivarana, P. 348), Prakāśatmayati shows that the upādhi for such appearance is avidyā or nescience which is also illusory in itself like the accretions of false associations born of it in Jīva. Hence the elimination of avidyā is the only real way for the elimination of all the false associations of difference that the Jīva creates, though falsely, as very real expressions of his relation to Brahman; in fact, not only should Jīva be regarded as one in essence with Brahman but should have the upādhi of avidyā completely obliterated by the awakening of the transcendental Knowledge of Unity. Thus the illusoriness of the upādhi, obliterated as soon as such Knowledge dawns, cannot be denied—as making it continue for the appearance of duality in Jīva till such transcendental Knowledge.

To examine the nature of the upādhi we are at once drawn into the apparent anomaly as to which is the real upādhi for the reflection of the Jīva. After all has been said and done, Padmapāda has succinctly said that the Ego-hood (ahaṅkārtvāva) is the cause of the appearance of the Jīva’s knowledge of diversity as real, veiling as it does his real Knowledge of Unity

\[\begin{align*}
\text{avacchinnapradosesvaranavacchinnasya dviguṇikṛtya vyttayogāt—} \\
\text{(Vivarana, P. 348.)}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{sarvagnatasya Brahmana upādhyavaccheda prathamamekā vyttiḥ, pun-} \\
\text{aranavacchinnēpi niyantarvādiddhyāryam anavacchinnasya vyttāntaram} \\
\text{āraṇāṇīyam, na caidadupalabhadhacaramiti dviguṇikṛtya vyttāntādipatiḥ,} \\
\text{gaganasya trnavacchinne vyttānāṅgikārād vāiṣamyamiti bhāvaḥ—} \\
\text{(Tattvadīpana. P. 348.)}
\end{align*}\]
(cf. sa cāhaṅkaṁtvamātmano rūpam manyate, na bimbakalpa-
\textit{Brahmaikarūpa-}\textit{patām}—\textit{Pañcapādihā}, Pp. 348-349). Thus here
seems to be an apparent anomaly in regarding the Ego-
hood, and not nescience so repeatedly brought out previously, as the
cause (or adjunct—\textit{uṇādhi}) for the appearance of the \textit{jīva} with
his inevitable false Knowledge of duality. Prakāśāmayati
resolves this \textit{apparently} irreconcilable position by showing that
there is perfect logic in his predecessor’s remark that Ego-
hood has a part to play in the emergence of such false knowledge.
For, the \textit{uṇādhi}, though undoubtedly the \textit{avidyā}, the creator of
all false knowledge,—is that which veils the Pure Consciousness
that is \textit{Brahman} without any duality. Such a conception of
the \textit{uṇādhi} unmistakably makes us consider how the Pure Consci-
ousness can be veiled. If we examine the stages of our empiri-
cal life, we can say with confidence that all the stages are not
equally strongly under the veil of one uniform type of false
knowledge and false behaviour.\footnote{161} In Pure Consciousness the
measure of duality is determined not merely by \textit{avidyā}, but
also by the nature of false associations that ensue upon it. In
our dreamless state of slumber, the Pure Consciousness has
been bereft of all external and internal associations, and thus
has merely the solidified \textit{avidyā} as existing without any projec-
tions out of it to make Itself standing in a relation with it of
\textit{mere subjectivity}. In our dreaming and waking lives, we are
associated, by and by, with the Ego-hood (\textit{ahaṅkarītyva}) and
all it encircles within itself, viz., possession of the accessories
of body etc. Ego-hood is not generated out of \textit{avidyā} so
long as the first active principle of duality, viz., the \textit{mind} or
\textit{antaḥkaraṇa} is not superimposed upon the Unity that is Pure
Consciousness. The vast empirical edifice of our activities is
built, brick by brick, upon the plinth of the \textit{antaḥkaraṇa} or
mind through which Pure Consciousness finds channels of ex-
pressions in diverse ways. In fact, \textit{antaḥkaraṇavṛttis} are the
first and foremost means of the unity of consciousness to get
diversified. However, the \textit{antaḥkaraṇa} should again have its
\textit{vṛttis} in concrete centres like bodily organisms and thus the
field of the knowledge of duality is further extended. We

\footnote{161} \textit{caitanyasyāvacchedakavikalpatāratamyena vyavahārakavikalpatārat-
amyāḥ—(Vivaraṇa, P. 349.)}
now do not merely know through the antahkaraṇa but also in and through our body and all its attendant necessities of a unique character. So, as Prakāśātmayati analyses, the dreaming Self is merely in contact with the antahkaraṇa through which it seems to be a creature of a world where his body and its unique functions are inoperative; only a mental world created out of avidyā to make such self live, move and have its being in persists. But in the waking life, the Self is knowing through the antahkaraṇa, no doubt, but expressing all the physical ways and means to make itself a creature of its self-created uniqueness that is duality. Such being the very nature of the life of Jīva, it is but natural that Padmapāda should not merely make him a creature of avidyā, pure and simple, but also of all the gross and yet grosser accretions that are entangling him into the unlockable mesh of duality. The force of avidyā makes the Jīva, no doubt, appear in the image of Brahman, but the Jīva means more than a nescience-fangled creature; he is also a fully associated being in all the paraphernalia of such nescience. Thus his Ego-hood is in the very nature of his knowledge and existence as a bifurcated being in his waking, and to a smaller extent, dreaming life. However, the different strata of his existence, entailing as they do (as we have seen), diversified forms of upādhi—all children of avidyā—do not make him different selves in such different strata or stages. The same waking man goes to sleep and is again absorbed in deep, dreamless slumber. The distinctness of his own self endures uniformly, and is not further distinct or diverse in such stages. For, as Prakāśātmayati and Akhaṇḍānanda, specially, have aptly shown that when a Jīva has the primary upādhi of avidyā to make him distinct, no amount of internal multiplication or diversification of the upādhis will make the same Jīva as diverse. But when such a Jīva is not made to be regarded as distinct primarily by avidyā, his internal diversifications multiply as making himself different creatures under circumstantial diversities of the attendants of avidyā.

Prakāśātmayati analyses the peculiar nature of the state of susupti where there is seen a cessation of all the gross functions of the body; the self is absorbed into itself, so to say, being only in relation with solidified avidyā through the
subtle body (liṅgaśarīra). Thus there being no scope for false knowledge (bhrānti) in such a state of the physical existence, the Jīva may be said to have no knowledge of duality from Brahman. Thus the sūṣupti-state becomes a state without any false knowledge due to the definite working of the avidyā; such being the apparently justifiable argument from the opponents’ point of view, it becomes indispensible that the real nature of this state vis-à-vis avidyā has to be brought out from the Advaitist point of view. Prakāśātmayati proceeds to achieve this end with utmost precision of thoughts. He shows that, no doubt, the sūṣupti-state is bereft of any gross physical functions, yet it cannot be said to be outside the realm of ignorance, and all the attendant false knowledge of divisions. The knowledge of divisions need not be due to its being strictly produced out of avidyā (avidyā-kārya), for such knowledge may be justified on other grounds as well. Such knowledge is possible in the sūṣupti-state because of the fact that division and its knowledge in sūṣupti are dependent, though not produced, on avidyā (avidyā-tantra). This fact is significantly hinted at by Prakāśātmayati and is clearly stated by Akhaṇḍānanda.\footnote{162} But even if such a standpoint is taken up by the Advaitist, his ground must be securely laid against the possible objection that such a knowledge of divisions, though dependent on avidyā, cannot be said to have originated in the sūṣupti-state as in the pralaya-state, for such two states are bereft of any active functions—thus making all divisions naturally alien to the Jīva who is in such states of an all-ceasing existence and making avidyā reside only in Pure Consciousness which should therefore be the substratum of such divisions; moreover, if such divisional knowledge is admitted to be unproduced (akārya) in the sūṣupti-state, it must be admitted to be eternal and hence no relation with the avidyā on which it is dependent can be said to exist. To such heavy charges—metaphysical and epistemological—replies should be as precise as possible and this task of precision is so ably executed by Prakāśātmayati from the standpoint of

\footnote{162} atha bhrāntijñānamanopadeśyāvā arthagata eva vibhāgaḥ kalpyate (Vivaraṇa, P. 349.)

bhedasya nāvidyākāryatraṁ kintutattantrañvam, atakca bhrāntya-

bhāve'pi bhedopapattiriti guḍhābhhisandhiḥ (Tattvadipana, P. 349.)
his School. He admits that Pure Consciousness should not be the real owner of all divisions and their knowledge; such divisions and their knowledge spring from avidyā which clings fast to Pure Consciousness, no doubt, but it is the Jīva that owns all the false associations and their knowledge springing from the primal avidyā. Thus in the suṣupti-state also there should be a Jīva who has fallen from his original purity and who is ever and ever in the possession of all false associations. The division into Jīva and Brahman is as true in the suṣupti-state as in other states. But such division may be said to be only a logical necessity and not due to any positive existence of false knowledge; and if such a logical necessity is merely admitted, then the causal character of avidyā from which such knowledge is produced may be said to be a fiction, for such knowledge may well be regarded as springing from eternity (anādi) and from non-falsity (avibhrama). To answer such charges against the Advaitist, Prakāśātmayati shows that the divisions and their knowledge are dependent on avidyā (avidyāśāntara), though they are eternally present (anādi) and hence in suṣupti they are operative in the way as to make Jīva a divided being. The effects of avidyā are existent even in the suṣupti-state, though not in the same physical operations as in other states and hence divisional knowledge of the Jīva even in that state is to be admitted as being under the spell of avidyā (avidyāśāntara). Eternality of that knowledge cannot make it independent of the influence of avidyā in so far as it is not created out of the latter, for here eternality itself of such knowledge is under the spell of the latter. Such an influence of avidyā is evident even in the unproduced relation of the Self with avidyā (ātmāvidyāśambandha), for such a relation exists even from eternity. It cannot be held that the avidyā, before its relation with the Self, is existent and hence the relation is effected and not eternal, for it has à priori absence (prāgabhāva). Such a hypothesis is untenable, for avidyā cannot exist independently without the à priori presence, and not à priori absence, of the relation that subsists between itself and the Self, for avidyā itself is blind or inert and is revealed only by the Self or Consciousness. Moreover, such relation being ipso facto eternal for the fact of the related avidyā being so it follows that such a relation is
not produced in any way, but is still under the spell of avidyā to exist with all the baneful effects that the avidyā produces. It is clear, therefore, that in the susupti-state also there is an inevitable effect of division that is false, subsisting on avidyā, though not created at that state for being unjustified in such a passive state of cessation of all functions.

Such a divisional knowledge springing out of avidyā, though not produced out of it,—is nevertheless not attendant on Pure Consciousness, but on the consciousness appearing as Jīva. This is evident from a logical analysis which will further corroborate the position that the Jīva-consciousness will also make the Pure Consciousness appear in such divisional knowledge, yet will make room for its destruction. For, the division being the effect of avidyā, it goes without saying that it is illusory, and Pure Consciousness, that is One and Uniform, cannot be its real substratum. Thus though Pure Consciousness will appear as the divided Jīva-consciousness, it is the latter that will be the real substratum of all the false associations of divisions. Hence it is really the qualificative (viśeṣaṇa) avidyā that makes the qualified (viśiṣṭa) Jīva the real seat of all such false knowledge, and Pure Consciousness sits as merely reflected in its nature in the Jīva-consciousness, but never on that account makes the divisions uneradicable being co-eval with itself; it is the avidyā that is the creatrice of such divisions and their knowledge which are obliterated whenever such divisions are nipped in the very bud of avidyā. Thus though Prakāśātmayati holds that the divisions are dependent on avidyā (avidyātantra), he equally asserts that such divisions are also false and eradicable. In Pure Consciousness there cannot be any such divisions. It only appears as an image to make for the divisions to be evolved out of avidyā—not as produced products but merely as dependents. Such being the status of the knowledge of divisions that ensue from avidyā being dependent on it, there remains very little to add to the establishment of falsity inspite of eternity of such divisions. It has been shown above that there is nothing to debar the division from depending upon avidyā (avidyātantra), even though they are not produced out of it, as the eternal relation of the Self with avidyā is dependen on avidyā itself and hence false. Thus though avidyā is the creatrice
of all divisions, such divisions and their knowledge cannot be said to be produced out of it, only to justify the passive state of 
*sūṣupti*; hence the conscious objector, lurking in his lurch, 
may come forward with the argument that when divisions are 
not produced (*kārya*) and are yet there from eternity, it can be 
safely concluded that they are not to be destroyed by true 
Knowledge, as the Eternal, Unproduced Self is. In fact, such 
a syllogistic form from the objector’s point of view has been 
posed by Akhaṇḍānanda.\footnote{163} Therefore the objector would 
have us admit that the *vibhāgas* (divisions) are produced 
(*kārya*) from the *avidyā* on which they depend. But Prakāśāt-
mayati ably shows that there is no such invariable concomit-
ance between unproduced-ness (*akāryatva*) and undestroyed-
ness by Knowledge (*jñānānivarttīyatva*), when it is shown that 
the unproduced entities are nevertheless destroyed by Know-
ledge, unlike he Eternal Self, for the fact of their depending 
on *avidyā*.\footnote{164} Thus the divisions being clearly shown to have 
been born out of the adjunct (*avidyā*), as in the common cases 
of reflection on mirror, water etc. (where, *avidyā* is also pre-
sent at the background, as we have discussed above), there 
remains very little to add that the *avidyā* is the real origina-
tor of all divisions; but Prakāśātmayati also shows that the 
other adjuncts which are gradual accretions like the *ahaṅkāra* 
(Ego-hood) are also the grosser adjuncts for the reflection of 
all the divisions that are enjoyed by *Jīva*-consciousness.

The real implications of the *Jīva*-consciousness as a reflec-
tion (*pratibimba*) of Brahman are, however, antagonised with 
by the School of Bhagavad-Bhāskara, the Vedantic teacher of 
the theory of *bhedābheda* (identity-in-difference). The 
Bhāskara School wants the Advaitist to admit that the *Jīva* 
should not be regarded as a reflection in order to justify his 
bondage and liberation (*bandha-mokṣau*) for which purposes 
he should be regarded not as a reflection, but as a real con-
crete entity that exists differently from Brahman but has also 
*a relation of identity with It. Such being the Bhāskara posi-
tion, Prakāśātmayati opposes, tooth and nail, this bhedābheda theory trying to expunge the reflectional character of the Jīva. He shows that such a view, as advocated by the Advaitists, is based upon solid foundations of logical and metaphysical arguments. The reflectional character of the Jīva makes him identical in essence with Brahman; hence the Bhāskara view that the image is not an entity (vastu) like the Brahman, for it is a mere reflection of identity, and hence it cannot be the seat of bondage and liberation, proceeds from a misunderstanding of the real implications of the Jīva as a reflection. For, the bhedābheda-vādin thinks that the Jīva should be a real one as an entity which is not wholly identical in essence with Brahman. But the Advaitist position is that the Jīva, being identical in essence with Brahman, does not exhaust himself for any other associations, that are appended to him. The seat of bondage and liberation is the Jīva-consciousness, no doubt, but the Jīva-consciousness as identical with Brahman in essence; all other associations that are credited to it are negated by the dawning of real Knowledge. Hence the bhedābheda-vādin need not be unduly anxious to establish that the Jīva having no existence of his own, being a pure reflection of Brahman, should not be the seat of any bondage or liberation. It is well-nigh clear from the Advaitist standpoint that the Jīva is real, even as real as Brahman, in his essence, and thus may be a ground of illusory knowledge of divisions that is bondage as also of liberation from them. But the Advaitist does never on that account advocate that the Jīva-consciousness being in bondage means that Brahman also is in such a state. What he tries to bring out is that the Jīva, being a reflection, is, nevertheless, Brahman in the essence of Consciousness, and hence it is he who is a legitimate ground of all false knowledge of divisions that are falsely associated with himself. The adjunct of avidyā makes the real nature of Pure Consciousness that is Brahman appear as Jīva, only to make Pure Consciousness above board of all the effects of it. Hence, naturally, the Jīva, though Brahman in essence, is the seat of all the effects of false associations with himself and therefore is in bondage and is in need of liberation from them. Hence Prakāśātmayati concludes that the Bhāskara School blunders when it says that the Jīva is not an entity, being a
reflection, whence his bondage and liberation are impossible, from the utter ignorance of the real implications of the nature of Jīva as a reflection from Pure Consciousness—a reflection that is real in essence with the reflected but screened by a veil to appear not as such.\(^\text{165}\)

It remains for us to judge the relative merits of the two types of adhyāsa or super-imposition, viz., nirupādhika and sopādhika, as has been tried to be expounded by the Advaitist teachers. Prakāśātmayati shows that this reflectional theory of the Jīva supposes a reflection of it from Brahman for substantiating that the Pure Consciousness is tinged with the associations that enter into Jīva-hood as well as their qualities, similarly as the crystal-stone becomes reddish when the shoe-flower is reflected on it, that is to say, the crystal-stone as qualified by the red shoe-flower is reddish and not by itself. This is the real necessity to admit of illusions due to an adjunct (sopādhika-bhramas). The facial image is also a reflection of the face and is a bhrama only by making a quality due to the superimposition of the directions and postures of the image that spring from the adjunct. Hence the sopādhika-bhramas are always trying to make a superimposition of the qualities of the false associations on the unity of experience, for which an upādhi is playing the chief rôle, for, it is this that makes the divisions due to it as being superimposed on an entity that is logically immune from such divisions and hence which are false. It is not, therefore, inconsistent to assume that the divisions and their knowledge are false being dependent on the powers of avidyā even if they are not created out of it. Production from avidyā is barred by the logical necessity envisaged in the suṣupti-stage where there are no workings or functions of either the external or the internal organs. Hence, even if it be said that being dependent on avidyā means a falsity or illusoriness of the depending entities in the same way as the falsely created entities are false, there is perfect logical and metaphysical consistency; for, to depend on avidyā means that the dependent effect is existent as an illusory or super-imposed entity, i.e., super-imposed on

\[^{165}\text{tasmāt parasiddhāntoparipūrṇānivasītayaḥ sarvasaṅkaravādino vibhrämāḥ—(Vivarana, P. 352.)}\]
the reality of Consciousness. Had it not been so, we could never have maintained that the relation of avidyā to Atman is false, i.e., we would have been led to believe that avidyā has a real relation to Aman (Self or Consciousness) for such a relation is never produced. Such a relation exists from eternity (anādikālaprawṛttā), and hence it is never created in point of time. Thus though the eternally existent relation of avidyā with Atman is admitted, it is never contemplated that the relation is true or real, being eternal, that is, unproduced. Relation of the avidyā with the Self is eternal ipso facto, for no à priori absence of the relation can be contemplated, for whenever avidyā is existent it is existent as being related with the Self or Consciousness that reveals it. Yet eternality as suggesting non-production (akāryatva) of such a relation cannot debar us from holding the utterly false or illusory character of it, for avidyā has a relation established with its revealer—that is, Self or Consciousness,—never as a transcendental truth like the Self, but as false as avidyā on which it depends for empirical necessities. Divisions and their knowledge antagonising with the knowledge of Unity are created in the transcendental truth of the Self by the false relation that subsists between itself and the avidyā which being eternal and illusory makes such a necessary relation as eternal, yet as illusory, like itself. To be eternal like avidyā cannot postulate that the relation is not necessarily false, being eternal; for, then we have to postulate the most devastating hypothesis of possibility of truth in the utterly illusory entity like avidyā. These very vital implications of the knowledge of divisions (bheda jñāna), flowing out of avidyā being not necessarily produced out of it, have been brought out by the cryptic remark of Prakāśātmayāti: avidyātantrānāṁ ca nirvacanīyatvamamādi tvamāvidyāsambandhavanatvamānī vidyāvābhedādhyate—Vivarana, P. 351).

Such being the nature of all forms of super-imposition that there should be a knowledge of something as different where the difference is unwarranted, from which taking something on some other thing follows, it is to be judged as to how in sopādhika and nirupādhika-bhramas such a false identity takes place. In sopādhika-bhramas there is an adjunct which serves for the knowledge of division to take place, though falsely, upon a unitary existence, but there does not end
the journey of any adhyāsa. All adhiyāsas pre-suppose that the qualities of a different entity which we experience must be falsely imputed upon a different substratum. In other words, even if there are no real divisions, actually speaking, between an entity and its own nature, yet under the spell of avidyā and the upādhi (in sopādhika-bhramas), we make a division firstly and then make one possessing the false divisions as the true Reality which it is not. In nirupādhiaka-bhramas also though an adjunct is not operative to make one appear as the other falsely, yet there is a knowledge of division at first to make room for the appearance of one as the other. Thus adjunct or no adjunct, all bhramas postulate a superimposition of something (and the qualities) on some other thing. In sopādhika-bhramas, sometimes the qualities that are real in appearing in their own place are transferred on some other substratum, on which their existence is perceived, though really these should not be so perceived. In the appearance of the crystal-stone as reddish, the reddishness of the shoe-flower which is reflected due to the mirror of the crystal-stone appears unified with the substratum where it is naturally absent.

If we further analyse the nature of nirupādhiaka-bhramas we shall see that in such cases of illusion where no adjunct is operative (e.g., mistaking a rope for a snake), there is a superimposition of something (e.g., the snake) on a different substratum (e.g., the rope) on the strength of no adjunct aiding avidyā, but out of the avidyā itself. The difference of the two is as clear here as not to depend on any external adjunct, like the mirror or water or crystal, for the first propeudetic of adhyāsa to be created, viz., the existence (though false) of a difference. Hence inspite of the absence of any such adjunct, the omnipotent avidyā can make one to be mistaken for the other. What, then, remains there in nirupādhiaka-bhramas to make room for any quality or anything beside the object to be in the field of such an illusion? We can say that when such an inter-mixture, though false, of the objects has been complete, not depending on any adjunct external to avidyā, there may yet be the super-imposition of the quality or relation of the superimposed of a sylvan surrounding on the substratum, as the quality of fright which generally adheres to the real snake may well be transferred on the rope appearing as snake. The
subsidiary appendages in nirūpādhika-bhramas depend upon an adjunct, that is the object, to which these appendages relate (i.e., frightening relating to snake). Similarly, in the case of the nirūpādhika-bhrama of Ego-hood (ahaṅkāra) on Brahman or Ātman, we have no other adjunct save avidyā and its powers. Here though the Jīva possessing the ahaṅkāra is a reflection (pratibimba) of Brahman or Ātman, yet there is the reflection-reflected-relation (pratibimba-pratibimbi-bhāva) between the Jīva and Brahman, only that the ahaṅkāra as a creation of avidyā is an entity that is self-evidently distinct from Brahman and stands separate by itself, but is yet superimposed on Brahman or Pure Consciousness. Hence it will be seen that when the ahaṅkāra is made to be superimposed by avidyā on Brahman, there is no primary need of the adjunct (here it being avidyā) to create a mock-division, as it is necessary in the case of the Jīva-consciousness which without that primary business of avidyā, would have been eternally the same with Brahman-consciousness, thus excluding all adhyāsas. When the ahaṅkāra is thus superimposed on Brahman the qualities or appendages relating to it are then transferred on Brahman, thus making the relation of such appendages to Brahman as false and depending on an entity to which these naturally belong. Such appendages of the ahaṅkāra are primarily kārtṛtva (doer-hood) and bhokṛtva (enjoyer-hood) and these are then superimposed on Pure Consciousness along with their real substratum, viz., the ahaṅkāra. These nice distinctions of the two kinds of bhrama—sopādhika as well as nirūpādhika—and their real bearings in the metaphysical theories of Jīva and Brahman have been brought out by Prakāśātmayati, and specially, Akhaṇḍānanda.166

166 nirūpādhikādhyāsaḥ parinispānāhaṅkāropādhikāḥ kārtṛt-vādhhyāsa iti kathayitum (Vivarāṇa, P. 352).

darpanadṛśṭāntena Jīva-Brahma-vibhāgasyaupādhikatvam siddham, sphaṭikadṛśṭāntena kārtṛtvādermicthātvamiti vibhāgaḥ, * * * * * * nirūpādhikarajjasarpadāharanam yuktamityarthāḥ, alaktaopādhinimit-nirūpādhiket, ahaṅkārasya nirūpādhikādhyāsaparinispānatavamatroktam, ta-lauhityavat kārtṛtvādikamapi nirūpādhikam ityuktam, atra rajjasarpadṛśṭāntena nirūpādhikatoapamecyata iti virodhamādānka tātparyamāha-nirūpādhiket, ahaṅkārasya nirūpādhikādhyāsaparinispānatavamatroktam, pūrvastra kārtṛtvāderaupādhikatramityavirodha ityarthāḥ—(Tattvadipana, P. 352.)
APPENDIX

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE VIVARĀṆA SCHOOL OF ADVAITA VEDĀNTA

To follow the Vivaraṇa School of Advaita Philosophy, we have to begin with the original work of the School by Padmapāḍācārya, one of the direct disciples of Śrī Śaṅkarācārya, viz., Pañcapāḍikā, and have to go through a long chain of works bringing down its tradition. Prakāśātmayati wrote his famous commentary, Pañcapāḍikā-Vivarāṇa, in about 1200 A.D. That separated the commentary from the original work by about a span of four centuries. But a few other commentaries had also been written on the original work of Padmapāḍācārya, viz., Pañcapāḍikā.

The Pañcapāḍikādarpaṇa, a ṭīkā on Pañcapāḍikā by Amalānanda, and another ṭīkā, viz., Pañcapāḍikāṭīkā by Vidyāsāgara were written, which are yet to be published. Now, as to the dates of these two authors, we can say that Amalānanda, if identified with the author of Kalpataru, a ṭīkā on Vācaspatimīśra’s well-known commentary, Bhāmatī, on Śaṅkara’s Brahmasūtrabhāṣya, should be placed after the work of Prakāśātmayati was written, for the author of the Kalpataru belongs to the middle of the 13th century A.D. Amalānanda has another work called Śāstradarpaṇa on Advaita Vedānta. (Published in Sri Vani Vilas Press, Srirangam). As to the date of Vidyāsāgara, we can reasonably place him before Prakāśātmayati, for the former wrote the Pañcapāḍikāṭīkā independently of the influence of the latter. These two hypotheses are however tentative, and whether Amalānanda, the writer of the Pañcapāḍikādarpaṇa, is to be identified with the author of the Kalpataru has yet to be fully examined and whether Vidyāsāgara flourished before the work of Prakāśātmayati remains yet to be more fully investigated. (The difficulty that lies in these investigations is rarity of these two Mss.).

Coming to Pañcapāḍikāvivarana of Prakāśātmayati, we land ourselves in the epoch-making period of this School, and henceforward move towards a history of the dialectical litera-
A Critique on the Vivarana School

ture of Advaita Philosophy which bases itself solidly upon the conclusions arrived at in clear terms by Prakāśāmati. The work is placed at the end of the 12th century A.D. or at the opening of the 13th. From the colophon of his work we know that his real name is "Svapraṅkāśanubhavabhagavat" or simply "Svapraṅkāśanubhava," and he was the disciple of Ananyānubhava (cf. arthatopī na nāmnaiva yo'ñanyāñubhavo guruh—Introductory stanza. No. 6, Paṇcapādikāvivarana). But the more commonly known name of the author of the Paṇcapādikāvivarana is Prakāśāmati or Prakāśatan (cf. Introductory stanza, No. 7). A commentary on Paṇcapādikāvivarana of much obscurity has been published from Calcutta (Calcutta Sanskrit Series No. 1—Ed. by M. M. Anantakrishna Sastri from Metropolitan Publishing House, including nine commentaries on Brahmasūtrabhasya of Śaṅkara), and is known as the Rjuvivarana, whose author, according to the colophon, is Viśnubhaṭṭopādhyāya, son of Janārdana. Tradition has it that Janārdana later took to the monastic name of Ānandagiri. 1 Ānandagiri, also known as Ānandajñāna, was probably a native of Gujarat and lived in the middle of the 13th Cent. A.D. He was a pupil of two teachers, viz., Anubhūtisvarūpācārya and Śuddhānanda. 2 Mr. Tripathi considers that he was the monastic head of the Dvārakā Mutt. He wrote the famous Ṛgpanas on the Upaniṣad-Bhāṣyas of Śaṅkara and the well-known commentary Nyāyanirṇaya on the Brahmasūtrabhāṣya of Śaṅkara. (Vide, Dasgupta, History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. II., P. 193). Swami Prajñānānanda Sarasvatī has, however, put him after Vidyārānya in the 15th Century A.D. 3

However, the most widely known commentary on the Paṇcapādikāvivarana is Tatvadīpana by Akhanḍānanda Muni. In the introductory verses of his commentary, it is found that he pays high tributes to Śrībodhaprthvīdharā, his preceptor, perhaps Ānandagiri. (M. M. A. K. Sastri's Sanskrit Introduc-

1 Regarding identification of Janārdana, father of Viśnubhaṭṭopādhyāya, and Ānandagiri (who later took this monastic name) and also regarding identification of Janārdana as the preceptor of Akhanḍānanda, author of another famous commentary on Paṇcapādikāvivarana viz., Tatvadīpana, vide Tarkasamgraha (Baroda, 1917)—Introduction by Mr. Tripathi.

2 Dr. S. N. Dasgupta, History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. II., P. 192.

tion to Calcutta Sanskrit Series No. 1, wherein he has also subscribed to the view that Janārdana and Ānandagiri are equal and also that this Ānandagiri is the preceptor of Akhanḍānanda). Tradition is also very strong to regard Akhanḍānanda as one of the disciples of Ānandagiri (Mr. Tripathi's Introduction to Tarkasaṁgraha—Baroda). But this tradition is somewhat contradicted by the author's own colophon where he describes himself as the disciple of Akhanḍānubhūti. But this may have an appellative significance. We can put him to a period contemporaneous with Rjuvivaraṇa by Viṣṇu-bhaṭṭopādhyāya and in the middle of the 16th the Vedāntraparibhāṣā of Dharmarājādhvarinḍra was composed which supposes the full development of the Vivaraṇa along with its commentary-literature.

Another commentary on the Pañcapādikāvivaraṇa was written by Nṛsiṁhāsrāmamuni whose date is the beginning of the 16th Century A.D. This work is known by the name of Vivaraṇabhāva-prakāśikā and has yet to be published. Still another work following the Pañcapādikāvivaraṇa written by Rāmānanda Sarasvatī is known as the Vivaraṇopanyāsa, and has been published from Benares.

Now we come to Dharmarājādhvarinḍra whose Vedāntaparibhāṣā is one of the most well-known works on Vedānta Epistemology. Dharmarājādhvarinḍra was the disciple of Śrīmadvenkaṭānātha whose preceptor was Nṛsiṁha or Nṛsiṁhāśrama, and his date is the middle of the 16th Century A.D. This work marks a milestone in the history of the dialectical literature of Advaita Vedānta, for it deals exhaustively with different means of valid knowledge and the epistemological problems connected therewith. This work follows the Vivaraṇa School and quotes the author of the Pañcapādikāvivaraṇa.

The other well-known dialectical works of Advaita Philosophy are Tattvapradīpikā by Citsukhācārya (end of 12th Cent. A.D.), Khaṇḍanakhaṇḍakhādyā by Śrī Harṣa (end of 12th Century A.D.) and Pañcadaśī (in verse) by Vidyāraṇya (end of 14th Century A.D.). All these works follow the tenets of the Pañcapādikāvivaraṇa in matters of conclusions of the Advaita Metaphysics.

Of special interest for the study of the Pañcapādikāvivaraṇa is the Vivaraṇāprameyyasaṁgraha of Vidyāraṇya. Vidyāraṇya is
the monastic name of Mādhava who was Chief Minister of Bukka I, King of Vijaynagar, who flourished towards the close of the 14th Century A.D. His other important works on Vedānta are the Pañcadašī referred to above and Jīvanmukti-viveka. This Vivaraṇaprameyasaṁgraha is a lucid analysis of the conclusions arrived at by Prakāśātmayati in his Pañcapādikā-vivaraṇa. Without this handbook the work of Prakāśātmayati cannot be fully studied.

Two other important metaphysical and logical descendants in this School are Sarvajñātmamuni (End of 8th Century A.D. —cf. the last verse of Saṁkṣepa-śārīraka) and the commonly-designated Prakaṭārthakāra or Prakaṭārthavivaranaṅkāra (Circa, 11th-13th Century A.D.) known by his work. The former wrote the magnificent versified form of logical disputation in Vedānta known as the Saṁkṣepa-śārīraka. Vidyāraṇya’s Pañcadašī referred to above is also in verse bringing out clearly the metaphysical side of Advaita Philosophy. Prakaṭārtha-vivarana was written by an author having no special name to be known by, and is a faithful study in the dialectical art of establishing the Advaita theories. These two works reveal many dark corners in the philosophy of the Advaita School of Vedānta following the current initiated by Padmapāda.

---

4 There is an interesting study on the traditional identity of these two in IHQ, Vol. VI., No. 4 (Pp. 701 ff.) by R. Rama Rao in his article, “Vidyāraṇya and Mādhavācārya.”
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<td>21</td>
<td>postulation</td>
<td>postulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td>[ Arnott, 1. ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ajñāna</td>
<td>ajñāna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>inspire</td>
<td>in spite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>syavā-asthābhedā</td>
<td>syavāvāsabhābhedā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>(karma)</td>
<td>(karmā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>karmas</td>
<td>karmans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>6 ff.</td>
<td>karmas</td>
<td>judgements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>judgments</td>
<td>Viśvaraṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Akhaṇḍānanda</td>
<td>Akhaṇḍānanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>From</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>whence</td>
<td>whence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Pañcapādikā.</td>
<td>Pañcapādikā,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>striyāṁ</td>
<td>striyāṁ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td>, after Tattvādāpana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>uttarottarāsiddhāher</td>
<td>uttarottarāsiddhāher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Tattvādāpana.</td>
<td>Tattvādāpana.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>anyataraṇiredeśe</td>
<td>anyataraṇiredeśe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Tattvādāpana.</td>
<td>Tattvādāpana.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>15 ff.</td>
<td>judgment</td>
<td>judgement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>judgment</td>
<td>judgement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>judgmental</td>
<td>judgemental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>judgment</td>
<td>judgement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
judgement

judgement

doṣunimittaḥ
viśīṣṭajñeyanimitto
svaśimbandhēṣvartheṣu
vyavahārika
well known
Advaitist
upto
upto
...
Naiyāyikas
...
that
but
partipannatve

Consciousness
Consciousness
wherefrom
dīsvaham-pratyayah
uttarotaraghaṭāderiti
vr̥tih
āyattavādīcchā
prasidhyabhāve’pti
Rjuvivaraṇa
...
Vivaraṇa.
Pañcapāḍikā.
...
viśīṣṭadesakāla- sambaddham
priest
udgātā
no
vyavahārika
yo’rtha’kaṅkārah
pradīpparabhāvat
...

Read

judgement

judgement

doṣunimittaḥ
viśīṣṭajñeyanimitto
svaśimbandhēṣvartheṣu
vyavahārika
well known
Advaitists
up to
up to
) after ‘probandum’
Naiyāyika
( before Pañcapāḍikā
and
as
partipannatve
, after ‘ignorance’ and
after ‘one’
consciousness
consciousness
wherefrom
dīsvaham-pratyayah
uttarotaraghaṭāderiti
vr̥tih
āyattavādīcchā
prasidhyabhāve’pti
Rjuvivaraṇa
) after adhyāsabhāsyā
Vivaraṇa,
Pañcapāḍikā,
‘is’ after ‘this’
viśīṣṭadesakāla- sambaddham
priest
udgātā
any
vyavahārika
yo’rtha’kaṅkārah
pradīpparabhāvat
) after ‘sanction’
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Line</th>
<th>For</th>
<th>Read</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>anīṣaya</td>
<td>anīṣayā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>kāryaṅaṅabhaṅava</td>
<td>kāryaṅaṅabhaṅava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Bhagavadgīta</td>
<td>Bhagavadgītā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Sākṣi-caitanya</td>
<td>Sākṣicaitanya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>sravaṇādi</td>
<td>sravaṇādi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>sāṁvīt</td>
<td>sāṁvīt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>sarvaṁaṅatva</td>
<td>sarvaṁaṅatva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>kārṇaṅamevatāhitam</td>
<td>kārṇaṅamevatāhitam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>delete — after 'Pure'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>jñānabirodhi</td>
<td>jñānavirodhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>āvacchinā</td>
<td>āvacchinā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>biddhyānādi</td>
<td>viddhyānādi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Gītā</td>
<td>Gītā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>13/20</td>
<td>13/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>judgments</td>
<td>judgements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Prakāṣātmayati</td>
<td>Prakāṣātmayati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>inspite</td>
<td>in spite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>apperance</td>
<td>appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>pūrvaṁatma</td>
<td>pūrvaṁatma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>jñānam after pratyakṣa— in line 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>nātirekarādhibhyam</td>
<td>nātirekarāhityam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>ītyāha</td>
<td>ītyāha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>fundamental</td>
<td>fundamental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Bhāṣyakara</td>
<td>Bhāṣyakāra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>avidyayā'grhyamāṇa</td>
<td>avidyayā'grhyamāṇa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>lakṣaṅāmśo</td>
<td>lakṣaṅāmśo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>csse</td>
<td>case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>ayasasca</td>
<td>ayasasca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>kṣīti</td>
<td>kṣīti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Prakāṣātmayati's</td>
<td>Prakāṣātmayati's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>idential</td>
<td>identical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Udyotakara</td>
<td>Udyotakara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>organs</td>
<td>organs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>9 ff.</td>
<td>Udyotakara</td>
<td>Udyotakara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Bhāṭṭa</td>
<td>Bhāṭṭa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>vyāpāraṇavatamātram</td>
<td>vyāpāraṇavatamātram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>vyāpāraṇavatva</td>
<td>vyāpāraṇavatva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>'after ‘subject'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Line</td>
<td>For</td>
<td>Read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>jñānatā</td>
<td>jñālatā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>he</td>
<td>the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>&quot;consciousness as the 'I'&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;consciousness as the 'I'&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>&quot;nedamanisah&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;nedamanisah&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pañcapādiḥika.</td>
<td>Pañcapādiḥika.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Prabhākarā</td>
<td>Prabhākarā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Tatvapradīpika</td>
<td>Tatvapradīpika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>self-luminous nor</td>
<td>self-luminous, or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>cetanasyāpi</td>
<td>cetanasyāpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>inspite</td>
<td>in spite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>33 ff.</td>
<td>karma</td>
<td>karma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Tatvadīpana,</td>
<td>Tatvadīpana,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>pramanāphalavatūt</td>
<td>pramanāphalavatūt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>182</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>[ before 'Tatvadīpana'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tatvadīpana.</td>
<td>Tatvadīpana,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>conscious,</td>
<td>conscious.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183</td>
<td>38-39</td>
<td>vyāpikāraya</td>
<td>vyāpikāraya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>consciousness,</td>
<td>consciousness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Tatvadīpana.</td>
<td>Tatvadīpana.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Vivaraṇa.</td>
<td>Vivaraṇa,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>pītasainvit</td>
<td>pītasainvit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>hetuṇuvānubhavatavam</td>
<td>hetuṇuvānubhavatavam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>21 ff.</td>
<td>principi</td>
<td>principi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>pītasāṁvīt</td>
<td>pītasāṁvīt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>viśeṣavārvṛtyā</td>
<td>viśeṣavārvṛtyā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>delete 'on' after 'even'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>pītasāṁvīdō</td>
<td>pītasāṁvīdō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>191</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>siddhyati</td>
<td>siddhyati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>10 ff.</td>
<td>principi</td>
<td>principi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>samvidāḥ</td>
<td>samvidāḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>seem</td>
<td>seems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>something,</td>
<td>something.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>) after 'lamp'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>36 ff</td>
<td>vyayācāraḥ</td>
<td>vyabhicāraḥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>viśeṣanam</td>
<td>viśeṣanam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>citsvabhava,</td>
<td>citsvabhava</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>&quot;I—consciousness</td>
<td>&quot;I—consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>viṣayāṇubhavameva</td>
<td>viṣayāṇubhavameva</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ERRATA

Page Line For Read
198 1 Prakāśātmayati's Prakāśātmayati's
200 39 viṣayāvabhāsaḥ viṣayāvabhāsa
201 31 draṣṭṛtvam draṣṭṛtvam
201 37 syāt mānākāratvān syāt mānākāratvān
201 38 taddhīna taddhīna
202 34 ahaṅkāra syāditi ahaṅkāraḥ syāditi
202 37 praśaktiḥ praśaktiḥ
204 30 Tattvādīpana. Tattvādīpana,
205 33 judgements judgements
205 40 vr̥ṛtyāva vr̥ṛtyāva
206 5 ... delete ) after ‘sukha’
206 10 sukhi sukhi
207 33 duḥkhasambandhi duḥkhasambandhi;
210 22 ff. remembrance remembrance
210 36 ... ) after ‘explains’
211 30 vyāvahārika vyāvahārika
212 7 sākṣcaityana sākṣcaityana
212 14 sukhānubhavyoh sukhānubhavyoh
212 14 sākṣcaityanyasya sākṣcaityanyasya
212 27 Schooool Schooool
213 1 avidyāvṛtti avidyāvṛtti
214 13 smṛtiḥ smṛtiḥ
214 20 na ‘na
214 22 vārtikakāraḥ vārtikakāraḥ
214 26 Advaitasidhi Advaitasidhi
214 27 Edn. Edn;
215 31 eclecticism eclecticism
219 25 jīvahood jīvahood
219 35 bhedesiddhyartha bhedesiddhyartha
221 5 (Title) IMAGE-CHARACTER IMAGE-CHARACTER
222 12 anirvācyam anirvācyam
223 4 pādānattva pādānattva
224 34 to to
226 17 ... delete , after ‘view’
227 18 proveable provable
229 11 Self, Self;
231 37 naisaragiko'yaṁ naisaragiko'yaṁ
233 39 sākṣvisayatvam sākṣvisayatvam
233 39 ... , after ‘Edn.’
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Line</th>
<th>For</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>antahkarana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>237</td>
<td>29-30</td>
<td>presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>237</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>inspite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>mukhyavakrantam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>239</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>tajanmakaranashunyatvat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>ajnananivritti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>27 ff.</td>
<td>inspite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>tadalpajnatavakrlam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>inspite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>ajnananivrittyaupadhika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Tattvadipana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>inspite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>13-14</td>
<td>pratibimbapaksha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>illusioness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>257</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Tattvadipana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>predecessor's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>inspite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>dependen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>he</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>266</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>avidyatanraanam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>266</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>viruddhyate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>inspite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>parinispannahankaro-padhika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>virodhamasankya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>nirupadhikadhyathaparinispanatvam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>271</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Dharmarajadhvarindra</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

appearance ' before na 'not' after 'are' ajnananivritti in spite of delete . after 'Consciousness' 'it' after 'that' locus tadalpajnatavakrlam filth in spite ajnananivrittyaupadhika Tattvadipana in spite pratibimbapaksha illusoriness Tattvadipana, predecessor's in spite dependent the avidyatanraanam viruddhyate in spite parinispannahankaro-padhika virodhamasankya nirupadhikadhyayaaparinispanatvam

Dharmarajadhvarindra
"A book that is shut is but a block"

GOVT. OF INDIA
Department of Archaeology
NEW DELHI.

Please help us to keep the book clean and moving.